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Abstract

This thesis presents the first investigation of the impact of GPU
computing on cognitive robotics by providing a series of novel experiments in
the area of action and language acquisition in humanoid robots and computer
vision. Cognitive robotics is concerned with endowing robots with high-level
cognitive capabilities to enable the achievement of complex goals in complex
environments. Reaching the ultimate goal of developing cognitive robots will
require tremendous amounts of computational power, which was until
recently provided mostly by standard CPU processors. CPU cores are
optimised for serial code execution at the expense of parallel execution, which
renders them relatively inefficient when it comes to high-performance
computing applications. The ever-increasing market demand for
high-performance, real-time 3D graphics has evolved the GPU into a highly
parallel, multithreaded, many-core processor extraordinary computational
power and very high memory bandwidth. These vast computational resources
of modern GPUs can now be used by the most of the cognitive robotics models
as they tend to be inherently parallel. Various interesting and insightful
cognitive models were developed and addressed important scientific questions
concerning action-language acquisition and computer vision. While they have
provided us with important scientific insights, their complexity and
application has not improved much over the last years. The experimental
tasks as well as the scale of these models are often minimised to avoid
excessive training times that grow exponentially with the number of neurons
and the training data. This impedes further progress and development of
complex neurocontrollers that would be able to take the cognitive robotics
research a step closer to reaching the ultimate goal of creating intelligent
machines. This thesis presents several cases where the application of the GPU
computing on cognitive robotics algorithms resulted in the development of
large-scale neurocontrollers of previously unseen complexity enabling the
conducting of the novel experiments described herein.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The graphics processing unit (GPU) was first invented by NVIDIA in

1999. The ever increasing demand for high-performance real-time graphics

driven primarily by the gaming industry evolved GPU into a massively parallel

supercomputer of immense floating point performance. Few researchers

realised that this hidden performance could revolutionarise many scientific

algorithms. The problem that these early GPU programming pioneers faced

was that the GPU was not designed for general-purpose computing and

therefore not programmable in the similar way as the CPU. Instead, the GPU

was at that time only dealing with graphics and could only process shaders,

textures, vertices, pixels, etc. In order to write a new code that would run on

the GPU, these programmers had to represent their mathematical problems as

textures and pass them as the input to the GPU using OpenGL or DirectX

graphics API. The GPU would then produce output in the form of pixels, which

would have to be decoded and used as the result. Using this technique, many

of these early GPU technology adopters showed promising speed-up of the

GPU over the conventional CPU. However, the whole process of programming

GPU was extremely cumbersome and required additional knowledge of

graphics API, which discouraged many from using GPU processors for

general-purpose computing.
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On 15 February 2007, NVIDIA released the first parallel computing

platform and programming model named CUDA (Compute Unified Device

Architecture). This gave program developers direct access to the virtual

instruction set and memory of the parallel computational elements in GPUs.

The economics of scale has made GPU very affordable and present in nearly

every household. The GPU has became a low-cost parallel supercomputer of

unprecedented performance1 and from this point on everyone could program

it using CUDA.

The work described in this thesis started soon after the first version of

CUDA was released. This was the ideal time to explore the implications of

GPU computing to cognitive robotics. The author was convinced that many

algorithms in the field of cognitive robotics were perfect fit for the Single

Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) model of the GPU and their acceleration

could open doors to new possibilities. GPU computing not only accelerates the

current cognitive models, but more importantly, opens up new horizons to

novel experiments that would have not been previously attempted because of

their computational intensity.

1.2 Objectives, Scope, and Contribution of the Thesis

In general terms, the main goal of the research described in this thesis is

to investigate the impact of GPU computing on cognitive robotics and to

conduct novel experiments of previously unseen scale and complexity. To the

best knowledge of the author this thesis is the first to explore this area.

Cognitive robotics is concerned with endowing robots with high-level

cognitive capabilities to enable the achievement of complex goals in complex

1The latest NVIDIA GTX Titan-Z features 5,760 cores, 12GB memory and delivers 8 TFLOPS.
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environments. These capabilities include perception processing, attention

allocation, planning, anticipation, and reasoning about their own and other

agents’ mental states. The focus of this thesis is put on those areas that

concern action and language acquisition as well as vision.

The understanding of action and language as an integrated processes

has intrigued a great number of researchers from different fields. Various

interesting and insightful cognitive models of action and language learning

were developed and addressed several important questions related to action

and language acquisition and processing in humans. While they have

provided us with important scientific insights, their complexity and

application has not changed much over the last years. The experimental tasks

as well as the scale of neural network controllers for action and language

acquisition are often minimised to avoid excessive training times that grow

exponentially with the number of neurons and training data. However, this

impedes further progress and development of complex neurocontrollers that

would be able to take the cognitive robotics research a step closer to reaching

the ultimate goal of creating intelligent machines.

The research on action and language acquisition described in this thesis

took the inspiration from Yamashita and Tani (2008) who developed a

multiple time-scales recurrent neural network model (MTRNN) and

demonstrated its ability to learn complex sequences of actions and

self-organise so that motor primitives can be later recombined to produce

novel behaviours. Another inspiration was taken from the work of Sugita and

Tani (2005) who addressed a difficult problem of language compositionality

through the development of novel connectionist model based on two loosely
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coupled recurrent neural networks with a parametric bias. The author

implemented a GPU-accelerated MTRNN model and applied a similar

methodology as described by Sugita and Tani (2005). This allowed him to

significantly scale-up action and language acquisition capabilities in humanoid

robots and produce a detailed performance analysis demonstrating the impact

of GPU computing on cognitive robotics.

The second area explored in this thesis is computer vision. The ultimate

goal of creating a general-purpose, robust and resilient vision system remains

as elusive as ever and a number of researchers suggested revisiting the

fundamental assumptions concerning computer vision (e.g. Meer 2012). One

way to tackle this challenge is to take the inspiration from the vision systems

of natural organisms that have been evolving for millions of years. The author

followed the active perception approach (Bajcsy 1988; Nolfi and Marocco

2002) and developed a GPU-accelerated genetic algorithm (GA) and active

vision system capable of recognising 3D objects while relying on an extremely

light-weight neurocontroller. To the best knowledge of the author, this work is

the first one to present an active vision system that is capable of recognising

real-life 3D objects from various angles and under different lighting

conditions.

The original contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:

• first application and investigation of the impact of GPU computing on

cognitive robotics research;

• development of the open-source GPU-accelerated toolkit for cognitive

robotics and several heterogeneous modules implementing neural
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networks, genetic algorithms, vision algorithms, etc.;

• development of the open-source Mars rover physics simulator equipped

with an active vision system and interfaced with an island-based genetic

algorithm facilitating artificial evolution of neural network controllers for

Mars rovers;

• experimental evidence demonstrating the capacity of the

GPU-accelerated MTRNN to acquire multiple complex actions and

ground them in linguistic input and thus achieve generalisation to

previously unheard utterances;

• experimental evidence demonstrating the potential application and

suitability of an active vision system for the navigation in unknown

environments;

• experimental evidence demonstrating the ability of the GPU-accelerated

active vision system to recognise real-life 3D objects;

• generation of benchmarks providing detailed timings of CPU and GPU

performance and scalability of algorithms commonly used in cognitive

robotics research.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into four logical parts. Part I consists of three

chapters and introduces the relevant background. Chapter 2 presents the state

of the art in the GPU computing. Chapter 3 provides a detailed literature

review of cognitive robotics and its sub-fields. Chapter 4 describes all the

methods employed in this thesis.
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Part II describes all the software that was developed and used in this

research. Chapter 5 presents the Aquila cognitive robotics toolkit and Chapter

6 the Mars rover simulator.

Part III describes experiments on action and language acquisition. These

experiments are presented in Chapter 7, which consists of two sections.

Section 7.1 describes three experiments on complex action acquisition.

Section 7.2 describes two experiments that investigated complex action and

language acquisition.

Part IV describes experiments on active vision used for navigation in

unknown environments and 3D object recognition. This part consists of two

chapters. Chapter 8 presents experiments on active vision for navigating

unknown environments. Chapter 9 describes a novel active vision system for

the recognition of 3D objects.

The thesis concludes in Chapter 10, in which the future perspectives on

GPU computing and cognitive robotics are explored.
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2 GPU Computing

This chapter starts with an overview of the characteristics and latest

technical progress of CPU, FPGA and GPU computing platforms. This is

followed by a detailed description of the GPU hardware (Section 2.4.1) as well

as programming model (Section 2.4.2). Section 2.4.3 highlights the current

state of the art in GPU computing and briefly describes the future GPU

architectures. The last Section 2.5 provides a detailed overview of research

applications that were accelerated with GPU hardware and applied in artificial

intelligence research.

2.1 Introduction

"It can’t continue forever. The nature of exponentials is that you push them

out and eventually disaster happens" (Dubash 2005 p. 1). This is the statement

of Intel co-founder Gordon Moore who is well known for his prediction that

the number of transistors that can be placed on an integrated circuit doubles

approximately every two years (Moore 1965). This law was a successful

guideline but as Moore noted, this trend will not continue forever.

In 2003, the energy consumption and heat-dissipation problems slowed

down the progress and virtually all processor vendors have changed their

strategy to manufacture chips with multiple cores, which had a strong impact

on the software developer community (Sutter and Larus 2005). In the

meanwhile, manufacturers have been looking into new technologies that
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would increase the number of transistors per wafer; the smaller the sizes of

the individual transistors the faster and more power efficient the chip.

However, reducing these dimensions comes at its price since the current

leakage becomes a problem (Butts and Sohi 2000) and the bizarre effects of

quantum mechanics (Griffiths 1995) have to be taken into account. One such

effect called quantum tunneling becomes a fundamental issue when the

technology reaches the level of single nano-meter transistors (Lerner and

Trigg 1991), which are only few atoms thick. This basically means that an

electron can directly tunnel through the barrier by disappearing on one side

and reappearing on the other, rendering transistors leaky and uncontrollable.

Reaching atomic scales of transistors was once science fiction, but not

anymore. In 2010, mass-produced transistors moved from 45nm to 32nm

scale. Wu et al. (2010) developed 20nm transistor technology based on

fish-fin design, Fuechsle et al. (2010) used a single silicon crystal and created

so-called quantum dot of just seven atoms acting like a transistor. Obermair

et al. (2010) as well as Tan et al. (2010) have demonstrated working

technology for single atom transistors.

Hundreds of materials were researched in order to replace traditional

gate dielectric using silicon dioxide (SiO2) with a higher dielectric constant

(e.g. hafnium dioxide (HfO2), zirconium dioxide (ZrO2), titanium dioxide

(TiO2) resulting in chips with lower current leakage and temperature (Chau

et al. 2005). Konstantin Novoselow and Andre Geim received The Nobel Prize

in physics for groundbreaking experiments regarding two-dimensional

material graphene (Nobelprize.org 2010), which is one atom thick planar

sheet of carbon atoms that are densely packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice.
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This extraordinary material with unique electrical, optical, mechanical and

thermal properties was already used by IBM to develop transistors operating

at 100GHz (billion cycles/second) (Lin et al. 2009) with gate lengths of 240

nano-meters, which leaves a lot of space for further optimisations.

Both IBM and Intel are striving to implement 1THz processors by using

optical instead of electrical transmissions. Such system uses tiny optical

nano-fibers (e.g. Zhang et al. 2010), which can be about 100 faster than wires

and consume only one-tenth as much power. IBM, Intel and Sun have setup

photonics research laboratories where these technologies are being developed.

Recently, there has been a lot of progress in this field followed by some

extraordinary announcements by both IBM and Intel claiming that a terabit

per second transmission is within our reach, as expressed by IBM Research’s

vice president of science and technology TC Chen: "With optical

communications embedded into the processor chips, the prospect of building

power-efficient computer systems with performance at the exaflop level is one step

closer to reality" (IBM 2010 p. 1).

Quantum computing is arguably the most promising one and the first

experimental systems, based on a small number of qubits, already revealed its

potential. Recently, Wolters et al. (2010) demonstrated a strategy that could

be used for scaling up quantum computer systems. Wolters and colleagues

managed to fabricate a rudimentary quantum computing hybrid system using

nano-diamonds as qubits and also optical nano-structures. Wolter stated: "Our

results suggest a strategy for scaling up quantum information to large-scale

systems, which has yet to be done. We regard our experiment as a milestone on

the long road toward on-chip integrated quantum information processing
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systems, bringing the dream of a quantum computer closer to reality"

(ScienceDaily 2010 p. 1). As of the year 2014, the only commercial quantum

computer is provided by a small company called D-Wave. The aerospace giant

Lockheed Martin bought one in 2011 and installed it in a new Quantum

Computation Center at the University of Southern California (USC) in Los

Angeles, California. In 2013, Google, NASA and Universities Space Research

Association acquired the latest model D-Wave Two (512 qubits), which was

installed in the Quantum Artificial Intelligence Lab at NASA’s Ames Research

Center in Moffett Field, California. However, the director of USC center Daniel

Lidar concluded: "every problem we have tested can still be solved faster on

classical computers" (Jones 2013 p. 1). Recent tests conducted by Matthias

Troyer and his team (ETH Zurich in Switzerland) could not find any evidence

of D-Wave Two superiority (Boixo et al. 2013).

In the meantime, Graphic Processor Unit, driven by the insatiable

market demand for high performance 3D graphics have been quietly evolving

into a highly parallel, multi-threaded, many-core processor with extraordinary

computational power and memory bandwidth (Section 2.4).

2.2 The Great Tradition of CPU Computing

The first microprocessor Intel 4004 was released in January 1971. For

around thirty years, engineers focused almost exclusively on improving serial

workloads such as compilers, communication link management, user-interface

code, etc. In more recent years, Central Processing Units have evolved to meet

the needs of various markets that required parallel workloads. A standard CPU

would normally consist of:
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Figure 2.1: D-Wave Two machine has been installed at NASA Ames Research
Center in California. Source: http://tinyurl.com/q93zml9

• Arithmetic & Logic Unit (ALU) - executes operations of an arithmetic

or logical nature and it works together with the accumulator and flag

registers. There is a number of sub-components that are responsible for

performing different tasks such as additions, subtractions,

multiplications, divisions, logical tests, comparisons and bit shifting.

• Control Unit (CU) - is arguably the most complex part of the CPU as it is

responsible for issuing control signals to other areas of the processor and

instructing them on what to do next. A control unit consists of Decoder

(decodes instructions and determines the right actions to process them),

Timer and Clock (ensures that all processes and instructions are carried

out at the right time) and Control Logic Circuits (create control signals).

21
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• Register Array - is an on-chip memory designed for extremely fast data

retrieval. Most microprocessor designs would feature: Program Counter

(PC) register that holds the memory address of the next instruction to

be executed; Instruction Register (IR) holding current instruction while

it is being decoded; Accumulator (ACC) holding the result of operations

performed by ALU; Memory Address Register (MAR) temporary holding

instruction or data while the next step is being determined; Flag Register

holding 1-bit status flags modified by ALU.

• System Bus - facilitates data communication between different major

components of the computer including the microprocessor. The system

bus can be broken down into three major parts: Control Bus carries

signals related to control and coordination of various activities across

the computer that can be sent from the control unit; Data Bus provides

bi-directional transfer of data between CPU memory and peripherals;

Address Bus provides connections between the microprocessor and the

memory carrying signals related to the addresses processed by the CPU

at that time.

CPU programming is relatively easy because compilers have been evolving

together with the hardware they run on. Software programmers do not have to

be concerned with all the underlying complexities involved in modern CPUs as

their micro-architecture is nearly invisible and sophisticated compilers hide the

rest. Multi-core chips present in most computers nowadays have the identical

software architecture as previous multiprocessor systems consisting of simple

coherent memory and several identical computing engines.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified CPU structure. Source: http://tinyurl.com/nfoph9r

CPU cores are optimised for serial code execution at the expense of

parallel execution. Only a tiny fraction of die of modern CPU is dedicated to

integer and floating-point execution units while most of it is used for caches,

branch predictors, instruction decoders and other features that boost serial

execution performance. It is this serial performance where CPUs excel,

however, it comes as no surprise that they are relatively inefficient when it

comes to high-performance computing applications.

In an attempt to address these issues, Intel developed a Xeon Phi

co-processor based on Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture. Intel Xeon

Phi 5110P features 60 x86 cores, 1.01 TFLOPS double precision floating point

performance, 1.053Ghz clock speed and 8GB GDDR5 memory at 320 GB/sec

memory bandwidth. The premise of these co-processors is that software

companies and IT departments can avoid retraining developers on proprietary
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and hardware specific programming models associated with accelerators such

as GPUs (Section 2.4). However, the idea of being able to use the Intel Xeon

Phi co-processor without major programming effort has remained more of a

marketing dream rather than reality. In addition, the recent benchmarks do

not show much benefit of using Intel Phi coprocessor over standard CPUs

(Chan 2013) and the latest Kepler GPU (Hawick and Playne 2014; Jörg 2013).

Figure 2.3: Intel Core i7-3770K Die. This is the first native six-core architecture
with 1.6 billion transistors, 15MB of L3 cache and core frequencies ranging from
3.6GHz in base mode to 4Ghz in turbo mode. Source: http://tinyurl.com/

qccvomd

Figure 2.4: Inter Xeon Phi Coprocessor. The left picture shows the processor
die. Source: http://tinyurl.com/bt6yc3f. The picture on the right shows
the whole co-processor. Source: http://tinyurl.com/nvnhdt4
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It is clear that the enormous technological advancements are pushing the

limits of the current computational power. The field of CPU computing has

moved to multi-core processors to keep up with the Moor’s law. However, there

are still significant drawbacks since standard CPUs consume too much energy

per instruction and are not suitable for highly parallel tasks. New paradigms in

computer technology are therefore inevitable.

2.3 Reconfigurable FPGA Computing

Reconfigurable computer architecture combines flexibility of software

with high-performance hardware processing with flexible high-speed

computing fabrics such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The

major difference between FPGAs and standard microprocessors such as CPU

lies in their ability to introduce substantial changes to the data-path itself in

addition to the control flow. FPGAs can be reconfigured at a run time by

loading a new circuit on the reconfigurable fabric, which is not possible in the

case of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). FPGAs are

semiconductor devices that are based around a matrix of Configurable Logic

Blocks (CLBs) connected through programmable interconnects. This

configuration is generally done using a Hardware Description Language

(HDL). A typical FPGA would come with the following features:

• Configurable Logic Blocks - basic logic units consisting of a configurable

switch matrix with 4 or 6 inputs, selection circuitry such as MUX, and

flip-flops. The configurable switch matrix deals with combinatorial logic,

shift registers and RAM.
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• Interconnect - routes the signal between CLBs and the signal to and from

Input-Outputs (I/O). The routing comes in different varieties, from that

interconnecting CLBs to fast horizontal and vertical lines spanning the

device to global low-skew routing for clocking and other global signals.

By default, the design software hides the interconnect routing task from

the user, which reduces the design complexity.

• I/O Banks - FPGA groups I/Os into independent banks where each bank

can support different I/O standards thus serving an ideal interface bridge

between different input-output standards.

• Memory - most FPGAs come with embedded block memory RAM

enabling on-chip memory to be used by the designed application.

• Clock Management - digital clock management is available in most

FPGAs, however, companies such as Xilinx offer additional support for

phase-looped clocking providing precision clock synthesis combined

with jitter reduction and filtering.

FPGAs have been used in many high-frequency tasks because their logic

gates can be directly programmed. Despite a much lower clock frequencies,

FPGAs can easily outperform standard microprocessors because their

applications are hard-wired in an FPGA chip via programmable logic gates. An

operation that would take one cycle on an FPGA could take several hundreds

of cycles on a microprocessor, needing multiple instructions to do the same

thing. Since FPGAs can be easily reprogrammed, they are much more suitable

for prototyping as well as providing future upgrades or bug fixes. These chips

are often used in space exploration missions as their configuration can be
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Figure 2.5: FPGA architecture highlighting fundamental parts such as logic and
I/O blocks as well as programmable interconnects. Source: http://tinyurl.

com/lcw9eqq

remotely modified in case updates are necessary or certain bugs discovered.

FPGs are widely used in applications for aerospace and defence, ASIC

prototyping, audio, automotive, industrial, medical, security and other areas

requiring high performance. On the other hand, FPGAs rather expensive,

notoriously cumbersome to program and built for a specific application while

standard micro-processors are much more accessible and can run a variety of

different applications.

2.4 The Rise of GPU Computing

Since 2003, semiconductor industry have been divided into multicore

and many-core design trajectories (Hwu et al. 2008). Many-core design aims

to increase the processing power by increasing the number of cores in a

processor. This number was doubling with each semiconductor process

generation starting with dual-core chips and reaching hyper-threaded

hexa-core systems. Many-core system is fundamentally different with regards
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Figure 2.6: FPGA die example from Altera Cyclone III FPGA wafer. Source
http://tinyurl.com/ktvhtom

to its design philosophy. While CPUs are optimised for processing of

sequential code and feature sophisticated control logic and large cache

memories, GPUs design philosophy emerged from the fast growing video

industry where massive numbers of floating point operations are required to

render every single frame. As a result, a GPU chip has most of its area

dedicated to processing of the floating point operations and features only tiny

cache memories (Figure 2.7).

Back in 1980s, 3D graphics processing was only available to few people

who had access to large and expensive computers. The situation changed in

1990s when the graphics accelerators became part of many PCs; the price of

graphics processors decreased from $50,000 to $200 and the number of pixels
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Figure 2.7: GPU dedicates more transistors to data processing as opposed to
data caching and flow control making it more suitable for addressing data-
parallel computations where the same program is executed on many data
elements in parallel. Source: http://tinyurl.com/map75jk

that could be calculated per second increased from 50 million to 1 billion. The

ever growing game industry has been demanding better and faster graphics

and the graphics card manufacturers such as NVIDIA or ATI were competing

to develop devices with more and more GPU processing cores and more

sophisticated architectures.

In 2006, NVIDIA released GeForce 8800 GPU, which was capable of

mapping separate programmable graphics processes to an array of GPUs,

which paved the way to first general purpose computing using parallel GPU

processors (Figure 2.8). General-purpose GPU (GPGPU) was an intermediate

step where graphics card programmers had to use a OpenGL or DirectX

Application Programming Interface (API) to implement their programs. Using

GPGPU technique, many applications achieved dramatic speed improvements.

For example, Kruger and R. Westermann (2003) developed a framework for

solving linear algebra, Harris et al. (2003) designed a cloud dynamics

simulation based on partial differential equations, molecular dynamics by

Rodrigues et al. (2008) or N-body simulation by Nyland et al. (2007).

However, this required the expert knowledge of these APIs and, in addition,

all calculations needed to represent their inputs as textures while their outputs
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would be represented as a set of pixels generated through raster operations.

This has changed during the development of Tesla GPU architecture when

NVIDIA researchers realised that its potential could be much higher if one

could think of GPUs like individual programmable processors. As a result, in

2007 NVIDIA released the CUDA programming model that was designed to

support mutual CPU/GPU application execution.

Figure 2.8: GeForce 8800 introduced unified shader architecture featuring the
first multi-purpose programmable elements. Source: http://tinyurl.com/

ovokf6k

One could imagine every application as an apricot where its kernel

represents problems that cannot be parallelised whereas its flesh represents

parallelisable problems. GPUs are designed to deal with massive amount of

numerical calculations in parallel and therefore are suited for processing the

’flesh of the apricot’ while CPUs perform much better at processing ’the

apricot’s kernel’. The CPU design philosophy is simply not suited for parallel
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computation of massive amounts of data and not comparable to GPU devices

such as NVIDIA Tesla K40 with 2880 cores, 12GB GDDR5 memory, 288

GB/sec memory bandwidth, 4.29 TFLOPS (trillion operations per second)

single precision and 1.43 TFLOPS double precision floating point performance.

The Tesla line of NVIDIA products supports several advanced features such as

ECC memory and much better double precision floating point performance.

However, many people who do not require such features go for the gaming

cards such as NVIDIA GeForce GTX780 Titan Black, which are much cheaper

and still extremely powerful (Figure 2.9). For example, the already mentioned

GTX780 Titan Black is several times cheaper and still features the same

number of cores, comparable single precision floating point performance and

in addition has two DVI and two HDMI outputs making it a powerful graphics

card and not only a co-processor.

Figure 2.9: Tesla K40 vs. GeForce GTX780 Titan Black. The picture on the left
shows the latest Tesla K40 coming with good support, ECC memory and superior
double precision floating point performance. Source: http://tinyurl.com/

pw4afac However, Tesla K40 card does not have any graphics output, it is much
more expensive that GTX780 Titan Black shown on the right, which can be
used as a powerful graphics card. Source: http://tinyurl.com/qzk3wsd The
choice between the two depends on whether or not the advanced features and
support are of vital importance.
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NVIDIA’s Chief Scientist Bill Dally said: "To continue scaling computer

performance, it is essential that we build parallel machines using cores optimized

for energy efficiency, not serial performance. Building a parallel computer by

connecting two to 12 conventional CPUs optimized for serial performance, an

approach often called multi-core, will not work. This approach is analogous to

trying to build an airplane by putting wings on a train. Conventional serial CPUs

are simply too heavy to fly on parallel programs and to continue historic scaling

of performance" (Dally 2010 p. 2).

Parallel computing using CUDA and NVIDIA cards is being increasingly

taken up by industry and academies. Many commercial and research

applications have migrated from using standard processors only to a

collaborative CPU/GPU use where each architecture does what is best at. In

general, most of these applications can achieve tremendous speed-ups in

performance, which is anything between 1.3 to 2,600 times (NVIDIA 2014b).

2.4.1 GPU Hardware Architecture

The ever-increasing market demand for high-performance, real-time 3D

graphics has evolved the GPU into highly parallel, multi-threaded, many-core

processor extraordinary computational power and very high memory

bandwidth (Figure 2.10 and 2.11)

As of year 2014, the state of the art in GPU hardware design is represented

by the latest microprocessor code-named Kepler. Each Kepler chip (Figure 2.12

and 2.13) is built around an array of Streaming Multiprocessors (SMX)1 each

providing 192 single-precision CUDA cores where each core has a fully pipelined

floating-point and integer arithmetic logic units. Many HPC applications require

1Reffered to as SM in the previous Fermi and Tesla generations
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Figure 2.10: Floating point operations per second for the CPU and GPU. Source:
http://tinyurl.com/map75jk

high double-precision performance, which was not as impressive in the previous

GPU generations as it is in Kepler with extra 64 double-precision units in each

SMX. In addition, the fast approximate transcendental operations are computed

using additional 32 special functions units (Figure 2.14). The SMX executes

hundreds of threads concurrently and schedules them in groups of 32 called

warps. There are four warp schedulers and eight instruction dispatch units,

which allows four warps to be issued and executed concurrently. The quad-

warp scheduler selects four warps where two independent instructions per warp

can be dispatched per clock cycle. This enables Kepler to pair double-precision

instructions with other instructions, which was not possible on Fermi or Tesla

generations.
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Figure 2.11: Memory bandwidth for the CPU and GPU. Source: http://

tinyurl.com/map75jk

Kepler memory hierarchy is organised in a similar way to Fermi

architecture supporting a unified memory request path for loads and stores.

The Kepler features the following memories, each of which serves a specific

purpose:

• Registers - are the fastest type of on-chip memory and each SMX

contains 65,536 32bit registers.

• Shared Memory / L1 Cache - each SMX has 64KB of fast on-chip

memory, which is used for both shared memory and L1 cache. This

memory can be configured as 16KB shared memory + 48KB L1 cache or

vice versa or sharing the memory equally as 32KB shared memory and
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Figure 2.12: Kepler GK110 Die. Comprising 7.1 billion 28nm transistors the
GK110 is said to be the fastest and most architecturally complex microprocessor
ever built. The full Kepler GK110 chip (left) is made up of six 64bit memory
controllers and 15 streaming multiprocessors (SMX on the right) each with 192
cores resulting in the total of 2880 cores. Different products can use different
configurations and thus some solutions may deploy 13 or 14 SMX. Source:
http://tinyurl.com/c3drc6d

32KB L1 cache. L1 caching is reserved for register spills or stack data,

which means that loads from global memory are only cached in L2.

• Read-Only Data Cache - in contrast with Fermi, Kepler features

additional 48KB read-only data cache supporting full speed unaligned

memory access patterns. In addition, using this cache offloads working

set and load footprints off the Shared/L1 cache path.

• L2 Cache - The L2 cache has 1536KB of memory (2x that of Fermi) and

it is the primary point of data unification between SMX multiprocessors.

L2 services all of the load, store and texture requests and provides fast

data sharing across GPU.

• DRAM - is a large off-chip memory therefore also the slowest one.
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Figure 2.13: Kepler GK110 full chip block diagram showing the organisation of
15 SMX, L2 Cache, 6 memory controllers and a GigaThread global scheduller
engine. Source: http://tinyurl.com/c3drc6d

2.4.2 GPU Programming Model

In November 2006, NVIDIA introduced CUDA, which allows programmers

to use C as high-level programming language to leverage the parallel computing

engine of GPUs. Other languages are also supported such as C++, Fortran and

DirectCompute as well as Java and Python by using provided wrappers. In

addition, directive-based approaches such as OpenACC are also supported.

The parallelism of GPUs continues to scale with Moore’s law. The main

challenge of software developers is to develop applications that can

transparently scale to next generations of GPUs. The CUDA programming

model is designed with this in mind and provides core abstractions that are

exposed to programmers as a minimal set of language extensions such as
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Figure 2.14: SMX featuring 192 single-precision CUDA cores, 64 double-
precision units, 32 special function units (SFU), and 32 load/store units
(LD/ST), 16 texture units, 65,536 32 bit registers, high-speed on-chip memory,
data cache and four warp schedulers. Source: http://tinyurl.com/c3drc6d

hierarchies of thread groups, shared memories and barrier synchronisations.

These abstractions enable fine-grained data and thread parallelism nested

within coarse-grained data and task parallelism. Programmers are therefore

encouraged to subdivide the problem into coarse-grained sub-problems that
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can be solved independently in parallel by blocks of threads, where each

sub-problem is further sub-divided into finer pieces solved in parallel by

threads within the block. This implementation allows for transparent

scalability of CUDA programs, which are structured as independent blocks

executing on any of the available multiprocessors. Therefore, a GPU with

more multiprocessors will execute the program faster than the GPU with less

multiprocessors (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: Transparent scalability of CUDA programs. Source: http://

tinyurl.com/map75jk
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CUDA extends C by allowing programmers to define special functions

called kernels, which execute N times by N number of threads. A kernel is

defined using the __global__ specifier followed by the return type (must be

void as kernels do not return values), function name and parameters as in a

standard C functions (e.g. Figure 2.17). This kernel can then be executed on a

GPU where the execution configuration is specified using the new < < < . . .

> > > syntax (e.g. Figure 2.18). The first two parameters that go inside the

triple chevron brackets define the number of blocks and the number of threads

per block respectively. The third parameter is optional and can specify the

amount of shared memory required. Finally, the fourth parameter is also

optional and assigns a kernel to a specified CUDA stream, which has the

potential to run concurrently with respect to other streams. This feature is

especially attractive on Kepler architecture as it introduced a technology

called HyperQ, which assigns independent hardware work queues to each

stream. Previous Fermi architecture has only single work queue through

which all operations in all streams has to be channeled.

The blocks of threads that are launched in the kernel invocation are

known as grid. This grid of blocks can be one or two dimensional while each

block can be made up of up to three dimensional threads, which allows

programmers to better exploit indexing options for a given problem. For

example, image processing programs might take the benefit of 2D indexing,

while those programs working with volumes could use 3D indexing. However,

the choice of indexing is more of a personal preference and some developers

might prefer using 1D indexing even for multi-dimensional problems.

Each GPU has a certain number of streaming multiprocessors. Depending
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on the architecture, each of multiprocessor can run certain number of blocks

in parallel. Blocks can execute on any of the available multiprocessors and this

allocation is not known beforehand. Consequently, only threads within a single

block can make use of the fast on-chip shared memory, special shuffle functions

and barrier synchronisation. Communication between different blocks needs

to be orchestrated over L2 cache or DRAM and is therefore much slower and

should be avoided.

In CUDA programming model, each thread has per-thread private memory

used for register spills, automatic array variables and function calls. Each thread

block can make use of per-block shared memory used for data sharing and inter-

thread communication. At the highest level, grids of thread blocks share their

results via global memory in DRAM (Figure 2.16).

2.4.3 The Future of GPU Computing

GPU computing has taken off dramatically since the introduction of

CUDA. The hardware has been evolving at an incredible rate bringing new

features, improved performance and price per watt with each generation.

Compared with the initial Tesla GPU C1060, the number of cores has

increased from 240 to 2880, memory from 4GB to 12GB, memory bandwidth

from 102GB/s to 288GB/s. single float pointing performance from 933

GFLOP/s to 4.29 TFLOPS/s. The number of transistor increased from 1.4 to

7.1 billion and their size shrank from 55 to 28nm enabling the possibility to

add many more cores and decrease the clock frequency and thus dramatically

increasing the performance-per-watt to 18.25 GFLOPS. The software has

advanced equally to reflect these changes, from the initial CUDA version 1.0 to

the current version CUDA 6.0 making parallel computing easier than ever. All
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Figure 2.16: CUDA memory scopes. Source: http://tinyurl.com/ldgl2ap

these advancements have created a strong position of GPU computing in the

High Performance Computing (HPC) world represented by one of the most

powerful supercomputers in the world named Titan, which is made up of

18,688 CPUs and equal number of Tesla K20s GPUs achieving the total

performance of 27 PFLOPS. The Titan has been recently overtaken by

Tianhe-2 supercomputer, which is made up of 16,000 computer nodes each

with two Intel Ivy Bridge Xeon processors and three Xeon Phi chips (Section

2.2) adding up to total of 3,120,000 cores and 33.86 PFLOPS performance.

NVIDIA has been also working on bringing the high-performance

computing to mobile devices. This effort resulted in new line of chips
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Figure 2.17: Vector addition kernel example

Figure 2.18: Kernel launch example

code-named Tegra, which have been used in many different tablets and

mobile phones. A Tegra chip features an ARM processor and also a number of

GPU cores, which could not be programmable in the same way as standard

GPUs such as GTX or Tesla cards. However, this changed in 2014 when

NVIDIA announced completely redesigned chip named Tegra K1 featuring the

latest CUDA-programmable Kepler GPU with 192 cores and 32-bit 3-way

superscalar2 2.3Ghz Cortex-A15 processor or a dual-core 64-bit 7-way

superscalar 2.5Ghz ARMv8 Denver processor (Figure 2.19). The introduction

of Tegra K1 redefined mobile market and enabled many new features on

mobile devices such as DirectX 11.2, OpenGL 4.4 and CUDA 6.0.

The future of GPU computing looks equally bright with the next

generation code-named Maxwell, which builds on the success of Kepler.

2Superscalar, in computing terms, is an architecture that allows for instruction-level parallelism, which
means that the 64-bit dual-core processor has hardware resources capable of performing impressive 7
instructions per clock cycle.
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Figure 2.19: Tegra K1 processor. The 32-bit quad-core version is on the left side
while the 64-bit dual-core version is shown on the right side. Source: http:

//tinyurl.com/lpenwfz

Figure 2.20: Graphics comparison of current OpenGL 3.0 ES based mobile SoCs
(left) and Tegra K1 using OpenGL 4.x (right). Source: http://tinyurl.com/

qxyf8ga

GM117 Maxwell chip will feature an integrated 64bit dual-core Denver ARM

processor, which will offload some of the GPU work such as PhisX calculations.

Other addition includes unified virtual memory allowing CPU to access GPU

memory and vice versa. This will be followed by the next generation
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code-named Pascal (Figure 2.21) introducing two key technologies with an

emphasis towards machine learning. The first is called "NVlink" that will boost

the PCIe bus speed by 5 to 12 times by improving the communication between

CPU and GPU. The second key technology is a 3D Memory, which is basically a

stacked DRAM. This new memory will be 4 times more energy efficient and 5

times higher bandwidth of around 1 TB/sec.

Figure 2.21: Pascal GPU revealed during the GPU Technology Conference, 24
March 2014, San Jose, California. Source: http://tinyurl.com/mwfktfn
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2.5 GPU Applications to AI Research

Cognitive robotics (Chapter 3) is concerned with endowing robots with

high-level cognitive capabilities to enable the achievement of complex goals in

complex environments. These capabilities include perception processing,

attention allocation, planning, anticipation, and reasoning about their own

and other agents mental states. The following sub-sections provide an

overview of the state-of-the-art in areas such as vision processing, artificial

neural networks (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA). For more details see

Chapter 4.

2.5.1 Vision

Cognitive robots learn to make sense of the external world and fast vision

system is therefore vital. Standard vision systems require lots of processing

to be done in short time (e.g. 50ms). As the resolution of cameras and the

complexity of image processing algorithms increases, the CPU is left behind the

GPU in terms of performance (e.g. Pulli et al. 2012) and might become too slow

to tackle real-time robot control tasks.

Early GPGPU algorithms showed promising speed-up over CPU, however,

implementing them was time-consuming and rather cumbersome. These

non-graphic algorithms had to expressed in graphics APIs such as OpenGL or

DirectX, which made them very difficult to develop. Since the introduction of

CUDA and OpenCL general-purpose GPU programming became much easier.

This inspired the development of several vision processing libraries such as

OpenCV (Pulli et al. 2012), OpenVIDIA (Fung and Mann 2005), gpuCV (Patil

and Shahapure 2013) or NVIDIA Performance Primitives (NPP) library

(NVIDIA 2014c). This enabled rapid development of new image-processing
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applications in robot vision (Folkers and Ertel 2007), stereo vision (Lyes and

Hawick 2011), optical flow (Kim et al. 2009), saliency detection (Thota et al.

2013), 3D reconstruction (Gallup 2011), feature tracking (Sinha et al. 2006),

object detection (Coates et al. 2009), face detection (Devrari and Kumar

2011) and body pose detection (Brown et al. 2011), just to mention a few.

The general trend is that these algorithms are well suited for the GPU SIMD

architecture and perform significantly faster than corresponding CPU

implementations.

For example, Park et al. (2008) demonstrated that a range of image

processing algorithms map readily to parallel GPU architecture with

significant performance gains. In particular, their work focused on

implementation and testing of canny edge detection. Their results showed

22.96 times performance increase when using GPU over CPU. Folkers and

Ertel (2007) developed a real-time vision system for RobotCub robots, which

used GPU for colour segmentation, pattern recognition and edge detection.

The system performed approximately 5 times faster on GPU than on CPU.

The application of particle filter algorithms on GPUs has been also

widely researched. The non-parametric nature of these filters makes them

suitable for non-linear, non-Gaussian dynamic systems with several

applications ranging from computer vision and robotics to econometrics.

Chitchian et al. (2012) have investigated the design methodology of particle

systems for many-core architectures. A robotic arm application was developed

and used as a highly flexible estimation problem that pushed estimation rates

and accuracy to new levels. Apart from finding suitable filter configurations

for this task, they also analysed the performance difference of their particle
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filter algorithm on GPU and CPU. Their results showed that CUDA-based GPU

implementation of particle filter utilising 1 million particles achieved 20-25

times performance increase over CPU implementation.

Since FPGAs have previously demonstrated high performance on various

image processing tasks. Asano et al. (2009) have conducted an in-depth

comparison of image processing performance on CPU, GPU and FPGA

processors. The hardware chosen for this comparison was an Intel Core 2

Extreme quad-core CPU (QX6850, 3GHz, 8MB L2 cache), NVIDIA GeForce

GTX280 GPU (1024MB DDR3) and Xilinx FPGA (XC4VLX160, set to 100MHz).

The experimenters have compared these three architectures on three different

image-processing applications: two-dimensional filters, stereo-vision and

k-means clustering. Their results showed that in the two-dimensional filter

processing task, the GPU performed the fastest followed by FPGA and then

CPU. In the stereo-vision and k-clustering tasks, the FPGA performed the best

followed by CPU and then GPU. However, it is important to note that the

GTX280 GPU was one of the first generations of programmable GPU devices

and as it can be seen from the Figure 2.10 and 2.11 the hardware evolved

greatly since then. In addition, the GPU implementation does not seem

appropriate for demonstrating the full capacity of the modern GPU hardware.

This is evident for example from the GPU k-clustering algorithm, which

processed 768x512 pixel colour image, however, the implementation only

utilised 768 threads, which is far from what is required to achieve the full

potential of the hardware. More importantly, each of these threads was

processing another 512 pixels serially, which is not the way to utilise the

inherently parallel architecture requiring thousands of threads working in
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parallel. In the last two cases of the stereo-vision and k-means clustering, the

FPGA performed the best thanks to the custom-made circuits, which were

optimised for the highest performance for each of the tasks. The GPU

implementation was not optimised, which makes a tremendous difference

when comparing the two.

Image processing on mobile chips is becoming increasingly important

not only because of the direct implications to the mobile device market but

also because of their incredible potential for cognitive robotics. A

high-performance, low-power mobile GPU chip such as Tegra K1 can be now

easily integrated as part of the on-board processing and used to accelerate

various systems including vision. Before the release of the first

CUDA-programmable mobile TegraK1 processor (Figure 2.19), pilot studies

have already evaluated the potential of GPUs on mobile-based computer

vision. For example, the very first study of this kind (Wang et al. 2013) used

OpenCL framework and developed a GPU-accelerated object removal

algorithm, which was able to perform in 4.266 seconds as opposed to the

original version running only on the mobile CPU and taking 393.8 seconds.

The experimental results on mobile platform powered by a Snapdragon S4

processor demonstrated that the processing time of computer vision

algorithms such as object removal can be significantly reduced by offloading

the core computations to mobile GPUs. This was the first feasibility study that

explored this area and that was conducted on the previous generation mobile

GPU. It is reasonable to expect an even greater performance boost from the

latest Tegra K1 processor.
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2.5.2 Artificial Neural Networks

Inspired by biological neural networks, artificial neural networks are

computational models commonly used in the field of cognitive robotics

(Section 4.2 of Chapter 4). Artificial neural networks are inherently parallel

algorithms and therefore ideal computational problems for the GPU

architecture.

Early studies had to use OpenGL and DirectX in order to implement

ANNs and measure their performance against CPUs. Oh and Jung (2004)

developed a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) designed to classify the text area in

an image and reported 20 times speed-up when using ATI RADEON 9700 PRO

instead of CPU. Rolfes (2004) described GPU implementation of artificial

neural networks utilising a BLAS level 3 style single-precision matrix-matrix

products. Bohn (1998) implemented a self-organising map (SOM) using

OpenGL and achieved approximately 5 times speed-up. This work inspired

Luo et al. (2005), who designed SOM and MLP that were benchmarked on

Intel Pentium 4 CPU, ATI 9550 GPU and NVIDIA GF5700 GPU. Benchmarking

MLPs showed a speed-up of up to 200 times when using the NVIDIA GPU.

Self-organising training benchmarks showed a speed-up of around 4 times

using the ATI GPU.

The above pilot studies have demonstrated the hidden potential of GPUs,

however, not many were prepared to master the fundamentals of graphics

hardware and shading languages in order to develop and accelerate

algorithms. This has dramatically changed since the release of CUDA and

OpenCL, which enabled everyone to write their code using familiar C

programming language syntax with few extensions. One of the first CUDA
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implementations of ANN was presented by Jang et al. (2008), who developed

a text detection system. Authors implemented feature extraction part on CPU

using OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) to process data in parallel. The GPU

was then responsible for calculating the matrix-matrix products.

Benchmarking conducted on a quad-core Q6600 CPU (2.4 GHz) and GeForce

8800GTX GPU showed approximately 15 times speed-up.

Scherer et al. (2010) describe CUDA implementation of convolutional

neural networks and evaluated the performance of the back-propagation

training algorithm using Intel Core i7 940 (2.93 GHz) CPU and NVIDIA

GTX285 GPU. The results suggest speed-up factor between 95 and 115 times,

which enables processing of much larger data sets such as high resolution

images. Hofmann (2011) developed evolutionary neural network for financial

series prediction and evaluated the system performance on Opteron 2434 CPU

and NVIDIA GeForce GTX480 GPU. Despite of general trend of neural

networks running faster on GPUs, the author was interested in examining

whether or not it is worth investing time parallelising the existing CPU

implementation. Hofmann concluded that: "on the GeForce GTX 480 the

configuration executed for about 17 hours. This setup would have required an

estimated 38.5 days on the fast Xeon CPU amounting to a total of 87.9 kWh used

power, compared to 4.4 kWh consumed by the GTX480. In conclusion, all

obtained results back up our hypothesis of the algorithm being infeasible to run

on the CPU, thus justifying the time invested in parallelizing it for the GPU"

(Hofmann 2011 p. 2).

Cellular neural networks are also popular in image processing due to

their ability to perform per-pixel operations in parallel. However, typically
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cellular neural networks would be implemented on VSLI circuits, which would

require additional hardware. On the other hand, nowadays desktop

computers have GPUs, which can be readily used. Ho et al. (2008) designed

high-performance, low-cost cellular neural network simulator reaching 8 to 17

times the performance of the corresponding CPU version. Dolan and DeSouza

(2009) developed a GPU-based cellular neural network library and the

preliminary results from benchmarking also indicate that GPUs have the

potential to significantly accelerate cellular neural networks.

Face recognition systems based on neural networks have been also

implemented on GPUs. For example, Balarini (2012) developed a face

recognition to decide where the face of a person in certain image was pointing.

Authors accelerated training and evaluation of ANN and their experimental

tests showed a speed-up of over 8 times and superior classification rate.

Biologically accurate large-scale neural network models for image

recognition are computationally intensive and GPUs has been proposed as a

low-cost, high performance solution. For example, Han and Taha (2010)

developed a spiking neural network based character recognition network

based on the Izhikevich and Hodgkin-Huxley models. The goal was to

evaluate the performance and scalability of this model on a cluster of 32 nodes

each with an NVIDIA Tesla S1070 GPU card and dual-core AMD Opteron 2216

processor. Both the Izhikevich and Hodgkin-Huxley models were tested on a

single node as well as on multiple nodes using the Message Passing Interface

(MPI) for inter-node communication. The experiments conducted on a single

node compared the performance of GPU implementation versus CPU

implementation. Both neural networks models were tested with up to
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9,437,183 neurons and the results showed 24.6 (Izhikevich model) and 177.0

(Hodgkin-Huxley model) times speed-up over the CPU implementation. Large

neural networks of 150,994,992 neurons were implemented for the entire

cluster where communication was facilitated via MPI. Near-linear scaling of

neurons/sec throughput was observed with every additional node being used.

In particular, 16 GPUs providing throughput of 14.1 and 15.9 times that of a

single GPU for the Izhikevich and Hodgkin-Huxley models respectively.

Yamazaki and Igarashi (2011) have built a large-scale spiking network

model of the cerebellum simulating more than 100,000 neurons and used it to

control a robot (Kondo-Kagaku KHR-3HV). In the experimental task, the robot

was required to hit a ball thrown by a pitching machine. By trial and error and

utilising on-line training algorithm, the robot was able to learn to swing a bat at

the proper timing to hit the ball. The authors benchmarked their previous CPU

implementation of this model with the new GPU implementation and reported

60 times speed-up and qualitatively same results.

Unsupervised learning of deep belief networks (DBN) have many

promises because of their potential to utilise a vast number of unlabeled data

to learn complex, highly non-linear models with millions of free parameters.

However, their computational intensity renders them too slow and unsuitable

for large-scale applications. Consequently, researchers are often forced to

down-scale their models and use fewer training samples. Raina et al. (2009)

argued that GPUs are far more suitable for these problems and have the

potential to revolutionise the applications of deep belief networks. Authors

developed general principles to parallelise these unsupervised learning

algorithms using GPUs. Their GPU implementation of DBN with 100 million
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free parameters demonstrated impressive speed-up of 70 times over the CPU

version.

2.5.3 Genetic Algorithms

Darwinian theory of evolution has inspired the development of genetic

algorithms (GA), powerful domain-independent search heuristic used for

solving many practical problems. In the field of evolutionary robotics (Chapter

3), genetic algorithms are often used to develop ANN controllers for embodied

agents in an unsupervised way. While GAs are very effective in solving

complex problems, their execution time can often become a limiting factor.

Consequently, researchers explored parallelisation of GAs on CPU (e.g. Biscani

et al. 2010) as well as on FPGAs (e.g. Shackleford et al. 2001).

Standard genetic algorithms need to run the same evaluation function

on different individuals. One could interpret this as running the same set of

instructions on different data and therefore suitable for SIMD architecture of

GPU. This inspired researchers to develop and evaluate GAs on GPUs, which

led to following three different approaches of tackling this problem:

• Master-slave parallelisation - uses CPU to compute some steps of GA

(e.g. selection and crossover) and GPU to compute others (e.g.

evaluation and mutation). The first study conducted by Wong et al.

(2005) reduced general computations to a series of rasterisation

problems through OpenGL or DirectX APIs. In this implementation the

CPU runs the main loop of the algorithm processing competition,

selection and crossover operators. The GPU is responsible for the

evaluation, mutation and reproduction of the individuals. The achieved

speed-up was between 1.25 and 5.02 times. Fok et al. (2007)
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developed an evolutionary programming (EP) algorithm, which is very

similar to GA but does not have the crossover operator. The authors

decided to omit this operator because "the crossover process of GA

requires more passes and more data transfer than that of EP, EP is more

GPU-friendly than GA" (Fok et al. 2007 p. 7). In this case speed-up of up

to 5 times were reported where CPU performed competition and

selection while GPU was responsible for fitness evaluation, mutation

and reproduction. Zhang and He (2009) implemented a hierarchical

parallel GA where a deme model was used at the high level and a

master-slave schema at the low level. This implementation uses CPU for

initialising and distributing populations to different thread blocks on

the GPU which is then used to run all other operators including

selection, crossover, mutation, evaluation and migration. Harding and

Banzhaf (2007) on the other hand, used GPU to only compute the

evaluation part and the CPU was responsible for the rest. The authors

reported speed-up of "several hundred times over a typical CPU

implementation" (Harding and Banzhaf 2007 p. 1). Maitre et al. (2009)

developed a genetic algorithm with the intention to evaluate whether or

not the overheads of data transfer from host to device are really a

bottleneck. If they were not, then the GA could simply run the

evaluation part on the GPU with the rest on the CPU. Authors mention

that: "very few researchers have gone this obvious way, and when they did,

they made strange choices, with over-complicated implementations"

(Maitre et al. 2009 p. 1404). The developed algorithm was

benchmarked using the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function (infinite sum
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of sines with two parameters), which resulted in the speed-up of 105

times on NVIDIA GeForce GTX260 GPU.

• Fine-grained parallelisation - uses GPU to compute all steps of the

algorithm. Yu et al. (2005) implemented a refined fine-grained

algorithm with a 2D toroidal population structure, which was stored in

the global memory as 2D textures. Generating random numbers on

GPU during early GPGPU computing was rather problematic and

therefore the authors generated a massive matrix of random numbers,

which was then copied to GPU prior launching the algorithm. The

authors reported 15 times speed-up using large population size of 5122.

On the other, Vidal and Alba (2010) used a pseudo random number

generator named Merseinne Twister, which is provided by CUDA SDK.

The authors evaluated discrete and continuous optimisation problems

and compared the physical and numerical efficiency with respect to

CPU implementation. Li et al. (2007) implemented a cellular GA

algorithm for solving common approximation functions. The algorithm

makes use of texture memory and was optimised for large population

sizes of up to 10,000 individuals. The authors reported speed-up of

73.6 times. Oiso et al. (2011) developed GA whereby the parallel

processing is adopted not only for individuals but also for the genes in

an individual. The authors tested the GA on eight different functions

and reported speed-up of up to 15 times when using NVIDIA GeForce

GTX280 GPU over Intel Core2Duo E8500. Arora et al. (2010)

parallelised both binary and real-coded genetic algorithms and reported

speed-up between 40 and 400 times when using NVIDIA Tesla C1060
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GPU over AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core (3.8Ghz). Additionally, the

novelty of this study was that authors provide suggestions as how to

modify the existing GA operators to suit the GPU architecture.

• Coarse-grained parallelisation - typically uses the island model

implementation of genetic algorithm, which evolves multiple

populations on islands in parallel. Occasional migration between the

islands can occur, which introduces new genetic material to what is

considered an isolated populations. This implementation was inspired

by the theory of punctuated equilibria, which states that speciation

arises from brief periods of rapid evolution, punctuated by long periods

of evolutionary stasis (Bornholdt and Sneppen 1997). The island model

can fully exploit the coarse-grained parallelism on CPU by running

islands on different processors and on many computer nodes in parallel

Biscani et al. (2010). Not surprisingly, the GPU implementations started

appearing shortly after. For example, Tsutsui and Fujimoto (2009)

developed a multi-population GA to solve the quadratic assignment

problem, which is one of the hardest optimisation problems in

permutation domains. The results from benchmarking on Intel i7 965

CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GTX285 GPU showed a speed-up from 3 to 12

times over the CPU version. Melab et al. (2010) developed an

island-based GA and evaluated three different variations of it. The first

one implements coarse-grained GA using master-slave approach where

GPU is used to evaluate the population in parallel. The second version

distributes the populations exclusively on GPU. The third one is the

extension of the second but with additional benefit of using fast on-chip
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shared memory. Their benchmarking showed a speed-up of up to 1757

times when using the third approach. Finally, Pospíchal et al. (2010)

designed island-based GA, which runs entirely on GPU and has been

carefully optimised for the maximum performance. The shared memory

is used to maintain populations where each individual is mapped to a

individual thread on a multiprocessor, which allows fast

synchronisation of individuals within blocks. On-chip hardware

scheduler can then quickly swap the islands between multiprocessors.

The authors reported speed-up of 7437 times when using NVIDIA

GeForce GTX285 GPU over Intel Core i7. However, this comparison is

rather misleading as the authors compared a single-threaded CPU

implementation with optimised GPU implementation. The i7 supports

hyper-threading and authors admit that: "benchmarked CPU Core i7

allows parallelisation to 4 physical cores + 4 virtual Hyper-Threading

ones. Hence, ideally paralleled CPU version with 50% speed benefit from

HT technology would change the maximum speed-up from 7437 to approx.

1239 times" (Pospíchal et al. 2010 p. 449).
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3 Cognitive Robotics

3.1 Introduction

Human beings have for long been theorising about their own nature of

existence, which sparked the interest in building intelligent thinking machines.

The history of this philosophical pondering dates back to ancient Greece

where myths like Talos of Crete, the golden robots of Hephaestus and others

mention intelligent machines. This theme became a common feature of 19th

and 20th centuries fictions such as Mary Shelley’s "Frankenstein" or Karel

Capek’s "R.U.R." (Rossum’s Universal Robots) where the authors begun

addressing their expectations, doubts as well as ethical concerns of developing

artificially intelligent beings.

Developing cognitive systems able to match or even surpass the level of

human intelligence (known as Strong AI) is one of the ultimate goals in the

field of artificial intelligence, which was founded in 1956 during the

Dartmouth Summer Research Conference organised by John McCarthy,

Marvin Minsky, Nathaniel Rochester and Claude Shannon. The formal

establishment of this field was a significant step that brought a lot of optimism

to the community. The leading researchers were making remarkable claims

during 60’s and 70’s. For example in 1967 Marvin Minsky said: "within a

generation ... the problem of creating ’artificial intelligence’ will substantially be

solved" (Crevier 1993 p. 109) and in 1965 Herbert Simon concluded that:
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"machines will be capable, within twenty years, of doing any work a man can do"

(Crevier 1993 p. 109). However, this optimism vanished during the so-called

first ’AI winter’ (1974-1980) where the criticism for AI and its failed promises

(described in the Lighthill report) resulted in severe cuts in the financial

funding that was previously provided by the British government, DARPA and

NRC. The end of the first AI winter was marked by the adoption of expert

systems by corporations as well as by the popularisation of the

back-propagation algorithm that allowed training of neural networks.

Expert systems are based on the idea that expert knowledge consists of

a set of rules and that by determining specific rules that an expert uses it is

possible to simulate expert’s behaviour in a particular domain. Despite of the

fact that these systems became widely used and served as powerful tools in

specific domains, researchers begun to realise that they run into a significant

problem since these systems were unable to cope with problems that ’bend’

well-defined rules. However, the ability to deal with new problems and to learn

from new experiences plays a central role in human intelligence. "The second

AI winter" (1987-1993) shortly followed and the positive perception of AI by

Government agencies collapsed once again.

Notwithstanding the restricted financial support, much of the scientific

research in this field continued. It was during this time when researchers

started to re-evaluate the basic principles and methodologies as well as

philosophical questions that concern the development of intelligent systems

(Russell and Norvig 1995). Rodney Brooks and Hans Moravec called for an

entirely new approach to AI, which emphasised the role of embodiment and

that intelligence can only emerge through the interaction of an agent’s body
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with its environment, which would develop required sensorimotor skills that

would directly aid the process of developing higher cognitive skills (Brooks

1990). This approach was an important impetus in the field of AI, became

widely recognised and inspired creation of novel methodologies.

The ITALK (Integration and Transfer of Action and Language Knowledge

in robots) and Poeticon++ projects, of which this PhD research is part, follow

the embodied approach to AI by stepping back and looking at how we humans

develop intelligence and particularly action and language knowledge in

humanoid robots such as the iCub (Section 4.1). In these projects, we aim for

the development of artificial embodied agents that are able to acquire complex

behavioural, cognitive, and linguistic skills through individual and social

learning. Part of this thesis explores the development of action and language

as a highly interdependent process. The evidence for this interconnection as

well as the relevant scientific background are presented in the "Action and

Language Learning" Section 3.2.1 together with the objectives of this particular

study.

3.2 Developmental Robotics

Artificial cognitive systems based on this approach need to undergo an

autonomous and gradual mental development from "infancy" to "adulthood"

(Asada et al. 2009; Cangelosi and Schlesinger 2014; Lungarella et al. 2003).

Interaction with their environments in an autonomous manner with little or

no human intervention is necessary where no tasks or goals are pre-defined.

This aids the process of achieving a good level of environmental openness

where an artificial cognitive system is able to cope with different and
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previously unexpected environments. Another important aspect of the systems

based on developmental robotics is that they are able to learn from their

previous experience and use it to assist the acquisition of new skills.

Developmental robotics attempts to understand how the control system’s

organisation of a single robot develops through various experiences over time.

There is also another approach closely related to developmental robotics that,

on the other hand, explores how populations of artificial systems evolve

through many generations over time. This approach is known as evolutionary

robotics (Peniak et al. 2009; Nolfi and Floreano 1998, 2001; Nolfi et al. 2000).

Evolutionary robotics (Section 3.4) is mainly based on two computational

techniques: artificial neural networks and genetic algorithms. In evolutionary

robotics the synaptic weights are usually modified through an automatic

evolutionary process, which is inspired by the Darwinian principles that

govern the natural process of evolution. This process, called the genetic

algorithm (Holland 1975), is based on a simple biological model of evolution

where the survival of the fittest and a constant production of new offspring

result in adaptation to changing environments and the ability to respond to

unexpected events. It usually works with a population of artificial

chromosomes that are evaluated for their performance and the best of these

are selected for further reproduction. The optimal solution is obtained after a

series of generations in which chromosomes are evaluated and selected on the

basis of their adaptability (i.e. the fitness).

The developmental and evolutionary robotics approaches are very

similar in the sense that both regard the role of embodiment as the central

one. Embodiment plays a significant part for achieving the development of
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autonomous artificial embodied agents capable of acquiring complex

behavioural, cognitive and linguistic skills through individual and social

learning. For example, it has been demonstrated that research in action and

language learning in natural and artificial cognitive systems can directly

benefit from this approach, inspired by the developmental systems and

phenomena studied in children, allowing re-enactment of gradual process that

have the potential to bootstrap various cognitive capabilities and integrate

them into a unified interactive cognitive system (Cangelosi and Riga 2006;

Lungarela et al. 2003; Weng et al. 2001). The main theoretical hypothesis is

based on the assumption that the parallel development of action,

conceptualisation and social interactions permits the bootstrapping of

language capabilities, which leads to the enhancement of cognitive

development (Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998). In other words, it is assumed that a

complete cognitive system capable of sensorimotor coordination, object

manipulation, imitation, goals understanding and others is required to allow

the emergence of rich communication skills. This emerging ability to

communicate will further promote the development of cognition though this

integration and transfer of knowledge and sensorimotor skills, construction of

action categories, social learning, the acquisition of grounded conceptual

representations as well as the development of grammatical structure of

language.

The developmental robotics approach to action and language learning is

consistent with recent brain-inspired approaches to mental development since

computational neuroscience considers the neural development constrains on

embodiment, as well as on cognition (Mareschal et al. 2007; Weng 2007;
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Westermann et al. 2006). It is not surprising that an overwhelming number of

studies from various fields suggest that actions and language are closely

integrated together. This highlights the importance of embodiment as well as

supports the hypothesis of usage based language as opposed to classical

explanations of language development assuming an extensive

language-specific cognitive hardwiring.

3.2.1 Action and Language Learning

The understanding of action and language as integrated processes has

intrigued a great number of researchers from many different fields, and

sparked the creation of multidisciplinary research projects where the exchange

of domain specific knowledge is of vital importance if any progress is to be

made. This thesis is based on the multidisciplinary approaches involving fields

as diverse as neuroscience, neuropsychology, neurocomputation, cognitive

linguistics, developmental psychology, developmental robotics and others.

An overview of the research conducted on action and language learning

in both natural as well as artificial cognitive systems is presented herein. The

Natural Cognitive Systems Section 3.2.1.1 focuses on action and language

acquisition in natural cognitive organisms (animals and humans), describes

experiments revealing their underlying systems and demonstrates their

mutual integration as described in the "Action and Language Integration"

Section 3.2.1.1. Consequently, the "Artificial Cognitive Systems" Section 3.2.1.2

describes how were these findings applied within the field of developmental

robotics to provide valuable insights into the problem of action and language

acquisition.
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3.2.1.1 Natural Cognitive Systems

Studying cognitive biological organisms provides important and

fascinating insights into hundreds of questions that we have been asking.

These questions, rooted in our natural curiosity to find more about ourselves,

have led to tremendous revelations about the human nature and its

underlying systems where those systems related to action and language

processing are examined in this section.

Actions Humans are able acquire many skilled behaviours during their

life-times. Learning complex behaviours is achieved through a constant

repetition of the same movements over and over while certain components are

segmented into reusable elements known as motor primitives. These motor

primitives are then flexibly reused and dynamically integrated into novel

sequences of actions. Arbib (1998) proposed a schema theory that provides the

theoretical foundations underlying this process. The schema theory has been

adopted in many studies. (e.g. Kuniyoshi and Sangawa 2006; Mussa-Ivaldi

and Bizzi 2000; Yamashita and Tani 2008).

For example, the action of lifting an object can be broken down into a

combination of multiple motor primitives. Some motor primitives would be

responsible for reaching the object, some for grasping it and some for lifting

it. These primitives are represented in a general manner and should therefore

be applicable to objects with different properties. This capacity is known as

generalisation, which also refers to the ability to acquire motor tasks by different

ways. This means that the learning of new motor tasks can be done by using

any body effector, or simply by imagining the actual task itself (e.g. Jeannerod

1997). In addition, one might want to reach for the object and throw it away
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instead of lifting it up. Therefore these motor primitives need to be flexible

in terms of their order within a particular action sequence. The amount of

combinations of motor primitives grows exponentially with their number and

the ability to exploit this repertoire of possible combinations of multiple motor

primitives is known as compositionality. The hierarchically organised human

motor control system is known to have the motor primitives implemented as low

as at the spinal cord level whereas high-level planning and execution of motor

actions takes place in the primary motor cortex (area M1). The human brain

implements this hierarchy by exploitation of muscle interactions and parallel

controllers. These have various degrees of complexity and sophistication that

are able to address both the global aspects of the motor tasks as well as fine-tune

control necessary for the tool use (Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001).

The flexibility of the motor control system allows humans to execute

behavioural actions, dynamically set the end point and degrees of freedom

used for next task while being able to quickly adapt to various disturbances.

Fogassi et al. (1996) argues that the flexibility of choosing different effectors is

crucial to adaptability and related to the existence of peripersonal space.

Pioneering experiments on adaptation to rotating artificial gravity

environments led to the general belief that humans would not be able to adapt

to rotating environments with angular velocities over around 3 to 4 rpm (see

Graybiel and Johnson 1963). An important study conducted by Lackner and

DiZio (1998) showed that this sensorimotor adaptation is possible even with

angular velocities reaching 10 rpm. The experimental results showed that this

can be achieved by making the same movement repeatedly, which allows the

neural system to estimate and compensate for the Coriolis forces generated by
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a moving reference plane. These studies are clearly demonstrating the

robustness and the flexibility of human motor control system capable of

utilising more of the motor primitives in order to reach higher level goals.

The existence of motor primitives and their recombination into

sequences of actions is supported by the biological observations of humans

and animals. Sakai et al. (2003) conducted experiments in visiomotor

sequential learning and demonstrated that his subjects spontaneously

segmented motor sequences into elementary movements. Thoroughman and

Shadmehr (2000) showed that the complex dynamics of reaching motion is

achieved by flexibly combining motor primitives. d’Avella et al. (2006)

analysed the data recorded from electromyographic activity from 19 shoulder

and arm muscles and concluded that: "the complex spatiotemporal

characteristics of the muscles patterns for reaching were captured by the

combinations of a small number of components, suggesting that the mechanisms

involved in the generation of the muscle patterns exploit this low dimensionality

to simplify control" (d’Avella et al. 2006 p. 7791). Experiments conducted on

animals are also consistent with these findings. For example, it has been

shown that the electrical stimulation of primary motor and premotor cortex in

monkeys triggers coordinated movements such as reaching and grasping

(Graziano et al. 2002). Giszter et al. (1993) found that a frog’s leg contains a

finite number of modules organised as linearly combinable muscle synergies.

Language The debate about the nature and origins of language has been

going on for centuries. For example, Sanskrit grammarians for over twelve

centuries speculated whether meaning was man-made, a social artifact, or

supernatural in origin (Matilan 1990). Nowadays, there are several
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mainstream theories attempting to answer questions concerning language and

its acquisition. Each theory puts forward interesting arguments and has its

strengths and drawbacks. However, few dominant aspects are starting to

emerge thanks to the empirical evidence from different fields. Linguistic

studies loosely divide into the following two schools:

• Generative grammar originates in the work of Noam Chomsky (1956)

and attempts to define a set of rules and mechanisms that would

correctly predict word combinations forming grammatical sentences.

Chomsky suggested that many properties of generative grammar arise

from an ’innate’ universal grammar, which postulates that significant

part of grammatical rules are hardwired in the brain and therefore

manifest without being learned. The language Acquisition Device (LAD)

was proposed as a dedicated brain "organ" that allows learning of

symbolic language. LAD was later abandoned by Chomsky himself in

favour of the parameter-setting model of language acquisition, which

describes the syntax of natural language through abstract rules and

specific parameters that for different languages, can be turned on or off.

Following this approach, linguists are trying to identify universal

principles and parameters of human language. According to Chomsky,

these universal properties, present in the brain, do not simply consist of

particular rules or a specific grammar, but rather of a set of general

principles applicable to all languages. This leaves some flexibility in

how different parameters emerge and shape the language. In other

words, the universal grammar defines a boundary within which

different languages can vary. Chomsky’s theory seems to have divided
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linguists into two main categories, those who are in favour of the

universal grammar theory and those against it, for example confer

(Chomsky 1981; Pinker 1994).

• Cognitive linguistics grew in 1970s stemming from the work of a

number of researchers who did not agree with Chomsky’s explanations

for multiple reasons. Chomsky’s work was theoretical and although it

assumed the exposure of children to the language, it failed to attribute

any significance to interactions between children and their care. In

addition, one of the first bits of evidences against the universal

grammar came in late 1970s. Bard and Sachs (1977) published a study

of a child called Jim who was a hearing son of two deaf parents. Jim

watched a lot of television and listened to the radio in order to learn

language since his parents did not want to teach him sign language as

they hoped he would learn to speak normally. However, despite the fact

that this healthy child was exposed to the frequent language input, Jim

did not make much progress until a speech therapist was called to help

him. The significance of this study is that the environment as well as

the social interactions during early child developmental stages are very

important for language acquisition. Consequently, the language

capability cannot be fully understood through the universal grammar

theory. Cognitive linguists are therefore against Chomsky’s idea of an

innate hardwired linguistic faculty and in favour of grammar arising

from conceptualisation and language from its use (Croft and Cruse

2004). Instead of separating the syntax from the rest of language,

cognitive linguists focus on the relation of language to other cognitive
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functions and emphasise the importance of embodiment.

Many influential linguists working in this field, such as George Lakoff,

Wallace Chafe, Ronald Langacker, Charles Fillmore, and Leonard Talmy,

began working on their own linguistic theories. There was, however, a

mutual agreement on the main assumptions applied in their theories

focusing on different aspects reflecting their primary concerns.

Particularly, the role of meaning was considered central in cognitive

linguistics and therefore primary focused on any of these theories is on

meaning.

The development of connectionist models of language processing by

Jeffrey Elman (1996) was followed by a research study by Elizabeth

Bates who demonstrated that children’s linguistic knowledge is learned

(Bates et al. 1998). This led to the gradual emergence of conceptual

framework that placed experiential learning and children language

acquisition at its core and exposed the flaws of linguistic nativism at the

same time. It was not long until Michael Tomasello begun conducting

studies in a much wider cognitive, social and cultural contexts

(Tomasello 1999; Tomasello and Call 1997).

Cognitive linguistics has become a widely recognised field spawning

various conferences, in addition to the main biennial meetings of ICLA

(International Cognitive Linguistics Association).

The linguistic debate is far from settled. However, as mentioned above,

several concepts supported by many different empirical studies have emerged.

Evidence from many diverse fields such as the already mentioned cognitive
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linguistics (Goldberg 1995, 2006; Langacker 1987, 2000), developmental

psychology (Carpenter et al. 1998; Tomasello 2003), language evolution

(Oudeyer 2006; Zuidema 2005), evolutionary anthropology (Deacon 1997;

Herrmann et al. 2007), developmental robotics (Cangelosi et al. 2005;

Dominey 2006; Steels and Kaplan 2002) and computational modelling

(Kaplan et al. 2008; Lewis and Elman 2001) has demonstrated that natural

languages are learnable without the need for extensive language-specific

cognitive hardwiring. The language grounding in sensorimotor embodiment

as well as social interactions, the important role of general cognitive skills of

intention reading and cultural learning, the emergence of grammatical

abstractions via schematisation and the significance of child directed language

and its structure. All of these concepts are considered to be important for

solving the puzzle of language acquisition and processing.

Action and Language Integration It has long been believed that actions

and language processing is carried out by autonomous independent functional

modules (Fodor 1983; Shallice 1988). Some patients who have had a stroke

were unable to move one limb while all other functions including those

related to language were intact. Other patients would for example, lose their

ability to use a certain category of words. These findings were seen as strong

evidence that action and language systems are organised in a highly modular

manner. This view of the brain traces back to the functional centers as

described by the nineteenth-century models (Lichtheim 1885).

Nowadays, the cortical functions of the brain are seen more like complex

distributed functional systems as compared to the earlier view of isolated

modules (Fuster 2003). Several important observations of the brain supported
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these claims since they revealed direct links between different brain centers

that were previously thought to be independent. Meyer et al. (1999) showed

that there are direct connections between the left inferior frontal (Broca’s

area) and superior temporal (Wernicke’s area), both of which are regions

associated with language processing. Interestingly, links were also found

between language and premotor areas via long distance corticocortical

connections (for a detailed overview see Pulvermüller 2003, 2005).

Experiments conducted on macaque monkeys revealed the presence of

mirror neurons and led to subsequent discoveries. Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998)

found out that area F5 in monkey’s brain contains neurons that discharge both

when a monkey manipulates objects as well as observes others making similar

actions. Rizzolatti and Arbib proposed a hypothesis that the area F5 that can

be seen as a precursor to Broca’s area involved in language and proposed that

this system provides a bridge between doing and communicating. More

recently, mirror neurons were directly linked to the grounding of language in

action knowledge (Glenberg and Gallese, in press). Arbib (2002) developed

an evolutionary mirror neuron hypothesis inspired by the ability of mirror

neurons to ’conceptualise’ object manipulation behaviours. Arbib postulates

that such mirror neuron based system might be therefore responsible for the

origins of the language.

Several studies have investigated the brain processing of noun and verbs

and consistent results suggest that processing of nouns and verbs is

significantly different in terms of brain activity. Left temporal neocortex was

found to be primarily responsible for processing of nouns during

lexical-semantic tasks. However, additional regions of dorsolateral prefrontal
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cortex were active during the processing of action related words (verbs). For a

detailed overview of these studies see Cappa and Perani (2003). Selective

activation of frontal lobes was observed while subjects were listening to action

related words (Preissl et al. 1995) and to those nouns that are strongly

associated with actions (Pulvermüller et al. 2000). This implies that the

difference is related to semantics rather than to grammar. Hauk et al. (2004)

used event-related fMRI during a passive reading task where his subjects

listened to action words that referred to face, arm and leg actions (e.g., to lick,

pick, or kick). Hauk and his colleagues ascertain through observation that

different action words activated different areas, which would either be directly

adjacent or overlapped with those that were activated by actual movements of

tongue, fingers or feet. The significance of this work was probably best

summarised by Hauk himself: "These results demonstrate that the referential

meaning of action words has a correlate in the somatotopic activation of motor

and premotor cortex. This rules out a unified meaning center in the human brain

and supports a dynamic view according to which words are processed by

distributed neuronal assemblies with cortical topographies that reflect word

semantics" (Hauk et al. 2004 p. 301).

3.2.1.2 Artificial Cognitive Systems

Recent approaches that attempt to understand the nature of cognition

have shifted their focus from emphasising formal operations on abstracts

symbols to a rather different approach where cognition is seen as an embodied

or situated activity, which is largely determined by the physical form of an

embodied system. Artificial intelligence, developmental psychology,

neuroscience, and dynamical systems theory have directly inspired a
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completely novel approach called developmental robotics, which is a highly

interdisciplinary subfield of robotics also known as epigenetic or ontogenetic

robotics (Asada et al. 2001; Lungarela et al. 2003; Weng et al. 2001; Zlatev

and Balkenius 2001).

Building artificial cognitive systems not only advances the current state

of the art in the field of artificial intelligence but also provides us with insights

into many different aspects of human capabilities. In addition, by developing

cognitive models inspired by empirical observations, it is possible to reveal

problems and loopholes in our current models of the brain and cognition.

Recently, many interesting and insightful cognitive models of action and

language learning have been developed, which have addressed several

important questions related to action and language acquisition and processing

in humans. This section describes important models that provided useful

insights to different scientific communities, particularly to developmental

psychology, developmental robotics, cognitive linguists and neuroscience.

Sugita and Tani (2005) addressed a difficult problem of language

compositionally through the development of novel connectionist model based

on two loosely coupled recurrent neural networks (RNN) with a parametric

bias (RNNPB). One network was used as a behavioural module, another as a

linguistic module (Figure 3.1), while the parametric bias allowed the system

to exhibit different forward dynamics, which is comparable to the parametric

bifurcation of dynamical systems theory (Wiggins 1990). The model was

inspired by the already mentioned Arbib (2002)’s mirror neuron approach to

language evolution. Therefore, acting on physical objects was essential in this

study, based on a small Khepera robot (Figure 3.2) with a gripper and multiple
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Figure 3.1: Model consisting of two separate RNNPB networks, one for the
linguistic module and the other one for the behavioural module. Each rectangle
represents a group of neurons that were used in the task. The solid line shows
the information flow of the forward computation. The dashed line shows the
flow of the learning error back-propagated to the parametric bias nodes. During
the training process the parametric bias nodes are iteratively calculated through
interactions between both modules. Source: Sugita and Tani (2005)

sensors including vision. The robot was placed in an environment with three

objects of different colours (red, blue and green) that could be positioned

freely as long as they were in the same order. This restrain was used primarily

for the simplification of behavioural learning in order to reduce the

computational demand, and hence the time required for training, based on a

supervised learning algorithm. The mobile robot was expected to learn nine

behavioural combinations that involved pushing, hitting or pointing on any of

the three objects. In the training phase, sentences consisting of three verbs

(point, push and hit) and six nouns (left, right, center, blue, right, green) were

presented to the robot while it was producing desired behaviours

corresponding to their meaning. Nouns such as ’left’ and ’red’ or ’center’ and
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’blue’ have exactly the same semantical meaning and were used to investigate

how behavioural similarities affect linguistic semantic structures. The

experimental results demonstrated that the system was able to acquire simple

semantics and translate linguistic commands into context-dependent

behaviours in a general way allowing the robot to appropriately respond to

sentences never experienced. This was achieved by self-organisation of the

system through interactions between linguistic and behavioural neural

networks that preserved the combinatorial characteristics of language and

sensorimotor contexts. Situated compositional semantics emerged through

the process of dynamical system self-organisation, which suggests that

conventional symbol grounding is not necessary.

Figure 3.2: The pictures show the mobile robot and experimental setup used in
the study. The robot starts from a fixed position and performs a task consisting
of either pointing at, pushing or hitting red, green or blue object. Source: Sugita
and Tani (2005)

Yamashita and Tani (2008) were inspired by the latest biological
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observations of the brain and developed a completely new model (Figure 3.3)

known as multiple timescales recurrent neural network (MTRNN). Both the

previously mentioned RNNBP and MTRNN are based on RNNs. However,

Yamashita and Tani considered the importance of multiple timescales (Honey

et al. 2007; Huys et al. 2004; Newell et al. 2001; Poeppel et al. 2008; Varela

et al. 2001) as well as the fact that biological neural activities are not solely

determined by current synaptic input but also influenced by the history of

previous activations. MTRNN model can be seen as an extension of the

continuous time recurrent neural network (CTRNN), which was successfully

used for producing sensorimotor sequences (Doya and Yoshizawa 1989;

Nishimoto et al. 2008; Tuci 2009). The MTRNN used in this experiment

(Figure 3.3) consists of input-output neurons and context neurons that have

different decay rates. The input-output neurons receive sensory inputs from

two self-organising maps that transform multidimensional vectors from a Sony

robot into topological maps that directly set neural activations on this layer.

Context neurons are divided into two categories (fast and slow neurons)

where each category represents different timescales characterised by the decay

rate of neurons. In this study the MTRNN was fully connected except for no

presence of direct connection between input-output neurons and ’slow’

neurons and between the two self-organising maps in the input-output layer.

The robot was trained to reproduce five different behavioural actions (Figure

3.4). After 5000 iterations of the back-propagation through-time algorithm

(BPTT), the MTRNN system was able to reproduce all the five sequences in a

generalised way. Yamashita and Tani analysed neural activities during action

generation mode using principal component analysis (PCA). The analysis
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Figure 3.3: The figure shows the MTRNN model in (A) action generation and
(B) training mode. In action generation mode, the system generates predictions
of vision and proprioception for the next time step, which are then sent to
the robot as target joint angles acting as motor commands. In the training
mode, the robot did not interact with the environment and instead of the real
sensory feedback, the predicted proprioception and vision values were used as
the input for the next time step. In this process of mental simulation, the neural
network learned to reproduce all the behavioural sequences without producing
the actual movements. Source: Yamashita and Tani (2008)
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showed that individual movements and their repetitions were represented

within the fast neural dynamics whereas slow dynamics network was

responsible for combining these basic behaviours into complex sequences of

actions via their recombination. This suggests that MTRNN self-organised into

a functional hierarchy where cyclic patterns were segmented into reusable

motor primitives generalised across different object locations. Therefore, the

hypothesis was that new sequences of behaviours should be generated by

modifying activities of the slow context neurons. Additional experiments

evaluated this hypothesis when the MTRNN was exposed to additional

training while only the slow context neurons were allowed to change. The

results confirmed the hypothesis as the robot learned novel sequences simply

through the recombination of flexible motor primitives.
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Figure 3.4: A humanoid robot facing a cubic object of approximately 9x9x9cm
learned to generate five different behaviours: 1. move the cube up and
down three times, 2. move the cube left and right three times, 3. move the
cube forward and backward three times, 4. touch the cube with one hand,
5. clap hands three times. Each behaviour started and finished at the same
position. Each behaviour apart from clapping of hands was located at 5 different
positions. Source: Yamashita and Tani (2008)

More recently, a hybrid MTRNN-based model was used to study action

and language composition (Arie et al. 2010). The model was based on two

MTRNN (behavioural and linguistic) modules, which were connected via

hub-like neurons acting as parametric biases. In the experimental task, the

robot was expected to learn object manipulation behaviours as associated to

command sentences. These sentences were of two different classes. The first

class of sentences was organised as verbs followed by nouns, for example

"Hold Object-A". The second class was more complex and organised as verbs

followed by nouns followed by adverb, for example "Put Object-A on Object-B".

The conclusion of this study was that the system was able to recognise

linguistic sentences and generate corresponding behavioural sequences.
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However, this compositional structure would self-organise only for the first

class of sentences and not for the second. The authors hypothesised that

either the parametric biases are not able to represent two distinct

compositional structures or that the number of presented examples of second

class sentences was not high enough to facilitate generalisation.

Tani and Nolfi (1999) designed a model of hierarchical learning for

sensorimotor systems based on a mixture of recurrent neural network expert

systems. The model was used for on-line navigation experiments using a

computer simulation. Results showed that the robot was able to dynamically

articulate continuous sensorimotor flow while its internal hierarchical and

modular structures self-organised in a recursive way. Tani and Nolfi (1999)

also pointed out the weaknesses of the model in terms of its imposed

bottom-up hierarchical pathways.

Cangelosi and Riga (2006) developed a model for the grounding of

language in sensorimotor patterns based on an online imitation learning

algorithm. Cangelosi and Riga created a 3D simulated physical environment

and robots based on Open Dynamics Engine (ODE). The environment

involved groups of robots each with four wheels and two arms consisting of

three segments (shoulder, upper-arm and forearm). In this study, two robots

with different roles were situated in the environment (Figure 3.5). The first

robot was a "demonstrator" and its role was to show specific motor actions to

the "imitator", which learns these actions through imitation. While the

demonstrator was manually pre-programmed, the imitator’s control system

was based on a neural network that learned to predict the demonstrator’s

movement. The neural network system was also presented with words
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associated to relevant actions so that it can reproduce them simply by hearing

these words. Incremental training based on back-propagation algorithm

required three stages: basic grounding, higher-order grounding 1 and

higher-order grounding 2. During the first stage the imitator was simply

expected to learn eight simple actions (e.g. close left arm, close right arm) from

the demonstrator. The second and third stage introduced learning of names of

combined actions (e.g. grab is a combination of close left arm and close right

arm). This higher-order learning leads to the acquisition of names and

concepts linked to new actions through the process of symbol grounding

transfer. Simulation results showed that the robot was able to learn all the

eight sequences during the first stage training as well as ground all the names

in corresponding actions. This system clearly demonstrated the potential of a

symbol grounding transfer mechanism and thus significantly contributed to

the field of developmental robotics.

Tikhanoff (2009) developed a complex model integrating vision, speech

and actions through a series of interconnected neural networks and

self-organising maps. A simulation model of the iCub humanoid robot was

used as the experimental platform where its vision system was implemented

through a series of algorithms responsible for calculating disparities for depth

perception, edge and colour segmentation and template tracking. Different

sensorimotor abilities such as reaching and grasping were facilitated through

the use of feed-forward neural network and Jordan type neural network

respectively. The speech system consisted of RNNPB connected to a SOM and

trained using the BPTT algorithm to recognise and classify different raw

speech inputs. In order to allow the robot to learn words from continuous
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Figure 3.5: The bottom left picture shows the 3d simulated environment
with the demonstrator and imitator robots. The diagram shown on the right
describes the linguistic input to the neural network and the corresponding
motor output. The learning algorithm compares the joint angles of the
demonstrator with the joint angles of the imitator. Source: Cangelosi and Riga
(2006)

speech and vision flow, Tikhanoff implemented so-called goal selection neural

network trained to generate correct behaviours. During the training phase,

the iCub robot was shown a series of objects (e.g. small blue ball, big red ball,

green cube, red cube) along with their corresponding speech signals. After

running 50,000 iterations of BPTT algorithm, the mean square error dropped

down to 0.0214 indicating a successful learning. This experiment

demonstrated that the simulated iCub was able to learn to understand

continuous speech and to form corresponding visual categories. The focus of

the experiment was on the role of language in preparation for actions and
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acquisition of words associated with corresponding objects. An interesting and

important extension of this experiment was done through the incorporation of

motor control systems, thus allowing the system to develop action-object

knowledge with action-objects-names. In addition to learning object names,

during the so-called enactive cognition experiment the system was trained with

extra speech signals representing actions that can be performed on the objects,

for example "reach teddy bear, grasp red cube, drop blue cube into basket" etc.

Results of the experiment showed that the model is able to successfully

understand continuous speech, form relevant visual categories and thus attain

object manipulation capabilities (Tikhanoff, 2009; Tikhanoff et al., in press).

Massera et al. (2010) used the already mentioned evolutionary robotics

approach to investigate the facilitative role of language in acquisition of

complex sequences of behaviours. The experiments involved a sophisticated

simulated model of a humanoid robotic arm with 27 degrees of freedom

(DOF) implemented using Newton Game Dynamics (NGD) physics engine

(Figure 3.6). The arm was controlled by a RNN that, through the process of

artificial evolution, learned to manipulate a spherical object located at various

positions on a table while receiving a simple linguistic input. More specifically,

the RNN’s input consisted of 29 sensory neurons (proprioceptive, linguistic

and target information), 12 hidden neurons with recurrent connections and

23 motor neurons controlling arm muscle and finger actuators (Figure 3.7).

As described in the previous section, the evolutionary robotics approach

uses the fitness function defining the optimality of evolved solutions at a

global level. In this particular task, Massera and colleagues used a fitness

function that rewarded the embodied agent for reaching, grasping and lifting
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Figure 3.6: The neural network architecture showing various input modalities
being fed into a hidden layer and then to two different groups of neurons
controlling the motor actuators. Source: Massera et al. (2010)

a spherical object of radius 2.5 cm that was placed on the table. Every

generation had 100 individuals where the best 20 were allowed to reproduce

and create five copies where only four of which were allowed to mutate. Each

solution was evaluated four times while the initial starting position of the arm

as well as the object would change. Massera and colleagues carried out two

different experiments in order to investigate the importance of linguistic input

in facilitating the development of sensorimotor skills. In the first experiment

the system was presented with linguistic commands representing different

action categories (reach, grasp and lift) in addition to proprioceptive and

target information. In the second experiment this input was missing. 10

evolutionary runs of 1,000 generations were conducted for each experimental

scenario and the analysis of the best evolved individual demonstrated its

ability to reliably and effectively reach, grasp and lift the object, in a

generalised way. Most importantly, the experimental task where the system
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Figure 3.7: The simulated structure of the humanoid arm and hand (a) together
with their kinematic chain (b) where cylinders represent rotational DOF. Source:
Massera et al. (2010)

was not allowed to receive linguistic input performed significantly worse and

was not able to execute the lifting behaviour. This has important implications

since the extra linguistic input allows the system to perform well even in

situations with significant sensorimotor overlap between different behaviours

suggesting that language aids the process of action acquisition.

Dominey et al. (2009) conducted experiments with the Kawada Industries

HRP-2 humanoid robot that is able to respond to linguistic commands as well

as acquire immediately incorporating semantics of new linguistic instructions

and behavioural skills through the process of grounding new instructions in

combinations of existing sensorimotor patterns. The experiment was based on

a human-robot interaction (HRI) scenario where two human subjects and the

robot cooperated to solve specific collaborative construction task. One user

interacted with the robot directly, for example, by giving the robot an object.

The other user interacted with the robot via spoken language, for example by

linguistic commands (open left hand, turn right, reach left, take the green leg)
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and also by so-called meta commands (learn, ok, wait, continue, etc.). The

task was to assemble a miniature wooden table which involved attaching its

legs to the table with screws. The results showed that the robot was able to

collaborate with humans to solve the problem requiring shared goal. Another

experiment was designed to investigate whether the system can generalise the

pre-defined set of postures to a related new task, which was in this case table

disassembly. The results showed that the system could also disassemble the

table using the same set of behaviours organised in different patterns. The

third experiment addressed the flows of first two where the system was not able

to generalise. The authors implemented a vision system coupled with inverse

kinematics system and conducted the table assembly task again. The results

demonstrated that the model can learn grammatical constructions that map

predicate-argument representations of actions and natural language sentences

describing these actions.

Dominey and Warneken (2009) identified core functional elements of

cooperative behaviour for intentional representations and developed a

robotics system able to cooperate and share intentions with a human user.

This intention sharing ability was achieved by allowing the robot to observe

human goal-directed actions and learn to adopt its plan accordingly. These

skills of reading and sharing intentions have been regarded as fundamental

ones of social learning and imitation in humans (Tomasello et al. 2005).

Wolpert and Kawato (1998) designed a system based on multiple pairs

of inverse and forward models (Figure 3.8), later termed as modular selection

and identification for control (MOSAIC). This highly modular system was

developed to address the problems of module selection and learning that other
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systems faced (e.g. Narendra and Balakrishnan 1997; Narendra et al. 1995).

The main hypothesis, as well as inspiration for building the MOSAIC system is

that the brain contains multiple pairs of forward and inverse models. Each of

these modules contains coupled inverse-forward modules used as behavioural

controllers and predictors respectively. The basic principle is that a particular

system is controlled by many inverse models each of which is modulated by a

predictive forward model. Forward models are capable of dividing the

contextual experience through a competitive self-supervised learning

algorithm. This division of experience facilitates the ability of forward models

to predict consequences of motor actions for any given context.

Haruno et al. (2001) extended and evaluated the MOSAIC through the

replication of Gomi and Kawato (1993) experiment. A simulated hand was

expected to track a given trajectory for 30 seconds while holding unknown

objects with different properties (mass, damping and spring constant).

Simulation results proved that the MOSAIC model is capable of learning to

manipulate multiple objects and switch between them when required. The

system generalised to novel objects whose dynamics is within the polyhedra of

learned dynamics and was able to correct itself online in case of incompatible

activation cased by the novel shape-dynamic pairing.

Weng (2004) designed what seems to be the first general,

task-nonspecific developmental architecture suitable to a number of simple as

well as complex tasks. Different learning algorithms are used within this

complex architecture, for example with learning by demonstration, where the

robot learns new actions while its trainer drive its actuators. Reinforcement

learning is used to allow the robots to learn by trial and error. The architecture
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Figure 3.8: Multiple forward models dividing up motor experience. The graph
shows the forward model component predicting the next motor state based
on its current state and the motor command. The prediction of the next state
is compared with the actual next state and the errors are used to assign the
responsibility to each module, which determines the learning represented by
the dotted line. Source: Wolpert and Kawato (1998)

also enables robots to learn simple language through the association of

sensory states to actions triggered by the trainer. Experiments designed by

Zhang and Weng (2007) demonstrated this model through the task where a

humanoid robot learned four linguistic commands associated to corresponding

actions, which was followed by the learning of a fifth linguistic command that

would trigger a composite action consisting of the already learned behaviours.

The system was also able to ’forget’ one of the previously acquired linguistic
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commands through a negative feedback provided by the trainer.

Demiris and Hayes (1996) developed biologically inspired architecture

for imitation learning that address the matching problem, which involves

mapping visually perceived actions with those performed by the imitator.

Specifically, the model takes visual and proprioceptive input from the robot

and uses this information to establish the relationships between the

demonstrator and the imitator. The first experiment involved two mobile

robots where the imitator learns to move in a maze by imitating the

demonstrator. The second experiment was focused on imitation of

demonstrator’s head movements where a neural network was used to classify

faces while other modules were calculating relative motions between the

imitator and the demonstrator. These experiments showed the potential of

this system and also demonstrated its bidirectional imitative mechanisms

when the robot imitator is able to detect when it is being imitated.

Billard (2000) implemented a connectionist model capable of learning

by imitation. This architecture consists of different modules whose

functionalities are attempting to mimic corresponding motor control regions

of the brain. In particular, these modules are high-level abstraction of

premotor cortexes (M1 and PM), cerebellum, temporal cortex as well as spinal

cord. Abstract models of mirror neurons were implemented through the PM

module neurons responding to visual observation of actions as well as to

motor commands generated by the cerebellum. A three-dimensional simulator

of two humanoid avatars with 65 DOF was used for initial testing of the

architecture where one avatar was a demonstrator and the other imitator. In

the experimental setup, the demonstrator was performing discrete and
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oscillatory movements of upper and lower limbs as well as movements

requiring higher precision such as reaching and grasping. The results of this

experiments showed that the system learned to imitate whole sequences of

movements but did not learn the exact duration of neural excitations for these

movements. Despite of these imprecisions, the model was a significant step

towards implementing systems capable of imitation.

Calinon et al. (2010) carried out three experiments using different

robotic platforms (iCub, HOAP-3, Robota and WAM robotic arm) to evaluate

an imitation model. The model was based on probabilistic approach combined

with dynamical systems and designed for learning of human motion by

imitation. The first experiment showed that the iCub robot was able to learn

bimanual dancing motion by imitating a human demonstrator. Six X-Sens

motion sensors were attached to the demonstrator’s arms and were sending

joint positions to the robot. A simple cyclic movement was demonstrated and

simultaneously repeated by the iCub robot which, after few repetitions,

learned the cyclic motion model. The second experiment used the 7 DOF

WAM robotic arm and consisted of learning and reproducing the motion of

hitting a tennis ball with a tennis rocket. The arm was in an active gravity

compensation mode during the training mode. This allowed a user to

demonstrate different topspins and drive stroke motions by manually moving

the arm with a desired velocity. The results of the second experiment showed

that the arm learned to reproduce the appropriate motions in both situations.

In addition, the model was able to encode multiple motion alternatives

without being provided with any extra information (e.g. the number of

alternatives or their labels) during the learning phase. The third experiment
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evaluated the model’s ability to learn under various constraints where the

HOAP-3 robot was required to ’feed’ the Robota robotic doll by bringing a

spoon to a plate and moving it towards the doll’s mouth. The results

demonstrated that the system learned to combine two sets of constraints (the

positions of the plate and Robota’s mouth) in order to satisfy constrains

observed during the demonstration.

Several models have been developed that addressed many important

aspects of the developmental robotics research. In particular, we focused on

the action and language learning models that were able to learn a small

repertoire of behavioural sequences and linguistic instructions. In order to

progress beyond the current state of the art, it is necessary to develop a system

capable of learning more complex tasks and grammatical constructions. The

implementation of such systems presents major challenges that are addressed

by this research.

3.3 Limiting Factors of Current Models

The previous section briefly described several different models for action

and language acquisition. While they have provided us with important

scientific insights, their complexity and application have not changed much

over the last few years. The experimental tasks as well as the scale of neural

network controllers for action and language acquisition are often minimised to

avoid excessive training times that grow exponentially with the number of

neurons and training data. For example, Sugita and Tani (2005) used a small

Kephera robot where the neural network model consisted of 200 neurons and

was controlling 3 DOF (two wheels and robotic arm). Tani and Nolfi (1999)
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used a model with two levels of recurrent neural networks. At the lower level,

the network consisted of 5 RNN modules each with 18 neurons and 5 RNN

modules with 17 neurons each at the higher level. The authors used a

simulated mobile robot with 20 laser range sensors, however, authors state

that: "only 6 out of 20 range sensor values are used for the RNN learning for the

purpose of the reduction of the computation time" (Tani and Nolfi 1999 p. 10).

Cangelosi and Riga (2006) used a 12 DOF simulated robot and a neural

network controller consisting of 24 linguistic input neurons, 8 hidden neurons

directly connected to 8 output neurons controlling 8 motors. Tikhanoff (2009)

developed a motor control module for the iCub simulator that was composed

of two separate neural networks, one for reaching and one for grasping. The

reaching neural network consisted of 10 neurons and actuated 5 motors. The

grasping neural network consisted of 16 neurons and controlled 8 motors.

The evolutionary robotics experiments conducted by Massera et al. (2010)

introduced more complex CTRNN module consisting of 64 neurons and

controlling 23 motors. The training time of CTRNN of this complexity would

typically be around 1 day (5000 generations). However, if the task became

more complex and CTRNN more complex, the training time could easily grow

to days or even weeks (G. Massera, personal communication, March 5, 2014).

Yamashita and Tani (2008) who developed the MTRNN model to control a

humanoid robot mentioned that: "the limitation of the current study results

from simplicity of the system. The model network, for example, uses only 180

neurons abstracted to the level of a firing rate model. Input-output of the system

consists of sensorimotor vectors with only 10 dimensions. Movement of the robot

is constrained to 8 degree of freedom. Task behaviours in the current
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experimental environment were much more static than animal behaviour in a

real-life environment. Due to this simplicity of the system, discussing

correspondences between the proposed model and an actual brain is possible only

at a macro level of abstraction" (Yamashita and Tani 2008 p. 13). The number

of input-output neurons in this model was determined by the sizes of

self-organising maps. When these sizes are larger, the representations in

self-organising maps becomes smoother and therefore the data loss in the

vector transformations decreases. Nonetheless, authors admit that: "in order

to reduce time spent on computation, sizes of the TPMs 1 were selected such that

they were the minimum value large enough to allow the TPMs to reproduce, in

real time, sensorimotor sequences through the process of vector transformation.

The number of context units was also selected to be the minimum value large

enough to successfully allow the network to learn the task sequences" (Yamashita

and Tani 2008 p. 15).

These studies highlight few state-of-the-art of neural network models for

action and language acquisition. It can be noticed that authors are often

forced to simplify their neural network models and experimental tasks in order

to make the training feasible. However, many studies have demonstrated that

using large-scale neural networks have a great potential for scaling-up the

complexity of neurocontrollers (e.g. Hofmann 2011; Scherer et al. 2010) and

their capacity to learn (Lawrence et al. 1998). Not surprisingly, many have

turned their attention on distributed processing using clusters of CPU and

more recently on GPU parallel processors, which resulted in great speed-ups

and allowed the exploration of new domains (Section 2.5.2). To our

1Self-organising maps are also known as topology-preserving maps (TPMs)
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knowledge, this thesis presents the first experiments where the application of

GPU computing to cognitive robotics produced large-scale neurocontrollers

capable of controlling every single motor of the iCub humanoid robot while

acquiring, grounding and generalising sensorimotor skills in language.

3.4 Evolutionary Robotics

Evolutionary Robotics (ER) is a relatively new method for the automatic

creation of autonomous robots (Nolfi et al. 2000). This methodology is

inspired by the Darwinian principle of selective reproduction of the fittest,

which is captured by evolutionary algorithms such as the already mentioned

genetic algorithms. The robots are considered as artificial organisms that

develop their own control systems and sometimes even morphology in close

interaction with the environment and without human intervention. ER draws

inspiration from biological self-organisations and includes aspects of

evolutionary, developmental, neural and morphological systems. The

following are the main methodological steps employed in evolutionary

robotics:

1. Create initial population of random chromosomes each encoding the

control system and if required then also morphology of a robot.

2. Robots are free to interact with the environment for a specified number of

iterations while their performance is being automatically evaluated. The

performance is measured by a fitness function, which gives a measure of

how well each individual performed. This can be for example number

robot’s speed, number of crashes, battery levels, etc.
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3. The best robots are allowed to reproduce and generate offspring

chromosomes of which are subject to random mutations and genetic

material exchange using crossover operators. This process creates a

new generation of chromosomes some of which might perform better

than their parents.

4. The individuals in this newly created population are evaluated for their

performance in the same way as their predecessors.

5. Repeat the first four steps for a number of generations until a robot is able

to perform so well that it satisfies the fitness function set by the user.

Figure 3.9: Example of an evolutionary experiment on a single robot.
Chromosome of each individual of the population is decoded into a
neurocontroller, which receives different sensory information at a specified
interval (e.g. 100ms) and controls the robot while its fitness is being evaluated.
Source: http://tinyurl.com/otk7jva
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The next section focuses on a biologically-inspired active vision system as

some of the experiments in this thesis used this approach to develop obstacle

avoidance (Chapter 8) as well as 3D recognition system (Chapter 9).

3.4.1 Evolutionary Active Vision

At the basis of standard approaches to computer vision there is the idea

that perception mainly consists in the internal construction of a detailed

representation of the external world (e.g. Sowa 1987). According to this view,

the main challenge is to transform egocentric, incomplete, and noisy sensory

information into allocentric, complete, and precise representations of the

external environment. To achieve this goal in vision, for example we face the

problem of inferring the 3D arrangement of the scene from 2D images. This

explains the importance of relying on stereo cameras. Motor behaviour (i.e.

the interaction with the external world) is not viewed as a resource for the

robot, but rather as a problem to be controlled. The result of the perceptual

process, in fact, should be as independent as possible from the behaviour

displayed by the robot during the collection of sensory data. The ultimate goal

of creating a general-purpose, robust and resilient vision system remains as

elusive as ever. As a response to this, a number of researchers have called for a

paradigm shift and suggested revisiting the fundamental assumptions (e.g.

Meer 2012). One way to approach this challenge is to take the inspiration

from the vision systems of natural organisms that have been evolving for

millions of years. In contrast to standard computer vision systems, biological

organisms actively interact with the world in order to make sense of it. For

example, humans and also other animals do not look at a scene in fixed

steadiness. Instead, they actively explore interesting parts of the scene by
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rapid saccadic movements (Figure 3.10). These saccadic eye movements make

it possible to quickly focus on relevant features in the scene and ignore the

rest. The central part of retina (known as fovea) plays a crucial role in

resolving details of these features. Fovea has a high concentration of cone

photoreceptors and although it comprises only about 1% of retinal size, it uses

over 50% of the visual cortex (Krantz 2012). The resources of the brain can be

used more efficiently by moving the eye to small parts of the scene that can be

sensed with higher resolution. Biological organisms with very simple neural

networks can solve complex shape recognition problems by mastering

sensorimotor contingencies. One such example is a fruit fly Drosophila that

can recognize shapes by moving its body in order to shift the image to a

particular location in the visual field (Dill et al. 1993). The process of

selecting by motor actions sensory patterns is referred to as active perception.

The active perception approach (Bajcsy 1988; Nolfi and Marocco 2002)

assumes that the world can be viewed as its own external representation, and

perception consists of mastering the regularities arising from sensorimotor

interactions. From this point of view, perception is a way of acting, as pointed

out by O’Regan and Noë (2001). Active vision, i.e. the application of the

active perception approach to vision, consists in the process of sequentially

analyzing only parts of the visual scene, rather than the entire scene (Ballard

1991; Cliff and Jason 1997). This approach can simplify the computation

involved in vision processing, by reducing the information load and by

selecting only characteristics of the visual scene that are relevant for a given

task (Floreano et al. 2004; Marocco et al. 2002).

In the same vein, visual processes implied in object recognition can be
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Figure 3.10: Example of saccadic eye movements during picture viewing.
Source: http://tinyurl.com/o7r5fxu

significantly simplified by creating a system, which is able to select and pay

attention only to a reduced set of relevant features. However, the combination

of active vision and feature selection is a field still largely unexplored. The

dominant approach in computer vision generally consists of a defining set of

predefined features which are exploited by an active vision system (Rimey and

Brown 1994; Terzopoulos and Rabie 1995). It is interesting to note that the

majority of these models do not take into account that the types of visual

features depend also on the sensorimotor and behavioural characteristics of

the organism in its environment (Gibson 1986). The co-development of active

vision and feature selection has been especially explored by the evolutionary

robotics. For example, Harvey et al. (1994) evolved an evolutionary active

vision system in which sensory and neural morphology for a robot have been

evolved for discriminating a triangle and a square. More recently, Floreano

et al. (2004) described a set of experiments in which the same neural

architecture has been implemented on different active vision systems (an
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artificial retina, a wheeled robot and a virtual car). James and Tucker (2005)

evolved a neural network active vision system for basic shape discrimination

with a high degree of reliability. In addition, their results show that the ability

to resolve the details of local features is more useful than the coarse-grained

global input. These studies have demonstrated the advantages of active vision

systems such as their speed, resiliency and robustness in terms of position,

rotation and size invariance. Nevertheless, to date, their applications have

been limited to extremely simple cases. The experiments in this thesis

(Chapter 8 and 9) build on what was previously done and take this research

closer to the real world applications.
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This Chapter provides an overview of the methodological aspects of the

research presented in this thesis. The action and language acquisition

experiments described in Chapter 7 used a model based on self-organising

maps (Section 4.2.1) and multiple time-scales recurrent neural networks

(Section 4.2.2) trained using the back-propagation through time algorithm

(Section 4.3.1). The robotic platform employed in this study is described in

the Section 4.1. The active vision experiments detailed in Chapters 8 and 9

used the evolutionary robotics approach (Chapter 3, Section 3.4) to develop

the Mars rover neurocontrollers capable of navigating unknown environments

(Chapter 8) as well as neurocontrollers for 3D object recognition (Chapter 9).

In both cases, the training method driving the artificial evolution was based on

a genetic algorithm described in the last section of this chapter.

4.1 iCub - Cognitive Humanoid Robotic Platform

The iCub (www.icub.org) is a small humanoid robot that is

approximately 104cm high, weights around 20.3kg and its design was

inspired by the embodied cognition hypothesis. This unique robotic platform

with 53 degrees of freedom was designed by the RobotCub Consortium (Metta

et al. 2008), which involves several European universities and it is now widely

used by the Poeticon++ project and few others. The iCub platform design is

strictly following the open-source philosophy and therefore its hardware
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design, software as well as documentation are released under general public

license (GPL). The RobotCub name is partially an acronym where Cub stands

for Cognitive Universal Body and the initial funding for this project was €8.5

million from Unit E5 (Cognitive Systems and Robotics) of the European

Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme. At the time of writing, several

different versions of iCub are being used in more than 20 research laboratories

worldwide (RobotCub 2014).

Figure 4.1: The iCub humanoid robot version 2.0 is a tremendous improvement
over the initial version 1.0, which was lacking many important features such as
full-body covers, force and torques sensors, sensorised palms and finger tips,
sensitive skin etc. In recent years, iCub gained in popularity not only amongst
various research groups at European universities but also among the general
population thanks to new documentaries and social media networking. Source:
http://tinyurl.com/3lk4aja3

The hardware of the iCub was created holistically where modularity had

to be traded for functionality and overall size. This humanoid robot was

developed to support manipulation and mobility and therefore 12 degrees of
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freedom were allocated to the legs, 3 to the torso, 32 to the arms and 6 to the

head. The hands are arguably one of the most complex parts of the robot.

Each hand features 9 degrees of freedom where three fingers can be actuated

independently while the fourth and fifth finger are moved together using 1

degree of freedom. Legs have also been specially designed to support bi-pedal

locomotion and recent studies showed promising progress in this area (Eljaik

et al. 2013). The legs were not used in the current study.

Figure 4.2: Plymouth iCub manipulating objects. The hands are one of the most
complex parts of the robot.

The iCub platform provides a great variety of sensors including digital

cameras, microphones, accelerometers and gyroscopes, force and torque

sensors and recently also distributed sensorised skin (Schmitz et al. 2011). In

most cases, the position of each joint is measured via absolute position

encoders. All of this sensorimotor information is relayed to the on-board
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PC104 computer, which performs synchronisation and reformatting of

incoming data streams. Currently, most of the computationally-demanding

processing is performed on external computers. The communication of the

iCub with these machines is facilitated via gigabit Ethernet connection (e.g.

Figure 4.4). However, ongoing work is looking at replacing or complementing

the current PC104 processor with a high-performance, low-energy chip such

as Tegra K1 (Section 2.4) featuring quad-core ARM processor and 192 GPU

cores. This would, in the future allow true mobility of the iCub robot since all

the processing could be done on-board rather than off-board. Currently the

communication process involves sending the data over the Ethernet cable

hidden inside the umbilical cord attached to the robot. Researchers and

software developers typically use YARP (Section 5.3.6.1) to create new

modules for the iCub robot. This facilitates easy distribution of such modules

across different machines on the local area network.

As part of the EU FP7 ITALK project, Tikhanoff et al. (2008) developed

an open-source simulated model of the iCub platform. This simulator has

been widely adopted as a functional tool within the developmental robotics

community, as it allows researchers to develop, test and evaluate their models

and theories without requiring access to a physical robot. Open-source

computer simulations such as the iCub simulator, play an important role in the

cognitive robotics community for several different reasons, some of which are:

1. Hardware development - simulating embodied robots with realistic

physical interactions while studying their behaviour in varying

configurations serve as an evaluation tool prior building real robots.

Computer simulations might also provide useful insights when certain
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Figure 4.3: Plymouth GPU cluster setup showing iCub connected to a set of
GPU servers used for accelerating computationally demanding software.

parts of the existing physical robot need to be modified. In this case, the

simulator might be able to uncover previously unforeseen problems. In

addition, certain types of computer simulations are used for "evolving"

robot morphology following the evolutionary robotics approach

described in Section 3.4. This opens the door to new possibilities

because the evolving morphology dynamically affects the control

system, which in turn leads to the discovery of new behaviours using

the current morphology Bongard and Pfeifer (2003).

2. Software development - computer simulators allow researchers to

rapidly prototype and test new algorithms without having to rely on the

real physical robot. By doing so, significant damage to the robot caused
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by erroneous software can be avoided. The potential damage to the

robot is likely to negatively impact the rest of the research team often

sharing the same platform. On the other hand, using a simulator only

for conducting research is another trap many researchers fall into.

While these simulators are very useful tools, they should not be

preferred over experimenting with real robots. This is due to the fact

that simulators provide merely rough approximation of all the real

physical interactions taking place when using physical robots, which

can hardly be simulated at this point in time. As a result, the

significance of such experiments and corresponding results is generally

regarded as lower.

3. Accessibility - open-source software simulation environments promote

research and education by allowing everyone to explore different areas

of cognitive robotics without the need for a real robot. Students and

researchers are able to download the simulation software free of charge

and start writing their own code. This code can be as simple as moving

different joints of a robot and as complex as running complex neural

networks integrating information from multiple sensory modalities

while controlling the simulated robot in real time. The main point is

that everyone is able to participate and join the race of developing

cognitive robots. For example, the software that was developed for the

iCub simulator can be transparently deployed on the real robot simply

by changing YARP port prefix from \icubSim to \icub. Finally, this

accessibility directly impacts productivity in research teams as much of

the work can be done in the simulator prior using the shared iCub
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robot.

Figure 4.4: The iCub simulator is an open-source tool based on Open Dynamics
Engine (ODE) for simulating physics, Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL) for
rendering and YARP for the communication with external modules.

4.2 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN), or simply neural networks, are very

powerful brain-inspired computational models, which have been used in many

different areas such as engineering, medicine, finance, physics, geology and

many others. ANNs are constituted by a certain number of simple

computational units, the neurons, massively interconnected through a series

of connections, the synaptic weights. Synaptic weights can be associated to

variable numerical values that can be modified in order to allow the ANN to

show a specific behaviour. Haykin (1994) defined a neural network as a

"massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple processing units,
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which has a natural propensity for storing experimental knowledge and making

it available for use. It resembles the brain in two respects: 1. Knowledge is

acquired by the neural network from its environment through a learning process.

2. Inter-neuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used to

store the acquired knowledge." (Haykin 1994 p. 2).

Scientists long ago realised that the human brain computes in an

entirely different way than a computer. Even the fastest super computers like

Tianhe-2 with 33.86 PFLOPS (quadrillion floating-point calculations per

second) is simply not able to understand for example the meaning of visual

shapes. A brain can be outperformed by a computer only in simple arithmetic

tasks (Aggarwal and Song 1997). This clearly shows how the brain is different

from computers because it is robust, highly parallel, fault tolerant, flexible,

and capable of learning and dealing with information that is inconsistent,

noisy or probabilistic. A human brain is composed of an enormous number of

neurons (approximately 10,000,000,000) each of which can receive up to

10,000 connections from other neurons (Veelenturf 1995) and about 100

trillion synapses. A neuron is a cell that can propagate an electrochemical

signal. Each neuron has dendrites (inputs), a cell body and axon (output),

which is connected to dendrites of other neurons through synapses. An

electrochemical signal is fired along the axon every time a neuron is activated.

This signal then contributes towards the overall electrochemical signal

received by a neuron. This neuron may in turn fire if the signal is strong

enough and exceeds certain threshold. Hence a human brain can perform

extremely complex tasks by using enormous number of simple processing

units (neurons firing binary signals), which is extraordinary.
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Neural networks were first described by McCulloch and Pitts (1943)

who demonstrated that their conceptual model of biological neurons was able

to perform all possible logic operations. The interest in neural networks

ceased after Minsky and Papert (1987) published their book "Perceptrons"

showing several problems with perceptron models. However, the "renaissance"

of neural network research began in 1980s thanks to a small number of

researchers (e.g. Stephen Grossberg, Kunihiko Fukushima, Teuvo Kohonen

and James Anderson) who kept experimenting with neural networks and

produced some important theoretical results. In particular, the discovery of

the back-propagation algorithm by Werbos (1974) and its application for

training of multi-layer perceptrons (Rumelhart and MacClelland 1988)

accelerated neural network research. The back-propagation algorithm

(Section 4.3.1) allows training of a neural network by adjusting its network

weights until it produces a desired output. The following are the most

commonly used neural network models:

Feed-forward networks - the most popular type of a feed-forward networks

are multilayer perceptrons devised by Rumelhart et al. (1986). In MLP

the neurons are arranged on different layers with at least one layer of

hidden units (Figure 4.5). The input layer is used to introduce values of

input variables to the network. Hidden and output layers are each fully

or partially connected to a preceding layer.

Recurrent networks - in recurrent networks, the synaptic connections

between neurons create a directed circle, which creates an internal state

that allows for complex dynamics. This gives recurrent neural networks
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the ability to process arbitrary sequences of inputs, something that

feed-forward neural networks cannot do. Continuous time recurrent

neural network is a type of recurrent network, which is in addition able

to model the effects on a neuron of the incoming spike train. CTRNN

uses a ordinary differential equations (Section 4.2.2) to model spikes at

a higher level that spiking neural networks (e.g. Vreeken 2002), which

on the other hand makes them more efficient in computing terms.

Figure 4.5: Popular neural networks models. The left picture shows a multi-
layered feed-forward neural network. The picture one right shows the recurrent
neural network model. Source: http://tinyurl.com/lum7bkt

4.2.1 Self-Organising Map

Self-Organising Maps (often referred to as SOM or Kohonen maps) are

types of artificial neural networks that are capable of transforming vectors in

high-dimensional input space into low-dimensional output space (Kohonen

1982). The topological properties of the input space are preserved during the

process of transformation, which means that the vectors that were similar in

the high-dimensional input space will also be similar in the low-dimensional

output space. The inspiration for the development of self-organising maps

came from the neuroscientific results suggesting that the brains of higher

animals employ topological representation meaning that "a particular location
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of the neural response in the cortical map often directly corresponds to a specific

modality and quality of sensory signal" (Kohonen 1996 p. 1465). These cortical

maps can be found for example in visual (Van Essen 1985) and auditory cortex

(Reale and Imig 1980).

A self-organising map (Figure 4.6) consists of a number of neurons each

associated with a vector of weights. The input space vectors

x= [x1, x2, ..., xm]
T (4.1)

are mapped to a two-dimensional lattice of neurons whose coordinates define

SOM topology. The weight vector

w j = [w j1, w j2, ..., w jm]
T , j = 1,2, 3, ..., n (4.2)

of each neuron j has the same dimensionality as the input space vector where

n is the total number of neurons. When a self-organising map receives an

input vector, the algorithm finds a neuron associated with weights that are

most similar to the input vector. The measure of similarity is usually done

using the Euclidean distance metric, which is mathematically equivalent to

finding a neuron with the largest inner product wT
j x. The neuron that is the

most similar match for the input vector is referred to as best matching unit

(BMU) and it is defined as:

c = ar g min j||x−w j|| (4.3)

The dimensionality reduction is achieved when the low-dimensional BMU

coordinates are used as the output of SOM to encode the high-dimensional

input space represented by the weights associated with that particular neuron.
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Figure 4.6: Self-Organising Map showing the mapping of the vectors in the
input space to the neurons in the output space. Source: http://tinyurl.com/
n5cojbe

4.2.2 Multiple Time-scales Recurrent Neural Network

This section briefly describes a biologically inspired recurrent neural

network model that has been implemented as one of Aquila’s modules

(Chapter 5), making a considerable contribution to the overall research that

has been conducted to date. The reasoning behind this particular choice of

model (rather than others) is discussed here.

Action and language integration in the brain was described in Section

3.2.1.1 where the evidence for such interconnection in various fields was

presented. In order to shed some light on questions concerning this

integration and to address a specific linguistic phenomena (Section 3.2.1.1), it

is important to use a model based on biological findings.
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Models such as MOSAIC (Wolpert and Kawato 1998) or a mixture of

multiple RNN systems (Tani and Nolfi 1999) implement functional hierarchies

via explicit hierarchical structure where the motor primitives are represented

through the local low-level modules, whereas the higher-level modules were

in charge of recombining these primitives using extra mechanisms such as

gate selection systems (Figure 4.7). These systems, based on predefined

hierarchical structures, were appealing because of their potential benefits. For

example, the training of one module does not interfere with the training of

other modules and it would also seem that by adding extra low-level modules

the number of acquirable motor primitives would increase as well. However, it

has been demonstrated that the similarities between various sensorimotor

sequences result in competition between the modules that represent them.

This leads to a conflict between generalisation and segmentation, since

generalisation requires the representation of motor primitives through many

similar patterns present in the same module whereas different primitives need

to be represented in different modules to achieve a good segmentation of

sensorimotor patterns. Because of the conflict that arises when there is an

overlap between different sensorimotor sequences, it is not possible to

increase the number of motor primitives by simply adding extra low-level

modules (Tani et al. 2008a). The learning of motor primitives (low-level

modules) and sequences of these primitives (high-level modules) need to be

explicitly separated through sub-goals (Tani et al. 2008b; Tani and Nolfi

1999).

Several models have been considered and, after a careful comparison,

we decided to use the multiple timescales recurrent neural network for our
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Figure 4.7: Local (a) vs multiple time-scales representation model (b). Source:
http://tinyurl.com/6xf3tu

investigation. MTRNN attempts to overcome the generalisation-segmentation

problem through the realisation of a functional hierarchy that is neither based

on separate modules nor on a structural hierarchy, but rather on multiple

time-scales of neural activities that seem to be responsible for the process of

motor skills acquisition and adaptation, as well as perceptual auditory

differences between formant transition and syllable level (Honey et al. 2007;

Huys et al. 2004; Newell et al. 2001; Poeppel et al. 2008; Varela et al. 2001).

As discussed in Section 3.2.1.2, the MTRNN is able to produce multiple

sequences of behaviours as well as learn meanings of simple sentences by

grounding them in actions. Based on this information the MTRNN model was

preferred over other systems that do not seem to be showing as much

potential for further expansion and experimentation as the MTRNN system,

which is, in addition, biologically more sound because of the multiple

time-scales and their self-organisation.

The MTRNN’s core is based on a continuous time recurrent neural

network characterised by the ability to preserve its internal state and hence
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exhibit complex dynamics. The system receives sparsely encoded

proprioceptive input from the robot, which is used to predict next

sensorimotor states and therefore acts as a forward kinematics model (e.g.

Wolpert et al. 1995). The neural activities were calculated following the

classical firing rate model where each neuron’s activity is given by the average

firing rate of the connected neurons. In addition to this, the MTRNN model

implements a leaky integrator and therefore the state of every neuron is not

only defined by the current synaptic inputs but also considers its previous

activations. The differential equation (4.4) describes the calculation of neural

activities over time where ui,t is the membrane potential, x j,t is the activity of

j th neuron, wi j correspond to synaptic connections from the j th to the i th

neuron and finally the τ parameter that defines the decay rate of i th neuron.

τiui,t = −ui,t +
∑

j

wi j x j,t (4.4)

The decay rate parameter τ modifies the extent to which the previous

activities of the neuron affect its current state. Therefore, when the neurons

are set with large τ values their activities will be changing more slowly over

time as compared to those neurons set with smaller τ values. The continuous

time integration model of the MTRNN’s neurons is defined by the differential

Equation (4.4) while the actual membrane potentials are calculated by its

numerical approximation defined by the Equation (4.8).

ui,t+1 =
�

1−
1
τi

�

ui,t +
1
τi





∑

j∈N

wi j x j,t



 (4.5)
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Figure 4.8: MTRNN overview. The system receives proprioceptive information
as a multidimensional vector mt subsequently activating a self-organising map,
activity of which is associated to the network’s input. The neural network
then predicts the next sensorimotor state mt+1 based on its current state
and input. At this stage, the neural activations on the output layer are
assumed to correspond to the activity of the self-organising map whose inverse
transformation generates multidimensional vector that directly sets the target
joint angles of the iCub.

The activity of a neuron is calculated in two different ways (Equation (4.6))

depending on whether a neuron belongs to the input-output (i ∈ Z) or the

hidden layer.

yi,t =











ex p(ui,t)
∑

j∈Z
ex p(u j,t)

if i ∈ Z

f (ui,t) otherwise

(4.6)

The input-ouput neuron activations are calculated using the Softmax function

(the top part of eq.(4.6)), while the hidden neurons use conventional Sigmoid

function (eq. (4.7)).

f (x) =
1

1+ e−x
(4.7)

The Softmax function was used to achieve an activation distribution that is

consistent with that of the self-organising map. The system receives
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proprioceptive information as a multidimensional vector mt subsequently

activating a self-organising map, activity of which is associated to the

network’s input. The neural network then predicts the next sensorimotor state

mt+1 based on its current state and input. At this stage, the neural activations

on the output layer are assumed to correspond to the activity of the

self-organising map whose inverse transformation generates multidimensional

vector that directly sets the target joint angles of the iCub. The iCub then

updates the positions of its joints, which are again fed back through the SOM

into the MTRNN system as x i,t+1. Hidden neurons are simply copied as the

recurrent states for the next time step, see the Equation (4.8).

x i,t+1 =







pi,t+1 if i ∈ 0

yi,t otherwise
(4.8)

The MTRNN (Section 4.2.2) uses self-organising maps as means of

preserving the topological relations in the multidimensional input space to

reduce the possible overlap between various sensorimotor sequences and to

aid the learning process. Self-organising maps were trained using a slight

variation of the standard unsupervised learning algorithm (Kohonen 1996). In

most cases the data set consisted of all the sequences used for the MTRNN

training as well as additional sequences, which involved variations to achieve

smoother representation of the input space and minimise data loss incurred

during the process of vector transformation. Equation 4.9 shows the

description of these vectors where l(i) defines their dimensions.

vi = {vi,1, vi,2, vi,3, ..., vi,l(i)} (4.9)

The vector to SOM transformation is given by the Equation (4.10) where
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vsample = l(i), σ defines the distribution shape of pi,t and N represents the

overall size of the self-organising map.

pi,t =
ex p

¦

− ||vi−vsample||2
σ

©

∑

j∈N
ex p

¦

− ||vi−vsample||2
σ

© (4.10)

The activations on the MTRNN output layer are assumed to correspond to an

activation probability distribution of the self-organising map whose inverse

transformation generates multidimensional vector that directly sets the target

joint angles of the iCub. Equation (4.11) describes this transformation where

vi represents the target position for the i th joint index, y j,t is the MTRNN’s j th

output activity, si j is the i th index of the vector corresponding to the SOM’s

node j.
vi =

∑

j∈N

y j,tsi j (4.11)

4.3 Training Algorithms

When it comes to artificial neural networks, one of the major challenges

is getting them to learn. There are two main different ways of achieving this.

The first is known as supervised learning, which is used when the training data

is available. For example, this was the case in the experiments on action and

language acquisition (Chapter 7) as the training data was recorded as

sensorimotor sequences by the experimenter and prior to the training. The

second way of training artificial neural networks is referred to as unsupervised

learning because the training data is not available. A good example would be

the training of self-organising maps where the coordinates of the neurons are

automatically modified based on the similarity between input vector and the
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weights of the neurons. Genetic algorithms (Section 4.3.2) also fall in this

category as they are able to automatically adjust genes in order to produce

results that satisfy the optimisation fitness function set by the experimenter.

The downside of training artificial neural networks is in the amount of

time it takes. Training of complex artificial neural networks on lots of data

with back-propagation through time can easily take days or even weeks.

Unfortunately, the same applies to genetic algorithms and therefore much of

recent research explored the possibility of accelerating them with GPUs

(Section 4.3.2). The training algorithms employed in these studies were both

supervised (Section 4.3.1) and unsupervised (Section 4.3.2). Their

performance was in most cases dramatically improved by implementing them

for GPU processors (Section 5.5). The next two sub-sections describe the

training algorithms used in these studies.

4.3.1 Back-propagation Through Time Algorithm

The MTRNN needs to be trained via an algorithm that considers its

complex dynamics changing through time. For this reason we used the

back-propagation through time algorithm as it has been previously

demonstrated to be effective (Yamashita and Tani 2008).

This learning process is defined by finding the suitable values for the

synaptic connections by minimising the global error parameter E, which

represents the error between the training sequences and those generated by

the MTRNN. The error E is calculated using the Kullback-Leibler divergence as

described in the Equation (4.12) where y∗i,t is the desired activation value of

the i th output neuron at the time t and yi,t is its actual output.
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E =
∑

t

∑

i∈O

y∗i,t log

�

y∗i,t
yi,t

�

(4.12)

The synaptic connection values are updated according to the Equation (4.13)

where their optimal levels are approached through minimising their values with

respect to ∂ E/∂ w that defines the gradient. The learning rate is given by α

parameter and n represents the learning iteration step.

wi j (n+ 1) = wi j (n)−α
∂ E
∂ wi j

(4.13)

The already mentioned gradient ∂ E/∂ w is defined by the Equation (4.14) while

the recurrence Equation (4.15) is used to recursively calculate ∂ E∂ ui, t.

∂ E
∂ wi j

=
∑

t

1
τi

∂ E
∂ ui,t

x j,t−1 (4.14)

The
∫ ′

() is the derivative of the sigmoid function defined by the Equation (4.6).

∂ E
∂ uk,t

=























yi,t+1 − yi∗i,t+1 +
�

1− 1
τi

�

if i ∈ 0

∑

k∈N

∂ E
∂ ui,t+1

h

δi,k

�

1− 1
τi

�

+ 1
τk

wki

∫ ′ �

ui,t

�

i

otherwise

(4.15)

The δi,k is Kronecker’s delta, which is set to 1 when i = k otherwise it is 0.

4.3.2 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithms, devised by Holland in 1960s, seem to be the most

popular of all evolutionary computation techniques. Holland’s idea was to use

evolutionary models to understand natural adaptive systems and also to

develop ways to import natural adaptation mechanisms into computer system.
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GA is based on a simple biological model of evolution where survival of the

fittest and constant production of new offspring results in adaptation to

changing environments and the ability to respond to unexpected events.

Holland uses genetics-inspired operators such as crossover, mutation and

inversion together with principles of natural selection to move one population

of chromosomes to a new population (Figure 4.9). Standard genetic

algorithms typically rely on three fundamental operations:

1. Selection

(a) Selects chromosomes that will be used for reproduction.

(b) The fitter the chromosome, the higher chance it has to be selected.

Furthermore, most selection methods are stochastic and also allow

some chromosomes with less fitness to be reproduced, helping to

maintain a larger diversity in the population.

(c) It acts as a pressure that forces individuals to get better over time.

2. Crossover

(a) A position on a chromosome (locus) is randomly chosen and

sequences before and after locus are exchanged to create two new

offspring.

(b) It attempts to biological recombination between two haploid

organisms.

(c) There are many different crossover types e.g. single point crossover,

double point crossover, cut and splice crossover, uniform and half

uniform crossover (Figure 4.10).
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3. Mutation

(a) Some bits on a chromosome are randomly flipped which introduces

slight variations to a chromosome that might however have great

impact on organism’s phenotype.

(b) Each bit has some probability of being changed which is usually

very low, for example 0.001.

(c) Maintains genetic diversity from one generation to the next one.

(d) Helps to avoid getting stuck in local minima by allowing this

diversity.

Figure 4.9: Genetic algorithm cycle. Source: http://tinyurl.com/k4hjrd8
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Figure 4.10: Example crossover operators. The top image shows the single
point crossover, the middle image shows double point crossover and the bottom
image shows the cut and slice crossover.
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Software Development
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5 Aquila - Software Toolkit for
Cognitive Robotics

5.1 Introduction

Cognitive robotics is concerned with endowing robots with high-level

cognitive capabilities to enable the achievement of complex goals in complex

environments. These capabilities include perception processing, attention

allocation, planning, anticipation, and reasoning about their own and other

agents’ mental states.

One of the most popular cognitive robotic platforms is the iCub

humanoid robot (Section 4.1), which is a true achievement when it comes to

the number of joints that can be controlled (53 degrees of freedom) and the

variety of different sensors that can be utilised (vision, sound, skin, touch

sensors, force-torque sensors, position sensors, gyroscopes). Dealing with so

much data while running software designed to make sense of it has been a

challenge for years. Fitzpartick and colleagues have developed YARP (Yet

Another Robotic Platform), which addressed this issue, standardised the

software development and encouraged platform-independence, modularity,

scalability and reuse via location-independent processes that can

independently communicate via hardware-nonspecific protocols.

The cognitive robotics community is a highly multi-disciplinary field of

research involving computer scientists, psychologists, neuroscientists, linguists
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etc. We have been working with a variety of students and researchers from all

of these fields and we feel that one of the major obstacles hindering progress

in cognitive robotics community is the lack of tools facilitating rapid

development, integration and visualisation of modules. Some are simply

looking to use certain features of the iCub (e.g. record vision, sensorimotor

movements, control objects in the simulator) while others would like to

develop their own modules with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and run

them in any number of instances anywhere across the network while

centralising their management and data visualisation on a host machine. The

technical challenges involved in this, however, discourage many from

embarking on such development.

This chapter presents Aquila, an open-source, cross-platform software

toolkit that addresses these issues and was developed by researchers for

researchers, students and enthusiasts who do not necessarily want to spend

days writing new modules or integrating them together to create higher-level

modules or novel cognitive models. Aquila software toolkit makes use of

independent, high-performance modules that can run anywhere across the

network in any number of instances and using any number of available GPU

devices. These modules are loosely coupled with their GUIs centralised and

dynamically generated by Aquila. Modules can spawn other modules on any

number of machines and GPU cards available on the network, which allows

running complex, computationally demanding tasks that would not have been

previously possible or feasible.
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5.2 Motivation

The modelling of the integration of various cognitive skills and

modalities requires complex and computationally intensive algorithms

running in parallel while controlling high-performance systems. The

processing requirements are increasing with every added feature and it is not

uncommon that at the end of the software development stage, a particular

system is unable to cope with fast-response robot-control tasks. YARP provides

means for distributing any number of processes across any number of

machines using any of the available underlying communication protocols.

YARP has become a standard for developing and interconnecting modules.

Distributing processing across many computers has certainly advanced

our software eco-system and opened-up research to new possibilities. While this

was an essential move, we are aspiring to augment the field of cognitive robotics

by providing Aquila, a novel high-performance software toolkit utilising cross-

platform, heterogeneous CPU-GPU modules, which are loosely coupled with

their GUIs used for module management and data visualisation.

Parallel computing using GPU devices is being increasingly taken up by

industry and academies. Many commercial and research applications have

migrated from using solely standard CPU processors to a heterogeneous

CPU-GPU environments whereby each architecture does what it does best.

Most of these applications achieve tremendous speed-ups in performance.

(NVIDIA 2014b). Since quantum computing is still in its infancy and CPUs are

approaching the processing limits constrained by the physical laws, it seems

that heterogeneous CPU-GPU parallel computing is the next paradigm, which

we would like to support and fully utilise in Aquila.
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5.3 Architecture

Aquila was written entirely in the C++ object-oriented language, which

was motivated by the fact that C++ is well supported and widely used by

many developers worldwide. NVIDIA CUDA was chosen for the development

of the GPU-accelerated functions. CUDA is well-written and documented,

widely adopted and supported by an install base of over 300 million

CUDA-enabled GPUs in notebooks, workstations, compute clusters and

supercomputers. Aquila GUI is based on Qt, a leading development

framework designed for creating applications and user interfaces for desktop,

embedded and mobile platforms. YARP enables Aquila modules to

communicate with their GUIs as well as other modules and devices. CMake is

used to control software compilation process using simple platform and

compiler independent configuration files. All of the above frameworks,

libraries and tools are cross-platform and free to use.

One of the most important aspects and contributions of Aquila lies in its

fundamental architectural design (Figure 5.1), which makes a clear division

between modules that do the actual work and their GUIs that provide

easy-to-use controls over modules and the possibility to visualise their

behaviour. The module GUIs are compiled as part of Aquila GUI, which is able

to dynamically add module GUIs under new tabs. A user can then use and

manage these modules, see their visualisations, duplicate or close them just as

one would in a typical web browser. Each module and its GUI can be uniquely

identified on the network and therefore be executed in any number of

instances without creating port conflicts. In this case, the Aquila GUI simply

generates a new module GUI with a unique index. The modules can be
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distributed in any number of instances on any computer on the network and

therefore they need to be able to communicate with Aquila GUI regardless

where they run. This communication is facilitated via YARP network ports,

which connect modules’ ports with the ports assigned to their GUIs. The

inherent modularity of this cross-platform toolkit coupled with its ability to

achieve high-performance via GPU processors is directly enhancing its

scalability, usability and reuse.

The following sub-sections describe the software in detail. Each

sub-section focuses on different aspect of the architecture such as the

structural organisation of project files, grouping of functionalities into

libraries, the description of design and implementation of GUIs, modules and

the communication links between them.

5.3.1 Project Structure

The Aquila project is made up of several different types of files, which

includes files for CMake configuration (CMakeLists.txt), CPU (*.cpp, *.h) and

GPU (*.cu) source code, user interfaces (*.ui), resources (*.qrc), module

configurations (*.ini) as well as module examples (*.txt). The root directory

of Aquila is identified by the AQUILA_ROOT environmental variable and

contains the main CMakeLists.txt configuration file. The Aquila GUI files are

located in four different sub-directories (/include, /src, /ui and /res) under the

/aquila directory. The Aquila libraries and modules are grouped in

sub-directories under /libraries and /modules directories. Each library

directory contains a CMakeLists.txt configuration file and a source code

located under /include and /src sub-directories while each module directory

has additional /conf and /examples sub-directories. Different libraries and
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Figure 5.1: Software architecture diagram highlighting the loose coupling
between a module and its GUI via YARP ports. The bottom part of the diagram
depicts the core of Aquila application that might or might not have any module
GUIs attached. In this particular diagram, there are three tabs where each
tab holds a specific module GUI. This is shown as the middle part in the
diagram. The top part of the diagram is the actual module that provides the
functionalities.
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modules might have additional dependencies, which need to be satisfied in

order to be included in the project, compiled and installed. Those parts that

did not meet these requirements will be simply omitted from the project and

will not affect Aquila GUI, modules or libraries other than those directly

depending on the missing parts.

Figure 5.2: Aquila project directory hierarchy

5.3.2 Project Configuration

CMake is controlling the compilation process via compiler-independent

configuration files CMakeLists.txt located under different folders. It was

already mentioned that the main configuration file is located in the root

directory (Figure 5.3). CMake will first use this file, which is making sure that

the Aquila system requirements are met and that all all other configuration

files can be found (lines 29-31 in Figure 5.3). CMake will then descend to

/libraries and /modules directories, find CMakeLists.txt files that will

consequently direct the configuration process into destination directories

containing final CMakeLists.txt and sub-directories with the source code.
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1 cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 2.8)
2 project(Aquila)
3
4 find_package(Qt4 REQUIRED)
5 find_package(OpenGL REQUIRED)
6 find_package(YARP REQUIRED)
7 find_package(OpenMP REQUIRED)
8
9 set(CMAKE_C_FLAGS "

10 ${CMAKE_C_FLAGS}
11 ${OpenMP_C_FLAGS}")
12
13 set(CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS "
14 ${CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS}
15 ${OpenMP_CXX_FLAGS}")
16
17 set(CMAKE_EXE_LINKER_FLAGS "
18 ${CMAKE_EXE_LINKER_FLAGS}
19 ${OpenMP_EXE_LINKER_FLAGS}")
20
21 if(MSVC)
22 add_definitions(-D_CRT_SECURE_NO_DEPRECATE)
23 endif(MSVC)
24
25 set(EXECUTABLE_OUTPUT_PATH ${CMAKE_BINARY_DIR}/bin)
26 set(LIBRARY_OUTPUT_PATH ${CMAKE_BINARY_DIR}/lib)
27 set(AQUILA_LIB_DIR ${CMAKE_CURRENT_SOURCE_DIR}/libraries)
28
29 add_subdirectory(aquila)
30 add_subdirectory(libraries)
31 add_subdirectory(modules)

Figure 5.3: The main CMakeLists.txt is located in the root directory. This
configuration file first checks if the system has installed a CMake version 2.8 or
higher, which is required in order to successfully configure CUDA. Then it names
the project, looks for the required common dependencies (Qt, OpenGL, YARP
and OpenMP), sets OpenMP flags and directories used for keeping compiled
binaries and libraries. This is followed by descending to /aquila, /libraries
and /modules sub-directories and using their CMakeLists.txt files for the next
configuration stages described in Figure 5.7, 5.4 and 5.8 respectively.
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There are currently four different types of CMakeLists.txt files. The first

type (Figure 5.7) is used to compile the Aquila graphical interface and it does

not need any additional dependencies other than those specified in the main

CMakeLists.txt. The second type is used to compile GPU-accelerated libraries,

see the example in Figure 5.4. The third type is used to compile modules that

do not directly implement any GPU kernels. These type of modules, however,

might still link with GPU-accelerated libraries as can be seen in Figure 5.8. The

last type is for those modules that do implement GPU kernels (Figure 5.5).

1 set(LIBNAME SOM)
2 project(${LIBNAME})
3
4 set(INCLUDES include/som.h)
5 set(SOURCES src/som.cpp)
6 set(CUDA_INCLUDES include/kernels.h)
7 set(CUDA_SOURCES src/kernels.cu)
8
9 source_group("Headers" FILES ${INCLUDES} ${CUDA_INCLUDES})

10 source_group("Sources" FILES ${SOURCES} ${CUDA_SOURCES})
11
12 include_directories(${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/include
13 ${QT_INCLUDES}
14 ${CUDA_INCLUDE_DIRS}
15 ${YARP_INCLUDE_DIRS})
16 include(${QT_USE_FILE})
17 qt4_wrap_cpp(MOC_SOURCES ${INCLUDE_DIR})
18
19 cuda_add_library(${LIBNAME}
20 ${CUDA_SOURCE}
21 ${MOC_SOURCES}
22 ${INCLUDE_DIR}
23 ${SOURCE_DIR})
24
25 target_link_libraries(${LIBNAME}
26 ${QT_LIBRARIES}
27 ${CUDA_LIBRARIES}
28 ${YARP_LIBRARIES})
29
30 install(TARGETS ${LIBNAME} DESTINATION lib)

Figure 5.4: Example configuration file for setting-up a GPU-accelerated library.
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1 SET(PROJECTNAME som)
2 PROJECT(${PROJECTNAME})
3
4 set(INCLUDES include/interface.h include/som.h)
5 set(SOURCES src/main.cpp src/interface.cpp src/som.cpp)
6 set(CUDA_INCLUDES include/kernels.h)
7 set(CUDA_SOURCES src/kernels.cu)
8
9 source_group("Headers" FILES ${INCLUDES} ${CUDA_INCLUDES})

10 source_group("Sources" FILES ${SOURCES} ${CUDA_SOURCES})
11
12 include_directories(${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/include
13 ${CUDA_INCLUDE_DIRS}
14 ${YARP_INCLUDE_DIRS})
15
16 set(CUDA_NVCC_FLAGS ${CUDA_NVCC_FLAGS} "-arch=sm_20 -use_fast_math")
17 cuda_add_executable(${PROJECTNAME} ${CUDA_INCLUDES} ${CUDA_SOURCES} ${INCLUDES} $

{SOURCES})
18
19 target_link_libraries(${PROJECTNAME}
20 ${CUDA_LIBRARIES}
21 ${YARP_LIBRARIES})
22
23 install(TARGETS ${PROJECTNAME} DESTINATION bin)

Figure 5.5: Example configuration file for setting-up a heterogenous CPU-GPU
module.

1 if(CUDA_FOUND)
2 add_subdirectory(mtrnn)
3 add_subdirectory(tracker)
4 add_subdirectory(som)
5 add_subdirectory(esn)
6 add_subdirectory(era)
7 # ModuleGenerator:write:5
8 endif()

Figure 5.6: Configuration file in /modules directory directing CMake to
descent into actual module directories, which contain the final configuration
files (Figure 5.8 and 5.5). Similar configuration file to one in this
figure is also located in the /libraries and does essentially the same but
with library directories and their configuration files (Figure 5.4). The ’#
ModuleGenerator:write:5’ at line 7 is one of the commands used by Aquila
Module Generator (Appendix A.4), which is automating the whole process of
creating and adding new modules and graphical user interfaces.
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This hierarchically organised project structure makes the addition of new

modules and libraries easy. For example, adding a new module requires placing

its directory under the /modules and updating the configuration file found in this

directory (Figure 5.6). This configuration is directing CMake to descent into the

actual module directories. In addition, the whole process of creating and adding

new module and its GUI is automated by Module Generator (Appendix A.4)

available from Aquila tools menu.

1 set(PROJECTNAME som)
2 project(${PROJECTNAME})
3
4 set(INCULDES include/interface.h)
5 set(SOURCES src/main.cpp src/interface.cpp)
6
7 source_group("Headers" FILES ${INCULDES})
8 source_group("Sources" FILES ${SOURCES})
9

10 include_directories(${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/include
11 ${AQUILA_LIB_DIR}/SOM/include
12 ${CUDA_INCLUDE_DIRS}
13 ${YARP_INCLUDE_DIRS}
14 ${QT_INCLUDES})
15
16 include(${QT_USE_FILE})
17 qt4_wrap_cpp(MOC_SOURCES ${INCULDES})
18
19 add_executable(${PROJECTNAME}
20 ${MOC_SOURCES}
21 ${INCULDES}
22 ${SOURCES})
23
24 target_link_libraries(${PROJECTNAME} SOM
25 ${QT_LIBRARIES}
26 ${CUDA_LIBRARIES}
27 ${YARP_LIBRARIES})
28
29 install(TARGETS ${PROJECTNAME} DESTINATION bin)

Figure 5.8: Example configuration file for setting-up a heterogeneous CPU-
GPU module that is linking to a GPU-accelerated library but not directly
implementing any GPU kernels.
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1 set(PROJECTNAME aquila)
2 project(${PROJECTNAME})
3
4 file(GLOB SOURCES src/*.cpp src/*.cc src/*.c)
5 file(GLOB HEADERS include/*.h)
6 file(GLOB UIS ui/*.ui)
7 file(GLOB RESOURCES res/*.qrc)
8
9 source_group("Sources" FILES ${SOURCES})

10 source_group("Headers" FILES ${HEADERS})
11 source_group("UIs" FILES ${UIS})
12 source_group("Resources" FILES ${RESOURCES})
13 source_group("Generated" REGULAR_EXPRESSION
14 "(moc_.*cxx|ui_.*h|vbtest_.*cpp)$")
15
16 include_directories(${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/include
17 ${QT_INCLUDES}
18 ${OPENGL_INCLUDE_DIR}
19 ${YARP_INCLUDE_DIRS}
20 ${CMAKE_CURRENT_BINARY_DIR}
21 ${CMAKE_SOURCE_DIR}/src})
22
23 set(QT_USE_QTNETWORK TRUE)
24 set(QT_USE_QTOPENGL TRUE)
25 include(${QT_USE_FILE})
26
27 qt4_add_resources(RESOURCES ${RESOURCES})
28 qt4_wrap_cpp(MOC_SOURCES ${HEADERS})
29 qt4_wrap_ui(UIS ${UIS})
30
31 add_executable(${PROJECTNAME}
32 ${SOURCES}
33 ${HEADERS}
34 ${MOC_SOURCES}
35 ${RESOURCES}
36 ${UIS})
37
38 target_link_libraries(${PROJECTNAME}
39 ${QT_LIBRARIES}
40 ${OPENGL_LIBRARIES}
41 ${YARP_LIBRARIES})
42
43 if(WIN32)
44 target_link_libraries(${PROJECTNAME} ole32)
45 endif(WIN32)
46
47 install(TARGETS ${PROJECTNAME} DESTINATION bin)

Figure 5.7: Aquila graphical user interface configuration file.
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5.3.3 Modules

The Aquila modules are configurable programs that can run in multiple

instances across the network. The Aquila modules can be used with or without

GUIs and have the option to execute their code on GPU processors. All Aquila

modules have interfaces providing access to their functionalities and

facilitating communication between them and other entities. Each module’s

implementation of this interface can be found in their Interface class

(interface.h and interface.cpp) inheriting from QThread to enable

communication via Qt signals/slots as well as listening on the input ports. In

addition to the interface, each module would typically have another class

ModuleName (moduleName.h and moduleName.cpp) inheriting from QThread

to enable execution of module’s function in a separate thread and remaining

consistent with Qt signal/slot communication system. This class provides the

actual functionalities via heterogeneous CPU-GPU code. In the case that these

functionalities are already present in one of the Aquila’s libraries

(Section 5.3.5) and no additional functions are required, then Aquila module

can leave out the ModuleName class altogether and directly call the library

from the Interface.

Modules are configured from their config.ini file located in /conf

sub-directory. These files would typically contain default values for various

parameters (e.g. robot iCub/iCubSim), which can be overridden from the

terminal or later via network ports. Each module has at least one input and

one output port through which it communicates with its GUI and/or other

modules (Section 5.3.6). Regardless of specific functionalities, each module

needs to be able to return a list of GPU devices found on the system where it is
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running and change its execution mode (between CPU, GPU and multi-GPU) if

applicable.

5.3.4 Graphical User Interface

Aquila is an application that provides management tools,

communication and GUIs for modules (Section 5.4). Aquila comes with a GUI,

which is inherently dynamic and was designed to be easy to use, intuitive and

clean with all the complexities hidden unless required. Aquila provides a

default GUI regardless of whether any Aquila modules are available or not.

This default GUI allows users to start different tools, probe local and remote

servers, see their parameters and detect any Aquila modules that could be

launched on them. Available modules can be easily added using shortcuts

(CTRL+T or CMD+T on OSX), from the main menu (/File/Add tab) or the

context menu by right-clicking on the tab bar and selecting Add tab options.

Any of these action will result in the opening of a dialogue window where

users can select which module to start and where. Once users select a module

from a list and a server where the module executes, Aquila will try to establish

a connection with it via YARP ports. If Aquila successfully connects to the

module, a new tab with a module GUI is added. From this point on, all of the

actions triggered in the module GUI are directly linked with the module and

vice versa. See Section 5.3.6 for detailed information about communication

between modules and GUIs.

As already mentioned, any number of modules can be launched in any

number of instances and on any available server (Figure 5.10). Each module

GUI has its own menu, which is always displayed when the module tab is

selected. When a user selects another tab, a new menu will replace the
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current menu. However, those menu elements that are essential for Aquila

will be integrated in module menus. For example, these can be options to exit

Aquila (File/Quit), view servers (View/Servers), run tools (Tools) or see help in

(Help/About). All the menus make a good use of shortcuts, saving a lot of time

when actions need to be done fast or repeatedly.

The Aquila GUI starts by initiating local server and probing all other

available servers on the network. These servers are based on a cross-platform

implementation of YARP, which allows modules to be executed on remote

computers running Linux, OSX or Windows. In addition, Aquila collects

information about computers running servers such as their specification,

current utilisation and available Aquila modules. No modules are

automatically added by default, however, this can be changed by starting

Aquila with specific arguments. By default, Aquila logs all its activities into a

log.txt file. These are typically messages printed by Aquila functions, servers

and modules. No messages are printed to terminal unless specified by

arguments.

From the implementation point of view, Aquila currently provides the

following main classes functionalities of which are often inherited by module

GUI classes.

• MainWindow - default graphical user interfaces and functionalities .

• Server - server monitor and manager (Figure 5.9).

• SplashScreen - splash screen with messages.

• Plot2D - 2D plots of different types.
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Figure 5.9: Server monitor displays information about servers where Aquila
can spawn its modules. The left part shows the standard system information
retrieved via yarprun –sysinfo command. The middle part shows the properties
of detected NVIDIA GPU devices that can be used by modules. The right part
shows current CPU and memory usage.

• Plot3D - 3D plot with various rendering options.

• Viewport - visualisation of images.

• Win7ProgressBar - Windows 7 progress monitoring using task bar icons.

• GUI - base class implementing common graphical user interface

functionalities.

• Settings - base class implementing common functionalities for module

settings.

• Interface - base class implementing common functionalities for

interfacing module GUIs with modules.

In addition to the main classes, every module GUI is typically implemented by

additional three classes below, where the ModuleName would be replaced by

the name of the actual module.
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• ModuleName - inherits the GUI class, implements specific functions for

module GUI, connects with interface, settings and any other objects via

Qt slots and signals.

• ModuleNameInterface - inherits the Interface class and implements

additional module-specific communication functions.

• ModuleNameSettings - inherits the Settings class and implements

additional module-specific settings.

Figure 5.10: Aquila running multiple modules locally and on two different
servers. Notice that those tabs without any numbers in brackets are those
that run locally while those with identification numbers are running on remote
servers. The first number represents instance and the second number server
identification.
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5.3.5 Libraries

The common functionalities are grouped into GPU-accelerated libraries

located in /libraries directory. Aquila libraries use Qt and inherit directly or

indirectly from QObject, which makes it consistent with Aquila and its modules.

More importantly, this allows Aquila libraries to emit and receive signals via

the already mentioned signal/slot solution, which is very convenient way for

interfacing objects. Libraries that are currently implemented include:

• libaquila-nnet - implements neural networks and their training

algorithms (e.g. multiple time-scales recurrent neural network, echo

state network, self-organising map, back-propagation through time).

• libaquila-image - implements functions related to image processing (e.g.

saliency detection).

• libaquila-utility - implements various different utilities that are

commonly used (e.g. utilities for communication, GPU handling,

maths).

• libaquila-icub - implements position, velocity and impedance motor

control functions together several high level functions for specific tasks

(e.g. look at x.y and move head).

5.3.6 Communication

This section covers two main systems that Aquila uses for communication.

The first is based on YARP and it is used for communication between processes

distributed across any number of machines. The second one is based on Qt and

it is used for communication between objects.
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5.3.6.1 YARP Ports

Aquila needs to be able to communicate with its modules and vice versa.

The Aquila modules and their GUIs have dedicated interfaces providing

communication between them via YARP ports. Every interface listens for

incoming messages and sends out data when necessary, which is achieved via

named entities, called "ports". YARP ensures that if one knows a specific port

name, it is all that is necessary to communicate with it. Just as Internet DNS

name service converts domain names to IP addresses, YARP name server

(YNS) allows communication between ports providing that users know their

names. A port can send data to any number of other ports. A port can also

receive data from any number of other ports. The communication between

ports can use different transports and protocols (TCP, UDP, multicast, shared

memory or text mode) and can be freely added or removed. YARP

communication is based on the observer software design pattern in which an

object maintains a list of observers and notifies them automatically of any

state changes usually by calling their methods. This design pattern is used by

many different libraries, frameworks and almost in all GUI toolkits. Following

the observer design, YARP port objects are capable of delivering messages to

any number of other port objects (observers) in any number of processes

distributed across any number of machines using any of the available

underlying communication protocols.

Aquila implements interfaces for modules and module GUIs where each

interface has at least one input and one output port. Module GUIs send data

to modules via output ports and receive data from modules via input ports.

Similarly, module interfaces receive data from module GUIs via input ports
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and send out data via output ports. Aquila ensures that the interface ports

have always unique names. Module GUI interface names its ports following

this pattern /aquila/hostName/moduleName/instanceID, which is then suffixed

with :i for input ports or :o for output ports. On the other hand, module

interfaces follow this pattern: /moduleName/instanceID suffixed with :i for

input ports or :o for output ports. This unique naming ensures that modules

can be running in any number of instances without causing port conflicts.

5.3.6.2 Qt Signals and Slots

In GUI programming, when one widget changes, other widgets often

need to be notified. More generally, it is necessary that all types of objects are

able to communicate with one another. Previously, this type of communication

was achieved using callbacks, which are pointers to functions. Callbacks are

normally passed to a processing function, which is then able to call the

callback when required. Callbacks are strongly coupled with processing

functions as they need to know which callbacks to call. In addition, callbacks

are not type-safe as it is not possible to be certain that the processing functions

will call the callbacks with the right parameters.

In order to address these limitations, Qt developed an alternative solution

to callbacks based on signals and slots. A signal is emitted when a particular

event occurs, while a slot is a function that is called in response to a particular

signal. An object that emits a signal does not know if anything receives it just as

a slot does not know if it has any signals connected to it. The signals and slots

mechanism is not only loosely coupled but also completely type-safe in contrast

to callbacks. This is because the signature of a signal must match the signature

of a slot allowing compiler to detect possible type mismatches.
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The signals and slot mechanism was adopted by Aquila to communicate

between different types of objects. Connecting all GUI widgets via signals and

slots is the classical way of using this mechanism. In addition to this, Aquila

and its modules use this system extensively to communicate with their Interface

objects that are sending and receiving messages over YARP network. When an

interface receives a new message, a specific signal is emitted and required slot

called. Different signals are aimed for different objects. For example, messages

related to module settings would typically emit a signal directly passing received

values to a slot defined in the settings object’s class.

5.4 Modules

This section briefly describes modules that are currently present in Aquila

2.0 (Peniak et al. 2013) as well as those that were implemented in the previous

versions (Peniak et al. 2011) prior to the major architectural changes introduced

in the version 2.0.

5.4.1 MTRNN

Aquila implements a multi-GPU version of MTRNN together with a back-

propagation through time training algorithm. As it is demonstrated in Section

5.5, GPU significantly improves the speed of the MTRNN. The CPU version of the

MTRNN was implemented to provide researchers with functional system even if

they do not have access to a GPU device. In addition, the CPU implementation

is also used for validating the results obtained from GPU devices, which are

typically harder to debug.
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Figure 5.11: Visualisation of MTRNN. The top image shows the activations
of different neural groups. The bottom image shows the training progress
comparing the original training sequence (top) with the actual sequence
generated by MTRNN (bottom).
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5.4.2 ERA

Epigenetic Robotics Architecture1 (ERA) is a hybrid cognitive architecture

dynamically generating spreading activation models (IA and IAC) not dissimilar

to those hard wired in early Connectionism. ERA models continuously learn

attempting to predict multimodal and sensorimotor contingencies. ERA makes

use of the SOM and ESN modules within Aquila and dynamically grows as new

streams of input arrive at its incoming YARP port.

Figure 5.12: ERA GUIs. The left image shows iCub’s view of the world with
two rectangles highlighting the current visual input to the system. The image
shows the network monitor that visualises learning progress.

5.4.3 Tracker

Tracker module2 provides a simple saliency detection engine and a

reliable motion tracking system. Additional settings allow dynamic adjustment

of thresholding function, which modifies the level of sensitivity to changes in

the visual field.

1This module was developed by Anthony Morse with the help of the author.
2This module was developed by Anthony Morse with the help of the author.
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Figure 5.13: Tracker GUI showing raw video stream from iCub simulator
(top viewports) with highlighted areas where motion was detected (bottom
viewports).

5.4.4 SOM

This module allows users to train and visualise (e.g. Figure 5.10) self-

organising maps (Section 4.2.1). The SOM training algorithm can run up to 84

times faster on GPU than CPU (Section 5.5).

5.4.5 ESN

Echo State Network (ESN) is a recurrent neural network hidden layer of

which is sparsely connected usually with around 20% connectivity. The

connectivity and synaptic weights of hidden neurons are randomly assigned

and are permanent while the synaptic weights of output neurons are able to
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learn to (re)produce specific temporal patterns. This module3 is a simple

implementation of ESN complete with bi-directional readout feedback and

input training to provide a reversible system.

5.4.6 Altair

Altair is a module that was developed to bring together several different

Aquila modules (Tracker, Sequence Recorder, MTRNN and SOM) in order to

allow conducting the experiments on action and language acquisition described

in this thesis. Altair also implements an interface for Dragon Dictate speech

recognition, which was used to send speech commands to MTRNN.

5.4.7 GA

This module implements a simple genetic algorithm that currently

supports two different optimisation problems. The first one allows evolving

the synaptic weights of MTRNN while the second one evolves CTRNN

neurocontrollers for 3D object recognition. The later allowed conducting the

active vision experiments described in Chapter 8.

5.4.8 Sequence Recorder

One of the most often used features of Aquila proved to be the sequence

recorder module, which provides a simple and convenient way of recording,

saving and replaying motor sequences. Users are able to define the sampling

rate (e.g. 50ms), the total length of the sampling time, encoders used in

sampling process, force-control parameters, home positions and others.

5.4.9 Terminal

The Terminal provides relevant information about the external systems

that Aquila interacts with, displays status messages about the presence of GPU

3This module was developed by Anthony Morse with the help of the author.
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devices, Julius speech recognition system4, YARP server, the iCub robot and its

simulator. Terminal provides way to set face expressions of the iCub either by

using a low or hi-level module and regardless whether a user is connected to the

real robot or the simulator. This module integrates with the force control system

developed by Italian Institute of Technology (Fumagalli et al. 2010) and is able

to start/stop force control mode on iCub as well as change several parameters

such as joints stiffness, damping and offsets. In addition, the Terminal displays

colour visualisation of the iCub’s joint control modes (e.g. position, velocity,

impedance), provides different options such as launching external applications

or modifying Aquila’s global settings.

5.4.10 Modi

This module5 runs an attention system, speech module and provides a

simple way to demonstrate the ’Modi’ experiment (Morse et al. 2010a,b),

which is very interesting because our perception of continuous contact with a

rich visual world laid out in front of us is somewhat misleading. The model

implemented in Aquila consists of a number of self-organising maps capturing

variations in visual, auditory, and body posture input. These maps are then

linked together via the body posture map (acting as a hub) in real time based

on the experiences of the robot. With the addition of motion detection in the

periphery of the robots vision, causing the robot to look at moving objects or

changes in the scene, we are able to replicate the psychology experiments

using the robot. The ’Modi’ module in Aquila gives access to the programs

used to replicate these psychology experiments with the iCub robot and

provides algorithms for motion detection, eye saccades and object tracking.

4www.julius.sourceforge.jp
5This module was developed by Anthony Morse with the help of the author.
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Speech recognition is provided as is a key-press terminal connection should

you wish to use your own speech recognisers.

5.4.11 ARA

The Abstraction-Reaction Accumulator6 (ARA) is an experimental

adaptive control system, inspired by early cybernetic work (Ashby 1952). The

model (Larcombe et al. 2011) explores a novel approach to synthesising

complex adaptive behaviour and non-task-specific control systems. The

system is structured such that a growing repertoire of adaptive behaviours is

observed to emerge when coupled to an appropriate environment. Through a

gradual process of cumulative learning, behavioural reactions are associated

with perceptual abstractions. Intermittent feedback from the environment,

provided through the Aquila GUI, modulates the parameters in the system

such that certain reactions are more likely to occur in the presence of certain

abstractions (sensory states). This feedback simulates perturbation to

essential variables, which quantify the appropriateness of the state of specific

groups of joints on the robot, referred to as synergies. Each multidimensional

synergy has its own essential variable, and can take one of several different

states at any one time. The number of synergies and a mapping between each

joint and synergy is also specified by the user in the GUI. Any joint on the

robot can be mapped and controlled by the ARA.

The ARA module provides many configuration settings as well as

visualisations of the continuously changing variables, allowing users to

observe the state of the system in real-time (Figure 5.14).

6This module was developed by Christopher Larcombe with the help of the author.
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Figure 5.14: Real-time visualisation of the system state.

5.4.12 Simulator

Simulator module provides various interfaces for the iCub simulator such

as video projection from remote and local video files, cameras connected to

a host machine or from a YARP port. The module also implements an object

management system, which allows users to create and delete various objects

(e.g. box, cylinder, sphere, 3D model), modify their properties, save objects

into XML files and load them back to the simulator.
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Figure 5.15: Simulator module showing Vision Projection (top-left) and Objects
(top-right) interfaces. The image on the bottom shows the iCub simulator with
the projection screen receiving input from Aquila that has been modified on
GPU. In this particular case the image was transformed into logpolar space.
The cubes around the iCub were created via the Objects interface, which also
provides means of moving them around and saving their positions for later
use. Schlesinger et al. (2012) used this module in their study of perceptual
development and stated that: "Aquila (front-end) GUI offers an especially-useful
tool: a configurable 2D screen, which can be used to display both static images
and animated or digitized events".
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5.4.13 Vision

The Vision module renders video streams from the iCub robot or its

simulator, as well as from cameras connected to a host machine. It allows

users to take screenshots, record individual frames and videos, maximise and

minimise individual viewports and apply various image processing filters. The

additional Kinect interface allows teleoperating iCub simulator or robot simply

by standing in front of the Kinect camera and moving the limbs7.

Figure 5.16: iCub teleoperation using Aquila Vision module.

5.4.14 U-Shaped Curves in Development

This module8 runs and visualises multiple self-organising maps that are

connected by Hebbian weights. This biologically inspired model provides one

7For example demonstration of this module watch Aquila 1.7b - iCub teleoperation YouTube video
accessible from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDKu4q6dr84

8This module was developed by Anthony Morse with the help of the author.
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explanation of why children are better at recognising phonemes when they are

8 months old. Their performance gets worse before it improves again later

(Morse et al. 2011).

5.5 Benchmark Experiments

This section provides performance analysis of two core Aquila modules

employed in the studies described in Chapter 7. Self-organising maps and

multiple time-scale recurrent neural networks of varying dimensions were

benchmarked on different GPU and CPU hardware (Section 5.5.1) and the

results are presented in Section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. Each measurement presented

in the last two sections is an average of 10 individual measurements. Both

CPU and GPU code has been reasonably optimised and all the comparisons of

GPU performance were done against a mutithreaded CPU code, which utilises

all of the available cores.

5.5.1 Hardware

The benchmarking was done on a dual-socket Intel Xeon X5550 with 8

cores at running at 2.67GHz and various types of GPUs (Table 5.1) including

the latest state-of-the art NVIDIA Tesla K40 with 2880 cores and 288 Gb/sec

memory bandwidth. The GTX series are dedicated graphics cards for gaming,

while the Tesla family have been designed for extremely high reliability in

compute-intensive tasks.

5.5.2 Self-organising Map

The benchmarking of the self-organising maps was performed in a

training scenario where these maps were required to self-organise while

transforming an RGB colour vector into topology-preserving fields encoded by
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GPU CUDA cores Clock speed Memory bandwidth
GTX470 448 1215 MHz 177 GB/sec
GTX580 512 1544 MHz 192 GB/sec
GTX680 1536 1058 MHz 192 GB/sec
GTX780 2304 900 MHz 288 GB/sec
Tesla C2075 448 1150 MHz 144 GB/sec
Tesla K40 2880 745 MHz 288 GB/sec

Table 5.1: GPU cards used for benchmarking.

neurons at the output layer. The higher the number of neurons, the finer the

granularity of this transformation. This is especially important in scenarios

where self-organising maps encode high-dimensional input space (see

experiments in Chapter 7).

The algorithm picks up a random training sample from the data set and

presents it to the self-organising map, which then calculates Euclidean

distances of output neurons, finds the best matching neuron and updates

weights accordingly. This process continues for a number of sub-iterations

after which the neighbourhood size (initially 2
p

neurons) is decreased. The

whole process continues while the neighbourhood size is greater than zero.

These benchmarks run the algorithm for one sub-iteration as this was the

minimal setup sufficient to evaluate the performance differences between CPU

and GPU. The total number of iterations would therefore depend on the initial

dimensions of SOM.

The Table 5.2 shows the CPU and GPU execution times obtained when

running the above-mentioned algorithm involving several matrix operations,

which are well-suited for the GPU. Therefore, it is not surprising that GPU

greatly outperforms CPU, especially when the number of neurons is larger.

Increasing the number of neurons in a self-organising map naturally increases
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Neurons GTX580 GTX680 GTX780 K40 CPU
256 0.8 ms 0.7 ms 0.9 ms 1.1 ms 1.3 ms
1,296 2.8 ms 1.8 ms 2.5 ms 2.7 ms 9.3 ms
4,096 5.0 ms 3.7 ms 5.0 ms 5.4 ms 35.6 ms
10,000 16.5 ms 7.3 ms 9.4 ms 10.4 ms 134.4 ms
20,736 32.8 ms 17.2 ms 17.4 ms 18.9 ms 433.2 ms
38,416 87.4 ms 32.2 ms 35.6 ms 37.8 ms 1312.3 ms
65,536 236.1 ms 75.1 ms 70.7 ms 74.3 ms 3116.9 ms
104,976 509.9 ms 148.7 ms 117.5 ms 141.9 ms 7300.4 ms
160,000 1109.7 ms 287.9 ms 222.5 ms 271.1 ms 15710.1 ms
234,256 2255.3 ms 357.3 ms 419.6 ms 586.5 ms 31844.5 ms
331,776 4406.8 ms 984.3 ms 761.1 ms 926.4 ms 73303.6 ms
456,976 8196.5 ms 1776.6 ms 1374.3 ms 1637.8 ms 111713 ms
614,656 14595.3 ms 2995.7 ms 2316.5 ms 2815.0 ms 198209 ms
810,000 25047.5 ms 5009.8 ms 3881.3 ms 4689.4 ms 373058 ms
1,048,576 41623.8 ms 8129.9 ms 6306.9 ms 7594.5 ms 637765 ms

Table 5.2: CPU and GPU execution times.

the computational intensity of the training algorithm. It is interesting to note

that the GPU performance achieves near-linear scaling, which cannot be said

about the CPU (Figure 5.17). Training self-organising maps of relatively small

sizes (e.g. 256 neurons) does not yield much performance increase when

using GPU over CPU. However, the benefit of GPU computing becomes clear

when the number of neurons increases to thousands. The maximum speed-up

of 101.1 times was achieved using the latest GTX780 computing the total of

1,048,576 neurons. This is followed by the Tesla K40, which has more CUDA

cores but slightly lower clock speed. This would be the reason why in this

case, the GTX780 performs better. The GTX680 is also reaching impressive

speed-ups of up to 78.4 times. Notwithstanding, the GTX580 with only 512

CUDA cores, reaches speed-up of around 15x on 38,416 neurons and then

remains at similar level9.

9Full utilisation of streaming multiprocessors limits the parallel execution of additional neurons,
which also explains why the other GPUs with more hardware resources scale much better.
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Neurons GTX580 GTX680 GTX780 K40
256 1.6x 1.9x 1.4x 1.2x
1,296 3.3x 5.1x 3.7x 3.4x
4,096 7.1x 9.4x 7.1x 6.5x
10,000 8.1x 18.2x 14.3x 12.9x
20,736 13.2x 25.2x 24.9x 22.9x
38,416 15.0x 40.7x 36.8x 34.7x
65,536 13.2x 41.5x 44.1x 42.0x
104,976 14.3x 49.1x 62.1x 51.4x
160,000 14.2x 56.3x 70.6x 58.0x
234,256 14.1x 59.3x 75.9x 54.3x
331,776 16.6x 74.5x 96.3x 79.1x
456,976 13.6x 62.9x 81.3x 68.2x
614,656 13.6x 66.2x 85.6x 70.4x
810,000 14.9x 74.5x 96.1x 79.6x
1,048,576 15.3x 78.4x 101.1x 84.0x

Table 5.3: Speedup of GPU over CPU.

Figure 5.17: Scaling self-organising map sizes and its impact on performance.
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5.5.3 Multiple Time-scales Recurrent Neural Network

Training large-scale neural networks using back-propagation through

time algorithm is a computationally expensive process due to its iterative

nature, which involves processing large matrix operations (Section 4.2.2 and

4.3.1). The parallelisation of these algorithms occurred at two different levels.

Fine-grained parallelism employs thousands of CUDA threads computing

different parts of the neural network in parallel. This had been shown to

results in significant speedups over CPU implementations (Section 2.5.2). This

fine-grained parallelism is utilised at the level of neural network, however, the

BPTT training algorithm is mostly sequential process and could only be

parallelised to a certain degree using coarse-grained approach. As explained

in the Section 4.3.1, this training algorithm presents a sequence of vectors to

MTRNN, which is then required to learn it. The output of the MTRNN at

time-step t depends on its output from time-step t−1, which renders the whole

process purely sequential10. Fortunately, all the MTRNN training tasks

presented in this thesis (Chapter 7) needed to learn not just one, but several

sequences. In some cases as many as 432 sequences were used for the training

(experiment 5, Section 7.2.2). Individual sequences can be easily computed in

parallel providing that the delta errors from individual sequences will be

combined at the end so that synaptic weights can be updated with correct

values. Our coarse-grained approach to this problem distributes these

sequences evenly to multiple-GPU devices present in a single host machine. In

practice, this effectively divides the total training time by the number of GPU

10Please note that MTRNN activation is still done in parallel using the above-mentioned fine-grained
parallelism significantly improving the performance of the training process.
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devices used. In this benchmark, we present timing results of various types of

GPUs both in single and multi-GPU mode. These results are then compared

against a multi-threaded CPU implementation of the same algorithm (Table

5.4 and 5.5). For the benchmarking purposes, we have used 4 sequences of 25

input vectors thus allowing up to 4 GPU to be utilised during one training

iteration. If the system has for example only 2 GPUs, the algorithm would first

compute the first two sequences in parallel and then the remaining sequences

in parallel. Most of the multi-GPU benchmarks presented in this section use 2

GPUs making use of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication11.

Neurons GTX470 GTX580 GTX680 GTX780 CPU
72 3.1 ms 2.4 ms 4.0 ms 7.1 ms 6.6 ms
136 6.7 ms 5.1 ms 7.2 ms 10.7 ms 20.1 ms
264 23.5 ms 16.2 ms 22.2 ms 21.7 ms 47.8 ms
520 143.2 ms 95.6 ms 99.5 ms 86.3 ms 173.1 ms
1,032 208.7 ms 159.7 ms 205.4 ms 233.7 ms 720.4 ms
2,056 724.3 ms 472.1 ms 581.5 ms 556.2 ms 3455.5 ms
4,104 2483.8 ms 1325.6 ms 1886.9 ms 1287.3 ms 34487.4 ms
8,200 10189.8 ms 6304.9 ms 8431.8 ms 3847.3 ms 112478.2 ms

Table 5.4: GPU and CPU execution times.

Single GPU-performance was benchmarked against CPU and the

execution times are shown in Table 5.4. By looking at this table, it can be

noticed that the best performing GPU for the first three neural network sizes is

GTX580. The reason an older GPU outperforms newer GPUs is due to the

higher clock frequency characteristic for older NVIDIA cards. Chapter 2

explained that the latest GPU hardware has lower clock frequencies but much

higher number of cores. This decision was made in order to achieve higher

11Peer-to-peer communication allows two GPU devices that share the same IOH chip to exchange
memory directly via PCIe interface. This results in faster transfer times since the memory does not have
to be staged through CPU.
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performance per watt. In other words, nowadays GPUs have thousands of

cores and can achieve higher FLOPS even at lower clock frequencies

delivering more computational power for less energy and allowing

manufacturers to design GPUs within the same power envelope. Overall, the

GTX780 performs best despite its low clock speed of 900 MHz as compared

with 1,544 MHz of GTX580. GTX780 has 2304 cores (4.5x more than

GTX580), which are starting to get utilised as the neural network sizes

increase. When it comes to number of cores and their frequency, the GTX680

lies somewhere between GTX580 and GTX780 and performs better than

GTX470 but worse than GTX580. This could be explained by the clock

frequency of GTX680 being 33% lower. The MTRNN GPU kernels are memory

bound12, which is one of the reasons why GTX780 with 288 GB/sec delivers

the highest overall speedup of 29.2 times (Table 5.5).

Neurons GTX470 GTX580 GTX680 GTX780
72 2.1x 2.8x 1.6x 0.9x
136 3.0x 4.0x 2.8x 1.9x
264 2.0x 3.0x 2.2x 2.2x
520 1.2x 1.8x 1.7x 2.0x
1,032 3.5x 4.5x 3.5x 3.1x
2,056 4.8x 7.3x 5.9x 6.2x
4,104 13.9x 26.0x 18.3x 26.8x
8,200 11.0x 17.8x 13.3x 29.2x

Table 5.5: Speedup of single GPU over CPU.

12The rate at which memory bound programs progress is limited by the amount of memory available
and its access speed. GPU kernels that process large amounts of memory data, for example multiplying
large matrices, are typically memory bound.
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Multi-GPU performance was tested mostly in peer-to-peer mode using

two GPUs, though, one benchmark used four GPUs13 (2xGTX470 and

2xGTX580). This resulted in the shortest execution times for the first six

neural network sizes, followed by GTX580 for the next size category (Table

5.6). The best performing multi-GPU setup on the largest network size was

using two Tesla K40s (total of 5760 cores and 576 GB/sec memory bandwidth)

connected using P2P communication. On the other hand, the two Tesla C2075

in P2P mode yielded the lowest overall performance, which is explained by

the lowest number of cores, clock speed and memory bandwidth (Table 5.1).

Neurons 2xGTX470 2xGTX580 2xC2075 2xK40 4xGTX
72 1.6 ms 1.2 ms 1.6 ms 3.8 ms 0.86 ms
136 3.4 ms 2.6 ms 3.5 ms 5.0 ms 1.86 ms
264 11.8 ms 8.3 ms 12.2 ms 9.8 ms 6.25 ms
520 68.9 ms 48.8 ms 70.6 ms 36.1 ms 35.44 ms
1,032 102.9 ms 80.0 ms 146.3 ms 201.5 ms 64.8 ms
2,056 369.4 ms 234.6 ms 342.3 ms 441.2 ms 228.99 ms
4,104 1266.7 ms 671.6 ms 1304.0 ms 1057.2 ms 806.72 ms
8,200 5198.5 ms 3373.5 ms 5346.1 ms 2964.1 ms 3404.38 ms

Table 5.6: Multi-GPU execution times.

Neurons 2xGTX470 2xGTX580 2xC2075 2xK40 4xGTX
72 4.2x 5.6x 4.0x 1.7x 7.7x
136 5.9x 7.8x 5.7x 4.0x 10.8x
264 4.0x 5.8x 3.9x 4.9x 7.7x
520 2.5x 3.5x 2.5x 4.8x 4.9x
1,032 7.0x 9.0x 4.9x 3.6x 11.1x
2,056 9.4x 14.7x 10.1x 7.8x 15.1x
4,104 27.2x 51.4x 26.4x 32.6x 42.8x
8,200 21.6x 33.3x 21.0x 37.9x 33.0x

Table 5.7: Speedup of multi-GPU over CPU.

13This mixed multi-GPU setup is not recommended because each group of the two GPUs have different
characteristics. In particular, the clock speed, number of cores and memory bandwidth differ. This
means that one group will always have to stall and wait for the other group to finish.
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It is interesting that the maximum speed-up of 51.4 times was actually achieved

by the two GTX580 using P2P communication. The most powerful Tesla K40s

showed only 32.6 times speed-up for this category (4,104 neurons), which can

be explained by their lower clock speeds. The speed-up of most GPUs drops

in the last category (8,200 neurons) and this is where the benefits of the latest

generation Tesla K40 cards start to stand out with the highest speed-up of 37.9

times. It is expected that this scaling would continue on these cards if the neural

network sizes were even larger. For the sake of comparison, we limited the

maximum number of neurons to 8,200 so that even older GPUs such as GTX470

would have enough global memory14.

5.6 Impact and use of Aquila

The Aquila project started in 2009 and opened its subversion software

repository on SourceForge in 2010. To date, there have been over 1,700

downloads of Aquila software package and over 6,450 repository read/write

transactions (SourceForge 2014). The first publication on Aquila (Peniak et al.

2011) has 7 citations (Google 2014a) and additional citations are expected for

the new Aquila 2.0 paper recently published on ICDL-EPIROB conference

proceedings (Peniak et al. 2013).

Aquila has been extensively used within the research team at Plymouth

CRNS as well as by few undergraduate students. It is important to note that

the development of this GPU-accelerated software received significant

attention from NVIDIA, which resulted in the author’s work placement at

NVIDIA research centre in Santa Clara, California. Because of this application

14The GTX470 has 1.2GB of global memory while the modern compute GPUs such as Tesla K40 have
12GB of global memory.
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and its impact, a stable relationship between our research team at Plymouth

University and NVIDIA was established with Plymouth becoming one of the

first GPU CUDA teaching centres15 in the United Kingdom (NVIDIA 2014a).

Finally, we have also delivered several 2-3 day long GPU computing

workshops at different universities in the UK.

15The author worked at this centre as an associate lecturer of parallel computing.
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6 Mars Rover Simulator

This chapter describes a Mars rover simulator that was developed in

order to conduct evolutionary robotics experiments on active vision described

in Chapter 8.

6.1 Introduction

In 1957, Sputnik, the first human-made satellite orbited Earth marking

the beginning of the Space Age. This remarkable achievement is considered a

monumental point in human history. For the first time humans had broken

free from the constraints of Earth, triggering the enormous competition

between the USA and Soviet Union that would result in numerous

advancements in space exploration. Apollo 11 reached the apogee of this

exciting era when, in 1969, 500 million people from all around the Earth

witnessed the first humans landing on the Moon. In the hope of reigniting this

spirit, on 14th January 2004, the US government announced Vision for Space

Exploration, a series of crucial milestones for the US space program. Robotic

missions to the Moon and Mars were announced in preparation for the first

crewed mission to Mars to be accomplished by 2020. The vision also outlined

hopes of sending robotic and crewed missions to other scientifically important

destinations within the Solar System. Likely destinations include the satellites

of Saturn: Titan and Enceladus. Titan is the only natural satellite in the Solar

System to have a dense atmosphere and the only celestial body other than
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Earth known to have a liquid surface (Stofan and et al. 2007). Enceladus has

an icy surface with cracks and geysers, suggesting the presence of a liquid

ocean beneath the moon’s surface.

In the near future, autonomous robots are expected to be the principal

actors in the exploration of Solar System planets. The difficulties of planning a

human mission and the distances that separate the Earth from the other planets

require the design of robots capable of operating autonomously for the majority

of the time. Nowadays, the time delay that affects the communication between

the Earth and other Solar System planets makes autonomous robot exploration

the only feasible way to shed light on the mysteries of planets.

After the successful mission of the Mars Pathfinder in which the first semi-

autonomous vehicle explored the Martian surface, other missions to Mars have

been programmed and launched. In 2004, the rovers, Spirit and Opportunity

landed on Mars and undeterred by the planned operation time of 90 days, Spirit

and Opportunity are both still exploring the Martian surface after 10 years. In

the light of Spirit and Opportunity’s successes, another rover named Curiosity

was developed and recently landed on the Martian surface. Additional robotic

mission named ExoMars is planned by the European Space Agency. ExoMars

rover is scheduled to arrive at Mars in 2016 (ESA 2014b) and it will use a series

of sophisticated instruments to search for the existence of methane and other

trace atmospheric gases that could reveal the presence of active biological and

geological processes.

Navigation and obstacle avoidance behaviours in these rovers are

accomplished through a set of stereo cameras. In particular, Spirit and

Opportunity rovers are equipped with three sets of stereo camera pairs. One
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pair is looking forward, below the solar panel in front. Another pair is looking

backward, below the solar panel in the back, and the last pair is placed on the

mast. With the images taken by the cameras, a stereo algorithm calculates the

3D representation of the terrain in front of the robot and other algorithms are

used to calculate a traversability map (Goldberg et al. 2002). Information

from the cameras is used to create a grid-type traversability map based on the

terrain around the robot. This map, in turn, is used to plan the next action of

the robot.

Besides the techniques actually used on Spirit and Opportunity, there is

plenty of research on navigation and obstacle avoidance for autonomous robots

that relies on visual information and is relevant for spatial exploration. For

instance, a well studied method is the arcs approach (Singh et al. 2000). In

the arcs approach, after the construction of the 3D representations from the

cameras, an algorithm is devoted to generate several candidate arcs for steering

the robots on the terrain. After a comparison between different arcs, one of

the arcs is chosen on the basis of specific criteria (i.e. the arc with the largest

clearance or, after calculating the costs along each arc, the one with the lowest

cost is selected) and the robot is finally steered along the winning arc.

The methodologies described above rely on a 3D representation of the

entire scene captured by the stereo cameras. The construction of the 3D scene

requires extremely demanding computation. Given the limited energy supply

and computational power that is often available to robots devoted to planetary

exploration, the process of creating the entire 3D representation of the

environment is one of the factors that significantly affects the navigation

performance of the robot. For this reason, it is worth exploring other possible
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solutions that allow planetary rovers to navigate and avoid obstacles, besides

the use of stereo-cameras. These alternative methods might represent useful

complements in the sensory systems of a robot, which has to operate in

difficult conditions in deep-space where any human intervention is prevented

by the long communication delays.

To investigate such alternative sensing methodologies, a Mars rover

physics simulator was developed using Open Dynamics Engine (Section 6.5).

The computer model of the rover is based on approximate dimensions of the

Curiosity rover while its control system consists of an artificial neural network

whose synaptic weights are evolved using evolutionary computation

techniques. Initially, this evolutionary techniques utilised a classical sequential

genetic algorithm where one genotype was evaluated after another. It is

imperative to state that parallelisation of GAs can massively decrease the time

required for the evolutionary process. This can be especially beneficial in

computationally demanding problems, as in the case of the described setup,

which requires 3D physics simulations. In order to implement parallel

evolution, inspiration was taken from the field of evolutionary biology, namely

the theory of punctuated equilibria (Eldredge and Gould 1972), which states

that speciation arises from brief periods of rapid evolution, punctuated by

long periods of evolutionary stasis (see Bak and Boettcher 1997; Bornholdt

and Sneppen 1998). One explanation for how this might occur postulates that

the migration of individuals into new demes gives rise to a sudden influx of

new genetic material, hence allowing for new adaptations. Cohoon and

colleagues were inspired by this theory to develop an island migration model:

a coarse-grained parallel approach to global optimisation (Cohoon et al. 1987;
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Martin et al. 1997) (see Sumida et al. 1990 for an alternative model). The

authors focused initially on a parallelisation of genetic algorithms, which was

then complemented with the transfer of individuals between the different

populations, ergo allowing for interaction between divergent gene-pools. This

approach was found to lead not only to faster evolution, but often to better

performance also. The island model paradigm has since been used to

parallelise other global optimisation algorithms and applied with success to

difficult and high dimensional problems (Izzo et al. 2009). The analogies

between the effects of migration and the biological observations equally hold

for the Evolutionary Robotics methodology since the exploration arises from

migration and exploitation from evolution in separate islands. Migration

introduces new ways of solving a problem in a pool of existing solutions, while

preventing any one population converging to a local optima. This also allows

for more complex ER tasks to be addressed, for example evolving populations

for different tasks in different islands, where migration performs the transfer

of genetic material and associated behaviours. A first demonstration of the

evolution of neurocontrollers within the island-model framework is given

in (Ampatzis et al. 2009), where the authors show that a parallel evolutionary

algorithm can solve a two robot coordination task while a sequential version

becomes stuck in a local optima.

Taking the island model paradigm, a Mars rover simulator was

implemented and integrated with the Parallel Global Multi-objective Optimiser

(PaGMO) framework developed by the European Space Agency’s Advanced

Concepts Team. The simulator can run any number of separate populations

asynchronously in parallel, resulting in a significant decrease in the time
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required for evolution. The following sections provide a detailed description

of the rover simulator, its neural network controllers and the island model

genetic algorithm.

6.2 Simulator

The simulator consists of two logically separate parts: the controller and

the physics simulation of the rover and environment1. The controller (Figure

6.1) utilises the island model framework, dealing with the numerous

parameters required for configuring the evolutionary process, neural network,

sensory inputs, terrains, physical simulation, graphics and environmental

properties. The physics simulator executes the actual simulation and returns a

floating point value representing the fitness achieved by a particular genotype

(the reader is reminded that within the Evolutionary Robotics methodology a

controller is represented as a genotype undergoing optimisation). Therefore,

the physics simulator as such, is independent from the controller.

6.2.1 Rover Model

The simulated 3D rover model is based on the Curiosity rover design.

The model cannot be considered an accurate or detailed representation of the

actual rover, but only an approximate copy. This is mainly due to the lack of

information on the rover’s real dimensions, mass distribution and parts size, as

well as many other details. According to the Centre National d’Etudes

Spatiales (CNES 2010), the dimensions of the real rover are

2900Lx2700Wx2200H mm and its mass is about 775 kg. The physics model of

the rover was therefore built considering these details, and modelled on the

1Some of the features of the Mars rover simulator are demonstrated in the following video: http:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1ONjNKVwSQ&list=PL61ABCE73D3549D52
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Figure 6.1: Architecture diagram showing the controller running multiple
simulations in parallel.

several diagrams and pictures that were available. These limitations are not

crucial to the study at this stage as the focus is to demonstrate the application

of the ER approach in developing a suitable controller capable of performing

complex obstacle avoidance tasks in unknown rough terrains. The motor

system of the rover model (Figure 6.4) consists of six wheels where the two

front and the two rear wheels are able turn up to 90◦ to either side. The rover

is capable of overcoming obstacles that are approximately the same size as its

wheels. This is possible thanks to a rocker-bogie suspension system. This

advanced suspension system is designed to operate at low speeds and consists

of two pivoted joints connecting two bogies with two rockers (Miller and Lee
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Figure 6.2: Mars rover physics simulator. The right section shows the user-
controlled camera, the rover and the sensor inputs. The left section shows the
rover’s field of vision and information from the active vision system when in
use.

2002). These rockers are connected together via a differential joint. This

means the left and right parts of the rocker-bogie system can move

independently while keeping the main body level. The rover is equipped with

the sensory apparatus to process 18 infrared sensors, which are used to

provide information about the surrounding environment. Two different sets of

sensors are used to accommodate obstacle detection. The first set consists of

six lateral sensors, which provide extra safety when the robot approaches

obstacles from the side. These sensors have a range of three meters and are

not able to detect holes. The lateral sensors cover an area of approximately

200◦ around the rover, leaving the front area deliberately uncovered. These

sensors return either 0 (no obstacle) or 1 (obstacle present) when activated by

the presence of an object within the activation range of the sensors. The

second set consists of 12 infrared sensors with a maximum range of five and
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Figure 6.3: Settings screen from the graphical user interface. Here it is
possible to define which terrains are to be used on each island, along with their
properties. It is also possible to define the sensory modality and parameters
for the active vision system including retinal resolution and camera movement
constraints for both axes.

half meters. These infrared sensors, referred to as ground sensors, are

positioned on the rover’s camera mast and point downward at a 45◦ angle,

reaching the ground approximately three meters in front of the rover. The

twelve sensors are positioned and directed to ensure the range extends to

around 400 mm beyond ground level. Ground sensors constantly scan the

distance from the surface and are able to detect both rocks and holes. Each of

these sensors returns a floating point value from 0 (no feedback) to 1

(strongest feedback). Holes or cliffs can be detected by the rover even when it

loses sensory feedback from the ground (i.e. ground sensor returns 0). The

same sensors allow the robot to detect dangerous rocks or excessively rough
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terrain. This is achieved thanks to a particular threshold. When the activation

of a sensor reaches that threshold it indicates that the robot is facing an

insurmountable rock or a potentially dangerous terrain roughness. If a

sensor’s output goes over this threshold (a rock) or returns 0 (a hole) then its

output value is changed from 0 (not active) to 1 (active). On the other hand,

if the returned value stays within a certain boundary, which is given by the

threshold, then the sensor returns 0. From this perspective a 0 activation can

be seen as a safe zone and 1 as an obstacle. To model the lateral sensors and

the ground sensors the researchers aimed to simulate the existing infrared

sensors, Sharp 3A003 and Sharp 0A700, respectively. In previous experiments

the threshold, which can be in a range [0,1], was co-evolved with the neural

network weights to a near-optimal value. In addition to the above sensors, the

rover is provided with an active vision system and two internal sensors

measuring its speed and steering angle.

6.2.2 Open Dynamics Engine

Open Dynamics Engine is an open source, high quality and performance

library for simulating rigid body dynamics. ODE was developed in 2001

mainly by Russel Smith. Since then, ODE has been used in great number of

different areas from games e.g. (BloodRayne, X-Moto, Call of Duty) to more

serious research (e.g. Cangelosi and Riga 2006). ODE is making use of two

main abstractions, one is a body and the other is a co-called geom. A body is

an ODE data structure that contains necessary information about rigid body

position, orientation, linear/angular velocity, mass and its centre given by

inertia matrix, which is a 3x3 matrix defining mass distribution around this

centre. This information itself is not enough for collision detection. To use
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Figure 6.4: 3D physics model of the rover showing the different parts of the
rocker-bogie suspension system (right) as well as the vision system (top-left)
and the position and orientation of the 18 infrared sensors (bottom-left). The
vision system consists of a 5x5 matrix of foveal cells whose receptive fields
receive input from a greyscale image of a limited area (100x100 pixels) of the
whole image.

collision detection in ODE, it is important to team up these rigid bodies with

geometry collision objects. Geometry objects (geoms in ODE) need to be

associated with a rigid body in order to allow collision detection. The

difference between geoms and rigid bodies is that rigid bodies have dynamical

properties (velocity, mass, etc.) but do not have any information about their

geometrical properties. And vice versa, geoms have geometrical properties

(position, orientation, size, shape, etc.) but no dynamical properties. When

both rigid and geom bodies are combined, the result is a real-like physical

object with both dynamical and geometrical properties. ODE uses joints in a

very similar way as they are used in real life. Two bodies can be connected by

different joint types (Figure 6.2.2).
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Figure 6.5: Rigid bodies with embedded x,y,z coordinate systems. Source:
http://www.ode.org

Figure 6.6: Joint types supported by ODE. Source: http://www.ode.org
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6.3 Impact

The Mars rover simulator has been available for download on

SourceForge software repository since 2009. Since then, the software package

was downloaded over 2,830 times and the SVN repository has received over

9,180 read/write transactions. Author’s publications related to the research

conducted using the simulator has so far resulted in 10 citations (Google

2014b). It is important to note that the initial research that used the Mars

rover simulator (Peniak and Cangelosi 2008), has led to a prestigious official

collaborations of our research team and the Advance Concepts Team of

European Space Agency (ESA 2014a).

6.4 License

Mars rover simulator is licensed under open-source GPL license, which

states that: "This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or any later

version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of

the GNU General Public License along with this program."
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7 Neuro-robotic Models of
Action and Language
Acquisition

This chapter describes a series of experiments on action and language

acquisition in humanoid robots such as the iCub (Section 4.1). Chapter 3

provided a literature review of this field and described several action and

language learning models (Section 3.2.1.2) as well as their limitations

(Section 3.3). Some of these models used recurrent neural networks with

complex dynamics (Sugita and Tani 2005) in order to investigate difficult

problem of language compositionality. This research demonstrated that it is

possible to use recurrent neural networks for acquiring simple semantics and

translating linguistic commands into context-dependent behaviours in a

general way. This generalisation allowed the robot to respond to sentences

that were never experienced. Situated compositional semantics can emerge

through the process of dynamical system self-organisation, which suggests

that the conventional symbol grounding is not required. However, as pointed

out in Section 3.3, this model was used to control a simple mobile robot with

only 3 DOF that could perform 3 possible actions on 3 objects of different

colours. To date, no research has explored the scalability of such models and

their ability to acquire more complex semantics that goes beyond 9 verb-noun

combinations and limited number of DOF that are controlled.
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In order to investigate the potential scalability to more complex systems,

the author implemented the MTRNN module (Section 4.2.2) and accelerated

its processing through GPU computing (Section 2), which made the neural

network training possible within an acceptable time (Section 5.5). The iCub

humanoid robot with 53 DOF was an ideal platform for the integration with

the MTRNN because of the 53 DOF that can be actuated leading to richer and

more realistic sensorimotor actions.

The experiments described in Section 7.1 investigated the MTRNN’s

potential to acquire complex actions. The experiment 1 (Section 7.1.1) served

as an initial starting point as it demonstrated that MTRNN can acquire 8

complex behavioural sequences. However, the complexity of the motor control

remained comparable to that of Yamashita and Tani (2008) who first

developed the MTRNN model and used it to control a Sony robot (Section

3.2.1.2). In contrast to Yamashita and Tani (2008) study, the experiment 1

focused on the learning of a higher number of sequences rather than on

investigating the impact of multiple time-scales in recurrent neural networks

on the segmentation of actions into reusable motor primitives.

The experiment 2 (Section 7.1.3) was the first of its kind as it

demonstrated that the MTRNN can be used to control 41 DOF. Because of the

higher complexity of the MTRNN, the learned behaviour looks far more fluent

and realistic than that in the experiment 1 and Yamashita and Tani (2008). In

the experiment 3 (Section 7.1.4), the MTRNN was trained on 9 complex

actions while retaining the same number of motors that were controlled.

The first three experiments showed the scaling capacity of MTRNN with

respect to the number of learned actions and controlled degrees of freedom.
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Controlling 41 DOF required larger SOMs to encode the high-dimensional

input space consisting of 41-wide vectors. The GPU-acceleration of SOM and

MTRNN therefore played an important role and made the training and further

scaling feasible. This acceleration also enabled conducting the last two

experiments (Section 7.2.1 and 7.2.2) on action and language acquisition.

These experiments required much larger training data sets and also

introduced an additional self-organising map, encoding verb and noun

combinations. All of these factors made the training process extremely

demanding and time-consuming for the conventional CPUs while the

multi-GPU implementation still executed in acceptable time. See Section 5.5

for the detailed comparison of how the number of neurons in MTRNN and

SOM modules affects the performance on CPU and GPU.

The experiment 4 was conducted in order to replicate the Sugita and

Tani (2005) results while scaling up the motor-control system from 3 DOF of

the Khepera robot to 41 DOF of the iCub robot. The final experiment 5

(Section 7.2.2) scaled-up the experiment 3 to 9 actions and 9 objects and

showed that the MTRNN was able to generalise and successfully generate

previously inexperienced actions.

In all the experiments, the input-output neurons were set to τ = 2 while

the context neurons consisted of two different categories where each had a

different time integration constant. The first category comprise fast neurons

with τ = 5 and the second of slow neurons set to τ= 70. These two categories

are attempting to capture the dynamics of complex behavioural patterns by

flexible recombination of motor primitives into novel sequences of actions. As

described in the Section 3.2.1.2 multiple time-scale systems were suggested as
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the underlying system that facilitates this behavioural compositionally. The

input-output neuron groups (e.g. vision, proprioception, language) are not

connected to each other but only to the fast neurons, which are connected to

all other neurons. The slow neurons are not directly connected to the

input-output layer but rather indirectly via the fast neurons. The initial

synaptic weights were randomly generated between -0.025 and 0.025.

7.1 Action Learning

The following three experiments investigated the MTRNN’s capacity to

learn complex sequences. The first experiment was the simplest in terms of

number of DOF controlled while the other two experiments utilised the whole

upper body of the iCub. The author would like to point out that the MTRNN

system was also tested on the full body robot control involving all of the joints

and the iCub performing so-called "yoga" demo. This demo is a great for testing

the movement of most motors (Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1: Testing MTRNN on full body control.
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7.1.1 Experiment 1 - 8 simple actions

This initial experiment was designed to test the capability of the MTRNN

system to learn multiple sensorimotor sequences in an object manipulation

scenario. There were three semantically different classes of actions that were

expected to exhibit similar sensorimotor patterns (e.g. push or pull the block).

7.1.1.1 Method

The iCub humanoid robot (Section 4.1) was used together with the

MTRNN system that controlled four joints of each arm. Each of these joints

has a different freedom of movement constrained by the actual design of the

iCub’s body and partly by the software for security reasons. The sensorimotor

states of the iCub were sampled at 100ms rate and were used for training of

the self-organising map. These sequences were further down-sampled to

500ms for the initial BPTT training to simplify the training process and to

examine the precision of the learned sensorimotor patterns.

In this experiment, 256 input-output neurons were used to encode the

proprioceptive input from the 8 joints. The context layer was composed of 60

fast neurons and 20 slow neurons. The task required the MTRNN system to learn

8 different behavioural patterns (Table 7.7).

actions
slide block left
slide block right
lift block up
lift block left
lift block right
swing block
push block
pull block

Table 7.1: Actions used for the training.
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The Sequence Recorder module of Aquila was used to record these

sensorimotor patterns while the experimenter was guiding the robot by

holding its arms and performing the above mentioned actions1

Figure 7.2: Tutoring the iCub robot while recording the sensorimotor sequences
through Aquila.

Every behaviour was recorded three times with slight variations that

involved 5cm offsets with respect to the center of the object to achieve smooth

representation of the input space and reduce the errors incurred during the

SOM transformations. This generated thousands of sensorimotor sequences all

of which were used to train the SOM prior to the MTRNN training that only

used the original sequence (without offsets) for each behaviour.

The self organising map consisting of 256 neurons was trained using the

Aquila’s SOM module. In order to achieve a good precision of the SOM, it was

necessary to run its training for 160,000 iterations using the initial learning

1A video showing the whole process of recording sensorimotor patters from the iCub, learning
and demonstrating the learned actions can be watched here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
vmDByFN6eig
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rate η= 0.05. The data set consisted of all the sequences used for the MTRNN

training as well as additional sequences, which involved variations to achieve

smoother representation of the input space and minimise data loss incurred

during the process of vector transformation. The sampling rate for

self-organising maps was 100ms.

Figure 7.3: 3D visualisation of the trained self organising map. The left image
shows the visualisation of the left arm’s input space and the right image is the
visualisation of the right arm’s input space. The input space visualisation of
each arm was done via Aquila where the second, the third and the fourth joints
were assigned x,y,z dimensions respectively.

7.1.2 Results

At the end of the training, the learned neural network was tested on the

iCub in the same setup as during the tutoring part. The MTRNN system was

found to be able to replicate all the eight sequences while successfully

manipulating the object. In addition, these preliminary experiments revealed

a very interesting dynamics of the system, which would for example change if

the iCub’s interaction with the object was not previously experienced. For

example, the behaviour of pushing the block involved a complex sensorimotor

flow that is naturally constrained by the actual interaction with the object.

This means that many times this interaction would be significantly different to
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Figure 7.4: Results from the training of eight behavioural sequences where the
back-propagation through time algorithm was set with learning rate η = 0.03
and left to run for 350,000 iterations.

the learned interaction and thus, in several cases, the dynamics was very

different from the original one. Interestingly, when this was the case, the iCub

would spend a bit more time correcting its positions and only then it would

push the block forward.

The results presented herein demonstrated that MTRNN system was able

to learn eight different behavioural sequences. This was a significant step since

the number of learned behaviours in our case already exceeded the number

of behaviours in Yamashita and Tani (2008) where the computational power

required for the training and processing of SOMs was saved by using small

input sizes, which might have consequently limited the number of learnable

sensorimotor patters. This was not the limitation in our case since both the
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SOM and the MTRNN are parallelised and processed on the GPU devices, which

enabled the experimentation with larger network sizes. In fact, it was found

that the 64 neurons used to represent the proprioceptive input space were not

enough in our experimental scenario. There seem to be three primary reasons

for this. The first is the fact that the number of sequences were higher in our

case and therefore more neurons were needed to smoothly represent the input

space. The second is due to higher complexity of the learned sensorimotor

sequences, which is particularly true for pushing and pulling behaviours. And

finally, the iCub’s joint angle ranges are significantly higher than those of Sony

QUIRO used in Yamashita and Tani (2008) experiments.

7.1.3 Experiment 2 - 1 complex action

Neural networks have been used in many different robot motor-control

experiments, however, so far the complexity of these neurocontrollers have

remained at the similar level. The focus of this experiment is to demonstrate

that it is possible to scale-up these neurocontrollers with GPUs leading to

richer, more realistic and more complex motor control. It is also worth noting

that, when these neurocontrollers reach certain sizes, the forward activation

will take significant time on standard CPUs, which renders these controllers

unsuitable for the real-time robot motor control tasks with typical update time

of 50-100ms. The most computationally intensive operations in both training

and running of neural networks are typically matrix multiplications, which are

an ideal match for the SIMD model of a modern GPU processor notoriously

famous for outperforming CPUs in parallel computing tasks.

In this experiment, 640 input-output neurons were used to encode the

proprioceptive input from the 41 joints. The context layer was composed of 64
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fast neurons and 64 slow neurons. The experiment was designed to test the

scaled-up MTRNN and its ability to learn a complex action while controlling a

high number of joints in real-time. The task required the robot to touch an

object on a table with either left or right hand depending on the position of

the object. If the object is located more on the right side of the table, the robot

would touch it with the right hand and vice versa. The object could be

positioned anywhere within the rectangular area outlined by the outer circles

in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5: Experimental setup.
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The Sequence Recorder module of Aquila was used to record the

sensorimotor patterns while the experimenter was guiding the robot by

holding its arms and performing the action for each object position defined by

the inner 32 circles separated by 5cm distance (Figure 7.5). Each recording

lasted 5 second and the encoder values of 41 joints were sampled at 50ms

interval, producing the total of 3,200 sensorimotor states used for the training

of self-organising maps and MTRNN. During this data collection stage, the

Aquila’s tracker module was used to keep the robot’s head and eyes centred on

the object regardless of its position. Different object positions would therefore

yield different encoder values of the 6 joints in the head and eyes. Since this

information was passed as the input, the MTRNN was able to distinguish

between different object positions and perform the action in the correct way.

A total number of 20 trials was conducted where each could run for the

maximum of 10,000 iterations. Each training trial was initialised with a

different initial seed used for generating neural network weights. At the end

of the training, the neural network from each trial was tested on the robot,

which needed to be able to touch the object at the correct position and with

the correct arm.2 When the neural network error was less than approximately

0.00001, the robot was able to successfully execute the action whatever the

object position was. The experimental results show (Table 7.7) that 15 out of

20 trials were successful and resulted in capable neurocontrollers. Figure 7.7

shows the back-propagation training error for the best run.

2This video shows one of the trained neural networks controlling iCub humanoid robot: http:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtaPaEjkMJ0
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Figure 7.6: Trained self-organising map. The picture on the left side shows the
map used for encoding the vision (6 joints) and the picture on the right shows
the map encoding proprioception (35 joints).
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Figure 7.7: Training errors of the best run.

r
¯
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¯
rror

1 0.000009
2 0.000108
3 0.000033
4 0.000019
5 0.000006
6 0.000009
7 0.000007
8 0.000008
9 0.000007
10 0.000008
11 0.000007
12 0.000007
13 0.000007
14 0.000009
15 0.000042
16 0.000007
17 0.00001
18 0.000006
19 0.000009
20 0.000035

Table 7.2: Training Results.
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7.1.4 Experiment 3 - 9 complex actions

This experiment extended the training of the MTRNN to the following 9

actions: slide left, slide right, touch, reach, push, pull, point, grasp and lift.

The experimental method remained consisted to that described in the previous

experiment. The only exception was the number of iterations, which was set to

20,000 in this experiment to account for the increased complexity.

The results demonstrates that the MTRNN has the capacity to learn 9

complex sequences. This experiment paved the way for conducting the last

experiment linking 9 actions with linguistic input. Table 7.7 shows the

experimental results from the 20 runs. The training error is slightly larger

than in the previous experiment, which could be explained by much higher

complexity of the training data set. Figure 7.8 shows the back-propagation

training errors of the best run. The error drops rapidly and then begins to

fluctuate before it settles on values around 0.00001. If the errors are higher

than 0.000050 the iCub would have significant errors during the action

generation mode. Most of the time, these errors would mean executing wrong

action or not learning all the actions fully.
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Figure 7.8: Training errors of the best run.
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1 0.000009
2 0.000010
3 0.000012
4 0.000009
5 0.000010
6 0.000009
7 0.000010
8 0.000011
9 0.000062
10 0.000013
11 0.000017
12 0.000009
13 0.000010
14 0.000009
15 0.000010
16 0.000010
17 0.000018
18 0.000010
19 0.000009
20 0.000021

Table 7.3: Training Results.
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7.2 Action and Language Learning

This section present novel experiments on action and language

acquisition. The first experiments extends (Sugita and Tani 2005) work with

more complex motor control, from 3 DOF to 41 DOF. The second experiment

scales the number of actions and objects to 9, which it to the best knowledge

of the author the first time such complexity of action and language learning

was achieved. Both experiments are based on the same methodology as the

previous experiment with the exception of the extra SOM input that encodes

the linguistic commands, which are verb-noun combinations generated from

the speech recognition software. All actions and objects had their own ID. For

example, if the MTRNN learns to understand 3 actions and 3 objects, these IDs

would simply be 0.0, 0.1, 0.3 for the action 1, 2 and 3. The same applies to

objects. The results from the speech recognition are passed to Aquila’s Altair

module that encodes them into these IDs and set them as the input of the

language SOM. These verb-noun commands sent to language SOM will

determine, which action will MTRNN generate and on which object. The

vision and proprioceptive SOMs are used in the same way as in the previous

experiment.

Figure 7.9 shows the setup used in these experiments. The iCub had

objects placed in front of him and the experimenter would then ask him to

perform a certain action, for example "lift the ball". The iCub would use its

vision sub-system that would apply segmentation algorithm and locate the

correct object in the visual field. Once located the iCub would then look at it,

which would change the encoder values of the neck and eyes. As in the

previous experiments, these values were used to allow iCub to "see" where the
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object is. This, in turn, allows him to perform a certain action in the correct

way. The position of an object can vary and this has a strong influence on the

motor-control system, which needs to carefully actuate the motors to perform

an action correctly.

Figure 7.9: Experimental setup.

Figure 7.10 shows the extended MTRNN architecture with the additional

linguistic SOM and an interface to a speech recognition system, which

converts the voice commands into words. These words are later used to set up

the input to the linguistic SOM.

Figure 7.10: Architecture diagram.
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7.2.1 Experiment 4 - 3 complex actions with 3 objects

This section presents the results of the first attempt to extend the work

done by (Sugita and Tani 2005). The main goal of this experiment was to

investigate the possibility of grounding simple linguistic input in actions using

the MTRNN model. For simplicity, this experiment decreased the action

repertoire to 3 actions. On the other hand, the MTRNN needed to learn to

execute each of these actions on each of the three objects depending on the

additional linguistic input that consisted of verb-noun combinations. This

linguistic input was encoded in an additional self-organising map of 64

neurons. The total number of iterations was set to 5,000. The MTRNN was

trained on all the possible verb-noun combinations with few that were

deliberately left out for testing of the generalisation. The actions and the

objects used in this experiment was listed in Table 7.6.

actions objects
slide left tractor
slide right hammer
touch spikey

Table 7.4: Actions and objects used for the training.

Table 7.7 shows the final back-propagation training errors for each of

the 20 runs. Most of the values fluctuate around 0.00001 with few outliers

that did not train well enough such as run 13 with 0.000129 or run 11 with

0.000093. These neurocontrollers would have serious difficulties

understanding the linguistic commands and executing correct behaviour.

However, the errors of the majority of the runs is sufficiently low. Figure 7.11

shows the back-propagation training errors of the best run. Most of the

neurocontrollers were capable of generalising to those verb-noun commands
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that were not part of the training set. This demonstrated that the MTRNN

could achieve generalisation using this implementation and setup. As a result,

the last experiment followed exactly the same methodology for acquiring

additional actions and grounding them with additional linguistic input.
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Figure 7.11: Training errors of the best run.

r
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¯
rror

1 0.000009
2 0.000014
3 0.000014
4 0.000010
5 0.000011
6 0.000009
7 0.000008
8 0.000013
9 0.000016
10 0.000046
11 0.000093
12 0.000038
13 0.000129
14 0.000055
15 0.000008
16 0.000009
17 0.000017
18 0.000046
19 0.000007
20 0.000010

Table 7.5: Training Results.
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7.2.2 Experiment 5 - 9 complex actions with 9 objects

This section present the last experiment, which represents one of the most

important contributions of this thesis. The MTRNN system was trained on 9

complex action sequences and was able to perform them on 9 different objects,

which was 3 times more than in (Sugita and Tani 2005). The motor control

complexity was much higher, also. Table 7.6 lists all the actions and objects

used in this experiment. Similar to the previous experiment, the MTRNN was

trained on a subset of the training data and its generalisation was tested on the

data that was not part of the training set. The number of iterations was set to

20,000 as the MTRNN had to learn on much more complex data set.

actions objects
slide left tractor
slide right hammer
touch ball
reach bus
push modi
pull car
point cup
grasp cubes
lift spiky

Table 7.6: Actions and objects used for the training.
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Figure 7.12: Training errors of the best run.

Figure 7.12 shows the back-propagation training errors of the best run.

The error comes to its near minimum after approximately 15,000 iterations

and then it fluctuates while slowly decreasing. Table 7.7 shows the final

back-propagation error for each of the 20 runs. There are 3 runs that did not

get trained properly but the rest was able to train well. These trained

neurocontrollers were able to execute all actions given any linguistic

command. This includes those verb-noun combinations that were not part of

the training data, which showed that the MTRNN was able to generalise well.

Figure 7.13 shows the experimental setup and objects that the iCub had to

recognise and manipulate. One of the actions was to lift an object, which

required additional coordination of the joints on a hand. The iCub was able to

learn the lifting action well despite the complexity of this movement. Figure

7.14 shows the iCub performing the lifting action on a green ball.
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Figure 7.13: Objects used in the experiment. There are eight different objects
shown in this image. The last object that is not present is a green ball, which is
shown in figure 7.14.

Figure 7.14: Example of a complex lifting action involving the coordination of
the entire upper body actuated by 41 motors.
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r
¯
un e

¯
rror

1 0.000078
2 0.000018
3 0.000018
4 0.000037
5 0.000021
6 0.000016
7 0.000019
8 0.000020
9 0.000016
10 0.000016
11 0.000020
12 0.000017
13 0.000161
14 0.000011
15 0.000019
16 0.000203
17 0.000025
18 0.000025
19 0.000019
20 0.000014

Table 7.7: Training Results.
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Neuro-robotic Models of
Active Vision
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8 Active Vision for Navigating
Unkonwn Environments

8.1 Introduction

Evolved active vision control systems have the ability to extract relevant

information from an environment in order to solve a specific task (Marocco

et al. 2002). This experiment has the objective to investigate the potential of an

active vision system for obstacle avoidance and navigation tasks in challenging

planetary terrains. This insights obtained through this experiment led to the

GPU-based implementation of the active vision system for 3D object recognition

described in Chapter 9.

8.1.1 Method

The evolutionary robotics approach was employed in order to create

neuroncontrollers capable of using the active vision camera for navigating

unknown environments. The ER approach emphasizes agent’s embodiment,

which means that an emerging behaviour is not only dependent on various

properties of the actual robot such as its size, speed, degrees of freedom,

sensors and actuators, but also on the environment with which a robot

interacts (Beer 1995). ER is an excellent technique that allows us to create

artificial control systems that autonomously develop their skills in close

interaction with the environment and that exploit very simple, but extremely

powerful sensorimotor coordination (Nolfi 2002). The robot used in this
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experiment is a 3D simulated model of the Curiosity rover described in

Chapter 6. The rover is equipped with an active vision camera that has two

degrees of freedom (pan and tilt). This camera was positioned at the top of

the rover, approximately 2.2 metres above ground, and is able to turn within

45 ◦ on the vertical and 22.5 ◦ on the horizontal axis.

8.1.1.1 Architecture

The active vision system is based on a discrete-time recurrent artificial

neural network (Figure 8.1.1.1). The recurrent connections are implemented

using 4 memory units that maintain a copy of the activations of output units at

the previous sensorimotor cycle. A set of 25 visual neurons receive the

activation from an artificial retina composed of a 5x5 matrix of visual (foveal)

cells whose receptive fields receive input from a gray level image of a limited

area (100x100 pixels) of the whole image (640x480 pixels). Foveal

activations together with the proprioceptive information (motor speed,

steering and pan/tilt positions) are fed into the neural network. Both visual

and proprioceptive neurons are fully connected to 4 output neurons that

modulate the level of force which is applied to the actuators directly being

responsible for the rover’s speed, steering and direction of the camera. The

output neurons have a sigmoid activation function with [0, 1]. Biases are

implemented as weights from input neurons with activation values set to -1.

The ANN does not have a hidden layer, as our previous experiments showed

that it was redundant and did not help to achieve higher fitness (Peniak et al.

2009a). This simple architecture greatly reduces the computational demand

of the control system, which is one of the most important requirements for

designing a planetary rover. The rover’s motor actions depend on the value of
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the synaptic weights of the ANN. A genetic algorithm was used to evolve the

weights. The free parameters that constitute the genotype of the control

system, and that are subject to evolution, consist of 136 synaptic weights1.

Weights and biases are encoded as floating point values in the range [-5, 5].

Figure 8.1: Neural architecture of the active vision system.

This experiment employed a population size of 100 individuals, where the best

20 individuals were allowed to produce 5 offspring each with a mutation

probability of 10% (a mutation occurs by adding to the original gene’s value a

quantity in the range [-3, 3]). The only exception was the first offspring of the

best individual, which was copied to the next generation without mutation

1100 synaptic weights that connect the 25 retinal neurons to the 4 motors neurons, 4 proprioceptive
and 4 memory neurons that connect to the output neurons, plus 4 biases.
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(elitism). This produced a new generation of 100 individuals that inherit their

genes from the best individuals of the previous generation. The whole

evolutionary process lasted 100 generations. At every generation, each control

system was tested 5 times by deploying the ANN in the rover (randomly

positioned and rotated) and allowing it to act in the environment for up to

10000 sensorimotor cycles (i.e. 10000 activations of the ANN). The evaluation

of a particular genotype was terminated when a rover fell into a hole or

crashed into an obstacle. Five evolutionary runs were conducted starting from

different randomly initialized populations.

The performance of every single control system was evaluated according

to the fitness function (8.1) that was carefully designed to shape the behaviour

of the robot for effective and reliable exploration and obstacle avoidance.

F =
0.5

S ∗ T
(Sp ∗ St) + Bs (8.1)

The fitness F is a function of the measured speed Sp, steering angle St and

steering bonus Bs , with each of these parameters is in the range [0,1]. Speed

Sp is 1 when the rover goes at the maximum speed and 0 when it does not

move or goes backward. Steering angle St is 1 when wheels are straight and

0 when they are turned over an angle of 30 ◦ from the centre. If for example

the angle was 15 ◦ then St would be 0.5. T is the number of trials (5 in these

experiments) and S is the number of sensorimotor cycles per trial (10,000). The

steering bonus Bs is 1 if the steering position changed since the last time step

and 0 if not. The GA has to maximise the fitness by increasing the value of Sp,

St and Bs, which implies that a rover has to move at a maximum possible speed

while steering only when necessary. If a rover goes forward at the maximum
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speed but keeping the steering angle over 30 ◦ then its final fitness will be 0.

Similarly, if a rover goes backwards or does not move at all, its fitness will

also be 0 regardless the steering angle. The maximum fitness contribution at

each time step is therefore 1/(S*T). The final fitness of each individual is in

a range [0, 1] and it is the sum of all contributions from all time steps of all

trials. In order to evolve a good controller, it was necessary to create a suitable

environment to allow the robot to experience different conditions (Figure 8.2).

The environment is an arena of 60x60m and contains inclined and declined

surface, three high and three small rocks, holes and rough areas. 111 m2 of the

terrain is covered by obstacles and hence not traversable.

Figure 8.2: Environment used during all of the evolutionary runs.
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8.1.2 Results

The results obtained from all five evolutionary experiments show that an

effective behaviour emerged in all replications. Evolved robots can navigate the

environment with a certain degree of efficacy and are able to avoid obstacles of

different types by relying on the active vision system. The chart in Figure 8.3

shows the averaged results for the five evolutionary runs. The dark grey line

shows the maximum fitness reached by the best robots for every generation and

the light grey line shows the average fitness of the population.

Figure 8.3: Maximum and average fitness obtained by the robots during the
evolution (average of 5 replications). Note that, according to equation (8.1),
the fitness can never reach 1.0 as the rover needs to turn and decrease its speed
to avoid obstacles.

In order to understand the evolved behaviour, analyses focused on the

vision and camera movements, taking into account their mutual integration

and their interaction with the robot’s steering. The analyses were performed

to verify the hypothesis that the evolved active vision system is able to respond

to particular features that are common in the environment. The best

individual of all the five repetitions were used in all tests. Two different types
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of analysis were carried out: Original Environment Test, using the same

environment of the evolution experiments, and the Artificial Environment Test

using new environments specifically configured to better highlight certain

properties of the behaviour and to quantitatively confirm the observations

made during the first test.

Figure 8.4: Shows the three accumulated patters, i.e. the average of the
recorded images, which affect (a) pan, (b) tilt and (c) steering, respectively.

8.1.2.1 Original Environment Test

In this test, each best evolved individual was left free to move in the

environment for 1 million time steps, during which the visual input was

recorded and then analysed. The three images shown in Figure 8.4 are the

result of accumulation of retinal inputs saved every time the rover used the

camera pan, the tilt or when it significantly steered. This was done by

comparing previous join positions with current positions and if the difference

was over 3 ◦ the image was saved.

• Camera Pan - In the case of camera pan, as can be seen in Figure 8.4a,

the receptive pixels that affect the camera seem to form a triangular

pattern with the highest sensitivity in the bottom right corner, and
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gradually decreasing in intensity towards the top left corner. This

pattern is mostly present when the rover moves the camera horizontally,

in the presence of rocks in its field of view.

• Camera Tilt - In the case of camera tilt, the image in Figure 8.4b shows

two interesting features. The first is again a triangular gradient

spreading from the bottom left corner and reaching the top right corner.

The second feature, which is also the most apparent, shows a clear

horizontal orientation which is noticeable from the three bottom lines

with the strongest intensity in the middle. The rover appears to be

using the vertical camera movements mostly when it detects holes.

From the observation of the behaviour, the rover uses the tilt for at least

two reasons. One is to fixate the camera on a feature and keep it in the

field of view so that it can later avoid it. The other is to use tilt for

distance estimation as the analysis showed that even when the retinal

input remained approximately the same, changes in steering occurred.

The tilt and the memory integration were the only factors that could

influence the steering in this scenario.

• Steering - The image in Figure 8.4c, recorded when the robot steers,

displays horizontal and vertical lines suggesting that the retina is

sensitive to different features in the environment as none of the

obstacles seem to have this type of shape. This image appears to be an

accumulation of at least two different features over time. One is the

hole, which is reflected by the horizontal line. The other seems to be an

edge of a rock or a cliff, shown as a vertical line. By considering that the
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steering is the behaviour that actually allows the rover to avoid an

obstacle, it is probable that the recorded accumulation pattern is the

results of a mixture of the pan and tilt activation pattern.

In addition to these analyses, the trajectory and the visual input were

analysed for a period of 50,000 time steps. Figure 8.5 shows the results of a

qualitative analysis which examined the association between visual input and

changes in steering, where the superimposed retinal images correspond to

critical points in obstacle avoidance. As it can be seen from the figure,

different visual patters are produced by different obstacles. The first and

second images on the right of the picture show the pattern related to a hole, at

the moment in which the rover is about to avoid it.

Figure 8.5: Trajectory and visual inputs from crucial obstacle avoidance
manoeuvres.
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The pattern is horizontally oriented and the boundaries between the

ground and the hole are clearly visible. The third and the fourth images are

related to rocks. In this case the visual pattern is rather uniform all over the

retina and no clear boundaries are present. In the fourth image it is possible

to notice the vertical orientation of the pattern, in contrast with the horizontal

one produced by the hole.

8.1.2.2 Artificial Environment Test

In the following test the ability of the robot to use vision for avoiding

obstacles was tested in relation to the active movement of the camera. Two

different types of test scenarios were designed for this test:

• Rock-type obstacle test scenario. The individual is located in front of a

rock obstacle placed at the centre of the environment.

• Hole-type obstacle test scenario. The individual is set in front of a hole

obstacle.

In both cases the number of times the robot was able to correctly avoid the

obstacles was recorded. For each of these scenarios, two features of the

camera’s movement were used independently, in order to further understand

the contribution of each of them in the avoiding behaviour. In particular, tests

were run with the robot using only tilt, only pan, or both of these features.

Each test consisted of 200 steps.

8.1.3 Discussion

Although further analysis and tests would provide a clearer picture of the

active vision strategy used by the evolved agents, from the behavioural analysis
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and test presented here a general description of the sensorimotor strategy can

be drawn.

The evolved individuals tested are able to locate and track hole-type

obstacles better than rocks. This fact, however, should be considered in the

light of the whole evolutionary process. Given that the majority of obstacles

surrounding the environment are holes, it is plausible that a large amount of

adaptive pressure during the evolution has produced robots more capable of

avoiding holes, given the higher probability of encountering holes than rocks.

The strategy followed by the rover toward a hole-type obstacle is to steer

until a low input (black pixels) is in the central part of the visual field. This

seems to activate the tilt of the camera down and the activation of the motors

for moving forward. Analysis showed that the tilting down and moving forward

movements were very often actuated together when a low input was in the

central lower part of the visual. This produced an ability of the robot to move

in parallel to the edges of the holes.

When the pan movement is inhibited, the rover shows a similar behaviour.

Even though the robot does not use pan very often, this condition prevents

the robot from achieving a high rate of success in avoiding holes (Figure 8.7).

Panning to the right is the most common position of the camera. Thus, with

the inhibition of the pan movement the robot seems not properly "adjusted"

to the situation and makes miscalculations of the hole position. This could be

explained by the fact that that evolution has produced robots that preferably use

the steering to do panning, instead of the actual camera panning. This might

be due to the evolution of a simpler vision field control.

Differently than pan, tilt is crucial for the avoidance of holes and for the
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more general navigation ability. Tilt is used as a means of determining the

distance of holes. When the rover tilts the camera down a low output to the

motors’ power is produced, so as to reduce the speed. On the other hand, when

the tilt is sufficient to make the camera point to the horizon or above it, the

rover increases the speed, by making the robot move straight.

In the case of rock-type obstacles, it was evident that the rover evolved a

better control of the visual field by steering, rather than by using the camera’s

pan. Steering was used extensively in the process of avoiding rocks. In this

respect, it is particularly interesting the way in which the rover appears to

distinguish between rocks and holes. The general strategy is as follows: once

a low value input is detected in the high part of the visual field, steering is

activated along with tilting down the camera. If these actions do not produce

a consequent low value activation of the input in the middle of the vision field,

then the obstacle is treated as a rock instead of a hole, and the action taken is

to increase the steering angle. This behaviour is in contrast with the

distance-estimation behaviour in the case of hole-type obstacles. In such a

case, the tilt down movement maintains low value input in the middle of the

visual field. This indicates a movement towards the hole.

This type of behaviour closely resembles the action-perception loop of

the sensorimotor strategies described in the literature, such as in (e.g Nolfi

and Marocco 2002). These studies were based on different robots, namely a

Khepera wheeled robot, a robotic arm, and a robotic hand, respectively. In

these cases the robots show a sensorimotor behaviour that allows agents to

disambiguate specific input patterns among a very noisy input activation state.

This is achieved by acting in the environment in such a way to produce a
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defined sequence of input patterns that solely pertains to a specific category.

The only category that allows the robot to produce a given motor sequence is

to start from the interaction schema actively produced by the robot itself.

The chart in Figure 8.7 shows the percentages of successful trials in which

the robot was able to avoid the obstacle, out of the allowed 200 trials. From this

test the following conclusions can be drawn: (i) the robot is able to avoid holes

better than rocks and (ii) the tilt feature in the active vision strategy makes a

larger contribution to the successful avoidance of obstacles than the pan. Tilt-

only condition shows a higher percentage of success than the pan-only condition

in both the scenarios considered. Moreover, qualitative comparisons of the tilt-

only and pan-only conditions indicate that pan movements are more related to

rocks detection than holes, as the performance decay in avoiding rock obstacles

is greater than the performance decay in holes obstacle.

Figure 8.7: Percentages of successful trials in which the robot was able to avoid
the obstacle in case of rock-type and hole-type obstacle and for each of the 3
conditions considered.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Rock-type and (b) Hole-type obstacle starting conditions used
for the testing the usage of camera pan and tilt.
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9 Active Vision for Object
Recognition

9.1 Introduction

The ultimate goal of creating a general-purpose, robust and resilient

vision system remains as elusive as ever. A number of researchers have called

for a paradigm shift and suggested revisiting the fundamental assumptions

(e.g Meer 2012). Biologically inspired approaches to computer vision might

not only provide us with more robust solutions but also with important

insights into the brain mechanisms underlying natural vision.

This chapter describes an active vision system based on a neural network

that controls the saccadic movements of an artificial retina and integrates its

visual input over time until the network produces the recognition output.

Once the neural network has suitable synaptic strengths, the recognition

processing time is negligible. This is due to the inherent characteristics of

active vision described in Section 3.4.1. Nevertheless, finding suitable synaptic

strengths for a system exhibiting complex dynamics over time is not trivial.

The behaviour of active vision system is not known a priori and hence there is

no training data that could be used by supervised learning algorithms.

Therefore, the model presented herein relies on a genetic algorithm providing

automated way of discovering suitable synaptic weights through the process

of artificial evolution where no training data is required.
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The simulations of artificial evolution are notoriously time-consuming

since the fitness of every genotype needs to be evaluated multiple times in

different environments or initial conditions over thousands or millions of

generations. However, recent paradigm shift to GPU computing resulted in

tremendous speed-up of many applications and allowed conducting novel

research that might have previously been too complex and time-consuming to

attempt (Meer 2012). In order to tackle this problem, the active vision system

was evolved on the GPU where all the individuals were processed in parallel.

Each individual needs to be evaluated multiple times on different orientations

and light configurations of the 3D object as well as starting from different

initial position. These trial evaluations were also processed entirely on the

GPU resulting in significant speed-up of the training process.

The previous studies described in Chapter 3 applied active vision

systems to limited scenarios (e.g. discrimination of squares and triangles).

While these studies were important and laid foundations in the field of active

vision, this experiment aims to take this research to a new level and evolve an

active vision system for object recognition applicable to real-world problems.

One way to approach this is to train the system in a massively parallel manner

on multiple objects viewed from many different angles and under different

lighting configurations.

9.2 Method

The active vision system used for this experiment is based on the

MTRNN module (Section 4.2.2), whose neurons were set to the same time

integration value1. The inputs to the system consist of a small retina of 8x8

1This means that the MTRNN becomes CTRNN as all neurons operate on the same time-scale.
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pixels and 2 proprioceptive neurons encoding its position. The outputs control

the horizontal and vertical movements of the retina using 2 neurons. There

are additional 5 object recognition neurons that provide a way to classify

different objects. For example if an object A was detected then the

corresponding A output unit will be the most active.

The active vision system was trained on a set of objects from the

Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) providing a colour image

collection (Figure 9.1) of one-thousand small objects, recorded for scientific

purposes. In order to capture the sensory variation in object recordings, ALOI

contains images of objects with systematically varied viewing (Figure 9.3) and

illumination angle (Figure 9.4).

Figure 9.2 shows 5 3D objects that were used in this experiment. Each of

these objects consisted of 96 images, 72 images of different orientations and

24 of different lighting conditions. Only half of this data set was used for the

training and the second half was used for the evaluation of evolved active

vision system. Each genotype was evaluated during multiple trials with

different randomly rotated objects and under varying lighting conditions. The

evolutionary pressure was provided by a fitness function (9.1) where T

represents the total number of time-steps and C the total number of correct

classifications. This fitness therefore provides the overall success or failure of

the object classification of each individual.

F = T/C (9.1)

Each evolutionary epoch consisted of 10,000 generations. The number of

individuals was 100 and best 20% were allowed to reproduce and have 5
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Figure 9.1: Example images from ALOI database. These images were recorded
for scientific purposes and to capture the sensory variation in object recordings,
viewing angle, illumination angle and illumination colour were systematically
varied.

offspring. The mutation probability was set to 0.1 and elitism was used, which

allowed the best individual to propagate to the next generation without being

mutated. Since only half of the data set was used for the training, the total

number of trials per individual was 48 (36 orientations and 12 lighting

configurations). Each trial was able to run for 15 time-steps. The total number

of 20 runs was conducted to provide a more objective measure of classification

performance. After the evolution was completed, the active vision system was

tested for its robustness and resiliency. This was achieved by asking the system

to recognise the same objects but from previously inexperienced view points

and lighting conditions.
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Figure 9.2: Five different objects used in this experiment. This figure shows
only the first orientation for each object.

9.2.1 Results

The results from 20 different runs (Table 9.1) show that the highest

fitness of the best individual reached 0.82 while the lowest fitness reached

0.51. The best evolutionary run fitness is shown in Figure 9.6. The maximum

fitness of 1.0 is not achievable because the retina starts at random positions

and needs to saccade for few steps in order to find an object and classify it.

However, those individuals with higher fitness would be more precise and

provide the classification output in less number of steps2. This means that

even the lowest fitness of 0.51 is relatively capable and can detect all of the

objects most of the time. Figure 9.5 shows few examples of retina movements

during, which the system was integrating sensory input over time and

providing classification estimates. For the clarity of the demonstration, this

figure shows 2 out of the 5 objects with only 3 out of the 48 possible

2The demonstration of the behaviour of evolved active vision recognising objects can be watched
from here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPp46NL3VDQ
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Figure 9.3: Varying object viewpoints in 72 different orientations.

Figure 9.4: Varying object illuminations in 24 different configurations.

variations. The behaviour of the evolved active vision was quite interesting.

The first thing that the active vision learned to do was to develop a strategy to

find an object. The longer the retina spends outside of the object region the

less fitness it gets. Therefore, this behaviour appeared quickly after the

evolutionary process started. The rest of the time was spent on learning to

classify the objects correctly as this was much more complex task for the

neural network. Interesting extensions to this experiment would be replacing
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the square 8x8 retina with a bio-inspired log-polar retina and replacing the 5

output neurons with a self-organising map. This would increase the

classification capacity of the active vision system as there would be much less

competition going on between the neurons. This would make it easier for the

evolutionary process to find suitable synaptic weights. Since the active vision

system is implemented on the GPU, these extensions would not cause a

significant increase in the computational time.

Figure 9.5: Examples of saccade patters on two different objects with varying
orientations.
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Figure 9.6: Result of the best evolutionary run.
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1 0.728269 0.699844
2 0.562115 0.547166
3 0.707692 0.686279
4 0.726923 0.691486
5 0.572885 0.542069
6 0.560577 0.541819
7 0.564615 0.509560
8 0.564231 0.506112
9 0.620962 0.568915
10 0.572308 0.553327
11 0.827692 0.761935
12 0.720769 0.692842
13 0.712308 0.658917
14 0.611538 0.583900
15 0.560962 0.545885
16 0.653654 0.598331
17 0.653654 0.598331
18 0.564038 0.547538
19 0.513654 0.487844
20 0.559231 0.542679

Table 9.1: Training Results.
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10 Conclusion

This thesis presented the state of the art of the GPU computing (Chapter

2) and briefly reviewed CPU (Section 2.2) and FPGA (Section 2.3)

architectures, their benefits and drawbacks. This was followed by the detailed

description of the GPU hardware (Section 2.4.1) as well as software model

(Section 2.4.2) with the emphasis on the latest NVIDIA Kepler GPU

architecture. Parallel GPU computing is a new and rapidly emerging field and

therefore Section 2.4.3 talked about the future architectures that are already

on an NVIDIA roadmap such as Maxwell featuring an integrated ARM

processor and Volta with stacked DRAM brining much higher memory

bandwidth. This section also mentions the first CUDA-programmable mobile

GPU chip Tegra K1 with 196 GPU cores. This thesis explores the application of

GPU computing to the field of cognitive robotics and Section 2.5 highlights the

most prominent work from various sub-fields that used GPU in order to

accelerate image processing, neural networks and genetic algorithms. The

speed-ups of these implementations are also provided, however, some of these

might be little far-fetched, especially those claiming over 1000 times speed-up.

This in most cases implies that the author compared an optimised GPU

implementation with an unoptimised, single-threaded CPU implementation.

Having said that, most implementations achieve considerable speed-up, which

should by no means come as a surprise since many algorithms used in

cognitive robotics tend to be inherently parallel.
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Chapter 3 provided a detailed literature review of cognitive robotics and

its sub-fields. The chapter starts with an introduction and the history of

artificial intelligence (Section 3.1) and then moves on describing

developmental robotics (Section 3.2), which is a sub-field of cognitive robotics

that emphasises that artificial cognitive systems need to undergo an

autonomous and gradual mental development from "infancy" to "adulthood".

In other words, developmental robotics attempts to understand how the

control system’s organisation of a single robot develops through various

experiences over time. The main focus of this section is on the action and

language acquisition in cognitive robots. Developmental robotics sees action

and language acquisition as an integrated process and the inspiration for this

view comes from various fields such as neuroscience, neuropsychology,

linguistics and developmental psychology. Section 3.2.1.1 described several

experiments that investigated action acquisition and compositionality in

biological organisms and then talked about the language acquisition and the

main theories that try to explain it. In this section, the theory stating that we

are born with an innate universal grammar is challenged by cognitive

linguistics who disagree with Chomsky and instead focus on the relation of

language to other cognitive functions and emphasise the importance of

embodiment. The last part of this section presented the evidence for action

and language integration in the human brain.

Testing these theories is typically very challenging task, however,

cognitive robotics models that try to capture some of the aspects observed in

natural organisms can provide important insights. Section 3.2.1.2 provides a

detailed overview of different artificial cognitive models and briefly
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summarises their findings. All of these models attempted to answer the

difficult question of what makes humans so good at learning actions and

language. Unfortunately, many researchers had to simplify their models to

make them train and run within acceptable time. The GPU computing has the

potential to redefine the way these models are implemented, which could

result in more complex models capable of solving more complex tasks as well

as being a step closer to exhibiting sensorimotor richness of natural organisms.

Section 3.3 talks about these limitations and suggests GPU computing as a

way of scaling-up the complexity of these models. The author believe that the

development of cognitive robots will only be possible if we move away from

simplistic models that receive limited sensory information from the

environment and that actuate limited number of motors. In contrast,

developing large-scale systems embodied in complex robotic platforms with a

variety of sensory inputs and a rich motor control could lead to more

interesting insights. Perhaps many researchers did not embark on this journey

simply because they got discouraged when they realised about the

computational demands, which could easily render training of such models

infeasible. However, nowadays computing based on GPU, multi-GPU and

clustered multi-GPU combined with the inherent but yet still hidden

parallelism of these biologically-inspired models opens new possibilities in

research.

Evolutionary robotics was described in Section 3.4 and it is arguably one

of the most interesting sub-fields of cognitive robotics, which could be

revolutionised through the disruptive power of GPU computing. This is

because of the notoriously time-consuming nature of running the artificial
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evolution process. Section 3.4.1 presented background for active vision as a

promising example of the evolutionary robotics application to computer

vision.

Chapter 4 described all the methods employed in this thesis such as the

iCub humanoid robot platform (Section 4.1) its physics simulator followed by

Section 4.2 giving a brief introduction to artificial neural networks and

providing the technical details of the MTRNN (Section 4.2.2) as well as SOM

(Section 4.2.1). Section 4.3 detailed the supervised and unsupervised training

algorithms that were used such as the back-propagation through time (Section

4.3.1) and genetic algorithm (Section 4.3.2).

The second part of the thesis focused on the software that was

developed in order to conduct the experiments described in Chapter 7, 8 and

9. The motivation for the development Aquila GPU-accelerated toolkit was

presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, which was followed by the detailed

description of the latest architecture in Section 5.3. The development of this

toolkit for cognitive robotic resulted in several different modules (Section 5.4)

that were developed. Some of these modules (e.g. SequenceRecorder, Vision,

etc.) are simply tools that make working with the iCub easier while others

such as MTRNN, SOM or GA provide specific GPU-accelerated algorithms that

have been used for conducting experiments described in Chapter 7. MTRNN

and SOM modules were thoroughly benchmarked and Section 5.5 reported

speed-ups of up to 101.1 times for the SOM module and up to 55.1 times for

the multi-GPU MTRNN module when compared with multi-threaded CPU

implementation of the same algorithms. The development of Aquila resulted

in positive feedback and significant interest from community and companies
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such as NVIDIA. The highlights of this impact were described in Section 5.6.

The evolutionary robotics experiments (Chapter 8) on active vision for

navigation relied on the Mars rover physics simulator described in Chapter 6.

The motivation for this development was presented in Section 6.1 while the

simulator engine and the rover model in Sections 6.2 and 6.2.1 respectively.

Similar to Aquila, the Mars rover simulator became quite popular with

thousands of downloads from the software repository. The impact of the

simulator on the community was presented in Section 6.3.

The first experimental Chapter 7 described five different experiments on

action and language acquisition in humanoid robots. The first three

experiments described in Section 7.1 used the GPU-accelerated MTRNN and

SOM modules and the iCub humanoid robot to investigate the potential of

these large-scale neural networks for the acquisition of complex actions. The

last two experiments (Section 7.2) investigated action and language

acquisition showed that the iCub robot was able to learn nine complex actions

and ground these actions in linguistic input that consisted of verb-noun

combinations. These two experiments have also demonstrated that the

neurocontroller was able to generalise well, which allowed the iCub to

understand verb-noun combinations that were not previously experienced. In

addition, the complexity of these neurocontrollers was significantly increased,

which allowed the actuation of 41 motors of the iCub humanoid robot. To the

best knowledge of the author this is far more than demonstrated by other

neurocontrollers. This chapter also mentioned that this neurocontroller was

also able to control the full-body of the iCub, however, no experiments needed

the use of legs and therefore were limited to 41 motors. However, this shows
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the scaling capacity of the MTRNN facilitated through the encoding of the

highly multi-dimensional vectors holding encoder values into

topology-preserving self-organising maps.

Chapter 8 presented experiments on active vision for navigating

unknown environments. Section 8.1 described an overview of the active vision

setup and talked about the motivation for conducting these experiments.

Section 8.1.1.1 presented the neural network architecture that was employed.

The results presented in Section 8.1.2 showed that an active vision system

provides a powerful and yet computationally cheap way of developing

important visual processing strategies to navigate in the environments.

The last experimental Chapter 9 described a novel active vision system

for the recognition of 3D objects. The motivation (Section 9.1) for this

research comes from the failure of the conventional approaches to develop

robust and resilient computer vision. The neural network architecture

(Section 9.2) was based on the MTRNN, however, not all the neurons were set

with the same delta values effectively turning the MTRNN into a CTRNN. The

active vision system was required to recognise any of these five objects and

from many different angles and under varying lighting conditions. The

GPU-acceleration was applied to neural network processing as well as to

parallel execution of population and individual trials, which greatly reduced

the time necessary for running artificial evolution. The experimental results

presented in Section 9.2.1 demonstrated that this active vision learned to

successfully recognise all the objects while requiring very little computational

resources. The training is a computationally intensive part and

theGPU-acceleration was used, however, the actual recognition of the trained
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system needs negligible computation consisting of few matrix operations that

can be done on the GPU in extremely short time. This makes the active vision

system very interesting and applicable to many different domains. To the best

knowledge of the author, this work is the first attempt to use active vision

system for the recognition of real-life 3D objects.
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A Aquila Manual

A.1 Download

Aquila currently works on Linux, OSX and Windows and can be

downloaded as a source package or directly from SourceForge SVN repository,

which provides the latest code.

Source Package - the latest source package can be downloaded from:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/aquila/files/latest/download

SVN (Linux, OSX or Cygwin) - the command below can be used to

download the latest ’work in progress’ code to ’aquila’ directory:

svn co http://svn.code.sf.net/p/aquila/code/trunk aquila

SVN client (Windows, Linux, OSX) - this option can be used to download

the latest ’work in progress’ code using an SVN client such as TortoiseSVN,

which seems to be the most popular one for Windows. Linux and OSX users

might like to use SmartSVN. Check out from the repository using:

http://svn.code.sf.net/p/aquila/code/trunk

A.2 Installation

This section describes a simple tree-step process to get Aquila up and

running. The first step is to install Qt, CUDA and YARP. The second step is to

set the AQUILA_ROOT the environmental variable. The last step describes the
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compilation process. All steps can be accomplished within one minute1.

A.2.1 Dependencies

Qt 4.8 - used for graphical user interface, process management and

communication between objects.

http://qt-project.org/downloads

CUDA 5.0 - used for development and compilation of GPU-accelerated code.

https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads

YARP 2.3.20 - used for interfacing GUI with modules, modules with other

modules, local and remote module launching as well as for the

communication with the iCub robot or the simulator.

http://eris.liralab.it/yarpdoc/download.html

Windows users might prefer using YARP installer instead of compiling

everything from the source code:

http://wiki.icub.org/wiki/Downloads

CMake 2.8 - used for management of the build process in a

compiler-independent manner.

http://www.cmake.org/cmake/resources/software.html

A.2.2 Environment

The only requirement setting up environment is that AQUILA_ROOT

environmental variable points to the root folder of Aquila. On Windows this

can be done by simply adding a new user or system variable under

Environmental Variables tab in:

/System Preferences/Advanced System Settings/Advanced

On Linux this can be accomplished by updating the /env/environment file with

1For a demonstration of the process watch including new module creation watch Aquila 2.0 - 1min to
download, compile, install and create new module at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koRlPh_arRU
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for example:

AQUILA_ROOT="/home/gpu-node/dev/project/aquila"

Alternatively on systems that use bash shell, it is also possible to update

/.bashrc file with for example:

export AQUILA_ROOT="/home/gpu-node/dev/project/aquila"

Adding AQUILA_ROOT to /etc/environment file makes the variable

system-wide while adding it to the /.bashrc file makes it user-wide. OSX

system-wide variables can be set in /etc/profile by adding for example:

AQUILA_ROOT="/Users/gpu-node/dev/project/aquila"

User-wide variables can be set in /.profile by adding for example:

export AQUILA_ROOT="/Users/gpu-node/dev/project/aquila"

A.2.3 Compilation

On Linux and OSX Aquila can be configured, compiled and installed

using the following command, which assumes working from /build

sub-directory inside the AQUILA_ROOT directory:

cmake .. && make -j && sudo make install

On Windows, use CMake to generate project files for Visual Studio 2010 and

then run the Visual Studio with administrator privileges, right-click on the

INSTALL category in solution explorer and select build. This will build the

whole project and place the binaries into the installation folder. We prefer

using Qt creator as programming IDE as it also integrates tools for designing

graphical user interfaces, which are essential part of Aquila. Qt creator is also

able to generate its own project files from the main CMakeLists.txt

configuration file, which makes it even more convenient.
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A.2.4 iCub Software Installation - optional

iCub software is essential for our work with the iCub humanoid robot or

the simulator. Many of Aquila modules are completely independent from the

iCub software, however, some modules may need to connect to specific ports

created by other modules from the iCub software. Therefore, installing iCub

software is not required unless you want to use or develop a module that

communicates with iCub software. The page on the link below provides full

installation instructions:

http://wiki.icub.org/wiki/ICub_Software_Installation

A.3 Usage

Aquila communication is based on YARP and therefore it needs a

yarpserver running before it can be used. The yarpserver can be started with

this command:

yarpserver

The yarpserver does not have to be running on the machine running Aquila. If

that is the case, the machine running Aquila needs to be configured so that

YARP knows where to look for the yarpserver. For example, if the yarpserver is

running on port 10000 and machine with IP 10.0.0.1 then the following

command would be used to properly configure it:

yarp conf 10.0.0.1 10000

Aquila can distribute its modules anywhere across the network providing that

Aquila was installed on the target machines and that each on has Aquila

(yarprun) server running, which can be done using the following command:

yarprun –server /aquila/server/ID
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The server identification number is given by ID, which can currently be

anywhere between 1 and 10. This limit can be changed in source code by

modifying MAX_SERVERS definition in mainWindow.h.

Once these requirements are met, a user can start Aquila using in default

module simply by running its executable. The default mode is that Aquila

probes remote servers but does not add any module. A user can then add

whichever module is required, which can be done using shortcuts (CTRL+T or

CMD+T on OSX), from the main menu (/File/Add tab) or the context menu by

right-clicking on the tab bar and selecting Add tab options. Any of these action

will result in opening of a dialog where users can select which module to start

and where. Once users select a module from a list and a server where the

module executes, Aquila will try to establish a connection with it. If Aquila

successfully connects to the module, a new tab with a module GUI is added.

The default behaviour can be overridden by using the following arguments:

• –verbose - prints all log messages in terminal instead of log.txt file

• –localMode - ignores remote server probing during start up. The servers

can still be probed later from Aquila by pressing the /textitRefresh button

under /textitNew tab dialog.

• –localModules [name,..] - starts specified modules on a local machine

• – remoteModules [ID=name,..] [ID=name,..] - starts specified

modules on specified servers

For example, a user can start Aquila with the following command, which will

run Aquila in verbose mode and start multiple modules in multiple instances
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(e.g. mtrnn) on a local machine:

aquila –verbose –localModules tracker,som,era,esn,mtrnn,mtrnn

Running modules on remote servers can be done by for example running the

following command, which will run three modules on /aquila/server/1 and

four on /aquila/server/2:

aquila –remoteModules 1=som,som,som 2=era,esn,esn,tracker

These steps described how to get Aquila up and running on local as well as

remote servers. See section 5.4 for a description of the individual modules

and their use.

A.4 Development

Aquila was built to be easy to use and easy to develop for. The following are

some of the main benefits of developing in Aquila software toolkit:

• Performance - distributed module running heterogeneous CPU-GPU

code are able to take a great advantage of available resources.

• Integrability - existing modules and GUIs can be easily integrated to

form new modules of higher complexities.

• Modularity - module GUIs and modules are completely independent.

Modules are fully functional with or without GUIs.

• Scalability - modules can run on Linux, OSX or Windows across any

number of computers and using any number of GPU devices available.

The Aquila toolkit makes it easier to develop modules that use are able

to scale-up with increasing computational demands. For example, ERA

module is able to spawn multiple SOMs on multiple computers
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dynamically based on its needs.

• Usability - intuitive, easy-to-use, dynamic graphical user interfaces

loosely coupled with modules.

• Support - we are happy to provide free technical support to promote the

research in cognitive robotics and heterogeneous CPU-GPU computing.

Developers are now able to create new Aquila modules together with their

graphical user interface components within few seconds using Module

Generator, which is a tool integrated in Aquila. Module Generator uses a set of

templates for creating new modules, which are then automatically added to

correct directories2. This process is followed by updating CMake configuration

files and Aquila source code. Next time the project is rebuilt, the new changes

will be reflected and new modules installed. Once a new module is created

and the project rebuilt, it is ready to run anywhere across the network in any

number of instances. However, at this stage the module does not do much and

a developer needs to update its module functions, GUI design and GUI

functions. The last step is to make the module communicate with GUI and

vice versa, which is done by modifying the already mentioned interface files.

The Module Generator can be started using SHIFT+M shortcut or from the

Tools menu options. Module Generator needs to know the desired module

name and the developer’s name, which is only used to generate credits section.

When using the Module Generator simply follow the instructions, which

provide the guidelines and feedback during the process. Aquila project has a

website, which provides detailed documentation, instructions and links to

2For a demonstration of Module Generator watch Aquila 2.0 - 1min to download, compile, install and
create new module at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koRlPh_arRU
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many relevant resources:

http://aquila.sourceforge.net/

Our team can provide new developers with their own development branches

in Aquila SVN software repository as well as technical support. In case of

interest, please contact us via our SourceForge website:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/aquila/

New feature requests, suggestions, bugs, etc. can be submitted using the

following link:

http://sourceforge.net/p/aquila/tickets/

A.5 Tutorials

This document contains two different tutorials on how to use the MTRNN

module to train new sequences. While the first one focuses on the simplest

case scenario where the system learns three different sine wave sequences, the

second one uses real sensorimotor data recorded from the iCub3.

A.5.1 Simple sine waves

Let us take a simple example when we want to train the system three

simple sequences. For the sake of simplicity, we are going to use different sine

waves as shown in Figure A.5.1.

The goal is that the system learns these sequences and executes them

individually. In CTRNN-based networks (such as MTRNN) this is possible with

parametric bifurcation meaning that different initial states of a neural network

will lead to the production of different sequences. In our case, however, we

would like to have an external input that will drive these changes. Since there

3This tutorial as well as the training data can be downloaded from: https://dl.
dropboxusercontent.com/u/81820/Software/MTRNN/MTRNN_tutorial.zip
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Figure A.1: Simple MTRNN training sequences.

are three sequences, let us have three different input values that will trigger

different dynamics producing different sequences. All the values in this

implementation are expected to be floating points between 0 and 1. Therefore,

for the simplicity, we can define our inputs to be 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 triggering

sequence 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Training self-organising maps Once we have all our training data and inputs

defined, we are ready to start the training of self-organising maps, which are in

this implementation used to encode what is typically a highly multi-dimensional

input into two-dimensional topology-preserving maps. This normally leads to

a better ability of MTRNN to learn complex sequences with complex vectors

(inputs). Of course, in this particular case where we only train three sine waves

and our input is a single value, this is hardly necessary. Having said that, in the

second example it will become clearer why encoding inputs in self-organising

maps is useful.

Let us train the first self-organising map that will encode the three input

values and second that will encode all the vectors in the three sequences:

1. Create the first text file (e.g. somTD0.txt) where the first line must be
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[SAMPELS] and all the other lines will contain the values used for the

training of this map.

2. Create the second text file (e.g. somTD1.txt) with the same header

followed by the training data for all sequences.

Once we have these two files read, we are ready to train our self-organising

map using the following steps:

1. Make sure that yarpserver is running.

2. Start Aquila using: aquila -verbose -localModules som.

3. That should give you the interface shown in Figure A.5.1. However, if

there were some problems loading the module you might need to start it

from the GUI. To do this, press CTRL-T and select som.

4. Open Options (/Edit/Options) or CTRL-O and set the number of outputs

to the lowest possible value 32. We do not need a big self-organising map

to encode such a simple input. Set the number of sub-iterations to 10000

and the learning rate to 0.05. Of course, you are free to experiment with

the parameters, however, these worked quite well for most of the cases.

See Figure A.5.1 for the reference.

5. Press Ok to confirm and then (/File/New) or CTRL+N to open the

somTD0.txt training file, which will start the training.

6. When the training is over, save the trained self-organising map

(/File/Save/Map) as som0.txt. This time, the naming must be exactly

som0.txt because when we start training MTRNN, the module will look
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for this file. The "0" after som means it is the first self-organising map.

Our second self-organising map encoding sequence data will therefore

besom1.txt.

7. The first self-organising map might look something like this, as there is

just one-dimensional input so the 3D visualisation cannot reveal much in

this case. The 2D visualisation (top-right corner) is more useful in this

particular case. However, as you will see, when we have a highly multi-

dimensional input, we can use the 3D visualisation and specify which

axis will map to which input.

8. Now follow the same steps and train the second self-organising map,

which will encode sequence data. Once trained, it will look something

like the picture in Figure A.5.1. Save it as som1.txt.

Training MTRNN At this point, we have all our self-organising maps trained

and saved correctly as som0.txt and som1.txt. The last part is to create training

file for MTRNN called for example mtrnnTD.txt. The file must contain a

header containing number of inputs to each self-organising map. In our case

this will be [HEADER] 1 1 because each self-organising map takes only one

input, which is typically not the case. You may also add tags for the

inputs/output, for example [MODALITY_TAGS] "Input" "Sinus". If no tags are

added, defaults are used. Then for each sequence needs to be tagged with

[SEQUENCE_X] tag where X is a number starting from 0. In our case, since

there are only sequences, we will have [SEQUENCE_0] followed by the

sequence data, then [SEQUENCE_1] followed by the sequence data, and

finally [SEQUENCE_2] followed by the sequence data. There are also
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Figure A.2: Initial SOM GUI.

additional tags we can use in this file but for the moment, this is all we need.

Follow the next steps to train the MTRNN on these three sequences:

1. Make sure that yarpserver is running.

2. Start Aquila using the command the following command: aquila -verbose

-localModules mtrnn. If it is already running simply press CTRL+T and

add mtrnn.

3. That should give you the interface shown below. GPU and multi-GPU

implementations are still experimental. I have been working on an

optimised version for the latest NVIDIA Kepler architecture, which is the

reason why some parts are still experimental and needs further testing.
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Figure A.3: SOM module settings GUI.

4. Open options (CTRL-O) and set your parameters. In this case, you can

leave everything as it is, but check that the connectivity is set as shown

in Figure 4. By default, the interface provides the option to

modify/connect three different inputs. This is dynamically read from

/modules/mtrnn/conf/config.ini so if you just need two input modalities

and then you can remove any references to input2 in the configuration

file, which will give you the interface shown below (right). Here you

can customise, which layers connect where, what are the size of context

neurons etc. Each self-organising map is always considered an input, or

if you prefer and input-output layer.

5. Once you are happy with the settings click Ok and click on

/MTRNN/Train or press CTRL-R and select the mtrnnTD.txt file, which

will start the training process.

6. During the training, you will see the progress showing mean square

error on the main interface. You can go to /View/Visualisation or press
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Figure A.4: SOM GUI after training.

CTRL+ALT+V to see self-organising maps, synaptic connections

modified in real-time or the learning progress of individual sequences.

Please note, that selecting this option will slow down the learning

progress as this requires additional step of running forward passes to

calculate how is MTRNN currently able to learn the sequences. Make

sure you do not leave the interface on during the training, always let it

end on the self-organising map tab.

7. Below is the snapshot showing the synaptic connections:

8. The following three snapshots show the original teaching signal for each

sequence and the current ability of MTRNN to reproduce them. This is

by no means a fully trained network, only a snapshot from the training.
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Figure A.5: MTRNN module connectivity settings.

Figure A.6: MTRNN visualisation of synaptic connections.

Saving MTRNN The neural network, training errors and the plot can be

saved once the training finished, which occurs either when the error threshold

or the maximum number of iteration was reached or if you cancelled the

training (/MTRNN/Abort or CTRL+A). Go to /File/Save/ and you will be able

to save everything from there. The neural network file is self-contained, which

means it not only contains all the synaptic connections but also it stores all the

self-organising maps down at the bottom. Feel free to explore the mtrnn.txt
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Figure A.7: MTRNN sequence training.

file, which should come with this tutorial4.

A.6 License

Aquila is open-source project based on the BSD license, which does not

force commercial companies to release their source code in case they use

Aquila source code. Previously Aquila used to be GPL, however, this was

changed to the following license while the author was working in the research

department of NVIDIA in Santa Clara, California:

Copyright 1992-2013 The FreeBSD Project. All rights reserved. Redistribution

4This tutorial as well as the training data can be downloaded from: https://dl.
dropboxusercontent.com/u/81820/Software/MTRNN/MTRNN_tutorial.zip
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and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

• Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

• Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE FREEBSD PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

FREEBSD PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation

are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official

policies, either expressed or implied, of the FreeBSD Project.
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ABSTRACT

Evolved active vision control systems have the ability to 

extract relevant information from an environment in 

order to solve a specific task [1]. This work has the 

objective to investigate an obstacle avoidance and 

navigation systems for space exploration rovers capable 

of performing autonomous tasks in challenging 

planetary terrains. The paper presents an evolutionary 

robotics approach applied to a Mars rover model that is 

equipped with an active vision camera and a neural 

network control system. Preliminary experimental 

results suggest that such an active vision system 

provides a powerful and yet computationally cheap way 

of developing important visual processing strategies to 

navigate in the environment.  

 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

In the near future, autonomous robots are expected to be 

the principal actors in the exploration of Solar System 

planets. The difficulties of planning a human mission 

and the distances that separate the Earth from the other 

planets require the design of robots capable of operating 

autonomously for the majority of the time. Nowadays, 

the time delay that affects the communication between 

the Earth and other Solar System planets makes 

autonomous robot exploration the only feasible way to 

shed light on the mysteries of deep space planets.   

After the successful mission of the Mars Pathfinder in 

which the first semi-autonomous vehicle explored the 

Martian surface, other missions to Mars have been 

programmed and lunched. In 2004 rovers Spirit and 

Opportunity landed on Mars and, besides the planned 

operation time of 90 days, they are still exploring the 

Martian surface after five years [2]. In the light of Spirit 

and Opportunity‟s successes, other robotics missions are 

planned both from NASA and ESA. NASA MSL (Mars 

Science Laboratory) and ESA ExoMars projects are 

based on rovers able to navigate autonomously on the 

surface and provided with scientific instruments that 

allow a number of analyses on Martian terrain and 

atmosphere.    

Navigation and obstacle avoidance behaviors in Spirit 

and Opportunity are accomplished through a set of 

stereo cameras. In particular, the robots are equipped 

with three sets of stereo camera pairs. One pair is 

looking forward, below the solar panel in front. Another 

pair is looking backward, below the solar panel in the 

back, and the last pair is placed on the mast. With the 

images taken by the cameras, a stereo algorithm 

calculates the 3D representation of the terrain in front of 

the robot and other algorithms are used to calculate a 

“traversability” map [3]. Information from the cameras 

is used to create a grid-type traversability map based on 

the terrain around the robot. This map, in turn, is used to 

plan the next action of the robot.  

Besides the techniques actually used on Spirit and 

Opportunity, there is plenty of research on navigation 

and obstacle avoidance for autonomous robots that 

relies on visual information and that can be relevant for 

spatial exploration. For instance, a well studied method 

is the “arcs approach” [4][5]. In the arcs approach, after 

the construction of the 3D representations from the 

cameras, an algorithm is devoted to generate several 

candidate arcs for steering the robots on the terrain. 

After a comparison between different arcs, one of the 

arcs is chosen on the basis of specific criteria (i.e. the 

arc with the largest clearance or, after calculating the 

costs along each arc, the one with the lowest cost is 

selected) and the robot is finally steered along the 

winning arc. 
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2.  FEATURE SELECTION AND ACTIVE VISION 

The methodologies described above rely on a 3D 

representation of the entire scene captured by the stereo 

cameras. The construction of the 3D scene requires 

extremely demanding computation. Given the limited 

energy supply and computational power that is often 

available to robots devoted to planetary exploration, the 

process of creating the entire 3D representation of the 

environment is one of the factors that significantly 

affect the navigation performance of the robot.  

At the basis of this approach there is the idea that 

perception mainly consists in the internal construction 

of a detailed representation of the external world, e.g. 

[6]. According to this view, the main challenge is to 

transform egocentric, incomplete, and noisy sensory 

information into allocentric, complete, and precise 

representations of the external environment. To achieve 

this goal in vision, for example we face the problem of 

inferring the 3D arrangement of the scene from 2D 

images. This explains the importance of relying on 

stereo cameras. Motor behavior (i.e. the interaction with 

the external world) is not viewed as a resource for the 

robot, but rather as a problem to be controlled. The 

result of the perceptual process, in fact, should be as 

independent as possible from the behavior displayed by 

the robot during the collection of sensory data. 

Starting from a different perspective, the active 

perception approach [7][8] assumes that the world can 

be viewed as its own external representation, and 

perception consists in mastering the regularities arising 

from sensory-motor interactions. From this point of 

view, perception is a way of acting, as pointed out by 

O‟Reagan [9]. Active vision, i.e. the application of the 

active perception approach to vision, consists in the 

process of sequentially analyzing only parts of the 

visual scene, rather than the entire scene [10][11]. This 

approach can simplify the computation involved in 

vision processing, by reducing the information load and 

by selecting only characteristics of the visual scene that 

are relevant for a  given task [1][12][13]. 

In the same vein, visual processes implied in vision-

based navigation can be significantly simplified by 

creating a system which is able to select and pay 

attention only to a reduced set of relevant environmental 

features. However, the combination of active vision and 

feature selection is a field still largely unexplored. The 

dominant approach in computer vision generally 

consists of a defining set of predefined features which 

are exploited by an active vision system [14][15]. It is 

interesting to note that the majority of these models do 

not take into account that the types of visual features 

depend also on the sensory-motor and behavioural 

characteristics of the organism in its environment [16]. 

The co-development of active vision and feature 

selection has been especially explored by the 

Evolutionary Robotics approach, which consists of 

encoding the parameters of a neural system 

(architecture, connection weights, time constants, sensor 

position, etc.) of a robot into an artificial genome, and 

evolve a population of such genomes according to a 

fitness function [17]. For example, Harvey et al. 

evolved an evolutionary active vision system in which 

sensory and neural morphology for a robot have been 

evolved for discriminating a triangle and a square [18]. 

More recently, Floreano et al. described a set of 

experiments in which the same neural architecture has 

been implemented on different active vision systems (an 

artificial retina, a wheeled robot and a virtual car) [13]. 

These experiments showed that such a system was able 

to exploit active vision for selecting the relevant 

features in the environment in order to accomplish an 

adaptive task.      

In this paper we will use an evolutionary active vision 

system for a rover navigation task in unknown 

environments. The architecture of the control system 

described here is based upon the work initially explored 

in Floreano et al. [13].  

3.   METHOD 

As we have mentioned before, our approach is based on 

evolutionary robotics (ER). The ER approach 

emphasizes agent‟s embodiment, which means that an 

emerging behavior is not only dependent on various 

properties of the actual robot such as its size, speed, 

degrees of freedom, sensors and actuators, but also on 

the environment with which a robot interacts [19]. ER is 

an excellent technique that allows us to create artificial 

control systems that autonomously develop their skills 

in close interaction with the environment and that 

exploit very simple, but extremely powerful sensory-

motor coordination [20].   

3.1. The rover  

The robot used in this experiment is a 3D simulated 

model of the MSL rover. The model cannot be 

considered as a trustful and detailed representation of 
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the actual rover, but only an approximate copy. This is 

mainly due to the lack of information on the rover‟s real 

dimensions, weights and sizes of different parts, as well 

as of many other design details. According to Centre 

National d'Etudes Spatiales [21], the dimensions of the 

real rover are 2900Lx2700Wx2200H mm and its weight 

is about 775 kg. The physical rover model was therefore 

built considering these details and several diagrams and 

pictures that were available. These limitations are not 

crucial in this study, as at this stage we want to 

demonstrate that it is possible to use an ER approach 

and a simple sensory setup to develop a suitable active 

vision controller able to handle complex obstacle 

avoidance tasks in unknown rough terrains.  

 
Figure 1. 3D physics model of the rover highlighting different 

parts of the rocker-bogie suspension system. 

 
Figure 2. Example of the vision system of the robots, which 

consists in a 5x5 matrix of foveal cells whose receptive fields 

receive input from a gray level image of a limited area (100x100 

pixels) of the whole image. The entire image is 640x480 pixels. 

The motor system of the rover model (see Fig. 1a) 

consists of six wheels, where two front and two rear 

wheels are able to turn up to 90° to either side. The 

rover is capable of overcoming obstacles that are 

approximately of the size of its wheels. This is possible 

thanks to a rocker-bogie suspension system. This 

advanced suspension system is designed to be operated 

at low speed, and consists of two pivotal joints 

connecting two bogies with two rockers [22]. The 

rockers are connected together via a differential join. 

This means the left and right part of the rocker-bogie 

system can move independently while keeping the main 

body levelled. 

The rover is equipped with an active vision camera that 

has two degrees of freedom (pan and tilt). This camera 

was positioned at the top of the rover, approximately 2.2 

metres above ground, and is able to turn within 45° on 

the vertical and 22.5° on the horizontal axis. 

 3.2 System architecture and parameters 

The active vision system is based on a discrete-time 

recurrent artificial neural network (ANN) (Fig. 3). The 

recurrent connections are implemented using 4 memory 

units that maintain a copy of the activations of output 

units at the previous sensory-motor cycle [23]. A set of 

25 visual neurons receive the activation from an 

artificial retina composed of a 5x5 matrix of visual 

(foveal) cells whose receptive fields receive input from 

a gray level image of a limited area (100x100 pixels) of 

the whole image (640x480 pixels) (Fig. 2). Foveal 

activations together with the proprioceptive information 

(motor speed, steering and pan/tilt positions) are fed 

into the neural network. Both visual and proprioceptive 

neurons are fully connected to 4 output neurons that 

modulate the level of force which is applied to the 

actuators directly being responsible for the rover‟s 

speed, steering and direction of the camera. The output 

neurons have a sigmoid activation function with [0, 1]. 

Biases are implemented as weights from input neurons 

with activation values set to -1. The ANN does not have 

a hidden layer, as our previous experiments showed that 

it was redundant and did not help to achieve higher 

fitness [24]. This simple architecture greatly reduces the 

computational demand of the control system, which is 

one of the most important requirements for designing a 

planetary rover. 

The rover‟s motor actions depend on the value of the 

synaptic weights of the ANN. A genetic algorithm was 

used to evolve the weights. The free parameters that 

constitute the genotype of the control system, and that 

are subject to evolution, consist of: 136 synaptic 

weights (100 synaptic weights that connect the 25 

retinal neurons to the 4 motors neurons, 4 

proprioceptive and 4 memory neurons that connect to 

the output neurons, plus 4 biases). Weights and biases 

are encoded as floating point values in the range [-5, 5]. 
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Figure 3. Neural architecture of the active vision system.  

In our experiments we used a population size of 100 

individuals, where the best 20 individuals were allowed 

to produce 5 offspring each with a mutation probability 

of 10% (a mutation occurs by adding to the original 

gene‟s value a quantity in the range [-3, 3]). The only 

exception was the first offspring of the best individual, 

which was copied to the next generation without 

mutation (elitism). This produced a new generation of 

100 individuals that inherit their genes from the best 

individuals of the previous generation. The whole 

evolutionary process lasted 100 generations. At every 

generation, each control system was tested 5 times by 

deploying the ANN in the rover (randomly positioned 

and rotated) and allowing it to act in the environment 

for up to 10000 sensory-motor cycles (i.e. 10000 

activations of the ANN). The evaluation of a particular 

genotype was terminated when a rover fell into a hole or 

crashed into an obstacle. Five evolutionary runs were 

conducted starting from different randomly initialized 

populations. 

The performance of every single control system was 

evaluated according to the fitness function (1) that was 

carefully designed to shape the behavior of the robot for 

effective and reliable exploration and obstacle 

avoidance: 

                                                   (1)   

where the fitness F is a function of the measured speed 

Sp, steering angle St and steering bonus Bs , with each 

of these parameters is in the range [0,1]. Speed Sp is 1 

when the rover goes at the maximum speed and 0 when 

it does not move or goes backward. Steering angle St is 

1 when wheels are straight and 0 when they are turned 

over an angle of 30° from the centre. If for example the 

angle was 15° then St would be 0.5. T is the number of 

trials (5 in these experiments) and S is the number of 

sensory-motor cycles per trial (10000). The steering 

bonus Bs is 1 if the steering position changed since the 

last time step and 0 if not. The GA has to maximize the 

fitness by increasing the value of Sp, St and Bs, which 

implies that a rover has to move at a maximum possible 

speed while steering only when necessary. If a rover 

goes forward at the maximum speed but keeping the 

steering angle over 30° then its final fitness will be 0. 

Similarly, if a rover goes backwards or does not move at 

all, its fitness will also be 0 regardless the steering 

angle. The maximum fitness contribution at each time 

step is therefore 1/(S*T). The final fitness of each 

individual is in a range [0, 1] and it is the sum of all 

contributions from all time steps of all trials. 

Figure 4. Environment used during all of the evolutionary runs 

In order to evolve a good controller, it was necessary to 

create a suitable environment to allow the robot to 

experience different conditions (see Fig. 4). The 

environment is an arena of 60x60m and contains 

inclined and declined surface, three high and three small 

rocks, holes and rough areas. 111 m2 of the terrain is 

covered by obstacles and hence not traversable. 

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The results obtained from all five evolutionary 

experiments show that an effective behavior emerged in 

all replications. Evolved robots can navigate the 

environment with a certain degree of efficacy and are 

able to avoid obstacles of different types by relying on 

the active vision system. The chart in Fig. 5 shows the 

averaged results for the five evolutionary runs. The dark 

grey line shows the maximum fitness reached by the 
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best robots for every generation and the light grey line 

shows the average fitness of the population. 

 

Figure 5. Maximum and average fitness obtained by the robots 

during the evolution (average of 5 replications). Note that, 

according to equation (1), the fitness can never reach 1.0 as the 

rover needs to turn and decrease its speed to avoid obstacles. 

In order to understand the evolved behavior, analyses 

focused on the vision and camera movements, taking 

into account their mutual integration and their 

interaction with the robot‟s steering. The analyses were 

performed to verify the hypothesis that the evolved 

active vision system is able to respond to particular 

features that are common in the environment. The best 

individual of all the five repetitions were used in all 

tests. Two different types of analysis were carried out: 

Original Environment Test, using the same environment 

of the evolution experiments, and the Artificial 

Environment Test using two new environments 

specifically configured to better highlight certain 

properties of the behaviour and to quantitatively 

confirm the observations made during the first test. 

 
 

Figure 6. Shows the three accumulated patters, i.e. the average 

of the recorded images, which affect (a) pan, (b) tilt and (c) 

steering, respectively. 

4.1 Original Environment Test 

(a) In this test, each best evolved individual was 

left free to move in the environment for 106 

(one million) time steps, during which the 

visual input was recorded and then analysed. 

The three images above (Fig. 6 (a), (b) and (c)) 

are the result of accumulation of retinal inputs 

saved every time the rover used the camera 

pan, the tilt or when it significantly steered. 

This was done by comparing previous join 

positions with current positions and if the 

difference was over 3° the image was saved. 

(b) Camera Pan 

In the case of camera pan, as can be seen in Fig. 6a, 

the receptive pixels that affect the camera seem to 

form a triangular pattern with the highest sensitivity 

in the bottom right corner, and gradually decreasing 

in intensity towards the top left corner. This pattern 

is mostly present when the rover moves the camera 

horizontally, in the presence of rocks in its field of 

view.  

(c) Camera Tilt  

In the case of camera tilt, the image in Fig.(6b) 

shows two interesting features. The first is again a 

triangular gradient spreading from the bottom left 

corner and reaching the top right corner. The 

second feature, which is also the most apparent, 

shows a clear horizontal orientation which is 

noticeable from the three bottom lines with the 

strongest intensity in the middle. The rover appears 

to be using the vertical camera movements mostly 

when it detects holes. From the observation of the 

behaviour, the rover uses the tilt for at least two 

reasons. One is to fixate the camera on a feature 

and keep it in the field of view so that it can later 

avoid it. The other is to use tilt for distance 

estimation as the analysis showed that even when 

the retinal input remained approximately the same, 

changes in steering occurred. The tilt and the 

memory integration were the only factors that could 

influence the steering in this scenario. Further 

details on this topic will be given in the next 

section. 

(d) Steering 

The image in Fig. 6c, recorded when the robot 

steers, displays horizontal and vertical lines 

suggesting that the retina is sensitive to different 

features in the environment as none of the obstacles 

seem to have this type of shape. This image appears 

to be an accumulation of at least two different 

features over time. One is the hole, which is 

reflected by the horizontal line. The other seems to 

be an edge of a rock or a cliff, shown as a vertical 

line. By considering that the steering is the 

(a)                         (b)                         (c) 
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behaviour that actually allows the rover to avoid an 

obstacle, it is probable that the recorded 

accumulation pattern is the results of a mixture of 

the pan and tilt activation pattern.    

In addition to these analyses, the trajectory and the 

visual input were analysed for a period of 50000 time 

steps. Figure 7 shows the results of a qualitative analysis 

which examined the association between visual input 

and changes in steering, where the superimposed retinal 

images correspond to critical points in obstacle 

avoidance. As we can clearly see from the figure, 

different visual patters are produced by different 

obstacles. The first and second images on the right of 

the picture show the pattern related to a hole, at the 

moment in which the rover is about to avoid it. 

 
Figure 7. Trajectory and visual inputs from crucial obstacle 

avoidance manoeuvres. 

The pattern is horizontally oriented and the boundaries 

between the ground and the hole are clearly visible. The 

third and the fourth images are related to rocks. In this 

case the visual pattern is rather uniform all over the 

retina and no clear boundaries are present. In the fourth 

image it is possible to notice the vertical orientation of 

the pattern, in contrast with the horizontal one produced 

by the hole.     

4.2 Artificial environment test 

In the following test the ability of the robot to use vision 

for avoiding obstacle has been tested in relation to the 

active movement of the camera. Two different types of 

test scenarios were designed for this test (Fig. 8): 

 Rock-type obstacle test scenario. The individual is 

located in front of a rock obstacle placed at the 

center of the environment.  

 Hole-type obstacle test scenario. The individual is 

set in front of a hole obstacle. 

In both cases the number of times the robot was able to 

correctly avoid the obstacles were recorded. For each of 

these scenarios, two features of the camera‟s movement 

were used independently, in order to further understand 

the contribution of each of them in the avoiding 

behaviour. In particular, tests were run with the robot 

using only tilt, only pan, or both of these features. Each 

test consisted of 200 steps. 

 (a)  

(b)  

Figure 8. (a) Rock-type and (b) Hole-type obstacle starting 

conditions used for the testing the usage of camera pan and tilt. 

The chart in Figure 9 shows the percentages of 

successful trials in which the robot was able to avoid the 

obstacle, out of the allowed 200 trials. From this test we 

can draw the following conclusions: (i) the robot is able 

to avoid holes better than rocks and (ii) the tilt feature in 

the active vision strategy makes a larger contribution to 

the successful avoidance of obstacles than the pan. Tilt-

only condition shows a higher percentage of success 

than the pan-only condition in both the scenarios 

considered. Moreover, qualitative comparisons of the 

tilt-only and pan-only conditions indicate that pan 

movements are more related to rocks detection than 

holes (see section 4.1), as the performance decay in 

avoiding rock obstacles is greater than the performance 

decay in holes obstacle.    
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Figure 9. Percentages of successful trials in which the robot 

was able to avoid the obstacle in case of rock-type and hole-

type obstacle and for each of the 3 conditions considered. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Although further analysis and tests would provide a 

clearer picture of the active vision strategy used by the 

evolved agents, from the behavioural analysis and test 

presented here we can try to draw a general description 

of the sensory-motor strategy involved.       

The evolved individuals tested are able to locate and 

track hole-type obstacles better than rocks. This fact, 

however, should be considered in the light of the whole 

evolutionary process. Given that the majority of 

obstacles surrounding the environment are holes, it is 

plausible that a large amount of adaptive pressure 

during the evolution has produced robots more capable 

of avoiding holes, given the higher probability of 

encountering holes than rocks. 

The strategy followed by the rover toward a hole-type 

obstacle is to steer until a low input (black pixels) is in 

the central part of the visual field. This seems to activate 

the tilt of the camera down and the activation of the 

motors for moving forward. Analysis showed that the 

tilting down and moving forward movements were very 

often actuated together when a low input was in the 

central lower part of the visual. This produced an ability 

of the robot to move in parallel to the edges of the holes. 

When the pan movement is inhibited, the rover shows a 

similar behaviour. Even though the robot does not use 

pan very often, this condition prevents the robot from 

achieving a high rate of success in avoiding holes (Fig. 

9). Panning to the right is the most common position of 

the camera. Thus, with the inhibition of the pan 

movement the robot seems not properly „adjusted‟ to the 

situation and makes miscalculations of the hole position. 

This could be explained by the fact that that evolution 

has produced robots that preferably use the steering to 

do panning, instead of the actual camera panning. This 

might be due to the evolution of a simpler vision field 

control. 

Differently than pan, tilt is crucial for the avoidance of 

holes and for the more general navigation ability. Tilt is 

used as a means of determining the distance of holes. 

When the rover tilts the camera down a low output to 

the motors‟ power is produced, so as to reduce the 

speed. On the other hand, when the tilt is sufficient to 

make the camera point to the horizon or above it, the 

rover increases the speed, by making the robot move 

straight. 

In the case of rock-type obstacles, it was evident that the 

rover evolved a better control of the visual field by 

steering, rather than by using the camera‟s pan. Steering 

was used extensively in the process of avoiding rocks. 

In this respect, it is particularly interesting the way in 

which the rover appears to distinguish between rocks 

and holes. The general strategy is as follows: once a low 

value input is detected in the high part of the visual 

field, steering is activated along with tilting down the 

camera. If these actions do not produce a consequent 

low value activation of the input in the middle of the 

vision field, then the obstacle is treated as a rock instead 

of a hole, and the action taken is to increase the steering 

angle. This behaviour is in contrast with the distance-

estimation behaviour in the case of hole-type obstacles. 

In such a case, the tilt down movement maintains low 

value input in the middle of the visual field. This 

indicates a movement towards the hole.  

This type of behaviour closely resembles the action-

perception loop of the sensory-motor strategies 

described in the literature, such as in [8][20][25]. These 

studies were based on different robots, namely a 

khepera wheeled robot, a robotic arm, and a robotic 

hand, respectively. In these cases the robots show a 

sensory-motor behaviour that allows agents to 

disambiguate specific input patterns among a very noisy 

input activation state. This is achieved by acting in the 

environment in such a way to produce a defined 

sequence of input patterns that solely pertains to a 

specific category. The only category that allows the 

robot to produce a given motor sequence is to start from 

the interaction schema actively produced by the robot 

itself (see [9] for a discussion). 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have shown that evolutionary robotics 

techniques are feasible for creating effective control 

system for autonomous robots that use active vision for 

navigation purposes. In particular, we showed that 

evolved robots are able to perform a navigation task in a 

complex environment by using active vision for 

distinguishing between different types of obstacles. The 

behavioural strategies displayed by the robots are also 

interesting and make use of a complex action-perception 

loop, despite the simplicity of the neural controller. 

Given the preliminary, yet encouraging results of the 

experiments presented here, we intend to proceed 

toward a better understanding of the active vision 

systems and the evolution of better and robust control 

systems for autonomous rover devoted to spatial 

explorations.  
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Abstract—The paper presents an evolutionary robotics 

model of the Rover Mars robot. This work has the objective to 

investigate the possibility of using an alternative sensor system, 

based on infrared sensors, for future rovers capable of 

performing autonomous tasks in challenging planetary terrain 

environments. The simulation model of the robot and of Mars 

terrain is based on a physics engine. The robot control system 

consists of an artificial neural network trained using 

evolutionary computation techniques. An adaptive threshold on 

the infrared sensors has been evolved together with the neural 

control system to allow the robot to adapt itself to many 

different environmental conditions. The properties of the 

behavior obtained after the evolutionary process has been 

tested by measuring the generalization performance of the 

rover under various terrain conditions and especially under 

rough terrain conditions. In addition, the dynamics of the co-

evolution between the controller and the threshold has been 

analyzed. Those analyses show that different pathways have 

been explored by the evolutionary process in order to adapt the 

sensing abilities and the control system.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE exploration of remote Solar System planets with 

human crews is currently an enterprise impossible to 

realise. Besides the technical difficulties, the main issue 

regards the huge distances involved and the long time 

required to reach such remote regions of the Solar System. It 

is expected that in the near future, robotics and autonomous 

robots in particular, will play an essential role in planetary 

exploratory mission. When communication delay between 

the robot and the Earth is hours, devising advanced 

autonomous capability for an exploring robot is the only 

route toward the expansion of our knowledge into deep 

space. Therefore, full autonomy of robots and their ability to 

rely on their own abilities to accomplish mission operations 

will be more and more crucial in the future.  

Mars Pathfinder, launched in 1997, has been the first 

exploratory mission in which a semi-autonomous vehicle, 

called Sojourner, landed on the Martian surface. After Mars 

Pathfinder, more sophisticated robots, such as the rovers 

Spirit and Opportunity, were landed on Mars in 2004. The 

rovers were designed to withstand harsh Martian conditions 

for only 90 days, although after five years they are still 

exploring Mars and bringing new discoveries [1]. The future 

NASA’s rover mission is called Mars Science Laboratory 

(MSL) and it is to be launched in 2011. This mission 

involves a rover carrying more sophisticated instruments that 
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will help answering questions about Mars history, climate, 

geology, possible life and it will also prepare for future 

human exploration. The rising interest on this type of 

missions is also strengthened by the fact that, alongside the 

NASA projects, several other projects are under 

development by the European Spatial Agency, as well as 

China and Japan.    

The ability to navigate efficiently within an unknown 

environment, by autonomously avoiding obstacles, is a basic 

ability that every exploratory robot has to show in order to 

be effective. In addition, the obstacles can have different 

characteristics, such as rocks, holes in the terrain or a 

particularly rough surface that could be potentially 

dangerous for the robot. These differences require the robot 

to have the ability to distinguish between the different types 

of obstacles and actuate the appropriate avoidance 

maneuvers.  

The above-mentioned rovers Sojourner, Spirit and 

Opportunity use stereo cameras for navigation and obstacle 

avoidance. The two more recent robots Spirit and 

Opportunity, in particular, are equipped with three sets of 

stereo camera pairs. One pair is looking forward, under the 

solar panel in front. Another pair is looking backward, under 

the solar panel in the back, and the last pair is placed on the 

mast. This camera is mainly used for navigation purposes. 

With the images taken by the cameras, a stereo algorithm 

calculate the 3D representation of the terrain in front of the 

robot and other algorithms are used to calculate a 

“traversability” map [2]. The information of this map is then 

used to calculate the next action of the robot. However, there 

are no other means for the rovers to sense the obstacles if 

these cameras failed. For this reason, it is worth to explore 

other possible solutions that allow the rovers to navigate and 

avoid obstacles, besides the use of stereo cameras. These 

alternative methods might represent useful complements in 

the sensory systems of robot which has to operate in difficult 

conditions into deep space, where any possible human 

intervention is prevented by the huge communication delays. 

In this paper we will explore the feasibility of an 

alternative obstacle avoidance system based on a set of 

infrared sensors that provide the robots with information 

about the presence of obstacles within a given range in its 

proximity. The system presented is able to deal with 

different types of objects, such as rocks, holes and 

moderately rough surface. 

 To investigate this alternative methodology, a 3D physics 

rover as well as a terrain model was built using Open 

Dynamics Engine (ODE), which is an open source library 

for simulating rigid body dynamics (www.ode.org). The 

computer model of the rover is based on the approximate 

dimensions of the MSL rover and its control system consists 

Co-evolving controller and sensing abilities in a simulated Mars 

Rover explorer   

M. Peniak, D. Marocco, A. Cangelosi 
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of an artificial neural network (ANN) whose synaptic 

weights were evolved using evolutionary computation 

techniques.  

We are aware that within the field of evolutionary 

robotics, obstacle avoidance and navigation behaviors are 

well known topics that have been widely used in the past to 

demonstrate the feasibility of the evolutionary approach in 

the robotic domain. Alongside the new focus in this paper on 

the co-evolution of controller and sensor properties, such as 

the infrared sensors threshold (for previous works on sensor 

evolution see [22]), this paper is a preliminary attempt to 

extend the domain of the evolutionary techniques to 

interplanetary robotics to demonstrate the potential 

feasibility and robustness of such an approach when applied 

to the realm of planet exploration. This requires the 

consideration of the complexity of a hypothetical 

exploratory mission on a planetary surface, such as the 

issues of exploring, in a safe mode, an unknown 

environment by autonomously finding an effective route on 

a rough surface full of unpredictable obstacles and by taking 

into account the limited computational capability of the on-

board hardware [5]. The accomplishment of such a task 

requires, on one hand, a control system that must be able to 

sense the different types of obstacles and to deal with a 

rough terrain that can often make it hard to navigate on it. 

The robot should be able to autonomously assess when a 

terrain is safe for navigation or when it is better to change 

direction. On the other hand, the limited on-board computing 

and electrical power forces us to reduce the complexity of 

the algorithms that provide the required navigation 

capabilities.  

Navigation in rough terrain is a topic that has been 

addressed in different ways. A number of projects have 

employed behavior-based navigation methods [17][18]. In 

these studies, the whole behavior of the robot is the outcome 

of a complex interaction between simple sub-behaviors 

predefined by the researchers. Some researchers have used 

the so-called “arcs approach” [19][20]. In the arcs approach, 

an algorithm in devoted to generate several candidate arcs 

and, after a confrontation, one of the arc is chosen on the 

basis of some criteria (i.e. the arc with the largest clearance 

or, after calculating the costs along each arc, the one with the 

lowest cost is selected) The robot is then steered along the 

winning arc. In other works, the steering of the robot is 

calculated by creating a local terrain map surrounding the 

robot position into a grid-type traversability map [21].           

In evolutionary robotics, the most recent studies that 

explicitly address the issue of the navigation in rough 

terrain, by avoiding obstacles and holes, are mainly based on 

coordinated motion behavior. This approach aims to solve 

the problem by the evolution of complex coordinated 

behaviors of simple interconnected mini-robots [6]. Another 

approach is based on the idea of reconfigurable robots, 

where robots can adopt different shapes in order to cope 

with different environmental conditions [7][8][9]. In contrast 

to the previous studies, our intention is to use a single robot, 

based on a model of the MSL rover, and investigate whether 

it would be possible to evolve a neural network controller 

able to tackle obstacles like walls, different rocks, rough 

terrain as well as holes and cliffs.  

In this paper we developed a simulation model of the 

MSL rover that is equipped with eighteen infrared sensors 

and a controller based on a Perceptron neural network.  

Because it is necessary to evolve a robot that can deal 

with both rocks and holes, instead of providing the robot 

with different types of sensors, we provided it with an 

evolvable threshold on the sensors. This threshold adaptively 

modifies the activation range of the infrared sensors, in order 

to use front sensors for both rocks and holes detection. In 

this way we allow the evolutionary process to discover the 

best way of integrating the control system with the 

characteristic of the body, by adapting the sensing ability of 

the robot itself. As we will see in the next section, the 

threshold represents a modulation of the sensors that directly 

affects the way in which the robot “senses” the environment 

and, indirectly, its behavior. Therefore, the value of the 

threshold must be well tuned with the robot’s characteristics, 

as well as the characteristics of the environment.          

The threshold, which is evolved together with the control 

system, can differentiate rocks and holes from the noise 

originating from rough terrain, and has been set by means of 

a co-evolutionary process between the rover’s behavior and 

the threshold itself. This suggests that both behavior and 

threshold are interdependent. The system was evolved in an 

environment that contained many different rocks, cliffs, 

holes, walls and areas of rough surface. Results from the 

experiments and testing showed that the system is very 

robust and it is able to adapt to different surface conditions. 

In the following sections we describe our methodology, 

which involves a detailed description of the rover model, its 

neural network controller and the genetic algorithm (GA) 

used to evolve the connection weights of the neural network. 

We will present in detail the experimental setup used 

throughout all evolutionary runs and the obtained results. In 

order to show the reliability of the evolved system, we ran a 

series of tests that measured the robustness and adaptability 

to different environmental circumstances. Furthermore, we 

will present a series of tests and analysis that allow to clarify 

the role of the threshold and the different evolutionary 

pathways undertaken by the co-evolutionary process.  

II. METHOD 

As we have mentioned in the introduction, our approach is 

based on evolutionary robotics (ER) [3]. The ER approach 

emphasizes agent’s embodiment, which means that an 

emerging behavior is not only dependent on various 

properties of the actual robot such as its size, speed, degrees 

of freedom, sensors and actuators, but also on the 

environment with which a robot interacts [10]. ER is an 

excellent technique that allows us to create artificial control 

systems that autonomously develop their skills in close 

interaction with the environment and that exploit very 

simple, but extremely powerful sensory-motor coordination 

[11].   
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A. The Rover Model 

The robot used in this experiment is a 3D simulation 

model of the MSL rover. The model cannot be considered as 

a trustful and detailed representation of the actual rover, but 

only an approximate copy. This is mainly because of the 

lack of information on the rover’s real dimensions, weights 

and sizes of different parts, as well as of many other details. 

According to Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales [14], the 

dimensions of the real rover are 2900Lx2700Wx2200H mm 

and its weight is about 775 kg. The physical rover model 

was therefore built considering these details and several 

diagrams and pictures that were available. These limitations 

are in this study not crucial as at this stage we want to 

demonstrate that it is possible to use an ER approach and a 

simple sensory setup to develop a suitable controller able to 

handle complex obstacle avoidance tasks in unknown rough 

terrains.  

The motor system of the rover model (see Fig. 1a) 

consists of six wheels where two front and two rear wheels 

are able to turn up to 90° to either side. The rover is capable 

of overcoming obstacles that are approximately of the size of 

its wheels. This is possible thanks to a rocker-bogie 

suspension system. This advanced suspension system is 

designed to be operating at low speed, and consists of two 

pivotal joints connecting two bogies with two rockers [15]. 

The rockers are connected together via a differential join. 

This means the left and right part of the rocker-bogie system 

can move independently while keeping the main body 

leveled. 

The rover is equipped with a sensory apparatus that 

comprehends 18 infrared sensors in order to provide 

sufficient information from the surrounding environment. 

Two different sets of sensors were used to accommodate 

detection of various obstacles (see Fig. 1b). The first set 

consists of six lateral sensors which provide extra safety 

when the robot approaches obstacles from a side. These 

sensors have a range of three meters and are not able to 

detect holes. Lateral sensors cover an area of approximately 

200° around the rover, leaving the front area deliberately 

uncovered. These sensors return either 0 (no obstacle) or 1 

(obstacle present), when the sensor is activated by the 

presence of an obstacle within the activation range of the 

sensor.  

The second set consists of 12 infrared sensors with the 

maximum reach of five and half meters. These infrared 

sensors, which we call ground sensors, are positioned on the 

rover’s camera and pointing downward at 45° angle and 

reaching the ground approximately three meters in front of 

the rover. The twelve sensors are positioned and directed so 

that they are able to reach around 400 mm more than the 

level of the ground. Ground sensors constantly scan the 

distance from the surface and are able to detect both rocks 

and holes. Each of these sensors returns a floating point 

value from 0 (no feedback) to 1 (strongest feedback). Holes 

or cliffs can be detected by the rover when it loses sensory 

feedback from the ground (i.e. ground sensor returns a value 

0). The same sensors allow the robot to detect dangerous 

rocks or excessively rough terrain. This is achieved thanks to 

a particular threshold. When the activation of a sensor 

reaches that threshold it means that the robot is facing an 

insurmountable rock or a potentially dangerous rough 

terrain. If a sensor’s output goes over this threshold (a rock) 

or returns 0 (a hole) then its output value is changed from 0 

(not active) to 1 (active). On the other hand, if the returned 

value stays within a certain boundary, which is given by the 

threshold, then a sensor returns 0. From this perspective a 0 

activation can be seen as safe zone and 1 as an obstacle in 

the front. To model the lateral sensors and the ground 

sensors we aimed to simulate the existing infrared sensors 

Sharp 3A003 and Sharp 0A700, respectively. 

In earlier experiments the threshold was manually set to 

0.2, which was estimated from the terrain roughness. 

However, the robot did not evolve a good behaviour with 

this threshold value as it had problems distinguishing 

roughness from flat terrain. In order to provide the robot of 

more flexibility and allow the system to be completely free 

to adapt autonomously to the environment, the value of the 

threshold was not pre-set, but rather evolved throughout the 

evolutionary process. In this case the evolutionary process 

can find a threshold value which is more suitable to the 

physical characteristic of the rover and to a particular 

environment. Threshold can be in a range [0,1].  

In addition to the above sensors, the rover is provided 

with a couple of internal sensors measuring its speed and 

steering angle.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1. 3D physics model of the rover highlighting different parts of the 
rocker-bogie suspension system (left). Side view (top right) and front view 

(bottom right) of the rover showing lateral and ground sensors and their 

positions. 

B. System Architecture and Evolutionary Parameters 

The control system is a fully-connected feedforward ANN 

with evolvable bias and discrete time (see Fig. 2). A set of 

18 sensory neurons receive the activation from the 18 

infrared sensors of the rover and an additional set of 2 

proprioceptive neurons encode the value returned by the 

internal sensors, which provide information about the speed 

and the position of the wheels. The 20 sensory neurons are 

fully connected to 2 motor neurons that modulate the level 
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of the force which is applied to the actuators, which are 

directly responsible for rover’s speed and steering, 

respectively. Motor neurons have sigmoid activation 

functions:  

 

                            (1)  

in the range [0, 1], where x is the weighted sum of the inputs 

minus the bias. Biases are implemented as a weight from an 

input neuron with an activation value set to -1. The ANN 

does not have a hidden layer as our previous experiments 

showed that it was redundant and did not help to achieve 

higher fitness. This simple architecture greatly reduces the 

computation demand of the control system, which is one of 

the most important requirements for designing a planetary 

rover. 

 

Fig. 2. Feed-forward neural network used as a control systems for the 

rover in the evolutionary experiments. 

 

Rover’s actions depend on the value of the synaptic 

weights of the ANN. So that, each weight must be set to an 

appropriate value to produce a desired output and, as we 

mentioned before, a genetic algorithm was used to evolve 

them. The free parameters that constitute the genotype of the 

control system and that are subject to evolution consist of: 

42 synaptic weights (the 40 synaptic weights that connect 

the 20 sensory neurons to the 2 motors neurons, plus the 2 

biases) and a single gene which encodes the threshold 

applied to the ground sensors. Weights and biases are 

encoded as floating point values in the range [-1, 1] and the 

threshold in the range [0, 1].  

In our experiments we used a population size of 100 

individuals, where the best 20 individuals were allowed to 

produce 5 offspring each with a mutation probability of 10% 

(a mutation occurs by adding to the original gene’s value a 

quantity in the range [-1, 1]). The only exception was the 

first offspring of the best individual, which was copied to the 

next generation without mutation. This is often known as 

elitism where the best solution is always preserved by not 

allowing mutations to change its genes. In this way we 

produced a new generation of 100 individuals that inherit 

their genes from the best individuals of the previous 

generation. The whole evolutionary process lasted 100 

generations. In each generation, each control system was 

tested 10 times by deploying it in the rover (randomly 

positioned and rotated) and allowing it to act in the 

environment for up to 3000 sensory-motor cycles, that is, 

3000 activations of the ANN. However, this was not always 

the case, as the evaluation of a particular genotype was 

terminated when a rover fell into a hole or crashes into an 

obstacle. 10 evolutionary runs were conducted where each of 

these was initialized with a different randomly generated 

population. 

The performance of every single control system was 

evaluated according to the fitness function (2) that was 

carefully designed to shape the behavior of the robot for 

effective and reliable exploration and obstacle avoidance 

behaviors: 

                            (2)      

where the fitness F is a function of the measured speed Sp 

and steering angle St, where Sp and St are in the range [0,1]. 

Speed Sp is 1 when the rover goes at the maximum speed 

and 0 when it does not move or goes backward. Steering 

angle St is 1 when wheels are straight and 0 when they are 

turned over an angle of 30° from the centre. If for example 

the angle was 15° then St would be 0.5. T is the number of 

trials (10 in these experiments) and S is the number of 

sensory-motor cycles per trial (3000 in these experiments). 

Equation (2) shows how the fitness is calculated at every 

sensory-motor cycle. Thus, the GA has to maximize the 

fitness by increasing the value of Sp and St, which implies 

that a rover has to move at a maximum possible speed while 

steering only when necessary. In fact, if a rover goes 

forward at the maximum speed but keeping the steering 

angle over 30° then its final fitness would be 0. Similarly, if 

a rover goes backwards or does not move at all, its fitness 

would also be 0 regardless the steering angle. The maximum 

fitness contribution at each time step is therefore 1/(S*T). 

The final fitness of each individual is in a range [0, 1] and it 

is the sum of all contributions from all time steps of all trials. 

In order to evolve a good controller, it was necessary to 

create a suitable environment to allow the robot to 

experience different surface conditions (see Fig. 3.). The 

environment that was modeled for this purpose is an arena of 

60x60m and contains inclined and declined surface, three 

high and three small rocks, holes and rough areas. 111m
2
 of 

the terrain is covered by obstacles and hence not traversable. 

 
Fig. 3. Environment that was used during all evolutionary runs. 
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III. RESULTS 

The results obtained from all the ten evolutionary 

experiments show that an effective behavior emerged in all 

evolutionary runs. In particular, thanks to the general 

behavior optimized by the fitness function and the 

evolutionary threshold, we obtained robots that can navigate 

the environment with a certain degree of efficacy and are 

able to avoid obstacles of different types by dealing with a 

rough terrain. 

The chart in Fig.4 shows the average results of the ten 

evolutionary runs. The graph was created by averaging 

values from all the ten runs. The dark grey line shows the 

maximum fitness obtained by the best individuals, the light 

grey line the average fitness of all the populations and the 

dashed line shows the threshold value across the generations. 

By looking at the graph it can be noticed that while the 

maximum and the average fitness are increasing the 

threshold is decreasing and reaching the optimum value of 

about 0.3 by 50th generation. With this optimized threshold 

the rover can detect all the rocks present in the terrain while 

not being confused by its roughness.  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Fitness graph showing maximum and average fitness as well as 

the threshold. Note that the fitness can never reach 1.0 as the rover needs 
to turn and decrease its speed to avoid obstacles 

A number of results from different evolutionary runs 

showed dramatic changes in the fitness after a suitable 

threshold value was found. This suggests that a good 

behavior can only emerge if a suitable threshold value is 

found. This point will be discussed in the next section. 

Another interesting finding was that even the few 

evolutionary runs that did not end up with high fitness were 

capable to evolve good obstacle avoidance. In order to 

understand the changes in fitness, as well as the differences 

between different experiments, several tests were conducted. 

In particular, tests were designed to evaluate the system’s 

robustness in terms of performance, reliability and 

adaptability to new conditions. These properties of the 

evolved controllers were examined using two different tests 

where the time for genotype evaluation was lengthened to 

10,000 sensory-motor cycles to make sure the system is 

robust. The first test measured the fitness of the best ten 

controllers. For this purpose, the best controller from the last 

generation of each run was evaluated. Each of these 

controllers was tested 100 times from random initial 

positions/rotations and average fitness was recorded. This 

process was repeated on two other terrains (same width and 

length). One terrain had the same obstacles but extra 

roughness, which means that the whole surface was rough. 

The other terrain had extra rocks and holes. The left graph in 

Fig. 5. shows the average fitness of all evolutionary runs for 

the basic terrain. Average fitness value of controllers tested 

on original or rough terrain is around 0.5. This number drops 

dramatically on the terrain with more obstacles and reaches 

the value of 0.38. However, this is not surprising as the 

fitness is affected by the rover steering. In this terrain, the 

rover had to turn much more than in the original terrain, 

which reflected in the lower fitness. The second test 

measured the exploration ability of the best controllers. The 

main purpose of this test was to have a more reliable 

measure of the system performance. It is not surprising that 

fitness decreases when the rover is tested in an environment 

in which it is required to steer much more. Therefore, we 

conducted an additional test, which should reveal whether 

our system is robust or not. For this purpose, the three 

terrains were therefore divided into 400 square blocks 

(20x20), each being 3x3meters long. In this test, we 

recorded the number of squares that a particular controller 

was able to visit. Same as in the previous test, each 

controller was tested 100 times from random 

positions/rotations. The average of these trials was taken and 

used for the statistics where we show the percentage of the 

terrain that the rover was able to explore within a given time 

(10,000 sensory-motor cycles). Note that this percentage 

considers only those squares that the rover can visit. Hence, 

squares covering areas with holes and rocks were not 

considered as it can be seen from (3), where E is the 

percentage of the explored terrain, Svisited is the number of 

visited squares, Stotal is the total number of squares and 

finally Sobstacles is the number of squares covering obstacles 

(37 for the first two terrains and 91 for the terrain with more 

obstacles). 

 

                          (3) 

This approach help us to understand the extent to which the 

evolved system is robust as this test is not so much affected 

by the number of obstacles in the terrain. As it can be seen 

from the right graph in Fig. 5 there is only a slight difference 

in exploration success on the three terrains. The average 

exploration was 41.8% on the original terrain, 42.4% on the 

rough terrain and 38.3% on the terrain with more obstacles. 

The results obtained from the terrain with more obstacles 

deviate more (3.5%) from the original terrain than the results 

from the rough terrain (0.6%). However, this small 

difference is negligible and it seems to be caused by the fact 

that the rover tends to explore more often same areas of the 
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terrain. It is more likely for the rover to explore less of the 

environment if there are many obstacles, which cause the 

rover to visit the same places more than once, rather than 

moving over new areas. In other words, the presence of 

many obstacles makes it less likely that all parts of the 

terrain are explored within 10,000 sensory-motor cycles. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Graphs showing average fitness (left) and exploration (right) of 
all evolutionary runs. 

IV. CO-EVOLUTION OF THRESHOLD AND CONTROL 

SYSTEM 

The co-evolution between the threshold value and the 

neural network weights resulted in several different 

evolutionary scenarios. All of these are different, however, 

they all point out that this co-evolution is important for 

achieving a good behavior of the robot.  

We conducted a series of tests to confirm our assumptions 

that the neural network and the threshold co-evolved 

differently in each of the cases in Fig. 6.  

In some cases the evolution started to exploit behavior 

only when a suitable threshold value predominated a 

particular population. This can be noticed from the Fig. 6 

1.a), where at around the 20th generation the threshold value 

started to oscillate between 0.29 and 0.49, which seems to be 

very close to the upper and lower boundary for a usable 

threshold. Only when this threshold settled and spread 

throughout the whole population the evolution started to 

work on exploiting the behavior. It seems that there is a 

certain degree of threshold stability that is necessary in order 

to enable the evolution to discover and exploit a good 

behavior. This is apparent from the Fig. 6.1a), where the 

fitness began to increase at around 50th generation when the 

threshold value got stabilized. Tests did not show any 

difference in fitness when the best evolved individual was 

tested with the threshold value of 0.369 instead of its 

original threshold of 0.346 that was characteristic for the 

evolutionary stage where the obstacle avoidance behavior 

was not present (see Fig. 6 1.b)).  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Fitness graphs together with changing threshold value from 

selected evolutionary runs. Column graphs show the results from testing 
of this threshold on best evolved individuals and also on those previous 

evolutionary stages (see text for details). 
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This effect is mostly due to the similarity of both 

threshold values. We can conclude that in this case the 

evolution was not able to discover a good behavior when 

there was a lot of instability in the threshold. As we have 

already mentioned, only when the threshold is stabilized the 

good behavior can be found. In such a case, therefore, the 

co-evolution resulted in the development of good controllers 

upon stabilizing the threshold value.  

In a different run the evolution was not able to exploit a 

certain behavior with the threshold of around 0.48. Only 

when the threshold started to decrease after 55th generation 

the fitness started to rise. This can be noticed from the graph 

in Fig. 6. 2.a), where the best fitness line looks like a mirror 

image of the threshold line. This evolutionary process of 

lowering the threshold value from 0.48 down to 0.23 led to 

increased fitness from 0.55 up to 0.79. This suggests that the 

evolutionary process could not shape the weights in the 

neural network when the threshold was high. To confirm this 

and to understand better the interdependence between a 

particular behavior and a threshold we ran the same test as in 

the previous case. In contrast to the first co-evolutionary 

type, where the evolution was waiting for the threshold 

stability, this co-evolutionary case displays different 

properties. The test that was conducted (see Fig.6 2.b) shows 

that fitness of the best evolved individual is significantly 

affected when its original threshold value (0.23) is changed 

for the threshold value present in the 49th generation (0.36). 

This suggests that the behavior was very dependent on the 

original threshold, which also highlights the importance of 

the co-evolution between the two. In contrast, when the best 

individual from 49th generation was tested with the best 

threshold the fitness did not significantly change, which 

implies that at that evolutionary stage the obstacle avoidance 

behavior as well as its dependence on the threshold was not 

present.  

The last two co-evolutionary examples showed that 

fitness increased either by stabilizing a threshold value (the 

first case) or by minimizing it to a suitable number (the 

second case). However, in both of these runs a reasonably 

good obstacle avoidance behavior was not present. It only 

began to emerge after either of these changes took place. In 

contrast to this, the last case (see Fig. 6 3.a) is very different. 

Here the fitness increased to 0.59 with a surprisingly high 

threshold of 0.77. With such a high threshold the rover is not 

able to detect the obstacles, however, it is still able to detect 

holes and walls. It was apparent that even at this 

evolutionary stage there was already a reasonably good 

behavior that allowed the rover to avoid most of the 

obstacles apart from the rocks and the rough surface. It 

seems that during this evolutionary stage only those 

individuals were selected that did not come across many 

rocks. It is worth to note that these individuals had already a 

good behavior, however, the high threshold value did not 

allow them to detect rocks in most of the cases. To 

demonstrate that this was the case we ran the same test as in 

the previous two cases. This time we tested the individual 

from 35th generation, as this was the early evolutionary 

stage after which the threshold value started to decrease. 

When the best individual was tested with the original 

threshold (0.26) the fitness reached the value of 0.62. On the 

other hand, when the same individual was tested with the 

threshold value typical for 35th generation (0.77), the fitness 

dropped to 0.57. In this case, the high threshold simply 

prevented the rover from detecting these rocks, which 

resulted in lower fitness. More interesting was the test in 

which the best individual from 35th generation was tested 

with the best threshold from 99th generation (0.26). The 

results proved that our assumption that the behavior was 

already present at these early evolutionary stages was right 

because the fitness increased dramatically when the rover 

could use the best threshold value. As it can be seen from the 

Fig. 6. 3.b) the fitness increased from 0.49 to 0.62, which is 

very close to the fitness of 0.69 achieved by the best evolved 

rover. This test proves that the good obstacle avoidance 

behavior was already present during early evolutionary 

stages. However, higher fitness was not achieved due to the 

fact that the system could not fully optimize as a result of 

high threshold.    

The present analysis on the co-evolutionary process show 

that, in order to obtain a suitable behavior a fine adaptation 

of the control system and the threshold is required and the 

evolutionary strategy exploited by the system can be 

different. This fact indicates that the co-adaptation between 

the sensing abilities and the controller is a complex process 

that takes into account all the factors involved in the 

development of the behavior: i) the body and its possibility 

to adapt to the environmental characteristics, through the 

evolution of the threshold; ii) the environment, that acts in 

shaping the value of the threshold and, finally, iii) the 

control system that has to move the robot on the basis of the 

information provided by sensors. None of these factors is 

predominant in the evolution of the adaptive behavior and 

the analysis clearly show that the evolution can work 

indifferently by exploiting any possible interaction between 

parameters: by stabilizing the threshold and then adapting 

the control systems, by stabilizing the control system and 

then working on the threshold or by working at the same 

time on both factors.       

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the rover model equipped with the 

evolved neural network controller is able to deal with 

different types of obstacles by distinguishing between terrain 

roughness noise and dangerous obstacles thanks to the 

evolvable threshold. The threshold allows the rover to adapt 

its “sense” to the characteristic of the environment and it is 

particularly relevant for dealing with terrains of different 

roughness.  

Our tests indicate that the system is very robust and able 

to maintain the obstacle avoidance behavior under different 

circumstances and in different environments.  

It is worth noting that the exploration and the obstacle 

avoidance behaviors are not obtained through a pre-designed 

pattern of interaction between the rover and the 

environment. Rather, they are the emergent product of a 

fitness function that works at the level of the whole behavior 

of the robot. Those behaviors are actually discovered 

autonomously by the evolutionary process and are functional 
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to the optimization of the global fitness used for the 

evolution. We are convinced that this property of 

evolutionary robotics can be very useful to design a robust 

and computationally light controller, capable to deal with 

some of the peculiar problems which will be facing the 

future planetary robotics missions. As we have shown in this 

work, the evolved neural network controllers can be 

extremely simple, require only a minimum processing power 

and yet be very robust and reliable.  

In the future we plan to use this system together with an 

active vision pan/tilt camera that would provide the rover 

with navigation capabilities. Active computer vision systems 

are inspired by information gathering of mammals and 

insects. Such systems can greatly simplify the computational 

complexity as they only use information from an 

environment that is necessary to solve a certain task while 

the rest is ignored. Past research in this field demonstrated 

that it is possible to combine an active vision system 

together with feature selection to acquire and integrate 

information from an environment in order to solve a specific 

task [16]. Hence, our future goal is to use both the active 

vision system and the current system to achieve complex, 

robust and reliable, yet computationally cheap behaviors. 

We are aware that future planetary robotics missions will 

have to face many challenges and we are convinced that 

evolutionary robotics is worth to be considered as a possible 

approach that could address several problems that are hard to 

overcome using conventional methods. 
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Abstract— Current methods used to address the prob-
lem of autonomous navigation in planetary rovers rely on
computationally expensive algorithms and elaborate 3D
sensing strategies. This paper presents a low complexity
alternative based on an evolved neural controller using
continuous-value infrared sensors. A unified framework
is presented for developing such controllers in virtual
planetary rovers, utilising the latest advances in parallel
optimisation by way of island model evolution. Prelim-
inary results are presented demonstrating that this ap-
proach is capable of producing successful navigation and
obstacle avoidance behaviours, showing that equivalent
or better results can be achieved relative to traditional
genetic algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

An imperative problem currently faced in the
robotic exploration of the Solar System pertains to
the fundamental communication limits imposed by the
vast distances of interplanetary space, limits which
make the real-time remote control of space robots
impossible for most interesting missions. As a result,
the continued future success of unmanned space ex-
ploration relies heavily on the ability to design robust
autonomous systems.

A. Background

The Mars Pathfinder mission, launched by NASA
in 1997, was the first to successfully land a semi-
autonomous vehicle on the Martian surface (named
Sojourner), a success which was later repeated and
surpassed in 2004 with the dual-landing of the Mars
Exploration Rovers (MER) Spirit and Opportunity.
While designed to function for only 90 days in the
harsh Martian environment, both Spirit and Oppor-
tunity are continuing to perform experiments and
transmit important scientific data after half a decade
of near-continuous operation [1]. There are still how-
ever many unanswered questions regarding Mars’ at-
mosphere, geology and possible biology for which
more sophisticated instruments are required to answer.
Many of these answers will be essential in paving the
way for future crewed missions to the planet, a goal
set out both by the European Space Agency in its
Aurora Programme in 2001 and by the US govern-
ment on 14th January 2004 in The Vision for Space

Exploration. In order to address these questions, both
NASA and the European Space Agency have sched-
uled further robotic missions to the planet, namely
the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) and ExoMars
missions respectively.

In the case of a planetary rover, the most essential
autonomous capabilities required to prevent a mission
failure are those of efficient navigation and obstacle
avoidance within unknown environments. In a com-
plex planetary terrain, there are many environmental
factors that need to be considered for this, such as
gradient, roughness, rocks, holes and terrain stability
(a factor which recently contributed to the permanent
immobilisation of the Spirit rover [1]).

To facilitate navigation and obstacle avoidance be-
haviours, all of the successful rovers to date (i.e. So-
journer, Spirit and Opportunity) have utilised stereo-
camera sensing. In the case of the two most recent
vehicles — Spirit and Opportunity — three sets of
stereo-camera pairs are installed: one fore-facing, one
aft-facing, with a third primary pair situated on the
mast. The data from these cameras is processed using
a combination of stereo algorithms to construct a 3D
representation of the immediate terrain as well as a
local traversability map [2]. These are then used to
select the next action of the robot.

Other well-studied methods for navigating unknown
environments include:

• The arcs approach: In this method a 3D model of
the environment is produced upon which several
candidate arcs are generated. These arcs are then
evaluated according to some utility function and
the best one is selected to steer the robot [3], [4].

• Behaviour-based navigation: Here, obstacle
avoidance behaviours emerge from a complex
interaction of elementary sub-behaviours which
are predefined by a programmer [5], [6].

• Grid-type traversability maps: The steering of the
robot is calculated by mapping the immediate
environment into a grid, which is then searched
to find the most efficient route [7].
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B. Objectives & rationale

Given the above-listed methods currently employed
in the navigation of unknown environments, the au-
thors sought to develop a framework to investigate the
potential for less algorithmically-complex control sys-
tems utilising alternative fault-tolerant sensing meth-
ods — objectives especially pertinent to the domain of
space exploration, where computational resources and
human intervention are both severely constrained [8].

As discussed, all of the rovers currently deployed
depend upon 3D cameras for navigation — an inherent
mission vulnerability. Should these cameras fail, it
follows that the robots would be left incapable of
safely navigating their environment in an autonomous
manner. For this reason it is worth exploring low-cost
backup or complementary sensing systems.

C. Approach

A unified framework and test platform were de-
veloped to explore the potential of controllers based
upon the principles of evolutionary robotics (ER). In
this paradigm the control system of a robot comprises
of an artificial neural network (ANN) whose synaptic
weights are optimised offline by way of the Darwinian
principle of selective reproduction with variation [9].
The rationale for choosing ANNs as the control system
stems from their low computational overhead, gener-
alisation abilities, and tolerance to input noise.

Recent attempts in evolutionary robotics to deal
with the problem of traversing rough terrains have
focused largely on the idea of coordinated motion
behaviour, where several interconnected mini-robots
act collaboratively to produce complex locomotive
strategies [10]. Other strategies have looked at the use
of morphologically-reconfigurable robots capable of
adapting to the physical properties of their environ-
ment [11], [12], [13].

In contrast to the studies mentioned above, this
work uses a 3D physics simulation of a single robot
modelled on the MSL rover, deployed in a Mars-
like environment and implemented using the Open
Dynamics Engine (ODE), an open source library for
simulating rigid body dynamics (http://www.ode.org).
To date, two minimal-complexity control architec-
tures have been studied on this simulation platform:
1) a simple feed-forward neural controller using bi-
nary infrared sensors with evolvable activation thresh-
olds [14], and 2) a recurrent neural-network based
active-vision system [15].

The study detailed herein looks to build upon the
original work mentioned in point one above by adopt-
ing analogue infrared sensors, returning a floating-
point value for increased terrain sensitivity, and a
control system optimised using a parallel island-model
genetic algorithm (GA) — an evolutionary strategy
originally developed by Cohoon et al. [16], [17] and

inspired by the theory of punctuated equilibria [18].
This theory postulates that speciation in the natural
world arises from brief periods of rapid evolution
punctuated by long periods of evolutionary stasis (see
[19], [20]), of the sort that might occur in archipela-
goes where the populations in separate islands diverge
over time, undergoing rapid evolution when new so-
lutions enter the population via inter-island migration.

Applying the island paradigm to artificial evolu-
tion affords the ability to split a large population
into several subpopulations, or islands, which can be
evolved in parallel. This allows for the full utilisation
of parallel hardware, drastically reducing the evolution
time. To facilitate the sharing of genetic material
between these subpopulations, the best individuals
from each island are selected at predefined intervals
and exchanged to simulate the process of inter-island
migration. This has the additional benefit of preventing
any one population converging to a local optima, as
shown by Ampatzis et al. [21] in a first application of
the paradigm to the optimisation of neural controllers.
The island model paradigm has also proven successful
in the parallelisation of other global optimisation algo-
rithms when applied to difficult and high dimensional
problems [22], [23]. It is the aim of the authors to
extend this success of the island model in evolutionary
robotics, and in particular to the domain of planetary
rover navigation by integrating the Mars rover physics
simulator with the Parallel Global Multiobjective Op-
timiser (PaGMO), an island model framework devel-
oped by the European Space Agency’s Advanced Con-
cepts Team (http://sourceforge.net/projects/pagmo).

In the study delineated in the following sections,
the neural controllers were evolved using the island
model, with each island evaluating against an envi-
ronment featuring a combination of rocks and holes.
In this study is has been found that the island model is
capable of evolving solutions of at least comparable
quality to traditional, sequential GAs, while signifi-
cantly reducing the time required to do so.

II. METHOD

As outlined in the introduction, the approach
adopted in this work is that of evolutionary robotics
(ER), an emerging paradigm that draws upon Dar-
winian principles to exploit the important coupling
between an embodied agent and its environment [24],
resulting in extremely powerful sensory-motor abili-
ties [25]. To date, the complexity of neuro-controller
solutions derived from the evolutionary method is
lower than systems designed with expert knowledge.
To address this shortcoming, the island model is being
applied to the problem of evolving neural controllers,
which has resulted not only in significant time reduc-
tions in the optimisation process, but has also been
found capable of producing fitter individuals [21].
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Fig. 1. Architectural diagram showing the relationship between
the controller and physics simulator.

The nature of island demes allows for a much wider
exploration of the search space, while the introduction
of new individuals from other islands via migration
prevents any one of these populations converging on
a local optima. An added advantage of this model is
the ability to study more complex ER scenarios, such
as evolving separate populations for different tasks in
different islands, using migration to integrate these
behaviours.

The exact set up and applications that were explored
in this study are detailed below.

A. Simulator

The simulator1 consists of two logically separate
parts: a controller and a physics simulation of the rover
and its environment (see Fig.1 & 2).

The controller incorporates the functionality of is-
land evolution through the PaGMO libraries as well
as handling the configuration of simulation parame-
ters, such as the neural architecture, terrain, sensor
configuration, graphics and environmental properties.

The physics simulator executes the evaluation of
neural controllers (i.e. genotypes) by deploying them
in the environment and returning a floating-point num-
ber to the controller representing the achieved fitness
of that controller, as defined by a fitness function
(explained below). Due to the logical independence of
the simulator and the controller, it is possible to launch
several simulations concurrently, one for each island.
As the Open Dynamics Engine does not necessitate
rendering the simulation, this model is in no way
dependant upon graphics.

B. Rover Model

The robot used in this experiment is a 3D physics
simulation model of the MSL rover. The model cannot

1Available online: http://sourceforge.net/projects/marsroversim/

be considered an accurate or detailed representation of
the actual rover, but only an approximation. This is pri-
marily due to the paucity of information published on
the rover’s dimensions, mass distribution, component
properties, as well as many other details. According
to the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales [26], the
dimensions of the real rover are 2900 mm × 2700 mm
× 2200 mm, with a total mass of approximately
775 kg. The physics model of the rover was therefore
built using these details and modelled on the several
diagrams available. This modelling imprecision is not
crucial to this study however, as the aim is not to con-
struct an accurate simulation of the MSL, but rather
demonstrate the application of evolutionary robotics in
developing a suitable controller for planetary rovers.

The motor system of the rover model (see Fig.3)
consists of six wheels where the two front and the
two rear wheels are able turn up to 90◦ to either
side. Through the use of a rocker-bogie suspension
system the rover is capable of surmounting obstacles
that are of the same size as its wheels. This advanced
suspension system is designed to operate at low speeds
and consists of two pivoted joints connecting two
bogies with two rockers [27]. These rockers are con-
nected together via a differential join, meaning the left
and right parts of the rocker-bogie system can move
independently while keeping the rover body parallel
to the ground.

Fig. 2. The Mars rover simulator.

Fig. 3. 3D physics model of the rover showing the different parts
of the rocker-bogie suspension system.

The sensory apparatus used in the rover for this
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study consists of 18 infrared sensors, which are used
to provide information about objects in the imme-
diate proximity of the rover. Two different sets of
sensors are used to accommodate obstacle detection.
The first of these sets consists of six lateral sensors,
affording safety when approaching obstacles from the
side. These sensors have a range of three meters and
cover an area of approximately 200◦ around the rover,
leaving the front area deliberately exposed. Previous
work on the rover implemented a binary sensor model,
returning 1 when an obstacle was present, and 0 when
nothing was in range [14]. This study has looked to
expand the fidelity of these sensors and as such, con-
tinuous value, floating-point sensors have now been
implemented, returning a value between 0 and 1, with
the value depending on the distance of the object from
the rover. As before, 0 indicates no sensory contact,
however 1 now indicates physical contact with the
rover — all values in-between correlate to the object’s
distance.

The second set of sensors consists of 12 infrared
inputs with a maximum range of five and half meters.
These infrared sensors, which shall be referred to as
ground sensors, are positioned on the rover’s camera
mast and point downward at a 45◦ angle, reaching
the ground approximately three meters in front of
the rover. The twelve sensors are positioned and
directed to ensure the range extends to around 400 mm
beyond ground level. Ground sensors constantly scan
the distance from the surface and are able to detect
both rocks and holes. As with the lateral sensors, each
of the ground sensors returns a floating-point value
from 0 (no feedback) to 1 (strongest feedback). Holes
or cliffs can be detected by the rover when it loses
sensory feedback from the ground (i.e. a ground sensor
returns 0). The same sensors also allow the robot to
detect dangerous rocks or excessively rough terrain.
Previously this was achieved through an evolvable
threshold, which would return 1 if either the sensor
value exceeded the threshold (indicating a rock or
dangerously rough terrain), or if there was no contact
with the sensor (indicating a hole) — this way, a 1
would be returned whenever the rover was required to
take action.

In this latest study, one of the aims was to see if this
same behaviour could be produced without the use of a
threshold, passing a floating-point value in the range
[0, 1] directly to the neural network. In addition to
increasing sensor fidelity, analogue sensors ensure that
the way in which the rover responds to environmental
circumstances is shaped entirely by the evolutionary
process, by setting the appropriate neural network
parameters. Evolution is free to shape the ANN to
exploit the signal gradients. While using a thresholded
approach may seemingly simplify the problem, it
introduces biases in the way obstacle avoidance is

performed. To increase the sensitivity at the most
active part of the sensor’s range, an effective length
was defined, ranging from the end of the sensor’s
reach, to half of the beam’s length — all values above
this are returned as 1 (see Fig.4). To clarify, any object
that intersects the sensor beam at ≤ 50% total length,
results in a 1 being returned. Holes return a 0, and all
values in-between are represented with a floating-point
number between 0 and 1.

11

1

0

Rover

Ground Level

Effective Range
[0, 1]

Sensor Beam

Fig. 4. Effective sensor range.

C. Neural Architecture

Fig. 5. Feed-forward neural network used as the control system
for the rover in the evolutionary experiments.

The control system of the rover is a fully-connected,
discrete-time, feed-forward ANN (See Fig.5). It con-
sists of 18 exteroceptive neurons, each activated by
one the rover’s 18 infrared sensors, with 2 additional
proprioceptive neurons encoding the values returned
by the internal-state sensors (wheel orientation and
speed). The 20 sensory neurons are fully connected
to a hidden layer of 5 neurons, which is in turn fully
connected to 2 motor neurons that modulate the level
of force applied to the actuators — responsible for the
rover’s speed and steering. These motor neurons have
the sigmoidal activation function

f(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(1)

in the range [0, 1], where x is the weighted sum of
the inputs minus the bias. Biases are implemented
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as weights on the hidden and output neurons with
an activation value set to -1. The rover’s actions
depend on the values of the synaptic weights of the
ANN, ergo each weight must be set to an appropriate
value to produce a desired output and, as mentioned
previously, a genetic algorithm is used to evolve these.
The parameters that constitute the genotype of the
control system and that are subject to evolution consist
of 117 genes — the 100 synaptic weights that connect
the 20 sensory neurons to the 5 hidden neurons and the
10 synaptic weights that connect the hidden layer to
the motor neurons, plus the 7 hidden and output layer
biases. Weights and biases are encoded as floating-
point values in the range [-10, 10].

D. Evolution

The island model is based on virtual archipelagoes,
defined as chains or clusters of islands (subpoupula-
tions) with specific migration routes between them. In
this study an archipelago was constructed consisting
of 9 islands, each with 10 randomly initialised indi-
viduals (every island having a different seed), giving
a total population of 90 individuals, all of which were
evaluated in the same environment containing 2 rocks
and 2 holes (Fig.6 top). Within the PaGMO library,

Fig. 6. Top: Evolution environment. Middle: Test environment 1.
Bottom: Test environment 2.

feasible migration paths are given by particular topolo-
gies, examples of which include chain, ring, cartwheel,
ladder, hypercube, lattice and broadcast topologies.
For this experiment the ring topology was utilised with
migration commencing every 5th generation.

All of the islands were evolved concurrently using
a genetic algorithm, each island having a population
size of 10 individuals with the best 2 individuals
producing 5 offspring at each generation. Mutation
was subsequently applied to these offspring with a 5%
probability of adding a value to the original gene in
the range [−1, 1]. The best individual of the previ-
ous generation was retained unchanged, replacing the
worst of the 10 offspring (known as elitism). During
each generation, all of the genotypes were evaluated
10 times for 3000 sensory-motor cycles (i.e. 3000
activations of the ANN), each time initialising the
rover with a different starting position and orientation.
This whole process was repeated for 100 generations,
with 10 replications being conducted in total, starting
each time with a different set of randomly generated
individuals distributed across the 9 islands.

The performance of each control system was eval-
uated according to the fitness function in eq. 2, that
was carefully designed to shape the behaviour of the
robot for effective, reliable exploration and obstacle
avoidance behaviours

F =
1

S · T
(Sp · St) (2)

where the fitness F is a function of the measured speed
Sp and steering angle St, where Sp and St are in the
range [0,1]. Speed Sp is 1 when the rover is at max-
imum speed and 0 when it is stationary or reversing.
Steering angle St is 1 when wheels are straight and 0
when they are turned over an angle of 30◦ from the
centre. For example, if the steering angle was 15◦ then
St would be 0.5. T is the number of trials (10 in these
experiments) and S is the number of sensory-motor
cycles per trial (3000 in these experiments). Equation
2 shows how the fitness is evaluated at every sensory-
motor cycle. Thus, the GA has to maximise the fitness
by increasing the value of Sp and St, which implies
that a rover has to move at the maximum possible
speed while steering only when necessary. If a rover
goes forward at the maximum speed but consistently
steers at an angle over 30◦ then its final fitness will
be 0. Similarly, if a rover travels backwards or sits
idle, its fitness will also be 0 regardless of the steering
angle. The maximum fitness contribution at each time
step is therefore 1/(S · T ). The final fitness of each
individual is in the range [0, 1] and it is the average
of all contributions from all time steps of all trials.

To test the robustness and the generalisation capa-
bilities of the final solution, two additional complex
environments were used (see Fig.6), the first featur-
ing inclined and declined surfaces, three high and
three small rocks, rough areas and holes. 111 m2 of
the terrain was covered by obstacles and hence not
traversable. The second environment consisted of a
canyon with a cliff on either side. All environments
used were 60 m2 in area.
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III. RESULTS

A set of simulation experiments was conducted
using the above set up to test the ability of the island
model to produce suitable controllers for planetary
rovers. As an experimental control, a set of optimisa-
tions were carried out using the traditional, single pop-
ulation approach. To ensure parity, both approaches
used the same evolution parameters and evaluated the
same number of individuals (90 individuals × 100
generations). It was found that both approaches pro-
duced controllers capable of navigating in unknown
environments, avoiding obstacles of different types.
Ten replications were performed for both approaches
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Fig. 7. Average fitness during evolution. The island model is
plotted in black and the standard approach in grey. Solid and dashed
lines represent the mean of the maximum and average fitness,
respectively.

— the averages of all replications can be seen in Fig.7,
showing that the island model consistently achieves
higher maximum fitness across all generations, with a
statistically significant difference when tested at the
finial generation (p = 0.05). The main advantage
to the island model, besides from achieving higher
maximum fitness, lies in its ability to parallelise the
evolutionary process, with a time decrease directional
proportional to the number of processors employed.
In this case, the population was split over 9 islands
with each island running on a separate core, effectively
reducing the total optimisation time by a factor of
9. This result empirically proves that the evolution
of neural controllers is capable of being parallelised
using the coarse-grained approach of the island model
and that the migration operator can improve the
evolution process, confirming an important result in
heuristics continuous optimisation.

The behaviour of the controllers is consistent with
what was expected from the fitness function — rovers
travel in a straight trajectory, steering only when it is
necessary to avoid obstacles.

To test the robustness of the solutions, the final
individual from each replication was evaluated for an
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additional 100 trials in the evolution environment (see
Fig.8) as well as two new environments, previously
unseen by the controller (see Fig.9 & 10). As is shown
in the plots, the island model solutions on average out-
perform those from the single population, and perform
much better relative to the traditional approach when
presented with a new and more complex environment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

These simulations have empirically demonstrated
that the island model can produce neural controllers
for planetary rovers, capable of navigating and avoid-
ing obstacles in unknown environments, while using
a continuous value sensor system. It has been shown
that this approach can achieve equivalent or better
results than the classical evolutionary approach, while
drastically reducing the time required for a solution.

This preliminary demonstration has shown the po-
tential of the island model in evolutionary robotics,
and more specifically, the application of new de-
sign strategies and alternative sensing methods to
the design of planetary rovers. As these alternative
approaches continue to progress, it is posited that
they might well provide solutions to problems that are
currently intractable using conventional methods.

Future work on this model will address the effects
of island population size on evolution, as well as the
application of the island model to the design of active
vision systems.
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An island-model framework for evolving neuro-controllers for
planetary rover control

Martin Peniak, Barry Bentley, Davide Marocco, Angelo Cangelosi,
Christos Ampatzis, Dario Izzo, Francesco Biscani

Abstract— Autonomous navigation and robust obstacle avoid-
ance are prerequisites for the successful operation of a planetary
rover. Typical approaches to tackling this problem rely on
complex and computationally expensive navigation strategies
based upon the creation of 3D maps of the environment.
In contrast, this research proposes a simple artificial neural
network relying on infrared sensory input as the control
structure. This paper presents a unified framework for de-
signing such control structures for a simulated rover, taking
advantage of code parallelisation and the latest advances in
global optimisation research. In particular, it details a 3D
physics-based simulation of a planetary rover and a tool set
for performing the optimisation of ANN parameters within
the island model. This paper also presents preliminary results
showing that the aforementioned framework can parallelise the
controller design process without any loss in performance over
traditional methods, and will outline research directions, which
aim to take full advantage of this technique’s potential.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1957, Sputnik, the first human-made satellite orbited
Earth marking the beginning of the Space Age. This remark-
able achievement is considered a monumental point in human
history; for the first time humans had broken free from the
constraints of Earth, triggering the enormous competition
between the USA and Soviet Union that would result in
numerous advancements in space exploration. Apollo 11
reached the apogee of this exciting era when, in 1969, 500
million people from all around the Earth witnessed the first
humans land on the Moon. In the hope of reigniting this
spirit, on 14th January 2004 the US government announced
Vision for Space Exploration, a series of crucial milestones
for the US space program. Robotic missions to the Moon
and Mars were announced in preparation for the first crewed
mission to Mars to be accomplished by 2020. The vision
also outlined hopes of sending robotic and crewed missions
to other scientifically important destinations within the Solar
System. Likely destinations include the satellites of Saturn:
Titan and Enceladus. Titan is the only natural satellite in
the Solar System to have a dense atmosphere and the only
celestial body other than Earth known to have a liquid
surface [1]. Enceladus has an icy surface with cracks and
geysers, suggesting the presence of a liquid ocean beneath
the moon’s surface.
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One of the key problems that exists in the domain of
robotic space exploration pertains to the signal transmission
delays that exist between the Earth and other celestial bodies,
which make real-time remote control virtually impossible.
Advanced autonomous capabilities are therefore vital for
further advancement in space exploration. Mars Pathfinder,
launched in 1997, was the first exploratory mission in which
a semi-autonomous vehicle, Sojourner, landed on the Martian
surface. After Mars Pathfinder, more sophisticated robots
such as the rovers Spirit and Opportunity were landed on
Mars in 2004. These rovers were designed to withstand
harsh Martian conditions for only 90 days, however after
five years they are still exploring Mars and bringing new
discoveries [2]. NASA’s next planned rover mission to Mars,
named Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) is scheduled for
launch in Autumn 2011. This mission involves a rover
carrying more sophisticated instruments that will help answer
questions about Mars’ history, climate, geology, possible life
and ultimately pave the way for future crewed missions. The
rising interest in such missions is also strengthened by the
fact that, alongside the NASA projects, several other projects
are under development by the European Space Agency, as
well as China and Japan.

As mentioned, the ability to act autonomously, in particular
the ability to navigate efficiently within an unknown environ-
ment, is a basic requirement for any planetary robotic vehicle.
In addition, since unknown terrain could be encountered
containing obstacles such as rocks, slopes, terrain roughness
or trenches, a robot is exposed to many potential dangers.
Therefore, to avoid a mission failure, an autonomous plane-
tary robot needs to be able to distinguish between different
obstacles and actuate appropriate avoidance manoeuvres.

The above-mentioned rovers Sojourner, Spirit and Oppor-
tunity use stereo-cameras for navigation and obstacle avoid-
ance. The two more recent robots, Spirit and Opportunity,
are equipped with three sets of stereo-camera pairs. One
pair is forward-facing, under the front solar panel. Another
pair is rear-faced, under the back solar panel, while the
last pair is situated on the mast and used primarily for
navigation purposes. With the images taken by these cameras,
a stereo algorithm calculate a 3D representation of the terrain
in front of the robot, while other algorithms are used to
calculate a ‘traversability’ map [3]. The information of this
map is then used to calculate the next action of the robot.
However, if these cameras fail there are no other means for
the rovers to sense obstacles. For this reason, it is worth
exploring other possible solutions that allow planetary rovers
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to navigate and avoid obstacles, besides the use of stereo-
cameras. These alternative methods might represent useful
complements in the sensory systems of a robot, which has
to operate in difficult conditions in deep-space where any
human intervention is prevented by the long communication
delays.

To investigate such alternative sensing methodologies, a
Mars rover physics simulator was developed using Open
Dynamics Engine (ODE), an open source library for sim-
ulating rigid body dynamics (www.ode.org). The computer
model of the rover is based on approximate dimensions
of the MSL rover while its control system consists of an
artificial neural network (ANN) whose synaptic weights are
evolved using evolutionary computation techniques. This
approach is commonly known as evolutionary robotics [4].
Evolutionary robotics is inspired by the Darwinian principle
of selective reproduction of the fittest and attempts to develop
sensory-motor control systems for autonomous robots in an
automated manner. The selection of ANNs as controllers
stems from their versatility, generalisation capabilities and
tolerance to noisy sensory input.

It is acknowledged that within the field of evolutionary
robotics, obstacle avoidance and navigation behaviours are
well known and widely used to demonstrate the feasibility
of the approach. The research detailed herein, attempts to
extend the existing research to the domain of interplanetary
robotics, in order to more fully demonstrate the potential
and robustness of the approach. This requires consideration
for the hypothetical complexity involved in a planetary
exploration mission, along with all the tasks that entails, such
as safely exploring an unknown environment, autonomously
finding an efficient route over rough terrain and dealing
with unknown obstacles, while at the same time taking into
account the limited computational capability of the on-board
hardware [5]. The accomplishment of these tasks requires
1) a control system capable of identifying and responding
to different types of obstacles while navigating appropriately
and safely over unknown terrain (i.e. the robot should be able
to autonomously assess when a terrain is safe for navigation
or when it is better to change direction), and 2) a low
complexity algorithm capable of producing these behaviours
using low-power hardware.

Navigation in rough terrain is a topic that has been
addressed in different ways. A number of projects have
employed behaviour-based navigation methods [6], [7]. In
these studies, the whole behaviour of the robot is the outcome
of a complex interaction between simple sub-behaviours
predefined by the researchers. Some researchers have used
the so-called ‘arcs approach’ [8], [9]. In the arcs approach,
an algorithm is devoted to generating several candidate arcs,
after which, one of the arcs is chosen on the basis of
some criteria (i.e. the arc with the largest clearance or, after
calculating the costs along each arc, the one with the lowest
cost). The robot is then steered along the winning arc. In
other works, the steering of the robot is calculated by creating
a grid-type traversability map from the terrain immediately

surrounding the robot [10].
In evolutionary robotics, the most recent studies that

explicitly address the issue of navigation in rough terrain
with obstacles, are mainly based on coordinated motion
behaviour. This approach aims to solve the problem by means
of evolving complex coordinated behaviours amongst simple
interconnected mini-robots [11]. Another approach is based
on the idea of reconfigurable robots, where robots can adopt
different shapes in order to cope with different environmental
conditions [12], [13], [14].

In contrast to the previous studies, the intention of this
research has been to use a single robot, modelled on the MSL
rover, to investigate whether it is possible to evolve neural
network controllers capable of circumnavigating different
obstacles. So far the authors have explored the feasibility
of two alternative systems: The first is based on a simple
neuro-controller with infrared sensors, utilising an evolvable
sensitivity threshold to distinguish between rocks, roughness
and holes [15]. The second is a biologically inspired active
vision system, the architecture consisting of an artificial
retinal matrix fed into a recurrent neural network. This
system was found to be capable of detecting different envi-
ronmental features and reacting appropriately based on visual
stimuli [16].

Both of the previous studies with the rover were based
on a classical sequential genetic algorithm (GA) where one
genotype was evaluated after another. However, parallelisa-
tion of GAs can massively decrease the time required for
the evolutionary process. This can be especially beneficial in
computationally demanding problems, as in the case of the
described setup, which requires 3D physics simulations. In
order to implement parallel evolution, inspiration was taken
from the field of evolutionary biology, namely the theory of
punctuated equilibria [17], which states that speciation arises
from brief periods of rapid evolution, punctuated by long pe-
riods of evolutionary stasis (see [18], [19]). One explanation
for how this might occur postulates that the migration of in-
dividuals into new demes gives rise to a sudden influx of new
genetic material, hence allowing for new adaptations. Cohoon
and colleagues were inspired by this theory to develop an
island migration model: a coarse-grained parallel approach
to global optimisation [20], [21] (see [22] for an alternative
model). The authors focused initially on a parallelisation of
genetic algorithms, which was then complemented with the
transfer of individuals between the different populations, ergo
allowing for interaction between divergent gene-pools. This
approach was found to lead not only to faster evolution, but
often to better performance also. The island model paradigm
has since been used to parallelise other global optimisation
algorithms and applied with success to difficult and high di-
mensional problems [23]. The analogies between the effects
of migration and the biological observations equally hold for
the Evolutionary Robotics methodology since the exploration
arises from migration and exploitation from evolution in
separate islands. Migration introduces new ways of solving
a problem in a pool of existing solutions, while preventing
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any one population converging to a local optima. This also
allows for more complex ER tasks to be addressed, for
example evolving populations for different tasks in different
islands, where migration performs the transfer of genetic
material and associated behaviours. A first demonstration of
the evolution of neuro-controllers within the island-model
framework is given in [24], where the authors show that
a parallel evolutionary algorithm can solve a two robot
coordination task while a sequential version becomes stuck
in a local optima.

Taking the island model paradigm, the Mars rover simula-
tor was completely re-implemented and integrated with the
Parallel Global Multiobjective Optimiser (PaGMO) frame-
work developed by the European Space Agency’s Advanced
Concepts Team (http://sourceforge.net/projects/pagmo). The
new simulator can run any number of separate populations
asynchronously in parallel, resulting in a significant decrease
in the time required for evolution. In this paper, an integrated
design framework is presented, consisting of the above-
mentioned rover model equipped with eighteen infrared
sensors and a neuro-controller, along with the generic op-
timisation toolbox (PaGMO). The system was evolved using
the new island model, where eight independent populations
were evolved in parallel, each island population evaluating
against an environment containing different rocks, cliffs,
holes and areas of rough terrain. Preliminary results from
the experiments indicate that island migration, when applied
to this task, significantly increases the speed of the evolution
while maintaining the quality of the evolved solutions.

The following sections will delineate the methodology
that was used, providing a detailed description of the rover
simulator, its neural network controller and the island model
together with the genetic algorithm (GA) parameters that
were used to evolve the neural connection weights. The
experimental set up used in each of the evolutions will be
presented, along with the obtained results. The final section
will outline ongoing work into the application of migration
to more complex problems, such as adaptivity to multiple
environments, sensor failure and the use of active vision
systems for obstacle avoidance, classification and navigation;
this work will empirically demonstrate that a powerful global
optimisation framework combined with an artificial neural
network can provide agents with the tools necessary to
achieve increased autonomy, adaptivity and robustness.

II. METHOD

As mentioned in the introduction, the approach of this
research is based in evolutionary robotics (ER), an approach
which has gained significant momentum in recent years [4].
The ER approach emphasises the agent’s embodiment, which
means that an emerging behaviour is not only dependent on
the various properties of the actual robot such as its size,
speed, degrees of freedom, sensors and actuators, but also
on the environment with which it interacts [25]. ER is an
excellent technique that allows for the creation of artificial
control systems that autonomously develop their skills in

close interaction with the environment, exploiting very sim-
ple, but extremely powerful sensory-motor coordination [26].

To date, however, the complexity of evolved neuro-
controller based agents is lower than systems designed
and hand-coded using expert knowledge. In an attempt to
overcome this problem the island migration paradigm has
been applied in the evolutionary robotics domain resulting
not only in significant time reductions but also in the pro-
duction of better individuals [24]. In particular, the effects
of migration can be considered the main factor helping to
achieve better results through introducing (even radically)
different solutions, evolved in mostly isolated populations.
These migrant genotypes integrate with the native population,
increasing exploration of the solution space and facilitate
the study of more complex ER scenarios, for example,
evolving populations for different tasks in different islands
while exchanging genes and behaviours between these pop-
ulations through migration. This research has integrated this
promising model with the Mars rover physics simulator via
the PaGMO libraries and evaluated its advantages in this
preliminary study.

A. Simulator

The simulator consists of two logically separate parts:
the controller, and the physics simulation of the rover and
environment. The controller (see Fig.1) utilises the island
model framework, dealing with the numerous parameters
required for configuring the evolutionary process, neural net-
work, sensory inputs, terrains, physical simulation, graphics
and environmental properties. The physics simulator executes
the actual simulation and returns a floating point value
representing the fitness achieved by a particular genotype
(the reader is reminded that within the Evolutionary Robotics
methodology a controller is represented as a genotype under-
going optimisation). Therefore, the physics simulator as such
is independent from the controller. In addition, as the Open
Dynamics Engine does not require rendering, the simulator
is in no way dependent on graphics. In the case where active
vision sensing is used, an off-screen rendering mode has been
implemented using pbuffers, making graphics fully optional.

B. Rover Model

The robot used in this experiment is a 3D simulation
model of the MSL rover. The model cannot be considered
an accurate or detailed representation of the actual rover, but
only an approximate copy. This is mainly due to the lack of
information on the rover’s real dimensions, mass distribution
and parts size, as well as many other details. According to the
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales [27], the dimensions of
the real rover are 2900Lx2700Wx2200H mm and its mass is
about 775 kg. The physics model of the rover was therefore
built considering these details, and modelled on the several
diagrams and pictures that were available. These limitations
are not crucial to the study at this stage as the focus is to
demonstrate the application of the ER approach in developing
a suitable controller capable of performing complex obstacle
avoidance tasks in unknown rough terrains.
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Fig. 1. Architecture diagram showing the controller running multiple
simulations in parallel.

Fig. 2. Physics simulation of the Mars rover. The right section shows
the user-controlled camera, the rover and the sensor inputs. The left section
shows the rover’s field of vision and information from the active vision
system when in use.

Fig. 3. Settings screen from the graphical user interface. Here it is
possible to define which terrains are to be used on each island, along
with their properties. It is also possible to define the sensory modality
and parameters for the active vision system including retinal resolution and
camera movement constraints for both axes.

The motor system of the rover model (see Fig.4) consists
of six wheels where the two front and the two rear wheels
are able turn up to 90◦ to either side. The rover is capable
of overcoming obstacles that are approximately the same
size as its wheels. This is possible thanks to a rocker-
bogie suspension system. This advanced suspension system
is designed to operate at low speeds and consists of two
pivoted joints connecting two bogies with two rockers [28].
These rockers are connected together via a differential join.
This means the left and right part of the rocker-bogie system
can move independently while keeping the main body level.

The rover is equipped with the sensory apparatus to
process 18 infrared sensors, which are used to provide in-
formation about the surrounding environment. Two different
sets of sensors are used to accommodate obstacle detection.
The first set consists of six lateral sensors, which provide
extra safety when the robot approaches obstacles from the
side. These sensors have a range of three meters and are
not able to detect holes. The lateral sensors cover an area
of approximately 200◦ around the rover, leaving the front
area deliberately uncovered. These sensors return either 0
(no obstacle) or 1 (obstacle present) when activated by the
presence of an object within the activation range of the
sensors.

The second set consists of 12 infrared sensors with a
maximum range of five and half meters. These infrared
sensors, which shall be referred to as ground sensors, are
positioned on the rover’s camera mast and point downward
at a 45◦ angle, reaching the ground approximately three
meters in front of the rover. The twelve sensors are positioned
and directed to ensure the range extends to around 400
mm beyond ground level. Ground sensors constantly scan
the distance from the surface and are able to detect both
rocks and holes. Each of these sensors returns a floating
point value from 0 (no feedback) to 1 (strongest feedback).
Holes or cliffs can be detected by the rover when it loses
sensory feedback from the ground (i.e. ground sensor returns
0). The same sensors allow the robot to detect dangerous
rocks or excessively rough terrain. This is achieved thanks
to a particular threshold. When the activation of a sensor
reaches that threshold it indicates that the robot is facing
an insurmountable rock or a potentially dangerous terrain
roughness. If a sensor’s output goes over this threshold (a
rock) or returns 0 (a hole) then its output value is changed
from 0 (not active) to 1 (active). On the other hand, if
the returned value stays within a certain boundary, which
is given by the threshold, then the sensor returns 0. From
this perspective a 0 activation can be seen as a safe zone
and 1 as an obstacle. To model the lateral sensors and the
ground sensors the researchers aimed to simulate the existing
infrared sensors Sharp 3A003 and Sharp 0A700, respectively.
In previous experiments the threshold, which can be in a
range [0,1] was co-evolved with the neural network weights
to a near-optimal value. In addition to the above sensors,
the rover is provided with an active vision system (not used
in the experiments reported in this study) and two internal
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sensors measuring its speed and steering angle.

Fig. 4. 3D physics model of the rover showing the different parts of the
rocker-bogie suspension system (right) as well as the vision system (top-left)
and the position and orientation of the 18 infrared sensors (bottom-left). The
vision system consists of a 5x5 matrix of foveal cells whose receptive fields
receive input from a greyscale image of a limited area (100x100 pixels) of
the whole image.

C. System Architecture

The control system is a fully-connected, discrete time,
feedforward ANN (perceptron) with evolvable bias (see
Fig.5). A set of 18 sensory neurons receive activation from
the 18 infrared sensors of the rover, while an additional set
of 2 proprioceptive neurons encode the value returned by
the internal sensors, providing information about the speed
and the position of the wheels. The 20 sensory neurons
are fully connected to 2 motor neurons that modulate the
level of the force, which is applied to the actuators, directly
responsible for rover’s speed and steering. Motor neurons
have the sigmoid activation function:

f(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(1)

in the range [0, 1], where x is the weighted sum of the
inputs minus the bias. Biases are implemented as a weight
from an input neuron with an activation value set to -1. The
ANN does not have a hidden layer as the authors’ previous
experiments showed that it was redundant and did not help
to achieve higher fitness. This simple architecture greatly
reduces the computational demand of the control system,
which is an important asset when considering a planetary
rover, where the computational resources have to be kept to
a functional minimum.

The rover’s actions depend on the values of the synaptic
weights of the ANN. Each weight must be set to an appro-
priate value to produce a desired output and, as mentioned
previously, a genetic algorithm is used to evolve these. The
free parameters that constitute the genotype of the control
system and that are subject to evolution consist of: 42
synaptic weights (the 40 synaptic weights that connect the 20
sensory neurons to the 2 motors neurons, plus the 2 biases)
and a single gene which encodes the threshold applied to the
ground sensors. Weights and biases are encoded as floating

Fig. 5. Feed-forward neural network used as a control systems for the
rover in the evolutionary experiments.

point values in the range [-1, 1] and the threshold in the
range [0, 1].

D. Island Model

An archipelago can be defined as a chain or cluster of
islands with specific migration routes between them. In the
experiments an archipelago was used consisting of 8 separate
islands where each island contained 10 individuals. Every
island had the same environment (see Fig.7) but unique indi-
viduals, each having been initialised with a different random
seed. Therefore, the overall size of the archipelago was 80
individuals. The islands from within the archipelago were
evolved independently, receiving migrants only at certain
intervals, as defined by the migration rate, at which point
the best individual from each island move to a different
island. In this study the migration rate was set to 5, which
allowed individuals to migrate between the islands every 5th

generation. The feasible migration paths were given by a
particular topology. The island model framework supports a
variety of such topologies including chain, ring, cartwheel,
ladder, hypercube, lattice and broadcast topologies. For this
experiment the ring topology (see Fig.6) was utilised, simply
because the number of islands was not high enough to
experiment with the effects of topologies in this particular
task.

Each island was evolved in a separate thread and managed
by a genetic algorithm. The population size of each island
was set to 10 individuals. Only the best 2 individuals were
allowed to produce 5 offspring each. Mutation and crossover
operators subsequently acted on these offspring; a mutation
occurred with the probability of 10% by adding to the
original gene’s value a quantity in the range [-1, 1], while
crossover was exponential, happening with a probability of
95%. The best individual of the previous generation was
retained unchanged and replaced the worst of the 10 offspring
(often known as elitism). In this way it was possible to
produce a new population of 10 individuals that inherited
their genes from the best individuals of the previous genera-
tion. The whole evolutionary process lasted 100 generations.
In each generation, each control system was evaluated 10
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Fig. 6. Ring migration topology connecting individual islands and defining
the rule sets for the exchange of genetic material between them.

times by deploying the rover in the environment (randomly
positioned and rotated) and allowing it to act for up to
3000 sensory-motor cycles, that is to say, 3000 activations
of the ANN. However, this was not always the case, as the
evaluation of a particular genotype is terminated when a
rover falls into a hole. 20 evolutionary runs were conducted,
where each population was initialised with a different set
of randomly generated individuals, spread across 8 separate
islands.

The performance of each control system was evaluated
according to the fitness function (see 2) that was carefully
designed to shape the behaviour of the robot for effective
and reliable exploration and obstacle avoidance behaviours:

F =
1

S × T
(Sp× St) (2)

where the fitness F is a function of the measured speed Sp
and steering angle St, where Sp and St are in the range [0,1].
Speed Sp is 1 when the rover goes at the maximum speed and
0 when it does not move or goes backward. Steering angle
St is 1 when wheels are straight and 0 when they are turned
over an angle of 30◦ from the centre. If for example the angle
was 15◦ then St would be 0.5. T is the number of trials
(10 in these experiments) and S is the number of sensory-
motor cycles per trial (3000 in these experiments). Equation
2 shows how the fitness is calculated at every sensory-motor
cycle. Thus, the GA has to maximise the fitness by increasing
the value of Sp and St, which implies that a rover has to
move at a maximum possible speed while steering only when
necessary. If a rover goes forward at the maximum speed but
keeps the steering angle over 30◦ then its final fitness will be
0. Similarly, if a rover goes backwards or does not move at
all, its fitness will also be 0 regardless the steering angle. The

maximum fitness contribution at each time step is therefore
1

S×T . The final fitness of each individual is in the range [0,
1] and it is the sum of all contributions from all time steps
of all trials.

In order to evolve a good controller, it was necessary to
create a suitable environment to allow the robot to experience
different surface conditions (see Fig.7). The environment that
was modelled for this purpose is an arena of 60x60m and
contains inclined and declined surfaces, three high and three
small rocks, holes and rough areas. 111m2 of the terrain is
covered by obstacles and hence not traversable.

Fig. 7. Environment that was used during all evolutionary runs.

III. RESULTS

The experimental setup involved using both the island
model as well as the standard sequential approach in order
to evaluate the quality of the evolved solutions produced by
each model. Twenty evolutionary runs were conducted for
each model and the results showed that an effective behaviour
emerged throughout all the runs. In particular, due to the
general behaviour optimised by the fitness function, the ob-
tained controllers were able to navigate the environment with
a certain degree of efficacy, capable of avoiding obstacles of
different types and dealing with rough terrain.

The chart in Fig.8 shows the average results of the twenty
evolutionary runs for each model. The graph was created by
averaging values from all of the twenty runs. The black lines
in the graph represent the standard approach and the grey
lines the island model. The full lines show the maximum
fitness obtained by the best individuals, while the dashed
lines show the average fitness for all the populations. By
looking at the graph it can be noticed that the island model
achieved slightly higher fitness that the standard model.
However, the main advantage in this particular case is the
significant time reduction in completing the evolutionary
process. In particular, this time decrease is proportional to
the number of processors employed by the island model.
In these experiments eight separate islands were running in
parallel and hence the overall time necessary for finishing
100 generations (approximately 5 hours) was 8 times less
than using the sequential approach (almost two days). In this
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Fig. 8. Averaged fitness values from all the twenty evolutionary runs for
each model. The black lines in the graph represent the standard approach
and the grey lines the island model. The full lines show the maximum fitness
obtained by the best individuals and the dashed lines show the average fitness
for all the populations.

way it is possible to split populations across any number of
processors and reduce the time significantly while not losing
anything in the quality of the solutions.

Using both models the behaviour that emerged was very
similar and quite simple. Since the fitness function requires
the rover to go as fast as possible while keeping steering at a
minimum, the rover evolves a strategy whereby it preferen-
tially travels in straight lines, turning only when encountering
obstacles. If the rover detects a rock, for example, it will
immediately turn around and continue in a straight trajectory,
however, the rover will only steer as much as is necessary
to circumnavigate the obstacle.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results showed that the island model pro-
duced solutions that were equally as good as those evolved
using standard, sequential GAs. Splitting the populations
across multiple islands resulted in a significant reduction
in the time required to achieve the same results through a
standard GA. Evolved neural networks were found to be
able to control the rover and deal appropriately with different
types of obstacles. It is worth noting that the exploration and
obstacle avoidance behaviours were not obtained through a
pre-specified pattern of interaction between the rover and
the environment. Rather, they are the emergent product of a
fitness function working at the level of the whole behaviour
of the robot. These behaviours are discovered autonomously
through the evolutionary process and are functional to the
optimisation of the global fitness used for the evolution. This
research empirically verifies that this property of evolutionary
robotics can be utilised with success in the design of a robust
and computationally light controller, capable of dealing with
the kinds of problems that future planetary robotic missions
will face. As has been shown in this work, evolved neural
network controllers can be extremely simple, require only

minimal processing power and yet be very robust and reli-
able.

It should be noted that due to the simplistic nature of
this task, it was not possible to observe the island model’s
full potential in producing significantly superior solutions.
Current and future experiments, as discussed in the following
section, will assess and compare the quality of solutions
produced using conventional GAs against the island model
paradigm, when applied to a variety of different and more
complex tasks.

V. FUTURE WORK

Current research is looking to answer the question of
whether the island model can produce statistically superior
results compared to a standard GA without the effects of
migration. For this reason several different experiments are
currently being conducted, that are also looking into other
possible benefits such as evolving individuals in parallel
on different terrains where each terrain is assigned to a
separate island. Other tasks are focusing on the role of
optimising fault tolerance, where different islands contain
different populations of rovers affected by sensory failures.
In this case each island provides a unique environment,
each with a different number of affected sensors. In this
way, it is hoped that migration with facilitate a high fault
tolerance robustness. Further experiments will focus on the
evolution of active vision for navigational capabilities, in
conjunction with an infrared system for detecting obstacles
in the rover’s proximity. Active computer vision systems are
inspired by biological information gathering on mammals
and insects. Such systems can greatly simplify the com-
putational complexity as they only use information from
an environment that is necessary to solve a certain task,
while superfluous information is ignored. Past research in
this field has demonstrated that it is possible to combine
an active vision system together with feature selection to
acquire and integrate information from an environment in
order to solve a specific task[29]. Hence, a future goal
is to use both the active vision system and the current
system to achieve complex, robust and reliable behaviours in
a computationally inexpensive manner. In particular, future
work will attempt to exploit the generalisation capabilities
of ANNs and the robustness they can inherently display
when used as controllers for rovers operating in unknown
and potentially dynamic environments, where events such as
motor or sensor failures may degrade performance but should
not be deleterious to the mission’s future. It is acknowledged
that future planetary robotics missions will have to face many
challenges, however based on this preliminary research, the
authors are convinced that the evolutionary robotics approach
is worth strong consideration, holding the potential to address
many problems that are hard to overcome using conventional
methods.
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Fig. 9. Screen from the controller’s graphical user interface where it is
possible to define various properties for each terrain (slippage, sandiness,
etc.). Every island can run an evolution on a different terrain where each
terrain can have up to 10 different surface properties.
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Aquila: An Open-Source GPU-Accelerated Toolkit for Cognitive
and Neuro-Robotics Research

Martin Peniak, Anthony Morse, Christopher Larcombe, Salomon Ramirez-Contla and Angelo Cangelosi

Abstract—This paper presents a novel open-source software
application, Aquila, developed as a part of the ITALK and
RobotDoC projects. The software provides many different
tools and biologically-inspired models, useful for cognitive and
developmental robotics research. Aquila addresses the need for
high-performance robot control by adopting the latest parallel
processing paradigm, based on the NVidia CUDA technology.
The software philosophy, implementation, functionalities and
performance are described together with three practical exam-
ples of selected modules.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT approaches that attempt to understand the
nature of cognition have shifted their focus from em-

phasising formal operations on abstracts symbols to a rather
different approach where cognition is seen as an embodied
or situated activity and therefore largely determined by
the physical form of an embodied system [1][2]. Artificial
intelligence, developmental psychology, neuroscience, and
dynamical systems theory have directly inspired a completely
novel approach called developmental robotics, which is a
highly interdisciplinary subfield of robotics also known as
epigenetic or epigenetic robotics [3][4].

Artificial cognitive systems based on the developmental
robotics approach need to undergo an autonomous and
gradual mental development from ”infancy” to ”adulthood”.
Interaction with their environments in an autonomous manner
with little or no human intervention is necessary where no
tasks or goals are pre-defined. This aids the process of
achieving a good level of environmental openness where
an artificial cognitive system is able to cope with different
and previously unexpected environments. Another important
aspect of the systems based on developmental robotics is that
they are able to learn from their previous experience and
use it to assist the acquisition of new skills. Developmental
robotics attempts to understand how the control system’s
organisation of a single robot develops through various
experiences over time.

Embodiment plays a significant part for achieving the goal
to develop autonomous artificial embodied agents capable
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of acquiring complex behavioural, cognitive and linguistic
skills through individual and social learning. For example,
it has been demonstrated that research in action and lan-
guage learning in natural and artificial cognitive systems
can directly benefit from this approach, inspired by the
developmental models and phenomena studied in children,
allowing re-enactment of gradual process that have the poten-
tial to bootstrap various cognitive capabilities and integrate
them into a unified interactive cognitive system [4][5]. The
main theoretical hypothesis is based on the assumption that
the parallel development of action, conceptualisation and
social interactions permits the bootstrapping of language
capabilities, which leads to the enhancement of cognitive
development [6].

The developmental robotics approach to action and lan-
guage learning is consistent with recent brain-inspired ap-
proaches to mental development since computational neu-
roscience considers the neural development constrains on
embodiment, as well as on cognition [7][8][9]. It is not
surprising that an overwhelming number of studies from
various fields suggest that actions and language are closely
integrated together. This highlights the importance of em-
bodiment as well as supports the hypothesis of usage based
language as opposed to classical explanations of language
development that assumes an extensive language-specific
cognitive hardwiring.

The modelling of the integration of various cognitive
skills and modalities requires complex and computationally
intensive algorithms running in parallel while controlling
high-performance systems. The processing requirements are
increasing with every added feature and it is not uncom-
mon that at the end of the software development stage a
particular system is unable to cope with fast-response robot-
control tasks. This is very likely when a system requires
applying filters to millions of pixels from a robot’s cameras,
running large-size neural networks with millions of synaptic
connections and using multiple self-organising maps while
controlling the robot in the real-time.

Around the year 2003, to overcome the energy consump-
tion and heat-dissipation problems of standard PC processors,
manufacturers started to produce computers with multiple
cores. This had a strong impact on the software developer
community [10]. In the meanwhile, manufacturers have been
looking into new technologies that would increase the num-
ber of transistors per wafer. However, reducing these dimen-
sions comes at a price since the current leakage becomes a
problem.

Since 2003, the production of semiconductors has been
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divided into multicore and manycore design trajectories [11].
Manycore design aims to increase the processing power by
increasing the number of cores in a processor. This number
was doubling with each semiconductor process generation
starting with dual-core chips and reaching hyper-threaded
hexa-core systems. A manycore system is fundamentally
different with regards to its design philosophy. While CPUs
(Computer Processing Units) are optimised for the processing
of sequential code and feature sophisticated control logic and
large cache memories, the GPU (Graphic Processing Units)
design philosophy emerged from the fast growing video
industry where massive numbers of floating point operations
are required to render every single frame. As a result, a
GPU chip has most of its area dedicated to processing of
the floating point operations and features only tiny cache
memories.

In 2006, NVidia released GeForce 8800 GPU, which
was capable of mapping separate programmable graphics
processes to an array of GPUs, which paved the way to
first general purpose computing using parallel GPU pro-
cessors. GPGPU was an intermediate step where graphics
card programmers had to use the OpenGL or DirectX API
to implement their programs. Using the GPGPU technique
many different applications have achieved dramatic speed
improvements. For example, Kruger and Westermann devel-
oped a framework for solving linear algebra [12], Harris and
colleagues designed a cloud dynamics simulation based on
partial differential equations [13], Rodrigues and colleagues
implemented molecular dynamics simulation [14] and Ny-
land and colleagues N-body simulation [15].

More recent GPU developments, based on the NVidia
Tesla GPU architecture, provide clusters of GPUs used as
individual programmable processors and allow more efficient
parallel processing tools. The CUDA (Compute Unified
Device Architecture) programming tool has been designed on
purpose to support mutual CPU/GPU application execution.

Parallel computing using CUDA and GPU cards is being
increasingly taken up by industry and academies. Many
commercial and research applications have migrated from
using solely standard CPU processors to a collaborative
CPU/GPU use where each architecture does what is best at.
In general, most of these applications can achieve tremendous
speed-ups in performance, which is anything between 1.3x to
2,600x [16]. Since quantum computing is still in its infancy
and CPUs are approaching the processing limits constrained
by the physical laws, it seems that parallel computing using
GPU devices is the next paradigm that is yet to become fully
recognised and widely used.

CUDA has been employed in a wide variety of applica-
tions, however, only a handful of these have any relevance
for the cognitive and neuro-robotics domains. Only few
studies have to date applied CUDA to neural networks and
visual processing (e.g. [17][18]), as this field requires further
investigation in applying the CUDA technology to neural
computation and robotics research.

This paper presents a novel software tool, named Aquila,

suitable for GPU-based cognitive and neuro-robotics appli-
cations and that makes use of the latest parallel processing
paradigm based on the CUDA technology. This software
has been developed as a part of the ITALK and RobotDoC
projects as well as the open-source project on the iCub
humanoid robot1. In the next sections we first provide an
overview of Aquila’s philosophy, its software implementation
and its functionalities and performance. We then discuss
three different examples on the use of Aquila for various
cognitive robotics studies.

II. OVERVIEW

Aquila is an open-source project that was inspired by the
recent advancements in supercomputing making use of GPU
enabled devices for humanoid robotics research with the
iCub robot platform. The development of Aquila was driven
by the increasing need for an open-source high-performance
modular software that would provide not only a convenient
interaction with the iCub humanoid robot and its simulator
(see section II-A) but also for the design of multiple tools
and bio-inspired models (see section II-B) that are useful for
cognitive robotics research.

The source code that implements functions running on
CPUs is mostly written in C++ programming language.
Parallel functions running on GPU cards are written in
CUDA-C, which is an extension to C programming language
providing access to the virtual instruction set and memory
in CUDA-capable GPU cards. Aquila is based on freely
available multi-platform libraries and currently compiles on
Linux and Mac OS X operating systems. The graphical user
interface (GUI) is clearly structured and divided into several
modules that can be easily changed using tabs at the top of
the application (see Figure 1). Fast and efficient interaction
with the iCub is facilitated through the integration of many
useful modules in a simple and intuitive GUI based on Qt
libraries. The communication with the iCub humanoid robot
or its simulator is provided by the YARP protocol [19][20].
Image processing is implemented through OpenCV libraries2

as well as native functions. The subsequent rendering to the
GUI is realised through the native use of OpenGL where
the incoming images are mapped into textures and sent to
Qt’s QGLWidget. 2D and 3D visualisations are based on
QwtPlot and QwtPlot3D libraries respectively3. Some of the
modules use speech recognition, which is provided by the
Julius engine.

A. The iCub Humanoid Robot and Simulator

The iCub is a small humanoid robot that is approximately
105cm high, weights around 20.3kg and its design was
inspired by the embodied cognition hypothesis. This unique
robotic platform with 53 degrees of freedom (12 for the
legs, 3 for the torso, 32 for the arms and six for the head)
was designed by the RobotCub Consortium [21], which

1www.italkproject.org, www.robotdoc.org, www.icub.org
2www.opencv.willowgarage.com - OpenCV supports CUDA architecture
3www.qwt.sourceforge.net, www.qwtplot3d.sourceforge.net
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involves several European universities. iCub is now widely
used by other cognitive robotics projects such ITALK and
RobotDoc. The iCub project strictly follows the open-source
philosophy, and therefore its hardware design, software as
well as documentation are released under general public
license (GPL).

Tikhanoff et al. have developed an open-source simulated
model of the iCub platform [22]. This simulator has been
widely adopted as a functional tool within the developmental
robotics community4, as it allows researchers to develop,
test and evaluate their models and theories without requiring
access to a physical robot.

B. Modules

Aquila currently provides a number of functional modules
for robotics research most of which support CPU and GPU
execution. Below is a brief description of each module and its
functionalities. For a more detailed information about their
implementation and use see Aquila manual (section V).

Fig. 1. Top part of the image shows multiple tabs that are used for switching
between different modules. All the other controls that are below the tabs are
part of the Terminal module, which is the initial default module. The top
part of the image shows system information, initialised zero-force control
and face expressions interfaces. The bottom part provides information about
iCub’s joint control modes that are currently used

Terminal - provides relevant information about the external
systems that Aquila interacts with, displays status messages
about the presence of GPU devices, Julius speech recognition
system5, YARP server, the iCub robot and its simulator. Ter-
minal provides way to set face expressions of the iCub either
by using low or hi-level module and regardless whether a user
is connected to the real robot or the simulator. This module
integrates with the force control system developed by Italian
Institute of Technology [23] and is able to start/stop force
control mode on iCub as well as change several parameters
such as joints stiffness, damping and offsets. In addition,
Terminal displays colour visualisation of the iCub’s joint
control modes (e.g. position, velocity, impedance), provides

4For example in the following projects: RobotCub, ITALK, Poeticon,
Chris, RobotDoc, Roboskin, Amarsi, IM-CLeVeR, emorph, ROSSI

5www.julius.sourceforge.jp

different options such as lunching external applications or
modifying Aquila’s global settings.

Sequence Recorder - provides a simple and convenient
way of recording, saving and replaying motor sequences.
This module uses the Zero Force Control interface to enable
running iCub robot in a compliant mode while recording
sequences.

ESN Kinematics - implements echo state networks.
Modi Experiment - runs attention system, speech module

and provides a simple way to demonstrate the modi experi-
ment (see section III-B).

U-Shaped Curves in Development - runs and visualises
multiple self-organising maps that are connected by Hebbian
weights. This biologically inspired model provides one ex-
planation of why children are better at recognising phonemes
when they are 8 months old. Their performance gets worse
before it improves again later [24].

Multiple Timescales Recurrent Neural Network - trains
complex continuous multiple time recurrent neural networks
(MTRNN) using the backpropagation through time algo-
rithm. The module executes neural network control systems
on the iCub robot or the simulator as well as visualises many
parameters (see section III-A).

Self-Organising Maps - trains, saves, loads and visualises
self-organising maps, which are very useful and powerful
computational tools capable of preserving the topological
relations in multi-dimensional data.

Abstraction-Reaction Accumulator - explores a novel ap-
proach to synthesising complex adaptive behaviour and non-
task-specific control systems.

Vision - renders video streams from the iCub robot, its
simulator as well as cameras connected to a host machine.
It allows users to take screenshots, record individual frames
and videos, maximise and minimise individual viewports and
apply various image processing filters.

Simulator - provides various interfaces for the iCub sim-
ulator such as video projection from remote and local video
files, cameras connected to a host machine or from a YARP
port. The module also implements an object management
system, which allows users to create and delete various
objects (e.g. box, cylinder, sphere, 3D model), modify their
properties. save objects into XML files and load them back
to the simulator.

CUDA - displays relevant information about CUDA de-
vices found on the system during Aquila initialisation. This
information can be very useful in aiding the process of setting
GPU execution parameters (e.g. number of threads) that have
dramatic influence on the performance.

C. Performance Benchmarking

A performance benchmarking study was carried out in
order to demonstrate the potential of using GPU devices
for iCub research. It is important to note that these are
only preliminary comparisons of unoptimised GPU and CPU
code. The performance can be further increased for both
architectures, however, the present demonstration of the
GPU-CPU differences in performance is to give a general
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indication of the extent to which GPUs outperforms CPUs
when code is not extensively optimised.

The test was based on simulation of the multiple
timescales recurrent neural network (MTRNN) system
benchmark using the backpropagation through time (BPTT)
algorithm (Table I), on single forward pass through the
network (Table II) as well as for self-organising maps (SOM)
training (Table III).

These tests were performed on MTRNN and SOM mod-
ules using different parameters to show how both architec-
tures scale when the amount of processing increases.

Fig. 2. system setup used for benchmarking consisting of 8 x 2.67GHz
hyperthreaded processors, 16GB RAM, 1 x GeForce GTX470 and 3 x Tesla
c1060 GPU cards

number of neurons CPU GPU speedup
336 11.14min 0.90min 12.31x
1104 171.41min 3.83min 44.64x

TABLE I
MTRNN BACKPROPAGATION THROUGH-TIME TIMES

number of neurons CPU GPU speedup
336 30ms 0.4ms 75x
1104 370ms 1ms 370x
4176 5022ms 5ms 1004x

TABLE II
MTRNN FORWARD PASS TIMES

number of neurons CPU GPU speedup
64 0.22sec 0.20sec 1.14x
256 1.75sec 0.45sec 3.88x
1024 14.2sec 1.15sec 12.36x
4096 126.17sec 3.20sec 39.37x

TABLE III
SOM TRAINING TIMES

The benchmarking results of unoptimised code show that
achieved speedups vary from 1.14x to 1004x. It is clear that
the performance of GPU devices stands out soon after a large
amount of data needs to be processed. A good example of
such scaling can be seen in the MTRNN forward pass times
that vary from 75x to 1004x speedups.

III. ROBOTICS EXPERIMENTS

This section provides brief descriptions of selected mod-
ules, their underlying systems as well as some preliminary
results of robotics experiments. Detailed descriptions of these
experiments is beyond the focus of this paper. However, the
full details can be found in the referenced papers.

A. Multiple Timescales Recurrent Neural Network

Humans are able to acquire many skilled behaviours dur-
ing their life-times. Learning complex behaviours is achieved
through a constant repetition of the same movements over
and over while certain components are segmented into
reusable elements known as motor primitives. These motor
primitives are then flexibly reused and dynamically integrated
into novel sequences of actions.

For example, the action of lifting an object can be broken
down into a combination of multiple motor primitives. Some
motor primitives would be responsible for reaching the
object, some for grasping it and some for lifting it. These
primitives are represented in a general manner and should
therefore be applicable to objects with different properties.
This capacity is known as generalisation, which also refers
to the ability to acquire motor tasks by different ways.
In addition, one might want to reach for the object and
throw it away instead of lifting it up. Therefore, these motor
primitives need to be flexible in terms of their order within
a particular action sequence. The amount of combinations of
motor primitives grows exponentially with their number and
the ability to exploit this repertoire of possible combinations
of multiple motor primitives is known as compositionality.

The hierarchically organised human motor control system
is known to have the motor primitives implemented as low
as at the spinal cord level whereas high-level planning and
execution of motor actions takes place in the primary motor
cortex (area M1). The human brain implements this hierarchy
by exploitation of muscle synergies and parallel controllers.
These have various degrees of complexity and sophistication
that are able to address both the global aspects of the motor
tasks as well as fine-tune control necessary for the tool use
[25].

Models such as MOSAIC [26] or mixture of multiple
recurrent neural network systems [27] have implemented
functional hierarchies via explicit hierarchical structures.
The motor primitives are represented through local low-
level modules, whereas the higher-level modules allow the
recombinination of these primitives using extra mechanisms
such as gate selection systems. These systems, based on
predefined hierarchical structures, are appealing because of
their potential benefits. For example, the learning of one
module does not interfere with the learning of other modules
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and it would also seem that by adding extra low-level
modules the number of acquirable motor primitives would
increase as well. However, it has been demonstrated that the
similarities between various sensorimotor sequences result in
competition between the modules that represent them. This
leads to a conflict between generalisation and segmentation,
since generalisation requires the representation of motor
primitives through many similar patterns present in the same
module whereas different primitives need to be represented
in different modules to achieve a good segmentation of sen-
sorimotor patterns. Because of the conflict that arises when
there is overlap between different sensorimotor sequences, it
is not possible to increase the number of motor primitives by
simply adding extra low-level modules [28]. The learning of
motor primitives (low-level modules) and sequences of these
primitives (hi-level modules) need to be explicitly separated
through subgoals [29][27].

Yamashita’s multiple timescales recurrent neural net-
work model [30] attempts to overcome the generalisation-
segmentation problem through the realisation of functional
hierarchy that is neither based on the separate modules nor
on structural hierarchy, but rather on multiple timescales of
neural activities that seem to be responsible for the process of
motor skills acquisition and adaptation as well as perceptual
auditory differences between formant transition and syllable
level (e.g. [31][32][33]).

Aquila implements the MTRNN model together with the
backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm for both
CPU and GPU architectures. As it is demonstrated in section
II-C, GPU significantly improves the speed of the MTRNN
activation as well as of the training algorithm.

Multiple timescales recurrent neural network model can
be seen as an extension the continuous time recurrent neural
network (CTRNN), which was successfully used for produc-
ing sensorimotor sequences [34][35][36]. The MTRNN used
in the preliminary experiments [37] consists of input-output
neurons and context neurons that have different decay rates.
The input-ouput neurons receive sensory inputs from a self-
organising map that transform multidimensional vectors from
the iCub robot into topological maps that directly set neural
activations on this layer. Context neurons are divided into
two categories (fast and slow neurons) where each category
represents different timescales characterised by decay rate
of neurons. In this study the MTRNN was fully connected
except for no presence of direct connection between input-
output neurons and ’slow’ neurons.

In the initial preliminary study the MTRNN system was
required to learn 8 different sequences of actions (slide left
and right, lift up, left and right, swing, push and pull). At
the end of the training, the learned neural network was tested
on the iCub in the same setup as during the tutoring part.
The MTRNN system was found to be able to replicate all
the eight sequences while successfully manipulating with the
object.

Fig. 3. tutoring the iCub robot while recording the sensorimotor sequences
using the Sequence Recorder module of Aqula

B. ‘Modi’ Experiment

Our perception of continuous contact with a rich visual
world laid out in front of us is somewhat misleading. In
fact our actual sensory input is highly impoverished. Visual
acuity for example is focused on an area the size of a thumb
nail at arms length. Sensorimotor theories suggest that this
rich perception is constructed from knowledge of the sensory
consequences of performing various actions, thus you can
perceive a chair in the periphery of your vision because you
can predict that if you look over there you will see the chair.
Similarly identifying objects is not so much about processing
static images, but rather comes from identifying a profile
of manipulations and their consequences in the dynamics of
interaction. Such embodiment centric accounts of perception
are supported by a large number of psychology experiments
exposing various bodily biases in categorisation.

Using developmental robotics experiment it is possible
to model these experiments both to develop the perceptual
skills of the iCub robot, and to further understand our
own categorisation abilities and our own bodily biases in
perception [38][39].

In a series of experiments conducted by Linda Smith and
Larissa Samuelson [40] children between 18 and 24 months
of age are repeatedly shown two different objects in turn, one
consistently presented on the left, and the other consistently
presented on the right. After several presentations of the
objects, the childs attention is drawn to one side or the other
and the linguistic label ’modi’ is presented in the absence of
either object. Finally the children are presented with both
objects in a new location and asked to find the ’modi’.
Not surprisingly 71% of the children select the spatially
correlated object.

In a follow up experiment following the same basic
procedure one group of children is presented with only a
single object which is labeled while in sight, the other group
are repeatedly presented with a consistent spatial relationship
until finally an object is labeled while in sight but in the
wrong spatial location. In the control group 80% correctly
pick the labeled object while in the spatial competition group
the majority of 60% select the spatially linked object rather
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than the object that was actually labeled.
In both experiments changes in posture from sitting to

standing eradicate the effect, while other visual or auditory
distracters do not. This is strong evidence challenging the
hypothesis that names are associated to the thing being
attended at the time they are heard.

Our model consists of a number of self-organising maps
capturing variations in visual, auditory, and body posture in-
put. These maps are then linked together via the body posture
map (acting as a hub) in real time based on the experiences
of the robot. With the addition of motion detection in the
periphery of the robots vision, causing the robot to look
at moving objects or changes in the scene, we are able to
replicate the psychology experiments using the robot.

The ’modi’ module in Aquila gives access to the programs
used to replicate these psychology experiments with the
iCub robot and provides algorithms for motion detection, eye
saccades and object tracking. Speech recognition is provided
as is a key-press terminal connection should you wish to use
your own speech recognisers. The specific experiment can
be performed by following the 6 steps outlined below but
the resulting behaviour is not limited to this sequence alone.

1) Object A is presented to the right
2) Object B is presented to the left
3) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated
4) The robots attention is drawn to the right with no

objects present and the word MODI is spoken
5) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated again
6) Both objects are placed in a new location and the robot

is asked where is the modi

Fig. 4. The general architecture of the model. SOMs are used to map
the color space, the body posture, and the word space. These maps are then
linked using Hebbian learning with the body posture map acting as a central
hub. The model can easily be extended to include other features such as
visual and touch information in additional SOMs

C. Abstraction-Reaction Accumulator

The Abstraction-Reaction Accumulator (ARA) is an ex-
perimental adaptive control system, inspired by early cyber-
netic work [41]. The model explores a novel approach to syn-
thesising complex adaptive behaviour and non-task-specific
control systems. The system is structured such that a growing

repertoire of adaptive behaviours is observed to emerge when
coupled to an appropriate environment. Through a gradual
process of cumulative learning, behavioural reactions are
associated with perceptual abstractions. The current Aquila
implementation is specific to the embodiment of the iCub
humanoid robot: abstractions are defined as low-dimensional
states dependent on high-dimensional sensory data obtained
from the physical or simulated iCub, such as joint encoder
values or eye camera images; reactions are defined as states
in the iCub robot that determine or describe observable be-
haviours, such as postures, joint velocities or joint positions.
A shared vision module is used to obtain the raw camera
images, while another shared module (iCubControl) is used
to obtain proprioceptive joint-position data, and to move
individual joints on the iCub robot.

Intermittent feedback from the environment, provided
through the Aquila GUI, modulates the parameters in the
system such that certain reactions (components of overt
behaviour) are more likely to occur in the presence of
certain abstractions (sensory states). This feedback simulates
perturbation to essential variables, which quantify the ap-
propriateness of the state of specific groups of joints on
the robot, referred to as synergies. Each multidimensional
synergy has its own essential variable, and can take one
of several different states at any one time. The number of
syneriges and a mapping between each joint and synergy
is also specified by the user in the GUI. Any joint on the
robot can be mapped and controlled by the ARA. When a
perturbation to an essential variable occurs, a parameter (di-
mension of variation) corresponding to the present reaction
and present state of abstraction will be modulated, such that
future disturbance to that essential variable is minimised. For
example, in a particular sensorimotor state, where a red ball
is held above the ‘closed’ right hand of the robot, a tutor may
perturb an essential variable corresponding to the synergy
‘right hand’ (a set of joints), positively or negatively, causing
the stability of a relevant set of parameters in the system to
change. As a result, the state ‘closed’ of the synergy ‘right
hand’ will be more or less likely to be observed in future,
depending on the polarity of the perturbation, if and when
the sensory situation recurs.

The ARA module provides many configuration settings
(see Figure 5) as well as visualisations of the continuously
changing variables, allowing users to observe the state of the
system in real-time (see Figure 6).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have briefly mentioned the motivation for the de-
velopment of Aquila, described its modules and showed
few example applications of their practical use. The work
described here has the potential of being used not only
for the ongoing research projects on the iCub robot, but
in general as a general, open-source tool for cognitive and
neuro-robotics, and embodied neural computation research in
general. The availability of various modules implementing
tools for neural network simulations (e.g. Kohonen maps,
Hebbian learning, feedforward ad recurrent neural networks,
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Fig. 5. settings that determine the behaviour of coupled sub-systems

Fig. 6. real-time visualisation of the system state

MTRNNs), and the availability of linking of these software
tools with the iCub simulator can also allow researchers with
no direct access to the iCub physical robot platform to design
novel experiments on neural and cognitive modelling using
embodied sensorimotor agents.

Despite the various modules and features already present,
Aquila is still in early development stages. The reusability of
components allows for rapid development of new modules.
However a lot of work still needs to be done with regards to
programming of individual classes that need improvements
and more testing. Many new features will be made available
as we proceed with our research and optimisation of the
existing systems, which will improve the stability of the
application.

Current work focuses on porting Aquila to Windows, fix-
ing known bugs, improving interface, extending the MTRNN
module with vision and language systems to allow exper-
iments of action and language acquisition. New module,
available in the next version, will facilitate investigation of
spatial representation with the focus on peripersonal space.

V. SOFTWARE REPOSITORY AND USER MANUAL

Aquila can be downloaded directly from SourceForge or
iTalk Project software repositories. The project page is on
SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/aquila/ ) where
new developers can joint our team.

The user manual that provides detailed module descrip-
tions and installation instructions is available from this link:
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/81820/Software/Aquila/Aquila.pdf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Humans are able to acquire many skilled behaviors during their life-times. The learning of complex behaviours is achieved
through a constant repetition of the same movements over and over, with certain components segmented into reusable elements
known as motor primitives. These motor primitives are then flexibly reused and dynamically integrated into novel sequences
of actions [1], [2]. For example, the action of lifting an object can be broken down into a combination of multiple motor
primitives. Some motor primitives would be responsible for reaching the object, some for grasping it and some for lifting it.
These primitives are represented in a general manner and should therefore be applicable to objects with different properties.

Yamashita and Tani [3] were inspired by the latest biological observations of the brain to develop a completely new model
of action sequence learning known as Multiple Timescales Recurrent Neural Network (MTRNN). The MTRNN attempts to
overcome the generalisation-segmentation problem of previous action learning models based on explicitly structured functional
hierarchies such as MOSAIC [4] or the mixture of multiple recurrent neural network expert systems [5]. This is achieved
through the realisation of functional hierarchy that is neither based on separate modules nor on a structural hierarchy but rather
on multiple timescales of neural activities implementation of which was inspired by the biological findings (e.g. [6], [7]).

This paper presents novel results of complex action learning based on an extended MTRNN model. The results showed that
the system was able to learn eight different sensorimotor patters, which form the basis of our next experiments on action and
language compositionality.

II. METHOD

The preliminary experiment presented in the paper implements the extended MTRNN model embodied in the iCub humanoid
robot (www.icub.org) [8]. The model was implemented as part of Aquila cognitive robotics toolkit [9] that makes use of
massively parallel GPU devices that significantly outperform standard CPU processors on parallel tasks. This allowed for the
extension of the previously used MTRNN model [3] with a higher number of neurons and sensorimotor sequences.

The MTRNN’s core is based on a continuous time recurrent neural network characterised by the ability to preserve its
internal state and hence exhibit complex dynamics. The system receives sparsely encoded proprioceptive input from the robot,
which is used to predict next sensorimotor states and it therefore acts as a forward kinematics model.

The neural activities were calculated following the classical firing rate model where each neuron’s activity is given by the
average firing rate of the connected neurons. In addition to this, the MTRNN model implements a leaky integrator and therefore
the state of every neuron is not only defined by the current synaptic inputs but also considers its previous activations. The
extent to which the previous activities of neurons affect their current states is defined by the decay rate parameter τ . Therefore,
when the neurons are set with large τ values their activities will be changing more slowly over time as compared to those
neurons set with smaller τ values.

The MTRNN needs to be trained via an algorithm that considers its complex dynamics changing through time and for this
reason we used a backpropagation through-time (BPTT) algorithm as it has been previously demonstrated to be effective with
this recursive neural architecture [3].

A self-organising map (SOM) was used as the input to the MTRNN system to help preserve the topological relations in
the multidimensional input space by reducing the possible overlaps between various sensorimotor sequences. The SOM was
trained offline using a conventional unsupervised learning algorithm implemented in Aquila SOM module.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section presents results of the initial testing of the MTRNN model on the iCub humanoid robot. The experimental
task required the MTRNN system to learn the eight behavioural patterns (slide box left/right, swing box, lift box up/left/right,
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push/pull box). The Sequence Recorder module of Aquila was used to record these sensorimotor patterns while the experimenter
was guiding the robot by holding its arms and performing the actions.

In this experiment, 256 input-output neurons were set to τ = 2 and hidden neurons consisted of two different categories
where each had a different time integration constant. The first category comprise of 60 fast neurons with τ = 5 and the second
of 20 slow neurons set to τ = 70. These two categories are attempting to capture the dynamics of complex behavioural patterns
by flexible recombination of motor primitives into novel sequences of actions. The network is fully connected and hence every
neuron is connected to every other neuron including itself. There is one exception where the slow neurons are not directly
connected to the input-output layer but rather indirectly via the fast neurons.

Both SOM and MTRNN were trained on a data set consisting of eight different behavioural patterns. Every behaviour was
recorded three times with slight variations that involved 5cm offsets with respect to the center of the object. This was done to
achieve smooth representations of the input space and to reduce the errors incurred during the SOM transformations. Thousands
of sensorimotor states were recorded and used to train the SOM prior to the MTRNN training, which only used the original
sequence (without offsets) for each behaviour.

Five different learning trials were conducted, where each trial was initialised with a different seed that was used to generate
random numbers for synaptic connections. The BPTT algorithm was set to run for one million iterations with the learning rate
set to 0.015 and sigma parameter set to 0.0045. This computationally intensive training was possible through the utilisation of
a cluster of NVIDIA Tesla and Fermi GPU cards as well as the Aquila CUDA compliant module.

At the end of the training, the learned neural network was tested on the iCub in the same setup as that during the tutoring
part. The results showed that the MTRNN system was able to replicate all the eight sequences while successfully manipulating
the object.1

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have showed that the MTRNN model was able to learn eight different behavioural sequences. These constitute the motor
primitives for ongoing experiments for the learning of action and language compositionality that will be addressing a specific
linguistic hypothesis first proposed by the cognitive psychologist and linguist Michael Tomasello. The hypothesis, which is
also known as the verb island theory, predicts that verbal argument structures are learned on a purely item-specific basis [10].

The first planned experiment will investigate the role of semantic similarities between different words during early language
acquisition. In particular, the hypothesis addressed by this experiment is whether a generalisation to unheard sentences is
easier in condition where all learned events are of the same semantic type. Though conceptually simple, this experiment will
constitute the first viable extension of the already conducted research within the iTalk Project. In addition, these problems are
also discussed in child development research and therefore this work could provide useful insights.

The extension of the experiment will investigate the effects of using different learning techniques such as holistic, scaffolded
and parallel learning. There are several other possibilities for farther experiments on which we are yet to agree, however, the
experiments outlined in this section present an important step towards expanding our current knowledge of action-language
integration as well as the acquisition of more complex grammatical constructions.
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Abstract—The modelling of the integration of various cogni-
tive skills and modalities requires complex and computationally
intensive algorithms running in parallel while controlling high-
performance systems. The distribution of processing across many
computers has certainly advanced our software ecosystem and
opened up research to new possibilities. While this was an
essential move, we are aspiring to augment the field of cognitive
robotics by providing Aquila 2.0, a novel hi-performance software
architecture utilising cross-platform, heterogeneous CPU-GPU
modules loosely coupled with GUIs used for module management
and data visualisation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive robotics is concerned with endowing robots with
high-level cognitive capabilities to enable the achievement of
complex goals in complex environments. These capabilities
include perception processing, attention allocation, planning,
anticipation, and reasoning about their own and other agents
mental states.

One of the most popular cognitive robotic platforms is
the iCub (www.icub.org) [1] humanoid robot, which is a true
achievement when it comes to the number of joints that can
be controlled (53 deg. of freedom) and the variety of different
sensors that can be utilised (vision, sound, skin, touch sensors,
force-torque sensors, position sensors, gyroscopes). Dealing
with so much data while running software designed to make
sense of it has been a challenge for years. Fitzpartick and
colleagues have developed YARP (Yet Another Robotic Plat-
form), which addressed this issue, standardised the software
development and encouraged platform-independence, modu-
larity, scalability and reuse via location-independent processes
that can independently communicate via hardware-nonspecific
protocols.

Cognitive robotics community is highly multi-disciplinary
field of research involving computer scientists, psychologists,
neuroscientists, linguists etc. We have been working with a
variety of students and researchers from all of these fields and
we feel that one of that major obstacles hindering progress in
cognitive robotics community is the lack of tools facilitating
rapid development, integration and visualisation of modules.
Some are simply looking to use certain features of the iCub
(e.g. record vision, sensorimotor movements, control objects
in the simulator) while others would like to develop their own
modules with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and run them in
any number of instances anywhere across the network while
centralising their management and data visualisation on a host
machine. The technical challenges involved in this, however,
discourage many from embarking on such development.

This paper presents Aquila 2.0, an open-source, cross-
platform software architecture that addresses these issues and
was developed by researchers for researchers, students and
enthusiasts who do not necessarily want to spend days writing
new modules or integrating them together to create higher-
level modules or novel cognitive models. Aquila software ar-
chitecture makes use of independent, hi-performance modules
that can run anywhere across the network in any number of
instances and using any number of available GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit) devices. These modules are loosely coupled
with their GUIs centralised and dynamically generated by
Aquila. Modules can spawn other modules on any number
of machines and GPU cards available on the network, which
allows running complex, computationally demanding tasks that
would not have been previously possible or feasible.

II. MOTIVATION

The modelling of the integration of various cognitive
skills and modalities requires complex and computationally
intensive algorithms running in parallel while controlling high-
performance systems. The processing requirements are increas-
ing with every added feature and it is not uncommon that at
the end of the software development stage a particular system
is unable to cope with fast-response robot-control tasks. YARP
provides means for distributing any number of processes across
any number of machines using any of the available underlying
communication protocols. YARP has become a standard for
developing and interconnecting modules.

Distributing processing across many computers has cer-
tainly advanced our software ecosystem and opened up re-
search to new possibilities.While this was an essential move,
we are aspiring to augment the field of cognitive robotics
by providing Aquila 2.0, a novel hi-performance software
architecture utilising cross-platform, heterogeneous CPU-GPU
modules loosely coupled with their GUIs used for module
management and data visualisation.

Around the year 2003, to overcome the energy consump-
tion and heat-dissipation problems of standard PC processors,
manufacturers started to produce computers with multiple
cores. In the meanwhile, manufacturers have been looking into
new technologies that would increase the number of transistors
per wafer. However, reducing these dimensions comes at a
price since the current leakage becomes a problem.

Since 2003, the production of semiconductors has been
divided into multicore and manycore design trajectories. Many-
core design aims to increase the processing power by increas-
ing the number of cores in a processor. This number was
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doubling with each semiconductor process generation starting
with dual-core chips and reaching hyper-threaded hexa-core
systems. A manycore system is fundamentally different with
regards to its design philosophy. While CPUs are optimised
for the processing of sequential code and feature sophisticated
control logic and large cache memories, the GPU design phi-
losophy emerged from the fast growing video industry where
massive numbers of floating point operations are required to
render every single frame. As a result, a GPU chip has most of
its area dedicated to processing of the floating point operations
and features only tiny cache memories.

In 2006, NVidia released GeForce 8800 GPU, which was
capable of mapping separate programmable graphics processes
to an array of GPUs, which paved the way to first general pur-
pose computing using parallel GPU processors. GPGPU was
an intermediate step where graphics card programmers had to
use the OpenGL or DirectX API to implement their programs.
Using the GPGPU technique many different applications have
achieved dramatic speed improvements.

Parallel computing using GPU devices is being increasingly
taken up by industry and academies. Many commercial and
research applications have migrated from using solely standard
CPU processors to a heterogeneous CPU-GPU environments
where each architecture does what is best at. Most of these
applications achieve tremendous speed-ups in performance.
[2]. Since quantum computing is still in its infancy and
CPUs are approaching the processing limits constrained by the
physical laws, it seems that heterogeneous CPU-GPU parallel
computing is the next paradigm, which we would like to
support and fully utilise in Aquila 2.0.

III. ARCHITECTURE

Aquila was written entirely in C++ object-oriented lan-
guage, which was motivated by the fact that C++ is well
supported and widely used by many developers worldwide.
NVIDIA CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) was
chosen for the development of GPU-accelerated functions.
CUDA is well-written and documented, widely adopted and
supported by an install base of over 300 million CUDA-
enabled GPUs in notebooks, workstations, compute clusters
and supercomputers. Aquila is based on Qt, a leading de-
velopment framework designed for creating applications and
user interfaces for desktop, embedded and mobile platforms.
YARP enables Aquila modules to communicate with their
GUIs as well as other modules and devices. CMake is used
to control software compilation process using simple platform
and compiler independent configuration files. All of the above
frameworks, libraries and tools are cross-platform and free to
use.

Once of the most important aspects and contributions of
Aquila lies in its fundamental architectural design, which
makes a clear division between modules that do the actual
work and their GUIs that provide easy-to-use controls over
modules and the possibility to visualise their behaviour. The
module GUIs are compiled as part of Aqula GUI, which
is able to dynamically add module GUIs under new tabs.
A user can then use and manage these modules, see their
visualisations, duplicate or close them just as one would in a
typical web browser. Each module and its GUI can be uniquely

identified on the network and therefore be executed in any
number of instances without creating port conflicts. In this
case Aquila GUI simply generates a new module GUI with a
unique index. The modules can be distributed in any number of
instances on any computer on the network and therefore they
need to be able to communicate with Aquila GUI regardless
where they run. This is communication is facilitated via YARP
network ports, which connect modules’ ports with the ports
assigned to their GUIs. The inherent modularity of this cross-
platform architecture coupled with its ability to achieve hi-
performance via GPU processors are directly enhancing its
scalability, usability and reuse.

The following sub-sections describe the architecture in
detail. Each sub-section focuses on different aspect of the
architecture such as the structural organisation of project files,
grouping of functionalities into libraries, the description of
design and implementation of GUIs, modules and the com-
munication links between them.

A. Project Structure

Aquila project is made up of several different types of files,
which includes files for CMake configuration (CMakeLists.txt),
CPU (*.cpp, *.h) and GPU (*.cu) source code, user interfaces
(*.ui), resources (*.qrc), module configurations (*.ini) as well
as module examples (*.txt). The root directory of Aquila
is identified by AQUILA ROOT environmental variable and
contains the main CMakeLists.txt configuration file. Aquila
GUI files are located in four different sub-directories (/include,
/src, /ui and /res) under the /aquila directory. Aquila libraries
and modules are grouped in sub-directories under /libraries
and /modules directories. Each library directory contains a
CMakeLists.txt configuration file and a source code located
under /include and /src sub-directories while each module
directory has additional /conf and /examples sub-directories.
Different libraries and modules might have additional depen-
dencies, which need to be satisfied in order to be included
in the project, compiled and installed. Those parts that did
not meet these requirements will be simply omitted from the
project and will not affect Aquila GUI, modules or libraries
other than those directly depending on the missing parts.

B. Modules

Aquila modules are configurable programs that can run in
multiple instances across network, be used with or without
GUIs and that have the option to execute their code on
GPU processors. All Aquila modules have interfaces providing
access to their functionalities and facilitating communication
between them and other entities. Each module’s implemen-
tation of this interface can be found in their Interface class
(interface.h and interface.cpp) inheriting from QThread to
enable communication via Qt signals/slots as well as listening
on the input ports. In addition to the interface, each module
would typically have another class ModuleName (module-
Name.h and moduleName.cpp) inheriting from QThread to
enable execution of module’s function in a separate thread
and remaining consistent with Qt signal/slot communication
system. This class provides the actual functionalities via het-
erogeneous CPU-GPU code. In the case that these functional-
ities are already present in one of the Aquila’s libraries (see
section III-D) and no additional functions are required, then
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Fig. 1. Software architecture diagram highlighting the loose coupling between
a module and its GUI via YARP ports. The bottom part of the diagram depicts
the core of Aquila application that might or might not have any module GUIs
attached. In this particular diagram, there are three tabs where each tab holds
a specific module GUI. This is shown as the middle part in the diagram. The
top part of the diagram is the actual module that provides the functionalities.
These modules are completely independent from their GUIs and are fully
functional on their own. However, they are also able to communicate with
their GUIs and provide users with an easy access to different features and
more importantly with visualisation capabilities.

Aquila module can leave out the ModuleName class altogether
and directly call the library from the Interface.

Modules are configured from their config.ini file located
in /conf sub-directory. These files would typically contain
default values for various parameters (e.g. robot iCub/iCub-
Sim), which can be overridden from terminal or later via
network ports. Each module has at least one input and one
output port through which it communicates with its GUI
and/or other modules (see section III-E). Regardless of specific
functionalities, each module needs to be able to return a list
of GPU devices found on the system where it is running and
change its execution mode (between CPU, GPU and multi-
GPU) if applicable.

C. Graphical User Interface

Aquila is an application that provides management tools,
communication and GUIs for Aquila modules (see section IV).
Aquila comes with a GUI, which is inherently dynamic and
was designed to be easy to use, intuitive and clean with all the
complexities hidden unless required. Aquila provides a default
GUI regardless of whether any Aquila modules are available
or not. This default GUI allows users to start different tools,
probe local and remote servers, see their parameters and detect
any Aquila modules that could be launched on them. Available
modules can be easily added using shortcuts (CTRL+T or
CMD+T on OSX), from the main menu (/File/Add tab) or the
context menu by right-clicking on the tab bar and selecting
Add tab options. Any of these action will result in opening of a
dialog where users can select which module to start and where.
Once users select a module from a list and a server where
the module executes, Aquila will try to establish a connection
with it via YARP ports. If Aquila successfully connects to the
module, a new tab with a module GUI is added. From this point
on, all of the actions triggered in the module GUI are directly
linked with the module and vice versa. See section III-E for
detailed information about communication between modules
and GUIs.

As already mentioned, any number of modules can be
launched in any number of instances and on any available
servers (see fig. 2). Each module GUI has its own menu,
which is always displayed when the module tab is selected.
When a user selects another tab, a new menu will replace the
current menu. However, those menu elements that are essential
for Aquila will be integrated in module menus. For example,
these can be options to exit Aquila (File/Quit), view servers
(View/Servers), run tools (Tools) or see help in (Help/About).
All the menus make a good use of shortcuts, which saves a lot
of time when some actions need to be done fast or repeatedly.

Aquila GUI starts by initiating local server and probing all
other available servers on the network. These servers are based
on a cross-platform implementation of YARP, which allows
modules to be executed on remote computers running Linux,
OSX or Windows. In addition, Aquila collects information
about computers running servers such as their specification,
current utilisation and available Aquila modules. No mod-
ules are automatically added by default, however, this can
be changed by starting Aquila with specific arguments. By
default, Aquila logs all its activities into a log.txt file. These
are typically messages printed by Aquila functions, servers and
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modules. No messages are printed to terminal unless specified
by arguments.

Fig. 2. Aquila running multiple modules locally and on two different
servers. Notice that those tabs without any numbers in brackets are those that
run locally while those with identification numbers are running on remote
servers. The first number represents instance and the second number server
identification. Local modules can have only one number in brackets, which
would represent their instance identification. However, in this particular case,
the four modules are running the very first instances in which case no numbers
are shown.

D. Libraries

The common functionalities are grouped into GPU-
accelerated libraries located in /libraries directory. Aquila
libraries use Qt and inherit directly or indirectly from QObject,
which makes it consistent with Aquila and its modules. More
importantly, this allows Aquila libraries to emit and receive
signals via the already mentioned signal/slot solution, which
is very convenient way for interfacing objects.

Libraries that are currently implemented include:

• libaquila-nnet - implements neural networks and their
training algorithms (e.g. multiple time-scales recurrent
neural network, echo state network, self-organising
map, backpropagation through time)

• libaquila-image - implements functions related to
image processing (e.g. saliency detection)

• libaquila-utility - implements various different utili-
ties that are commonly used (e.g. utilities for commu-
nication, GPU handling, maths)

E. Communication

This section covers two main systems that Aquila uses for
communication. The first one is based on YARP and it is used
for communication between processes distributed across any
number of machines. The second one is based on Qt and it is
used for communication between objects.

1) YARP Ports: Aquila needs to be able to communi-
cate with its modules and vice versa. Aquila modules and
their GUIs have dedicated interfaces providing communication
between them via YARP ports. Every interface listens for

incoming messages and sends out data when necessary, which
is achieved via named entities, called ”ports”. YARP ensures
that if one knows a specific port name, it is all that is necessary
to communicate with it. Just as Internet DNS name service
converts domain names to IP addresses, YARP name server
(YNS) allows communication between ports providing that
users know their names. A port can send data to any number
of other ports. A port can also receive data from any number
of other ports. The communication between ports can use
different transports and protocols (TCP, UDP, multicast, shared
memory or text mode) and can be freely added or removed.
YARP communication is based on the observer software design
pattern in which an object maintains a list of observers and
notifies them automatically of any state changes usually by
calling their methods. This design pattern is used by many
different libraries, framworks and almost in all GUI toolkits.
Following the observer design YARP port objects are capable
of delivering messages to any number of other port objects
(observers) in any number of processes distributed across any
number of machines using any of the available underlying
communication protocols.

Aquila implements interfaces for modules and module
GUIs where each interface has at least one input and one
output port. Module GUIs send data to modules via out-
put ports and receive data from modules via input ports.
Similarly, module interfaces receive data from module GUIs
via input ports and send out data via output ports. Aquila
ensures that the interface ports have always unique names.
Module GUI interface names its ports following this pat-
tern /aquila/hostName/moduleName/instanceID, which is then
suffixed with :i for input ports or :o for output ports.
On the other hand, module interfaces follow this pattern:
/moduleName/instanceID suffixed with :i for input ports or
:o for output ports. This unique naming ensures that modules
can be running in any number of instances without causing
port name conflicts.

2) Qt Signals and Slots: In GUI programming, when one
widget changes, other widgets often need to be notified.
More generally, it is necessary that all types of objects are
able to communicate with one another. Previously, this type
of communication was achieved using callbacks, which are
pointers to functions. Callbacks are normally passed to a
processing function, which is then able to call the callback
when required. Callbacks are strongly coupled with processing
functions as they need to know which callbacks to call. In
addition, callbacks are not type-safe as it is not possible to
be certain that the processing functions will call the callbacks
with the right parameters.

In order to address these limitations, Qt developed an
alternative solution to callbacks based on signals and slots. A
signal is emitted when a particular event occurs, while a slot is
a function that is called in response to a particular signal. An
object that emits a signal does not know if anything receives
it just as a slot does not know if it has any signals connected
to it. Signals and slots mechanism is not only loosely coupled
but also completely type-safe in contrast to callbacks. This is
because the signature of a signal must match the signature of
a slot allowing compiler to detect possible type mismatches.

Signals and slot mechanism has been adopted by Aquila to
communicate between different types of objects. Connecting
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Fig. 3. Server monitor displays information about servers where Aquila can spawn its modules. The left part shows the standard system information retrieved
via yarprun –sysinfo command. The middle part shows the properties of detected NVIDIA GPU devices that can be used by modules. The right part shows
current CPU and memory usage.

all GUI widgets via signals and slots is the classical way
of using this mechanism. In addition to this, Aquila and its
modules use this system extensively to communicate with their
Interface objects that are sending and receiving messages over
YARP network. When an interface receives a new message,
a specific signal is emitted and required slot called. Different
signals are aimed for different objects. For example, messages
related to module settings would typically emit a signal directly
passing received values to a slot defined in the settings object’s
class.

IV. MODULES

This section briefly describes modules that are currently
present in Aquila and implement their corresponding GUIs.

A. ERA - Epigenetic Robotic Architecture

Epigenetic Robotics Architecture (ERA) is a hybrid cog-
nitive architecture dynamically generating spreading activation
models (IA and IAC) not dissimilar to those hard wired in early
Connectionism. ERA models continuously learn attempting
to predict multimodal and sensorimotor contingencies. ERA
makes use of the SOM and ESN modules within Aquila
and dynamically grows as new streams of input arrive at its
incoming YARP port.

B. MTRNN - Multiple Time-scales Recurrent Neural Network

Multiple timescales recurrent neural network (MTRNN)
model attempts to overcome the generalisation-segmentation
problem through the realisation of functional hierarchy that
is neither based on the separate modules nor on structural
hierarchy, but rather on multiple timescales of neural activities
that seem to be responsible for the process of motor skills
acquisition and adaptation as well as perceptual auditory
differences between formant transition and syllable level [3].
Aquila implements a multi-GPU version of MTRNN together
with a back-propagation through time training algorithm.

C. Tracker

Tracker provides an image differencing engine and a reli-
able motion tracking system. Addional settings allow dynamic
adjustment of threholding function, which modifies the level
of sensitivity to changes in the visual field.

D. SOM - Self-organising Map

Self-organising map (SOM) is a type of artificial neural
network trained using unsupervised learning algorithm. SOM
is able to produce a low-dimensional discretised representation
of the input of the training samples. Self-organising maps can
provide low-dimensional views (2D, 3D) of high-dimensional
data, which is particularly useful for visualisations.

E. ESN - Echo State Network

Echo State Network (ESN) is a recurrent neural net-
work hidden layer of which is sparsely connected usually
with around 20% connectivity. The connectivity and synaptic
weights of hidden neurons are randomly assigned and are
permanent while the synaptic weights of output neurons are
able to learn to (re)produce specific temporal patterns. This
module is a simple implementation of ESN complete with bi-
directional readout feedback and input training to provide a
reversible system.

V. CONCLUSION

The modelling of the integration of various cognitive
skills and modalities requires complex and computationally
intensive algorithms running in parallel while controlling high-
performance systems. The distribution of processing across
many computers has certainly advanced our software ecosys-
tem and opened up research to new possibilities, which was
essential move. In order to augment the possibilities within
cognitive robotics research, we have developed Aquila 2.0, an
open-source, cross-platform software architecture that makes
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Fig. 4. ERA GUIs. The top part shows iCub’s view of the world with two
rectangles highlighting the current visual input to the system. The bottom part
shows the network monitor that visualises learning progress.

use of independent heterogeneous CPU-GPU modules that can
run anywhere across the network in any number of instances
and using any number of available GPU devices. We have
described the main features and contributions of Aquila 2.0
rooted in its fundamental design giving rise to hi-performance,
scalable, modular yet easy-to-use and develop for platform
ambitiously aiming to enhance the field of cognitive robotics
research.

Our future plans are equally ambitious. We will continue
with the refinement of the architecture, adding new features
desired by our research team, users and developers. New
large-scale cognitive robotics models are currently being de-
velopment by our team. Once they are ready and tested,
more modules and libraries will be added to the project.
We anticipate that over the time, as more of these, hi-
performance, scalable modules emerge; we will develop Aquila

Fig. 5. MTRNN visualisation.

Fig. 6. Tracker GUI showing raw video stream from iCub simulator (top)
with highlighted areas where motion was detected (bottom).

meta-language providing a hi-level of abstraction allowing the
emergence of novel models that were previously unthought of.
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Scaling-up Action Learning Neuro-controllers with GPUs

Martin Peniak and Angelo Cangelosi

Abstract— Neural networks have been used in many different
robot motor-control experiments, however, so far the complexity
of these neuro-controllers have remained at the similar level.
The focus of this paper is to demonstrate that it is possible to
scale-up these neuro-robotic controllers with GPUs leading to
richer, more realistic and more complex motor control.

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMANS are able to acquire many skilled behaviors
during their life-times. The learning of complex be-

haviours is achieved through a constant repetition of the
same movements over and over, with certain components
segmented into reusable elements known as motor primi-
tives. These motor primitives are then flexibly reused and
dynamically integrated into novel sequences of actions. For
example, the action of lifting an object can be broken down
into a combination of multiple motor primitives. Some motor
primitives would be responsible for reaching the object, some
for grasping it and some for lifting it. These primitives are
represented in a general manner and should therefore be
applicable to objects with different properties. This capacity
is known as generalisation, which also refers to the ability
to acquire motor tasks by different ways. This means that
the learning of new motor tasks can be done by using
any body effector, or simply by imagining the actual task
itself (see for example [1]). In addition, one might want to
reach for the object and throw it away, instead of lifting
it up. Therefore these motor primitives need to be flexible
in terms of their order within a particular action sequence.
The amount of combinations of motor primitives grows
exponentially with their number and the ability to exploit
this repertoire of possible combinations of multiple motor
primitives is known as compositionality. The hierarchically
organised human motor control system is known to have the
motor primitives implemented as low as at the spinal cord
level whereas high-level planning and execution of motor
actions takes place in the primary motor cortex (area M1).
The human brain implements this hierarchy by exploitation
of muscle synergies and parallel controllers. These have
various degrees of complexity and sophistication that are able
to address both the global aspects of the motor tasks as well
as fine-tune control necessary for the tool use [2].

The flexibility of the motor control system allows humans
to execute behavioural actions, dynamically set the end point
and degrees of freedom used for next task while being
able to quickly adapt to various disturbances. Fogassi et
al. argue that the flexibility of choosing different effectors
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is crucial to adaptability and related to the existence of
peripersonal space [3]. Pioneering experiments on adaptation
to rotating artificial gravity environments led to the general
belief that humans would not be able to adapt to rotating
environments with angular velocities over around 3 to 4
rpm (see [4]). An important study conducted by Lackner
and DiZio showed that this sensorimotor adaptation is pos-
sible even with angular velocities reaching 10 rpm [5]. The
experimental results showed that this can be achieved by
making the same movement repeatedly, which allows the
neural system to estimate and compensate for the Coriolis
forces generated by a moving reference plane. These studies
are clearly demonstrating the robustness and the flexibility
of the human motor control system, which is capable of
exploiting the use of motor primitives in order to reach higher
level goals.

The existence of motor primitives and their recombination
into sequences of actions is supported by the biological
observations of both humans and animals. Sakai et al.
conducted experiments in visiomotor sequential learning
and demonstrated that his subjects spontaneously segmented
motor sequences into elementary movements [6]. Thorough-
man and Shadmehr showed that the complex dynamics of
reaching motion is achieved by flexibly combining motor
primitives [7]. d’Avella et al. analysed the data recorded
from electromyographic activity from 19 shoulder and arm
muscles and concluded that: ”the complex spatiotemporal
characteristics of the muscles patterns for reaching were cap-
tured by the combinations of a small number of components,
suggesting that the mechanisms involved in the generation
of the muscle patterns exploit this low dimensionality to
simplify control” ([8], p. 7791). Experiments conducted on
animals are also consistent with these findings. For example,
it has been shown that the electrical stimulation of primary
motor and premotor cortex in monkeys triggers coordinated
movements such as reaching and grasping [9]. Giszter et al.
found that a frog’s leg contains a finite number of modules
organised as linearly combinable muscle synergies [10].

Several action learning models have been proposed that
implement functional hierarchies via explicit hierarchical
structure, as with the MOSAIC model [11] or the mixture of
multiple Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) expert systems
[12]. In these models the motor primitives are represented
through local low-level modules, whereas higher-level mod-
ules are in charge of recombining these primitives using
extra mechanisms such as gate selection systems. These
systems carry great potential benefits. For example, the
learning of one module does not interfere with the learning
of other modules. Moreover, with the adding of extra low-
level modules, the number of acquirable motor primitives can
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increase as well. However, it has been demonstrated that the
similarities between various sensorimotor sequences result in
competition between the modules that represent them. This
leads to a conflict between generalisation and segmentation,
since generalisation requires the representation of motor
primitives through many similar patterns present in the same
module whereas different primitives need to be represented
in different modules to achieve a good segmentation of
sensorimotor patterns. Because of the conflict that arises
when there is an overlap between different sensorimotor
sequences, it is not possible to increase the number of motor
primitives by simply adding extra low-level modules [13].
The learning of motor primitives (low-level modules) and
sequences of these primitives (hi-level modules) need to be
explicitly separated through subgoals [14], [12].

Yamashita and Tani [15] were inspired by the latest
biological observations of the brain to develop a com-
pletely new model of action sequence learning known as
Multiple Timescales Recurrent Neural Network (MTRNN).
The MTRNN attempts to overcome the generalisation-
segmentation problem through the realisation of functional
hierarchy that is neither based on the separate modules nor
on a structural hierarchy. Hierarchies are rather based on
multiple time-scales of neural activities that are responsible
for the process of motor skills acquisition and adaptation,
as well as perceptual auditory differences between formant
transition and syllable level [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].

Neural networks have been used in many different robot
motor-control experiments, however, so far the complexity
of these neuro-controllers have remained at the similar level.
The focus of this paper is to demonstrate that it is possi-
ble to scale-up these neuro-robotic controllers with GPUs
(Graphics Processing Unit) leading to richer, more realistic
and more complex motor control. It is also worth noting
that, when these neuro-controllers reach certain sizes, the
forward activation will take significant time on standard
CPUs, which renders these controllers unsuitable for real-
time robot control tasks with typical update time of 50-
100ms. The most computationally intesive operations in both
traiing and running of neural networks are typically matrix-
vector multiplications, which are an ideal match for the SIMT
(Single Instruction Multiple Threads) model of a modern
GPU processor notoriously famous for outperforming CPUs
in parallel computing tasks.

II. MOTIVATION

Around the year 2003, to overcome the energy consump-
tion and heat-dissipation problems of standard PC processors,
manufacturers started to produce computers with multiple
cores. In the meanwhile, manufacturers have been looking
into new technologies that would increase the number of
transistors per wafer. However, reducing these dimensions
comes at a price since the current leakage becomes a prob-
lem.

Since 2003, the production of semiconductors has been
divided into multicore and manycore design trajectories.
Manycore design aims to increase the processing power by

increasing the number of cores in a processor. This number
was doubling with each semiconductor process generation
starting with dual-core chips and reaching hyper-threaded
hexa-core systems. A manycore system is fundamentally
different with regards to its design philosophy. While CPUs
are optimised for the processing of sequential code and
feature sophisticated control logic and large cache memories,
the GPU design philosophy emerged from the fast growing
video industry where massive numbers of floating point
operations are required to render every single frame. As
a result, a GPU chip has most of its area dedicated to
processing of the floating point operations and features only
tiny cache memories.

In 2006, NVidia released GeForce 8800 GPU, which
was capable of mapping separate programmable graphics
processes to an array of GPUs, which paved the way to
first general purpose computing using parallel GPU pro-
cessors. GPGPU was an intermediate step where graphics
card programmers had to use the OpenGL or DirectX API
to implement their programs. Using the GPGPU technique
many different applications have achieved dramatic speed
improvements.

Parallel computing using GPU devices is being increas-
ingly taken up by industry and academies. Many commercial
and research applications have migrated from using solely
standard CPU processors to a heterogeneous CPU-GPU
environments where each architecture does what is best at.
Most of these applications achieve tremendous speed-ups in
performance [21].

Since quantum computing is still in its infancy and CPUs
are approaching the processing limits constrained by the
physical laws, we have adopted the heterogeneous CPU-GPU
computing paradigm and implemented Aquila 2.0 Cognitive
Robotics Architecture (REF). Aquila implements various
hi-performance modules that help conducting scientific ex-
periments in the field of cognitive robotics. One of these
modules is the above-mentioned MTRNN, which has been
optimised for the latest NVIDIA Kepler GPU architecuture.
This allowed us to scale-up MTRNN and use it to control
all the 53 motors of the iCub humanoid robot (see section
III-A) and thus produce more complex and realistic motor
control.

III. METHOD

A. iCub Humanoid Robot Platform

The iCub (www.icub.org) [22] is a small humanoid robot
that is approximately 105cm high, weights around 20.3kg
and its design was inspired by the embodied cognition
hypothesis. This unique robotic platform with 53 degrees of
freedom (12 for the legs, 3 for the torso, 32 for the arms and
six for the head) was designed by the RobotCub Consortium
[23], which involves several European universities and it
is now widely used by the iTalk project and few others.
The iCub platform design is strictly following open-source
philosophy and therefore its hardware design, software as
well as documentation are released under general public
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license (GPL). Tikhanoff et al. have developed an open-
source simulated model of the iCub platform [24], [25].
This simulator has been widely adopted as a functional tool
within the developmental robotics community, as it allows
researchers to develop, test and evaluate their models and
theories without requiring access to a physical robot.

While some of our preliminary experimnets used MTRNN
to control all the 53 joints of the iCub, in this experiment
we did not need to use legs and therfore only needed to
control 41 joints (see table I). The sensorimotor states of the
iCub were sampled at 50ms rate and were used for training
both the self-organising maps (section III-B) and MTRNN
section ( III-C). The next section describe the MTRNN model
in detail.

body part degrees of freedom
head 6
left arm 16
right arm 16
torsol 3

TABLE I
DEGREES OF FREEDOM USED.

B. Self Organising Maps for Input Sparse Encoding

The MTRNN system used Self-Organising Maps (SOMs)
as means of preserving the topological relations in the
multidimensional input space to reduce the possible overlap
between various sensorimotor sequences and to aid the
learning process.
The self-organising map was trained prior to the MTRNN’s
BPTT training using a slight variation of the standard SOM
unsupervised learning algorithm [26]. The data set consisted
of all the sequences used to for the MTRNN training as well
as additional sequences, which involved variations to achieve
smoother representation of the input space and minimise data
loss incurred during the process of vector transformation.
Equation (1) shows the description of these vectors where
l(i) defines their dimensions.

vi = {vi,1, vi,2, vi,3, ..., vi,l(i)} (1)

The transformation of a vector to a self-organising map
(SOM) is given by equation (2) where vsample = l(i), σ
defines the distribution shape of pi,t and N represents the
overall size of the self-organising map.

pi,t =
exp

{
− ||vi−v

sample||2
σ

}
∑
j∈N

exp
{
− ||vi−v

sample||2
σ

} (2)

The neural activations on the output layer are assumed to
correspond to an activation probability distribution of the
self-organising map whose inverse transformation generates
multidimensional vector that directly sets the target joint
angles of the iCub. Equation (3) describes this transformation
where vi represents the target position for the ith joint index,

yj,t is the MTRNN’s jth output activity, sij is the ith index
of the vector corresponding to the SOM’s node j.

vi =
∑
j∈N

yj,tsij (3)

Fig. 1. Trained self-organising map. The picture on the left side shows
the map used for encoding the vision (6 joints) and the picture on the right
shows map encoding proprioception (35 joints).

C. Online Control

The MTRNN’s core is based on a continuous time recur-
rent neural network characterised by the ability to preserve
its internal state and hence exhibit complex dynamics. The
system receives sparsely encoded proprioceptive input from
the robot (see section III-B), which is used to predict next
sensorimotor states and therefore acts as a forward kinemat-
ics model (e.g. [27]).

The neural activities were calculated following the classi-
cal firing rate model where each neuron’s activity is given
by the average firing rate of the connected neurons. In
addition to this, the MTRNN model implements a leaky
integrator and therefore the state of every neuron is not only
defined by the current synaptic inputs but also considers its
previous activations. The differential equation (4) describes
the calculation of neural activities over time where ui,t is
the membrane potential, xj,t is the activity of jth neuron,
wij correspond to synaptic connections from the jth to the
ith neuron and finally the τ parameter that defines the decay
rate of ith neuron.

τiui,t = −ui,t +
∑
j

wijxj,t (4)
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Fig. 2. The system receives proprioceptive information as a multidimen-
sional vector mt subsequently activating a self-organising map, the activity
of which is associated to the network’s input. The neural network then
predicts the next sensorimotor state mt+1 based on its current state and
input. At this stage, the neural activations on the output layer are assumed
to correspond to the activity of the self-organising map whose inverse
transformation generates multidimensional vector that directly sets the target
joint angles of the iCub.

The decay rate parameter τ modifies the extent to which
the previous activities of the neuron affect its current state.
Therefore, when the neurons are set with large τ values
their activities will be changing more slowly over time as
compared to those neurons set with smaller τ values.

In this experiment, 640 input-output neurons were set to
τ = 2 while the hidden neurons consisted of two different
categories where each had a different time integration con-
stant. The first category comprise of 64 fast neurons with
τ = 5 and the second of 64 slow neurons set to τ = 70.
These two categories are attempting to capture the dynamics
of complex behavioural patterns by flexible recombination
of motor primitives into novel sequences of actions. As
described in the introduction, the multiple timescale systems
have been suggested as the underlying system that facilitates
this behavioural compositionally.

The network is fully connected and hence every neuron is
connected to every other neuron including itself. There is one
exception where the slow neurons are not directly connected
to the input-output layer but rather indirectly via the fast
neurons.

The continuous time integration model of the MTRNN’s
neurons were defined by the differential equation (4) while
the actual membrane potentials are calculated by its numer-
ical approximation defined by equation (8).

ui,t+1 =

(
1− 1

τi

)
ui,t +

1

τi

∑
j∈N

wijxj,t

 (5)

The activity of neuron is calculated in two different ways
(equation (6)) depending on whether a neuron belongs to the
input-ouput (i ∈ Z) or the hidden layer.

yi,t =


exp(ui,t)∑

j∈Z

exp(uj,t)
if i ∈ Z

f(ui,t) otherwise
(6)

Therefore, the input-output neuron activations are calculated
using the Softmax function (the top part of equation (6))

while the hidden neurons use conventional Sigmoid function
(equation (7)).

f(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(7)

The Softmax function was used to achieve an activation
distribution that is consistent with that of the self-organising
map. The system receives proprioceptive information as a
multidimensional vector mt subsequently activating a self-
organising map, the activity of which is associated to the
network’s input. The neural network then predicts the next
sensorimotor state mt+1 based on its current state and input.
At this stage, the neural activations on the output layer are
assumed to correspond to the activity of the self-organising
map whose inverse transformation generates multidimen-
sional vector that directly sets the target joint angles of the
iCub. The iCub then updates the positions of its joints, which
are again fed back through the SOM into the MTRNN system
as xi,t+1. Hidden neurons are simply copied as the recurrent
states for the next time step, see equation (8).

xi,t+1 =

{
pi,t+1 if i ∈ 0
yi,t otherwise (8)

D. Back Propagation Through Time

The MTRNN needs to be trained via an algorithm that
considers its complex dynamics changing through time and
for this reason we used the BPTT algorithm as it has been
previously demonstrated to be effective with this recursive
neural architecture [15].

This learning process is defined by finding the suitable
values for the synaptic connections minimising the global
error parameter E, which represents the error between the
training sequences and those generated by the MTRNN. The
error E is calculated using the Kullback-Leibler divergence
as described in equation (9) where y∗i,t is the desired activa-
tion value of the ith output neuron at the time t and yi,t is
its actual output.

E =
∑
t

∑
i∈O

y∗i,tlog

(
y∗i,t
yi,t

)
(9)

The synaptic connection values are updated according to
equation (10) where their optimal levels are approached
through minimising their values with respect to ∂E/∂w
that defines the gradient. The learning rate is given by α
parameter and n represents the learning iteration step.

wij (n+ 1) = wij (n)− α
∂E

∂wij
(10)

The already mentioned gradient ∂E/∂w is defined by equa-
tion (11) while the recurrence equation (6) is used to recur-
sively calculate ∂E∂ui, t.

∂E

∂wij
=
∑
t

1

τi

∂E

∂ui,t
xj,t−1 (11)
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∂E

∂uk,t
=


yi,t+1 − yi∗i,t+1 +

(
1− 1

τi

)
if i ∈ 0

∑
k∈N

∂E
∂ui,t+1

[
δi,k

(
1− 1

τi

)
+ 1

τk
wki

∫ ′

(ui,t)
]

otherwise
(6)

The
∫ ′

() is the derivative of the sigmoid function defined by
equation (7). The δi,k is Kronecker’s delta, which is set to 1
when i = k otherwise it is 0.

The initial values of the synaptic connections were ran-
domly generated between -0.025 and 0.025.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This experiment was designed to test the scaled-up
MTRNN and its ability to learn a complex action while
controlling a high number of joints in real-time. The task
required the robot to touch an object on a table with either
left or right hand depending on the position of the object. If
the object is located more on the right side of the table, the
robot would touch it with the right hand and vice versa. The
object could be positioned anywhere within the rectangular
area outlined by the outer circles in fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup

The Sequence Recorder module of Aquila was used to
record the sensorimotor patterns while the experimenter was
guiding the robot by holding its arms and performing the
action for each object position defined by the inner 32 circles
separed by 5cm distance (see fig. 3). Each recording lasted
5 second and the encoder values of 41 joints were sampled
at 50ms interval, producing the total of 3200 sensorimotor
states used for the training of self-orgnainsing maps and
MTRNN.

During this data collection stage, the Aquila’s tracker
module was used to keep the robot’s head and eyes centered
on the object regardless of its position. Different object

positions would therefore yield different encoder values of
the 6 joints in the head and eyes. Since this information was
passed as the input, the MTRNN was able to distinguish
between different object positions and perform the action in
the correct way.

A total number of 20 trials were conduced where each
could run for the maximum of 10000 iterations. Each training
trial was initialised with different initial seed used for gen-
erating neural network weights. At the end of the training,
the neural network from each trial was tested on the robot,
which needed to be able to touch the object at the correct
position and with the correct arm.1

When the neural network error was less than approxi-
matelly 0.00001, the robot was able to successfully execute
the action whatever the object position was. Our experimental
results show (see table II) that 15 our of 20 trials were
successful and resulted in capable neuro-controllers.

r
¯
un e

¯
rror

1 0.000009
2 0.000108
3 0.000033
4 0.000019
5 0.000006
6 0.000009
7 0.000007
8 0.000008
9 0.000007
10 0.000008
11 0.000007
12 0.000007
13 0.000007
14 0.000009
15 0.000042
16 0.000007
17 0.00001
18 0.000006
19 0.000009
20 0.000035

TABLE II
TRAINING RESULTS

V. CONCLUSIONS

Neural networks have been used in many different robot
motor-control experiments, however, so far the complexity of
these neuro-controllers have remained at the similar level. In
this paper, we have demonstrated the it is feasable to scale-
up neural networks using GPUs and thus develop complex
nero-controllers able to controll a high number of joints
leading to more realistic action execution. Our preliminary
experiments also suggest that it is possible to train high
number of different actions using a single neural network
with higher number of neurons.

1This video shows one of the trained neural networks controlling iCub
humanoid robot: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtaPaEjkMJ0
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Fig. 4. Training errors of the best trial.
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